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ABS'rRACT 

During the second half of the 9t~l5th century 

Ahmad ZarrUq al=Burnusi al=Fas! lived, a jurist and a 
0 

Sufio As an intellectu~l and the founder of a Sufi 

Order, his impact was felt in the realm of literature 

and among the masseso He is considered to be one of 

the orthodox Sufi masters whose concern vras largely 

directed towards alleviating the misunderstanding 

vvhich had occured in Islamic thought between Juris= 

prudence and Sufismo This thesis deals with Zarruq 0 s 

activities and his influence as a Sufio It is composed 

of an introduction and five chapterso The introduction 

explains the historical 9 social and academic circumstan-

ces in his native city~ Fez, in which Zarruq passed his 

early years~of which he was a parto The first chapter 

is concerned with his life 9 his education 9 travels 9 and 

his contact with Sufism 9 until he died in Misurata 9 far 

away from his own countryo The second contains a cata= 

loque of his works 9 such as exist in manuscripts or 

editions 9 or have been citedo There is also a brief 

analysis of Zarruq the author and of aspects of his 

authorship 9 with a classification of his works and 

commentaries by others on them; also a table of dates 

of some of his workso The third traces the Order which 

ZarrTiq founded 9 his position among the various Sufi 

Orders 9 and his relation to the Shaillliliyaho It also 
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contains a historical survey of the Zarru~iyah and its 

Zawiyahs 9 its branches? principles and teachingso The 

fourth examines the principal Sufi ideas as ZarrUq 

interpreted them from a sunn'i point of view 9 in theory 

and in practiceo The fifth chapter is concerned with 

him as a Sufi critic and some aspects of his criticism 

in regard to following the Way and the obligations of 

both the seeker and the master with respect to the 

sunnY concept of Sufism in belief and actiono The 

thesis contains 10 illustrationso 
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INTRODUCTION 

Fez in the middle of the l'T in th- /Fifteenth Centuryo 

The ancient city 9 founded by Idris II seven hundred 

years ago 9 living the reign of the last Sultan of the 

Marinid dynasty 9 'Abd al~ijaqq b. Abi Sa'id al-Zanati 

al-Marini whose days witnessed the decline and decay of 

this dynasty. As usually happens at this-stage of any 

reign the ministers and Huj jabs vvere the 1•eal ruler·s of 
0 

the country while the King was a mere figurehead.(i) 

Both internal and external conditions were not in 

favour of 'Abd al=ljaqq. Morocco (or al=Maghrib al=Aq~ga) 

was nominally under his control~ while he had to deal 

with semi-autonomous chiefs in his kingdom and send 

military expeditions to crush the numerous rebellions 

that arose against him 9 or even to leave his capital 

himself to punish the revolting tribes of Hab~ and 

Shawah. ( 2 ) 

The struggle for power in Fez itself among the 

courtmen on one hand 9 and between the Sultan and his 

ministers on the other 9 was so furious that it often 

ended in bloodshed.(3) Ahmad al-Nasiri 9 the famous. 
0 0 

historian of Morocco 9 gives us a very gloomy picture 

of that period in his country. He tells us how the 

1. Abu al-' Abbas AQ.mad b. Khalid al-Nasiri9 al-Istiqsa 
fi akhbar al=Maghrib al-Aq~ga 9 Vol. IV 9 Po95. 

2. Ibidq Po99. 

3o Ibido9 PPo96=97o 
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relations between 4 Abd al~~a~~ and his people were so 

tense that the Sultan chose two Jewish gentlemen and 

appointed them to high positions in order to spite the 

people o~ Fezo(i) 

It happened, says al-Na~iri, when 'Abd al=ija~~ ~elt 

that his minister AbU Zakariya Yatya al-Wattasi 9 supported 
• 0 0 

by his brothers and relatives, was ready to deprive him 

o~ his authority9 by ignoring his orders completely and 

behaving independently in every matter o~ stateo The. 

Sultan was, very anxious about his position and 9 ~allowing 

the example o~ Hartin al=Rashid o~ Baghdad, he pounced 

upon al-Wattasr and his ~amily suddenly, killing all o~ 

them except two brothers: o~ the minister who escaped the 

massacre o 4 Abd al-Ha~~ re~used to appoint anyone as. a 
0 

minister againo 

A~ter that slaughter the Sultan heard that the 

people were not satis~ied with what he had done to the 

W.attasis and that they were inclining towards Muhammad 
0 0 0 

al-Wa~~asr who ~led the disaster and controlled A~Ilaho 

The Sultan did not hesitate to take very strong action 

to show his wrath and strengthen by appointing Hariln 

and Shaul 9 two Jewish men, as mentioned aboveo 

1 o Ibido 9 Po98o It is obvious that the Jews, after being 
expelled with the Muslims ~rom Spain during this 
period, had established themselves socially 9 economi
cally and politically in Fezo They enjoyed great 
in~luence on some o~ the Marinid Sultans and penetrated 
in the a~~airs o~ the Stateo Co~o Benchakroun; 
Mazahir al-thagafah al-Maghribiyyah 9 PPo38-43;o 
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That was in the year 869 Ha (1464 AaDa). In the same 

year 'Abd al-~aqq set out from Fez at the head of an expe= 

dition to·quell the revolt of al-Hab~ tribes. The people 

of Fez 9 grumbling at the severity of Harlin and Shaul and. 

the heavy taxes imposed upon them and annoyed at being 

ruled by non=Muslims 9 seized the opportunity and 9 led by 

Shaikh Abu Faris al-Wiryaghli 9 they revolted 9 deposing 

'Abd al=Haq~_ and announcing 'AbdAllah al-Hafid as Sultan. 
~ 0 

'Abd al-I:Iaqq himself was kil~ed by his. soldiers' hands 

while he was on his way back to Fez, and thus the 

Merinid dynasty came to its end.(i) 

The external situation was no better than the inter-

nal one. It was in that period of history that the Arabs: 

were driven out of Spain.( 2 ) The Muslim world in general 

was divided into small conflicting states and Morocco had· 

its share of division and conflict too. The Sultans of' 
'\ 

F~ and Marakesh 9 the two main 'Kingdoms' there 9 were too. ./ 

busy with their own problems to give a helping hand to 

their cousins in Spain. Thus, we see the Portuguese 9 

after liberating their _territory from the Ara_'!')SJI set upon 

attacking Morocco and conquering the Muslims in their own 

lando 

In 841/1437 they beseiged Tangier 9 sending troops 

from Sabta which they captured in 818/1415 o The Portugues-e 

failed in that seige but they succeeded in holding the 
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city :fifty-one years later. The cities of' Qal?r al-Ii1ajaz 9 

Asila 9 As:fa and some important spots on the Sus coast were 
0 0 

in their hands before the end of' the 9th Hijri century.(1 ) 

The Arabs in Spain were trying to stand :firm in the 

last castles, remaining in their possession: Granada and 

Malaga. But the mistrust and quarrels among the so-called 

Mul'ilk al-~awa~f (Kings of' the :factions,) did not give them 

any chance to achieve a military victory against the 

Spaniards: So, the Iberian Peninsula fell little by 

little under Spanish control. And in the year 897/ll.J-91 

Queen Isabella captured Granada 9 the last stronghold of 

'AbdAllah Ibn al-Ahmar 9 and the Arabs were to be entirely 
0 

expelled :from Spain. In the same year Christopher 

Columbus discovered America as a result of the growing 

sea-power of' Europe and the search for a new way to India 

which would avoid passing through Arab lands.( 2 ) 

These events 9 of course 9 necessarily affected soma 

aspects of life in Morocco generally and particularly in 

Fez 9 the celebrated seat of the Idrisites 9 the Almahads 9 

··the Almoravids -and the-M.arini-ds. As we -have- a:-lrea-dy---s-een 9 

1. For these events. and their details see: I~tiq~a 9 

PP• 109=-111. 

2. The impact of the Muslim exodus from Spain and the 
discovery of America in addition to the discovery of 
the sea-route round Africa was so great upon the 
Muslim world that it fell gradually in European hands. 
Those days 9 in fact 9 were the beginning of the end for 
the Muslims whose culture started deteriorating and 
who retreated from playing an effective role in the 
world's affairs. 
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the political situation was so disturbed and confused 

that the Sultans were not able to impose law and order 

upon their subjects or even to get rid of rebels in most 

parts of the countryo 

However 9 it is easy for a political situation to 

change 9 but it takes a long time before any social change 

may occur or be noticed, especially in past ages in which 

the process of cultural change was very slow indeedo It 

may be convenient here to have a quick look at the s:ocial 

and cultural environment in Fez_ in those dayso 

Many books have been composed on Fez and its famous: 

unive~sity of al-Qarawiyyin 9 its eminent scholars and the 

role it play~d. in history. One of the best-known de.s

criptions is that of Leo Africanus covering several 

aspects of the social 9 economic and cultural life in Fez. 

Leo was originally a Fezi, who lived in that city and ) 

knew it well in his youth 9 nearly at the same era with 

which we are concernedo The chapter he wrote is 9 in fact, 

a short and precise survey of the city and its inhabitantso 

"A world it is to see. How huge 9 how populous 51 how 

well-f.ortified and walled this city iSi~" These are his 

words conunencing to write down "a worthy description of 

the city of Fez o 11 In a spirit of admiration he continues. 

to describe its buildings 9 markets 51 hospitals 9 baths.ll 

ir1ns 9 mills 9 etc. He also gives us the details of the 

administration of justice 51 manners of eating and drinkingp 

manners. of marriage 51 festivals and mourning for the dead, 

and so on. 
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From Leo we gain a picture of a really great city 

of the most striking size, not to be compared (in the 

whole Muslim world of those days) except with Cairo. 

And when Cairo is mentioned it is always associated with 

the al-Azhar Mosque. ao is Fez with al~Qarawiyyin. 

"The chief' Muhammadan temple in this tovm is called 
0 

Qarawiyyin", Leo states, "being of so incredible bigne.ss 

that the circuit thereof and the buildings ~~ 

unto it iS a gOOd mile and a half abOUt e II ..A..nd he gives 

many details concerning the university-mosque and its 

system of ~ducation. 

Despite the exaggerated accounts and statements o~ 

Leo it is a fact that this mosque has been for centuries. 

a great centre of knowledge and science in North Af'rica. 

Most of the famous Moroccan scholars, if we.do not say 

all of them, had graduated or studied in al-Qarawiyyin 

where "moral philosophy as. well as the law of' MulJ.ammad" 

were taught. 

Among the seven hundred mosques, Leo mentions. in 
- - - - -

Fez, there was another celebrated college, rival to al= 

Qarawiyyin, although the latter is more famous than it. 

That is al-Madrasah al~'Inaniyyah which was built by 

Sultan Abu 'Inan al-Marini (d. 750/1349). The two 

colleges competed with each other continually and ga¥e 

Fez a magnificent academic reputation.(i) 
~ 

I 
1 o Leo::. Africanus,; History and Description of Africa Jl (tr o 

John Pary), reprinted by Burt Franklin, New York, 
(undated), Vol. II 9 p.419 ff. 

) 
' 
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It seems that in spite of the politidal restless-

ness in the country in that age the scientific and 

literary activities did not fail to continue. On the 

contrary we notice that those activities, which began 

to flourish under the Almohads 9 were even more in evi-

dence in this age. The Marinid Sultans in reality 

encouraged both teachers and students to devote them-

selves exclusively to education by every means 9 paying 

them monthly salaries and ensuring their acc.ommodation.(i) 

S.'ome of the Sultans themselves were poets 9 doctors or 

jurists. Libraries were established and books were 

brought from abroad, especially from Spain, to feed the 

increasing hunger for knowledge. Fez became an attrac-

tive place for scholars from every part of the Muslim 

world, where they found protection and care.( 2 ) 

Apart from the Qur 9an, Tradition and Jurisprudence 

which were taught at Fez 9 there were also many other 

subjects of study obtainable; Sufism 9 Theology, Poetry, 

Arabic grammar, History, Mathematics, Chemistry 9 

Medicine, Geometry, Astronomy, etc. etc.(3) Not only 

men were engaged in these fields of learning but women 

also had their share on equal terms with the men.( 4 ) 

1 • Ibid. 9 p~422. 

2. 'AbdAllah Gannlin; al~NubUgh ~+~IVIaghribi fi al-fi~ 
al-'Arabi, al-Madrasah wa dar al-kitab, Beirut l9bl9 
Vol. I 9 p.l85. 

3· Ibid. 9 pp.l88-203. 

4. Ibid., p.202. 
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Thus we see that the cultural environment was 

suitable for big names to flourish; names like Ibn 

Khald'iin~ Ibn al-Kha"j;i'lb 9 Ibn Marzuq~ al-Mdqqarri, al

'AbdU.si, Ibn 'Abbad ar-Rundi and Ibn 'Adhara.(i) 

The Shaikhs of al~Qarawiyyin and the Qadis of Fez 

were so influential in society and respected by the 

people that some of them led the revolution which over~ 

threw the last Sultan of the Marin~d family, as men-

tioned above, and were a factor j.n its tragic end# 

This does not mean that the community was pure and 

innocento In a city like this 9 with all the circumatances 

indicated 9 one must expect all the disadvantages and cor-

ruption of a comparatively developed societyo Leo 

Africanus exposes in his book some of the social diseases 

in Fez which he was acquainted with and witnessed·with.his 

ovm eyes. Apart from social ills he concentrates strongly 

on the misconduct of the "sects", meaning the f?iifis, des

cribing their behaviour and customs.( 2 ) 

From his account it is clear that Sufism, at that 

·t-im·e~ had- deviated from its original course -into a sort 

of superstition and nonesensical vanityo. It became a 

tool for some people to earn their daily morsel, using 

1 • In order to have a wider general idea about this subject 
see: lVIu}Jammad Benchakroun; Ivlazahir al-thagafah 
al-Maghribiyya~_min al=g_arn al-thalith 'ashar ila 
al-qarn al-khamis 'ashar (Aspects of the Moroccan 
Culture from the Thirteenth Century to the Fifteenth 
Century) 9 Rabat 9 without date. 
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it as a cover for their sins and deceito The Sufis 
0 

appear as mere "darwishes 11
9 dancing, playing music and 

chanting lusty songs without knowing the real meaning 

of Sufism and its goals. This, in fact, did not happen 

in Fez and Morocco only. It was a common phenomenon 

which dominated the whole of the Muslim world which was 

in a state of decline and decadence in those days. 

It is of great importance and interest, then, to 

find out what was the attitude and the position o~ 

those "true" ~Ufis who tried so hard to preserve Sufism 

as pure as it should be, and fought on every front to 

protect it from the corruption which tarnished its 

image in the people's minde Those ~ufis who made every 

effort to prevent the edifice of Sufism from falling to 

the assaults of ignorance and misunderstanding, and 

attempted by every possible means to polish its mirror 

from all the rust and dust which had covered it and 

veiled its shining surfaceo 

AQmad Zarr'ilq, in fact, was the man who experienced, 

-------in full, all the advantag-es and disadvantages of that- -

period of history with all its bitterness and sweetness. 

His personality and works may represent the striving of 

the real ~ufis to gain their spiritual salvation and to 

try to save other people through Sufism. 

Zarruq's experience is one of the most exciting 

experiences in the history of Sufism. As a Sunni ~ufi 

he may be compare~ with Abu ~amid al-Ghazali, with 

differences in circumstances and details. The two men 
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started as fugahaJ(jurists) and transferred to pure Sufism 

at a later stage of their lives. Both of them were strict 

Ash'aris who defended Sufism against foreign influence and 

believed in the link~ if not union 9 between the Shari'ah 

(the Islamic Law) and the ijaqiqah (the Truth). Both of 

them wrote in the field of Law as well as that of· Sufism. 

Al-Ghazali was more fortunate in that he lived in a 

more vivid epoch and flourished in a more active country 9 

so that he achieved his great impact upon his contempora~ 

ries and successors 9 while Zarruq lived in a darker era 

and the centuries which elapsed after him were so dull 

and stagnant that his example disappeared under the ruins 

of the .collapsed Islamic civilisation and he was nearly 

forgotten except in some references among the numerous 

Shaikhs 9 not as a scholar or a contributor in several 

fields of knowledge 9 but as an ordinary founder of a 

Tariqah ( O~der) • 
0 

It is a sad fact that attention has always been paid 

to the Islamic East rather than the Islamic West in every 

aspe·ct· of-study. Historical reasons and special factors· 

are responsible for this. Sufism and ~ufis were no 

exception. So 9 while Easterners names 9 such as al-Junaid 9 

al Bistami 9 Rabi'ah 9 al-Hallaj 9 al-Ghazali 9 Jalal al-Din . . 
al-Rumi9 are so famous by virtue of the studies which were 

devoted to them 9 we find that the Westerners were less 

fortunate in this respect. Despite the attempts which 

have been made lately to throw more light upon this 

neglected part of the Muslim world it is still in need 
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0~ greater efforts to realise its contribution and role 

in Islamic thoughto 

The aim of the following pages is to introduce one 

of these forgotten masters whom the ~vriter thinks has 

been un~airly neglected for five long centuries despite 

the admirable role he played in true Su~ism and his 

memorable deeds and accomplishments as a jurist and a 

Sufio 

This study is divided into five chapterso The first 

chapter deals with his biography; the second is about his 

works; the third looks at his influence and the Order 

which bears his name; the fourth is intended to discuss 

his doctrine; while the ~ifth examines his role as a 

critic within Su~ismo 

Since it is impractical and impossible to cover all 

aspects o~ his activitiesp since the man was a multi= 

faceted scholarp the main theme of our study will be: 

11 Zarrt!.q the Su~i" 9 taking into consideration his other 

aspects and referring to them where necessaryo 



"The fragrance of our musk will not 

be diffused until we have decayed 

in the earth!" 

AQ.mad Zarrtl.q 

Ri~lat al-'Ayyashi 
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CHAPTER ONE 

HIS LIFE. 

The early days. 

At sunrise~ on Thursday~ 22nd of Muharram 9 846 H9, 
0 

(7th of June 9 1442 A.D.) Shihab al-Din Abu al-'Abbas 

Aqmad b. ~ad b. Mu~ammad b. 'Isa al-Burnusi(i) al-Fasi~ 
better knmm as Zarruq9 was born. 

The Baranis 9 to which he belonged, were a Berber 

tribe living in the area between Fez. and Taza. Leo 

Africanus says that there is a mountain called 'Baranis' 

standing fifteen miles north of Taza, and he states that 

"the inhabitants are rich and mighty. They possess great. 
tl 

atores of horses. Neither do they pay any tribute at all. 

1 • Some references give his first surname al-Burnusi with 
the letter u prolongated. Although this may be accepted 
in the case of the relative adjective in Arabic etymo
logy9 we can conclude from the beginning of his poem 

)Urjuzah fi 'uyub al-nafs that al~Burnusi (without pro
longation) is the correct pronunciation. 

At the beginning of this poem Zarruq says: 
,. ,. • ,.. ~ <D,_P / d ~ ,. • ., , ; , 

(,$_,W\tri>~~';;fo\ ~~J!\ : ...... ~i\0.: ~' ... .JA 
/ / " ~ t. • G ) p ./ /' _,_. .... ,.. ,< ~ ~ ~ ' • 0 o 

u=- kJ\6;;;. ~h; o_~ .. ~\ :~ ~~\J ~~\~ ~\ 
/ ,. ~ ' , ,. 

The last word in the first line creates a problem 
regarding another surname which Zarruq has 9 since the 
manuscripts differ in writing it as either al-Khaggar 
or al-ijag~ari. Shaikh Gannlin in his pam~hlet on Zarruq 
(Dhikra at Mashahir Ri 'al al-Ma hrib~ 23) holds that 
al~Khaq~ar greengrocer was his father's nickname 9 then 
he changes his opinion in his article (Bulletin of the 
Faculty of Arts, University of Libya 9 Vol. II 9 p.130) 
and chooses al-ijag~ri (the man who came from the valley 
of al=ijaqgar) 9 because a friend of his told him that 
this valley exists in the area where the Baranis tribe 
live). At any rate 9 the copyist of the manuscripts of 
al-Kharrubi's Sharl'). 'uyub al-nafs (Tunis~ MS. 1037/2) 
writes it al-KhaQ.Q.ari c.$,.,®\ both with a dot on the 
letter e and i at the end of the word. 
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11'l'his hill~" he reports!) "abounds with plenty of corn~ 

fruits and grapes 9 and yet they make no wine at allo 

Their women are white and fat and adorn themselves 

1.11fi th much silver 0 11 ( 
1 ) 

Shaikh '.Abd Allah Ganntin asserts that Zarruq was 

born in a certain village in that region named Ti1Iviana( 2 ) 

He adds that a friend of his 9 vvho lived among the tribe 

and knew the area very well 9 told him 9 that mrhere is an 

elegant building on his father 9 s tomb which contains a 

mosque and acconunodation for the Imamo It is lm.o\vn as 

the Zawiyah of Sid[ Agmad Zarruq and it has aw~a~ 

(endovooents)o The people respect this tomb very much 

and believe that its occupant was a ~11 and one of the 

piOUSo 11 ( 3 ) 

To accept the existence of the tomb at the village 

of TilJ:wan does not confirm that Zarruq himself was 

bor-n ther-e o On the contrary V'!e understand from his auto~ 

biography that he 9 his father and his grandfather were 

born and: e;rew up in Fez o All _the narratives and anecdotes 

v1hich he wrote on his childhood and youth seem to have 

taken place thereo(4) 

1 o Op o cit • 9 p o 548 o 

2 o According to Gann'Un. In French it is Taliouineo 

3 o Ganniln; "Ahmad Zarrtlq11 
9 Bullet in of the ~,a~'l)).:.i1.;'L _of Arts 9 

University of Libyall Vola IIll ppol30~13lo Gan.n'On adds 
that he thinks the Zawiyah was built for Zarruq9 s 
father after the son became famous and that if his 
father was a learned man his son would not neglect 
mentioning this in his autobiographyo 

~-o See~ Kunnash 9 HSo Tunis 1911~ Rabat lWSo Q 1385. 
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Zarrilq was not the original family name. He inheri-

ted it from his grandfather who had blue eyes (azrag al~ 

'ainain) 9 a common feature in the Berber race. Although 

the derivation does not correspond with Arabic etymology 

it is obvious that the nickname has its root from the 

word azraq (blue).(1 ) 

When Zarrilq was born his father named him Mu}J.anunad. 

But when his father died he was called ~nad 9 and he 

himself maintained this name for three reasons 9 he says; 

firstly because he became familiar with it 9 secondly 

because it has not been twisted on the tongues of the 

common people 9 as happened to the name M~ammad 9 and 

thirdly -because it was the name with which Jesus 9 Son 

of Mary 9 foretold the Prophet and none of the other 

prophets were called Ahmad.( 2 ) 
0 

We find no mention at all of brothers or sisters. 

It seems that ~ad was the only child his parents had. 

At any rate both of them died within the same week 

following his birth 9 apparently as a result of the great 

1. Kunnash9 Rabat 9 IVISo Q 13859 Po59o 

2. Ibid. 9 Po59· It is significant that Zarrilq was so fond 
of his father's name (~ad) that he did not only 
maintain it in exchange for his former name (NiuJ;;lammad) 
but also he named his four sons AQffiad giving each of 
them a nickname to distinguish him from his brothers. 
Regarding the distortion of the name Mu~ammad see: 
Edward Westermarck; Ritual and Belief in Morocco 9 

Macmillan 9 London 9 1926 9 Volo II 9 Po407o Westermarck 
gives nine different ways of pronunciation of the 
name Ivlu}J.ammad 9 while he records three ways only for 
the name Ahmad. 

0 



epidemic which a~~licted.Fez in that year~ known as the 

epidemic or 'AzzUnah.(i) His ~ather's will was that he 

be cared ~or by his mother. But the child was brought 

up by his maternal grandmother 'Umm al-Ban1n( 2 ) v~ho was 

a learned and pious old lady. The ~amily was poor and 

he never pro:fi ted even ~rom the small sum which his: 

~ather le~t to him. 

"When my ~ather was at the point o~ death~" Zarrug_ 

records 9 "he comrni tted me to his mother's charge. She 

was a very waste~ul woman. He willed the third part of 

his small ~ortune to be given to the muazzins of 

al-Andalus mosque. My maternal grandmother said to him: 

'What have you done 9 son'? You willed the third and 

decreased this in~ant's third while he is still a blood 

clot. Was it not enough that you yeild the money to 

your mother 9 knowing that she will give it to bad people'?' 

He replied: 'What I have willed I paid in advance for a 

palace in Paradise. The rest I gave to my mother. This 

my son I entrust to God.' 

-leave --YOU -to God-~ my- son! ' 

1. Istiq9a 9 op.cit.9 p.lOl. 

He looked at me and said: 'I 

Then--he-died.'' (3 ~-

2. Kunnash 9 op.cit. 9 p.58. In MS .• Tunis 1911 the lady's 
name is 'Umm al-Khair. 'Umm al-Ban1n (the mother or the 
children) was an agnomen_ of Fatimah bint 'AbdAllah 
al-Pihr1 9 who established the Mosque of al~Qarawiyy1n 
in 245/859. This agnomen was widely adopted by women 
named Fatimah in Morocco. (Of. Shajarat al-n'O.r 9 I 9 

p.441) 0 
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Women of Fez 9 in that age~ had the opportunity to 

learn and participate in the intellectual activities of 

the countryo Some of them reached a very high degree of 

education so that they were standing equally to famous 

Shaikhso Umm al-Banin was one of these women beside 

Umm Hani al~'Abdusiyyah and her sister Fatimah whom 

Zarruq was acquainted witho She was a wise and patient 

woman and eager to bring up her grandson as best as she 

couldo ( 1 ) 

Talking about his grandmother Zarruq says~ "She 

instructed me how to pray 9 and ordered me to do so 9 since 

I was five years oldo At the same age she sent me to the 

kuttab (Qur'anic school) and started to teach me about 

unity 9 trust 9 faith and religion by a very curioua methodo 

One day she prepared food for meo When I came back from 

the kuttab to lunch she said: 'I have got nothing for youo 

But provision is in the Almighty's treasuryo Sit down and 

let us ask Him. 1 Both of us stretched our hands towards; 

the sky and began prayingo Then she said: 'Go and look 9 

maybe God has put semething- in the-corners- of the house.-'-

We began to search and how glad I was when I found the 

food~ She said~ 'Come and let us thank God before we 

eat 9 so that our Lord may give us more from His grace.' 

We thanked God and praised Him for an hour then we 

commenced eating. She used to do so many times till I 

grew up. 11 (
2 ) 

1 o Gannlin; al~Nubugh 9 Vol. I 9 po202. 

2. Kunnash9 p.59. 
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Umm al-Banin's influence on her grandson was so 

great that he never failed to recall and record it in 

his autobiographyo Let us quote some of what he wrote: 

"She told me that one night, when I was two years 

old, I looked at a star and asked her who put it in the 

skyo She explained to me the duty of belief in that 

mattero She used to tell me anecdotes about the 

righteous and the reliant oneso When she told me stories 

she never told me fu""lything except about the P1•ophet' s 

miracles and the wonderful miracles of the devouto She 

also used to order me to pray even without performing 

the ablutiono When my maternal aunt once blamed her 

for this, she said: 'Let him do so until he prays 

performing it o ' 

11l!illcouraging me to pray, she used to put a dirham 

on my pillow so that I might see it when I opened my 

eyes in the morningo She used to say: 'Perform the 

morning-prayer and then take ito' Her idea was that 

that dirl1am would help me to pray and keep me away from 

corruption and prevent me from looking at what is in 

other people's hands when I desire to buy somethingo 

She used to leave me without cutting my hair or washing 

my clothes for a long time and say: 'If the young one 

becomes clean the eyes will follow himo 1 

"After I had learnt some chapters of the Qur'an by 

heart she began to teach me how to write and read~ 

warning me not to read poetry, saying: 'He who neglects 
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science and deals with poetry is like he who exchanges 

wheat for barley~'" ( 1 ) 

At home the boy was treated in a strict 9 but not 

cruel9 way. He was looked after not only by his grand= 

mother but also by other members of the family who were 

very careful to show him good behaviour and conduct 

according to the standards of their society. 

Once he sat listening to the story~teller in the 

market when his grandmother's uncle came to him and said:: 

"Nobody sits here except the idle." He never did that 

again in the whole of his life. And when Umm Rani al= 

'Abdusiyyah saw his hands and feet dyed with ~enna she 

blamed him for accepting a woman's mark. He never dyed 

himself after thato His grandmother's husband S~di 

~ad al-~Ijl noticed that the boy used to go to the 

food before the guests. He forbade him to do so and 

the boy obeyed.( 2 ) 

At the Kuttab he was a very regular attendant and 

such a_guie~ pup!l that he neve~ £~ayed or ran in the 

mosque yard 9 as other children did 9 except once. He 

never failed to learn by heart his daily quota of verses 

too, till he finished memorising the whole of the Qur 9an 
by the time he was ten years old.(3) 

Umm al=Banin used to say to her grandson~ "Surely 9 

you must learn the Qur 9an for your religion and learn 

a profession for your livelihoodo 11 (
4 ) Thus 9 when he 

1. Kunnash 9 p.6o. 

2. Ibid. 9 p o 61. 

3. Ahmad Baba al-Tumbukti 
1351 Ho 9 po84o 

~-· Kunnash 9 po60. 

Nail al~_-ibtihaj 9 Cairo 9 
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grew up he was sent to learn cobbling, on the advice of 

one of his relatives. He was not sent to learn tailoring 

since this trade needs cleanness and elegance 9 both of 

which he lacked. The boy used to go to the cobbler's 

shop three times a week after the end of the school-day 

in the kuttab.(i) 

Vfllen Zarrnq was ten years old Umm al-Banin died.( 2 ) 

It is not known under whose patronage he then came. It 

may be suggested that one of his relatives was looking 

after him, after his grandmother's death~and that he 

earned his expenses from working as a cobbler's assis

tant till he became sixteen years old.(3) 

In his youth. 

When he was sixteen years old, Zarruq changed his. 

career from an apprentice cobbler to a student of Juris

prudence and religious knowledge.( 4 ) He joined both the 

Qarawiyyin mosque-university and the 'Inaniyyah college 

to study the essential books of the Maliki rite 9 Hadith 
0 

--(Tradition)- 9 -'U~ul (Principles of Rel-igion) and Arabic 

grammar. It is likely that he carne into contact with 

Sufi books too 9 as would be expected in that environment 
0 

at that time. He became a disciple of the most eminent 

scholars at Fez and the surrounding area, and met very 

1. Kunnash 9 p.6o. 

2. Nail al--·:Dbtihaj 9 p.84. 

Lj. o Gahh'iln; "Ahmad Zarruq" 9 DhJ-.t..!'.§.Xat~ ma_spahir ri jal 
al-Ivlaghrib 9 p.6. 
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distinguished learned men in the country who supervised 

him in understanding the first basic books he started 

to read. The following is a list of the Shaikhs he met 

and the books he read at that period of his life 9 taken 

from his autobiography in his Kunnash and other sources.( 1 ) 

His teachers: 

l) 

2) 

3) 

4) 
5) 

6) 

7) 
8) 

9) 

10) 

11) 

12) 
13) . 

14) 
--15T 
16) 

17) 

18) 

19) 

20) 

21) 
22) 

23) 

'AbdAllah bo Muqammad bo Qasim al-Qawri 
(do 872/1467) o 
Muhammad bo 'Ali al-Basti al-Qalsadi 
(d: 89l/1486)o 

0 0 

'AbdAllah al-Fakhkharo 

'AbdAllah al-Majaf?i.· 
'Abd Allah al-Tajibi (al!Ustadh al=~ughayyir) 
(do 887/1482) o 

'Abd al-Rahman al-Qawri. 
0 

Abu Salim Ibrahim al-Tazi (do 866/1461-2)o 

Abu 'AbdAllah Muhammad al-Mishidhdhali 
(do 866/l461-2)o 

0 

'Abd al-Rahman al-Tha'alibi (do 873/1468)o 
0 

Mu~ammad bo al-~usain (al-Siraj al-~aghir) 
(do 887/1482) o 

~ad bo Sa'Id al-~abbak (do 870/1465-6). 

Mu~ammad bo Qasim al=Ra~~a' (do after 890/1485)o 
9 Umm Rani al='Abdusiyyah (do 860/1456)o 

Abu Zakaria Sahib al-Zahr (do after 870/l465~6)o 
0 • 

9Tsa al=lViawasi o 

~ad bo '~bd Allah al-Zawawi (do 884/1479)o 

JU.;unad bo MU{lammad bo Zakri (do 900/1494) o 

Ahmad al-Ghumari al-Tilimsani (do 874./1469). 
0 

IviuJ.:ammad bo Yusuf al-Sanusi (d. 899/lLI-93). 

Abu al-~asan al-Maghili (d. 866/1461-2)o 

'Abd al='Aziz al=Wiryaghli (d. 881/1476). 

~ad bo Sa'Id al-Muknasi (do 870/1465-6). 
~ad al-'Ijl al-Wizwali. 

1 o Kunnash 9 po6l ffo; Nail al~fubtihaj 9 po85o The dates 
of these men's deaths are recorded whenever it is 
possible. 



24) 

25) 

26) 

27) 

28) 

29) 
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Ahmad al-TUnUSl (d. 878/1473) • . 
Ahmad b. 'Ali al-Filali (d. 861/1456-7). 

0 

'AbdAllah al-'Abdusi. 

'Ali b. 'Abd al-Ra~an al-Anfasi (d. 860/1456). 

'Abd al-Rahman al-Majdhub. 
0 

Mu~ammad Ibn Amlal. 

30) Muhammad al-Zaitlini, and many others. 
0 

In this period we notice that Zarruq was mostly con-

cerned with fiqh and ~adith 7 with some attention to Sufism. 

The books he mentions that he studied at that time are: 

1 ) 

2) 

3) 

4) 
5) 

6) 

7) 

8) 

al-Risalah of al-Qairawani. 

al-Risalat ~1-Qugsi~~ of al-Ghazali. 

al-'Aga'id of al-rusi. 

al-Sa~Iu of al-Bukhari. 

al-Ahkam al-~ughra of 'Abd al-ijaqq. 

al=Jami' of al=Tirmidhi. 

The rules of reading the Qur'an according to 
the epistle of Nafi'. 
al-Tanwir of Ibn 'Ata 9 Allah al-Iskandari. 

0 

The last book (al-Tanwir) 7 which was written by a 

famous ~ufi, may indicate that Zarru<l_ started to contact 

some shaikhs of the Shadhili Order at Fez in his early 
~ ~ - -

twenties. This opinion is strongly supported by the fact 

that he wrote his first commentary on al-ljikam of Ibn 

'Ata 9 Allah in the year 870/1465.(1 ) 

The foregoing list of his Shaikhs is 7 in fact, a 

mixture of fuqaha (jurists) who taught him 'ilm al-?ahir 

1. From the known dates of Zarruqvs compilations we find 
that he wrote a book entitled ~uhfat al-mur!d (see the 
catalogue) which is a mixture of collected sayings and 
abstracts from ~ufi and jurist works. It is clear that 
Zarruq had not been entirely a Shadhili in that period 
of his life, since he was recording the best of his 
vast reading without distinction among the ~ufi 
masters. 



(exoteric science) and fuqara (the poor) who initiated 

him into 'ilm al=ba}in (esoteric knowledge) o This; 

created a sort of dualism in Zarruq's thought which 

continued with him for a long time until he was comp-

letely overwhelmed by Sufism in his later yearso 

Among the names recorded in the list~ the first 

('AbdAllah al-Qawri) and the last (Muhammad al-Zaitlini) 
0 

represent the two sides of learning Zarruq was looking 

foro Al-Qawri was a very famous juristo He was a 

professor at al-Qarawiyyin and for sometime the Mufti 

of Fez~o Zarriiq_ did not only attend his lectures but 

was also a close student of hiso He attended him to 

study al- 9 u*ul and gained from his wide knowledge of 

fiqho He used to visit him in his house and they dis-
(1') cussed religious issues togethero · 

Al=Zaitlini was a ~ufi who9 it is said 9 followed 

the Shadhili Order( 2 ) and perhaps he was the head of 

a Zawiyah at that time in Fezo He was a blind man with 

a very strong character and influenceo There is no 

1 o As it was the dominant phenomenon of the age 9 al-Qawri 
did not lack a touch of Sufismo He and his pupil were 
engaged sometimes in discussing certain ~ufi issueso 
When he was asked once what he thought of Ibn 'Arabi 
his answer suggests acceptance of Ibn 'Arabi's 
teachings 9 opposing the general idea in those daya 
which refuted these teachings and condemned them as 
a sort of heresyo (See: Kunnash 9 Po7 and Qawa'id al= 
Tasawwuf 9 po52) o This may indicate that Zarruq was. 
tending towards Ibn 'Arabi at the beginning of hi& 
Sufi life 9 as it justifies the remark of his, Egyptian 
0 

teacher 9 al=Sakhawi 9 that he was soo 

2.o It is mentioned in al-Ta 'rif 9 po283 9 that al-Zaitlini 
was a Qadiri 9 although widely known as a Shadhilio 
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precise date for when Zarruq came into contact with him~ 

but it is certain that in 870/1465 ~ when the latter was, 

24 years old 9 he was one of al=Zaitlini's discipleso He 

served the poor in the Zawixanand joined his master on a 

visit to the tomb of Sidi 'Abd al-Raoman Abu Ya'zao(i) 

That was the most crucial year of the young man's life~ 

and it was a very depressing year tooo For after accom-

panying al-ZaitUni for a period and becoming an intimate 

novice of his some misunderstanding occured between them 

which sent Zarruq off on a "forty-days wandering" o 

The story which was widely circulated among Zarruq's 

biographers~ says that Zarruq was "expelled" from Fez by 

a curse of al-Zai tUni o While Zarruq himself gives.~ 

another cause in his autobiographyo Both of the anecdotes 

seem unreasonable~ but we have to accept Zarruq's account~ 

as it is since he wrote it down himself 9 and try to read 

between the lines and find out the real · .' cause of this 

event. 

Ibn 'Askar 9 (
2 ) who was the first to write about it~ 

-says that-zarruq became a devoted- disciple of: al..,.Zait'ilni 

claiming that no one loved his master more than he dido 

It was the master's intention to put his follower's 

sincerity to the test when the latter visited him one dayo 

He knocked on the door and received permission to entero 

2. Mu.l;;tarnmad bo 'Ali al-Sharif al-I.;Iasani; Dawl;;tat al=nashir 9 

"< t·ra.nslatec:i i-nto Prench by A. Graulle) 9 Paris 1913 ~ 
PPo89~90. 
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When he stepped in he did not find anybody. He climbed 

the stairs leading to a room on the higher floor. To 

his surprise he saw the master sitting between two 

adorned women~ kissing this once and turning to kiss the 

other. "This man is really a heretic~ 11 9 said Zarruq to 

himself and turned away. "Come back 9 0 liar Al;,lmad~ 11 9 

the master called. When he looked back he found no 

women. The master explained: "The woman you saw on my 

right was al- 9Akhirah (the Hereafter). The other on my 

left was al=Dunya (this world). You are a liar in 

claiming that you love me. Leave al-Maghrib and do not 

stay for one hour more~" And that was what Zarruq did. 

The story adds that the angry master cast the suspicion 

of being a Jew upon his disciple until he returned to 

him and asked his forgiveness. 

Zarruq asserts that al-Zaitlini once told him a 

s.ecret and demanded that it should not be divulged. 

Then he accused him of doing so. "I swore by every 

oath" 9 says Zarruq 9 "that I never did. But he did not 

believe me. I neither dared to accuse him of lying 

nor could I accept his allegation for what I knew of 

myself. I fancied that God might have afflicted me 

with a devil who suggested this to the Shaikh." 

He continues.: "I was so desperately distress that 

I aimed to visit the tomb of Sidi Abu Madyan 9 ( 
1 ) wherein 

1. Shu'aib Abu lVIadyan b. al=ijusain. He was born near 
Seville in Spain and moved as a young man to Fez. He 
was initiated in the Way by AbU Ya'za Yelnawr (d.572/ 
1176). He visited the East and returned to IVIorocco 
to die in Tlemcen in (596/~198). 
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I used to find the spirit of mercy and revelation.(i) I 

went to Tlemcen and arrived there on the thirty-nineth 

day of my departure from Fezo I said to myself: 'Today 

I shall visit Shaikh AbU Madyan's tomb.' But I was 

unable to pay the visit until the next day: the comple

tion of the forty days mentioned in the visiono 11 (
2 ) 

This vision to which ZarrU~ refers took place during 

his journeyo He claims that al=ZaitiTni appeared to him 

in a dream saying: "You will be a prisoner for forty 

days.~" (3 ) 

To approve such a story in general is understandable. 

But it would be odd to accept it in detailo It could be 

that Zarrii~ did perform the "wandering" and payed a visit 

to Abii lviadyan' s tombo But the ~uestion is: why did he 

leave Fez. for Tlemcen? 

First of all we have to discount Ibn 'Askar's tale 

since it does not correspond with what Zarrii~ says 9 despite; 

the fact that it points out that he was thought of as 

being a Jew~ a matter which will be discussed later. Ibn 

'Askar asserts that ·zarrii~ was expelled from the West as 

a whole and fails to notice that that journey to the East 

took place three years later after ZarrUq's reconciliation 

with al-Zaitiini. But what about Zarruq's account which 

cannot lack authenticity? 

1. Literally "discourse of the State 

2. al-Kunnash, pa69. 

3o Ibid. 9 p.68. 
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Bearing in mind that his "wandering" was in 870/1465 

it is possible to conclude some connection between his 

leaving Fez and the events of the previous yeara There 

are, in fact, some indications that Zarruq, being a well-

known figure at Fez in his youth, was involved in some 

sort of political activity, or one may say 11protest 11
a He 

did not support the revolt led by his former Shaikh Abu 

Faris al-Wiryaghly and did not participate in over

throwing Sultan 'Abd al-~Iaqq al-Marini. On the contrary 

he stood against the rebels and opposed them. It is, 

significant that al-Nasiri specifies Zarruq, when he was 

relating the events of the year 869/1464, as not 

acknowledging al=Wiryaghly to be the Imam (leader of the 

prayer) and refusing to perform the prayer behind him. 

Zarruq said, deploring his Shaikh's conduct and justi-

fying his own: "I do not entrust my prayer to this gentle

man any more, for what he committed against the Sultan. 11 (i) 

Astonishingly this attitude was not for the Sultan's 

sake, as might be thought, but it represents a kind of 

non-violent nature which is a cha-ractei'istic of all Sufis • . 
It was a mattei' of pi'inciple for him which remained with 

him for the rest of his life and became an essential 

point in his Order. "To keep the Muslims united and 

strong in the face of their enemy 11 , he states, "they 

have to obey their Princes and Kings. 11 (
2 ) And at the same 

2. 'Uddat al-Murid, p.l? ff. Where Zarruq devotes a whole 
chapter deploring being engaged in politics. 
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time he holds that once the ruler becomes, a tyrant an& 

unjust to the people he should be avoided as far as 

possible~ but not overthrovm by violence.( 1 ) This may 

explain why he refused to appear before the Sultan when 

he encountered him and his army and was asked to do 

so~( 2 ) in addition to the fact that he did not consider 

the latter as the legal ruler because he came to power 

as a result of a bloody revolution. 

Taking such an attitude Zarruq had to bear the 

consequences. Thus~ either he was accused of being a 

spy or a Jew. He was so conscious of the accusation 

that he did not forget to record it in his KulLnash~ 

never co~nenting on it or revealing the real reason. 

Here is some of what he says on this matter: 

"When I left the city (:B'ez) one man said to another: 

~This is a Jew from Fez.' The other was in doubt 9 but 

his fellow swore that I was so. A student who happened 

to know me heard their speech and quarrelled with themo 

By nightfall I entered the mosque after sunset for an 

overnight stay_o_ 'l'he people who were there talked about 

me as a Jew~ but an old man among them recognised me and 

said: 'This is a student from Fezo I know him.' When I 

arrived at Badis I was captured to be brought before its 

Princeo While I was passing Bab al-Qasabah two slaves 
0 

came and spat on me 9 thinking that I was a Jew 9 but the 

people drove them awayo One day~ when I was walking in 

1 o Ibido 9 pol8 o 

2. Kunnash9 Po73· 
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al-~ajjar, a man said to me: 'O Jew~ You have cheated 

them todayo 1 !.chased him and he became ashamed of 

himself ••• I was walking by the Jewish houses at Dar 

' Ibn lVIish' alo As soon as they saw me they said: This 

is the son of' the Rabbi of' Taza', since they heard that 

he had escaped f'or f'ear that he would be capturedo 

They sent their Rabbi's son to meet meo When he came 

nearer to me he shouted: 'No, he is not~' He lef't me 

and I passed among their houses while they were standing 

at the doors, male and female, old and youngo They 

became in doubt when I entered the mosque and great con= 

fusion and dispute arose among themo 11 (i) 

The last incident of' this quotation will demolish 

all our suppositions concerning the relation between 

Zarruq's being ac~used of' being a Jew and his political 

attitude; for, if' it is possible to see a link between 

this matter and the view the IVIuslims had of him, how can 

we explain that the Jews themselves were ready to consider 

him as one of themselves? 

Presumably, it is possible that Zarruq was passing 

through a very critical stage of his spiritual develop= 

ment in that period, after contacting al-Zaitlini, and 

that some ~ufi ideas were enveloping his spirit and 

controlling his thinkingo It is conceivable too that 

his master agreed with him in his attitude and told him 

that secretly, and was then infuriated when the secret 

had been divulged, in some way or another, and was 
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afraid of the authorities. Or al~Zaitlini did not agree 

with him and accused him of taking a supporting attitude 

towards the Jews. Both of these situations created a 

sort of guilt-feeling and led to a spiritual crisis in 

the young novice's soul. An inner struggle was inevi-

table. This was a convenient motive for him to take 

refuge at a famous saint's tomb at Tlemcen and evade a 

certain conflict with his master who seems to have been 

a great influence upon him. In the moment of distress 

and unease and in similar circumstances anything is to 

be expected. Zarruq chose this kind of self-punishment 

and left the arena looking for consolation and relief, 

and yet he was setting his face towards his spiritual 

guide's help, seeing him in a dream and fulfilling his 

statement of forty-days in exileo 

At any rate Zarruq went back to Fez and was recon

ciled with al-Zaitlinr,C1 ) after facing many risks on his. 

journey. He stayed there for three years later occupying 

himself with study and writing. Nothing is known about 

his life during this period. Unfortunately his own auto

biography ceases at this point. He neglects completely 

to record what happened to him after that. We have to 

rely, then, on other sources to collect the scattered 

pieces of his life pattern. 

1 • The relation between the two men improved fundamentally 
and became so close that al=Zaituni used to praise his 
disciple very much and say that he was one of the Seven 
abdals (substitutes). See: al-IVianhal al 'adhb, pol84; 
Nail al-ib~tih~j, po86. 



In the East. 

During the year 873/1468 Zarruq decided to perrorm 

the Pilgrimagee As was the custom of ~ufi novices, he 

consulted one of his Shaikhs: Ahmad Ibn Hasan al-Ghumari 
• 0 

and got his consent to do so.<1 ) 

In the same year he was in Cairo( 2 ) and at the 

beginning of the next year he was at Yanbu', the ancient 

port of the Hijaz.(3 ) Then he set off for Mecca and 

al-Madinah. After the completion of the Pilgrimage rites 

he resided at al-Madinah as a Mujawir (Alumnus, dwelling 

in the neighbourhood of the Pnophet's tomb) for at least 

one year, where he contacted certain Sufi Shaikhs.(4) 
0 

The Pilgrimage, at that time, was a great opportunity 

ror students and scholars to meet each other, either in 

the ~ijaz or in the main cultural centroolike Cairo, 

Damascus and Baghdad, on their way to the Holy Land. 

Cairo was the city to which the North African people 

always hoped to come. It was a natural stage for the 

Pilgrims' caravans after crossing their long route over 

the Western Desert. 

Cairo was, and still is, a very important centre of 

Muslim and Arabic studies. Containing al-Azhar Mosque 

with its historical role in the spreading of religious, 

1. Kunnash, p.82. 

2. Ibid., p~73. Zarruq says that he met Shaikh Nur ~1-Din 
al-Tanasi in Cairo. al~Tanasi died 874 or 875/1469-70. 
Thererore Zarruq stayed in Cairo for a certain period 
before he left for Mecca. 

3· al=Sakhawi; al-~aw' al~lami', p.222. 

4. Kunnash, Pe73, where he says that he studied under the 
Shaikh Nur al-Din al-Sanhuri's supervision in the year 
875/1470-1). 
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teachings and its shaikhs' wide reputation, it naturally 

attracted the thirsty b1owledge-seeker by its dynamic and 

fascinating cultural environment. Zarruq's first visit 
' \ ' ' ' 

to the city on his way to Mecca was a short one 9 · - • 

though he met some Shaikhs and profited from them. 

Returning from the Hijaz, he visited Cairo, for the second 
0 

time, in 876/1471, and settled there for one year.(1 ) 

This year was very useful to him, since he carne into con-

tact with eminent professors in Arabic and Islamic studies, 

as also famous masters of the Sufi orders. 
0 

During his residence in Cairo Zarruq kept himself 

busy studying, attending lectures, and strengthening his 

ties with the Shaikhs he knew. The following i's a list 

of his teachers in Cairo:( 2 ) 

1) 

2) 

3) 

4) 
5) 

6) 

7) 
8) 

9) 

10) 

11) 

12) 

13) 
14) 

Muhammad al~Sakhawi (d. 913/1507). 
0 

Shams al-Din al~Jawjari (d. 896/1490-1). 

Nur al-Din al-Tanasi. 

Ahmad al-Shawabiti (or al-Shawatibi). 
0 0 

'Abd al-Rahman al-Qabbani. 
0 

'Abd al~Rahman Ibn Raja~. 
0 0 

- -

Ahmad Ibn Hajar. 
0 0 

M~yi al-D!n al-Dimashqi. 

Mul}.ammad al-Qurashi. 

al-Ta j 'Abd Allah b. Mul}.ammad al-Jiilu 9 aqqi t o 

.Ahmad al-Shawio 
0 

Abu al=Majd (or Ibn Abu al-Majd). 

Abu Zakariya b. Sa'd. 

Abu Ishaq al-TanUkhi. 
0 

2. Kunnash, Po75; Nail al=ibtiha~, p.85; Shajarat al~nur~ 
p.267; §1-Daw al-lami', p.222; al-Ta'rif, p.283; 
al-Manhal al'adhb, p.l94o 
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15) Nur al=Din al=Sanhuri (do 889/1484)o 

16) Shihab al-Din al-lo-shini 

17) Ibrahim al=Damiri (do 923/1517). 

18) .A.l}mad b. 'Uqbah al-IJa~rami (d. 895/1519). 

According to his own records o~ the books he studied 

in Cairo it appears that Zarruq was engaged in attending 

~iqh courses and also reading ~u~I works. But his tendency 

toward Su~ism is apparent 9 judging from the increasing 

numb ei' of the .-..-f- k . h . . h - . . - - ( 1 ) 9u· 1 wor s 9 as J.s s own J.n 't e .LJ.sti be .Low. '- ' 

A. Works o~ .£19..!1: 

l) al-~am al-~ughra o~ ~Abd al-~aqq. 

2) The works o~ Ibn Abi Jamrah. 

3) al-IVIadkhal o~ Ibn al=Jj:ajj. 

4) al-~a~I~ o~ al-Bukharr. 

B. l;}ufi works: 

1 ) 

2) 

3) 

4) 
5) 

6) 

al=I~ya o~ al-Ghazali. 

al-Risalah 6~ al-Qushairi. 

The works o~ Ibn 'Ata 9 Allah al=Iskandari: 

a. al-ijikam. 

bo al=Tanwir. 

0 

c. Lata 9 i~ al-minan. 
0 

d. Taj al-'Arus. 

e. Mi~t~£ a1-~ala~. 

'Awari~ al-ma~ari~ o~ al=Suhrawardi. 

The works of al-Muhasibi. 
0 

Qlit al-qulub of al=Makkio 

1. Kunnash 9 Po73 ~~. These works are arranged in 
accordance with ZarrUq's own recorda 
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If history really repeats itself one may say that the 

same thing which happened in Fez, happened again in Cairo. 

The Shaikhs under whose supervision ZarriTq studied may be 

divided into two groups; the fuqaha and the giTfis 9 the 

influence which was going to affect his future career and 

become a distinguishing mark in his life and thought. 

Zarruq always held that figh and .<:_Sufi_f?m:~· are connected 

subjects and that the study of figh is indispensable for 

the trueSITfi. Hence he has been called al-Jami' bain al= 
0 

Shari'ah wa al-ijakikah (the Unifier of Law and Truth). 

Incidentally, we find that at this stage also he was 

a close student or a fagih; Muqammad al-Sakhawi 9 (i) and an 

intimate novice of a ~ilfi; A.Qmad Ibn 'Uqbah al-tiagrami. (2J 
= 

From al-Sakhawi 9 widely reputed for his learning, 

Zarruq learnt al-I~tila~ (the terminology of the ijadith) 

and f}qh. He became associated with him in 976/1471 and 

was so close to him that he used to go to his house and 

consult him on certain questions. (3 ) Al-Sakhawi says in 

his al-Daw 9 al-Lami' about his student: "'• •• He travelled 
0 

to Egypt 9 performed the Pilgrimage and became- a mujawir 

at al-Iv'iadinah. He settled in Cairo for about one year, 

studying constantly Arabic and 9U§Ul under al=Jawjari and 

1. For detailed information about al=Sakhawi see: A. J. 
Arberry; Sakhawiana 9 Chester Beatty Monographs No.I 9 
Emery Walker Ltd. 9 London 9 1951. 

2. Abu al-'Abbas Shihab al-Din A.Qmad b. 'Abd al-Qadir b. 
Mu.Q.ammad b. 'Umar b. 'Uqbah al=:t;Iadrami al-Yamani, was. 
born in ~agramawt in 824/1421 and died in Cairo in 
895/1489. 

3. Kunnash9 p.74. 



others. He read Bulugh al-maram under my supervision and 

researched in al-I?tila£ (technical terminology) with me. 

He accompanied me in certain things and I benefited from 

a group of his fellow countrymen."(i) 

Between ZarrUq and al-~a~rami. 

In the same passage al-Sakhawi comments: "He was 

mostly influenced by Sufism".( 2 ) 

This sentence is of great importance~ since it shows 

that ZarrUq had been so attracted to Sufism that it was 

noticed by his faqih professor. It was in this period~ 

in fact, that his Sufism became apparent and that his 

spiritual aspiration was more fervent. 

The man who directed him in this field at Cairo and 

\ 
) 

who exerted an immense impression upon him was called X 
-.__r--...__,-__. ~ 

AQ.mad Ibn 'Uqbah al=ijag.I'ami. He was a Qtdiri from Yemen 

who had emigrated from his country and settled in Egypt.(3 ) 

It seems that he was trying to spread his teachings and 

establish a sort of leadership among the Egyptians, but 

it is obvious that he did not succeed, at least, with the 

Egyptians. 

Somehow the two men were in contact during the year 

976/1471 in Cairo when ZarrUq was on his way back home 

from the ijijaz.(4) He, with a group of his countrymen, 

1 o al-Sakhawi; al-:Qaw 9 al~lami', Po222 .• 

2 o Ibid. 

3o Zarruq; Manaqib al-ija~rami, (a private possession), 
p.l. 

4. Ibid., p.2.. 
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visited al-Hadram1a The first words the Shaikh uttered 
0 0 

were: "Leave this countryo Verily it extinguishes the 

light of faitha It is necessary for the man who enters 

it to leave it in order to renew his belief~ 11 ( 1 ) His 

idea was that the Egyptians did not deserve any attention~ 

because they were not prepared to listen to him and 

accept his spiritual guidancea He thought that the men 

of the West were the men most ready for ita Several 

times al-Hadrami used to say: "'rhe soil of the Maghrib . ~ 

is good. If you return to it your hearts will be good 

tooa 11 (
2 ) When he was asked once: "Why have the messen-

gers been sent to the East and not to the West?" 9 his. 

answer was: "Because the doctor does not go except where 

there is a sick man~"(3) 

It is curious that Zarruq, although he was careful 

to record most of al-Hadrami's sayings and comment on 
0 0 

two of his books, did not give details of his first 

contact with himo Instead, he left the matter to his 

biographers who did not hesitate to use their imagination 

. _in inventing some kind of mystical tale and creating a 

legendary connection between his departure from Fez, as 

a result of al-Zaittini's wrath, and his first meeting 

with al-Hadramio 
0 0 

Their aim was to display the miraculous 

struggle between the two great masters over the helpless 

novicea This type of narrative is often to be found, 

1 o Ibido' Pol3o 

2. Ibido 9 Po2'. 

3a rbida 9 Pa7a 
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even in well-known biographers of some ~ufis. No wonder 

then if we read it in such an obscure biography as 

Zarruq's. 

Ibn 'Askar, who reported the foregoing story of the 

misunderstanding which occured between Zarruq and al-

Zait'Uni, continues to say that Zarruq, banished from the 

Ivlaghrib, departed at once and set out for the East full 

of sorrow for what had happened to him, until he reached 

Egypt. He found al-ija<}.rarni's followers awaiting him on 

the Nile bank since their Shaildh had told them of his 

arrival and commanded them to receive him. Af'ter• greeting 

and welcoming him, Zarruq was carried to al-~agrami. 

When he entered and saluted, the Shaikh said: ".AlJ.mad, my 

son~ How.dared you injure the blind snake?"(Referring 

to al-ZaitTini). He ordered him to stay at a house of his 

and preserve.> in invocation. Three days later, while al-

Hadrami was holding a meeting with his followers, a great 
0 0 

commotion was heard. He shouted: "Allah~" and lifted his 

hand, then he said: "Let us go to your companion. 11 They 

went and found that the house in which Zarr'iiq was staying 

had fallen down. Al-I;,IaQ.rami said: "Dig here and get him 

out." They did and found Zarr'iiq safe in a corner of the 

house protected from the debris by a piece of woodo Al-

ijagrami said to him: "Praise be to God who saved you from 

al-ZaitTini, 0 ~ad~ This is his last revenge. He struck 

at you from the remotest part of the Maghrib and I warded 

it off with my hand. Here, it is broken from his blow." 

Al-Hadrami showed him his hand and it was really broken. 
0 0 
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ZarrUq accompanied him till they separatedo Ibn 'Askar 

adds that when Za.rrti.q planned to leave he asked his master 

for advice. Al-~a~rami said: 

"Submit to Salma and go wherever she goes 9 

Follow the wind of destiny and turn wherever 

it turns." (1) 

This is the story as the biographer presents it. 

Its fabrication is too obvious to be discussed. The 

only fragment of truth it has are the two "lines" of 

poetry at its conclusion which ZarrUq admits al-ija(l.rami 

used to recite whenever he ffiLd his companions visited 

him. And yet he comments: "I understand that Salma is 

the Shari'ah (the Islamic Law). 11 (
2 ) 

We do not know much about al-Hadrami's teachings 9 0 0 

but he seems, judging from his letters and sayings which 

were recorded by Zarruq~ to be a disappointed men whose 

main concern was to give direct advice to his followers 

to retreat from earthly matters and keep to invocation 

and spiritual aspirationo Sometimes it seems as if he 

did not lose hope, in spite of his failure in Egypt, of 

spreading his teachings among other Muslim peoples~ 

especially in the West.(3) 

1 o Daw9a.t al-nashir, pp.90-9lo Cf. Martin Lings; A 
Moslem Saint of the Twentieth Century, p.l06. 

2o Manaqib al-ijagrami~ po20 

3. Beside:; the letters exchanged between al-J;;IaQ.rami and 
Zarruq we find many other letters written by al
J;;Iagrami instructing his followers at I11 ez, Bougie 9 

Alter and Tunis. (See: Ivianaqib al-Hadrami, passim). 
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From Western aspirants who gathered around him al= 

Hadrami chose two novices to carry the mission and convey 
0 0 

it to their country: .Al;,lmad Zarruq and MW}.arnmad al-Kha~a~Io 

Both men were close friends. But it seems that Zarruq 

was nearer to al~Hadrami than his fellow and more intimate 
0 0 

with him. 

Zarruq stayed with his new master for eight months 9 

enjoying his guidance 9 assisting him in his lectures and 

consulting him on everything in his life. At last·:. he 

was initiated by him as a Qadiri-Shadhili sa~ik (traveller 

on the Way). 

After spending about three years between Egypt and 

the ~ijaz and establishing his relationship with al= 

Ij:a<}.rami 9 Zarruq set off for home in the last months of 

the year 877/1473·(i) The letters which al-J;;Iagrami sent 

to him and his friend IvluJ;,lamrnad al-Kha~afi?I show that this 

Shaikh had great influence upon Zarruq and that he was 

considered his only spiritual guide. 

At Tunis 9 in the same year 9 (
2 ) a joint message to 

the two men was received from al-ijagrami where he addresses 

him: "··· to the humble poor servant who wishes to enter 

into the Presence of the Powerful 9 the Alrnighty 9 may God 

ease his trouble on the way to this Presence and guard 

him in every step and gather him into the Presence of 

Union. I have received your letter from Tripolitania 

1. Managib 9 p.19. 

2. Ibid. 9 p.26 o 
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and have understood what it contains. May God make you 

firm with firm counsel in this world and the Hereafter. 

I am writing this letter in great haste. Fear God in 

every hour 1 moment and breath of yours. Watch Him and 

remember Him. Leave aside anything else save Godo Seek 

God and travel towards Him in every moment and with every 

blinking of your eyes. Have mercy on His creatures. Be 

with God. Ask from God. Be poor before God and you will 

find God. 11 

In another message~ received in Tunis also,<1 ) we 

read: 

II 
0 0 0 to our brother in God, lover in God, moving and 

resting in God, who lifts his eyes to the Folk of God 

hoping to gain a bestowal from God, who shows himself to 

be pierced by the arrows of Unity in the struggle of the 

warriors of Abstraction, who sold his soul for nothing. 

May God mortify his senses 1 send away his doubts, help 

him conquer his whisperer (Satan), and make him drink 

from the cup of love. May He also guard him from being 

remote and rejected and may He g:r>ant him the intiroacy of 

trreFolk of the First Rank ••• I have received your letter 

and understood what you have prepared for yourself and 

Il'iu~anunad al-Kha9a9I, may God consider both of you among 

His distinguished servants. You did not mention anything 

concerning us. You might have been too occupied to do 

so ••• I am writing to you while I am upset and perplexed 

because of what is going on. If it is not inappropriate 

to relate my excuses and circumstances I would have done 

1. IVIanaqib, pp.27-28. 
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so and returned to my former state. 11 

The last phrase in this letter is a vague one indeedo 

It may indicate either that al-Hadrami was not quite happy 
• 0 

with the atmosphere in Cairo or that the things were not 

going smoothly between him and Zarruqo Both of these 

assumptions are possible~ but the second is more probable 9 

as we understand from another letter 9 especially when the 

master says that his disciple 11 did not mention anything 

concerning him 9 11 for he 11might have been too occupied to 

do so o 11 ( 
1 ) 

At any rate Zarruq was at Bougie in the next yearo( 2 ) 

This town is of great importance in dispelling the 

uncertainty surrounding our Shaikh's lifeo And in spite 

of the fact that his residence there has not been men-

tioned by any of his biographers it is possible to con-

elude his long periods of stay there from the dates of 

his compositions and their locationso From this we know 

that he lived at Bougie for three separate unspecified 

periodso But writing books and commenting on others 

- tal\:es a reasonable number of months, if not years 9 of 

settled residenceo In addition to this there were at 

least two men of Bougie who followed him and served him 

in his last settlement at Misuratao The fact that many 

of al-~a~ami's letters, which Zarruq copied~ were 

addressed to novices and fugaha,at Bougie is worthy of 

our attentiono The notion that Bougie was a centre of 

activity for Zarruq and his companion must not be 

2o See the end of his al-Jami' lijumal min al-fawa'id wa 
al-manafi' where he sa¥s that he compiled it at Bougie 
in that year (878/1874). 
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excluded. All this shows 9 to some extent 9 that he had some 

reasons to live there and perhaps he was enjoying some 

influence there. 

Still keeping in touch with his master in Cairo 9 he 

used to tell him about his spiritual development and how 

he was proceeding along the ~ufi Path. Al-ija~rami was 

very careful to show his sympathy with him and instruct, 

him in short precise sentences to gain what he was longing 

for. In reply to one of Zarruq's letters dated 879/14749 

probably at Bougie 9 al-~a~rami says: 

"o•o and all that you mentioned and happened to you 

in your outward or inward self 9 sleeping or waking 9 is 

the blessing of your good belief in the people or some 

of the peopleo Now the secret has knocked on your door 9 

the illuminating light has come to you and you have 

plunged into the surging sea without dangerous currents. 

All the brothers and I were very pleased by what you met 

with in the Wayo May God preserve you and make you fly 

with every bird to the open spaces of Proximity and give 

you the hand of help He gave to His Folk •• o Set your 

face towards God alone and leave other than Him. Bear 

evil from all sinners more than the obedient and take 

refuge always with God. 11 (
1 ) 

It is not known whether this advice of "bearing 

evil from all sinners more than the obedient" is a 

common one uttered by all ~ufis or whether it is a 

significant reference to Zarruq 1 s complaint. He is 

going 9 however 9 to complain of many 11 evils 11 to come 

1 o Manaqib 9 PPo28-30. 
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and he had either to endure them or evade their sources 

by any means. 

Between the years 879-80/1474-75 Zarruq was back 

home at his birth-place 9 Fez, after seven years of tra

velling and study.(i) His reputation for intellectuality 

and ability in the religious sciences preceded him to Fez. 

The dramatic reception which took place on his return 

reveals that, from the first day of his arrival, he was 

on bad terms with the fugaha~of Fez. 

"When Zarruq returned from the East," says al-QaQ.I 

Abu 'AbdAllah al-Karasi, "the fug_aha' of Fez went out to 

meet him. As soon as we greeted him and sat down in his 

tent he started asking the fugaha'about the source of 

their livelihood. Some of them said that most of their 

livelihood was obtained from mortmains. The Shaikh said: 

'You feed from dead flesh?' The faqih Ibn al-~abbak said: 

'Sire~ Thanks be to God who made us to hunt from dead 

flesh, which is allowed by the Shari'ah by necessity 9 and 

did not malce us to hunt from a live flesh, which is pro~ 

hibited at all costs. 1 The Shaikh cr~ied and fell uncon

scious. 'vVe went out and left him alone. 11 (
2 ) 

This kind of harsh conversation between Zarr'iiq and 

the fugaha'may be considered as a sign of mutual enmity 

between the two sides. It is unusual to receive a man 

returning after seven years of absence in such a manner, 

1. Manaqib, pp.28-30. 

2. Dawhat al-nashir, p.91. Telling the same story in p.45 
he says that the laq"ih who replied was .AJ;.lmad b. IVIuJ;;larrunad 
al-Daqqiln (do 921 1515~6). 
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and leave him unconscious alone after the dispute 9 unless 

there were some strong .ideas about him and his attitudes. 

The circumstances in which he departed from Fez the first 

time may be one factor in his countrymen's behaviour. It 

may have been jealousy too, or they might have heard about 

his activities in Bougie and were not completely happy 

with him. 

Whatever the cause may be 9 Zarruq in this case appears 

as a strict Iviuslim who is very cautious about the source 

of possessions. He always insisted that it -mu~t····be pure and 

lawful. Thus he asked the .fgiqar.g', and getting their 

reasonable reply he was embarrassed and aware of his error. 

He, however 9 used to warn against the adulating faq~1a 9 the )\ 

hypocritical l?iifis ap.d the deceitful fugaha' whom he 

attacked in many of his works. 

Not much is known about his life in Fez at that time. 

Presumably, he led a quiet simple life. He perhaps 

retreated from society after being faced with difficulties 

and misunderstandings. The story which his friend and 

contemporary 9 Ibn Ghazi, tells, regarding one of his 

miracles 9 signifies that Zarruq was confronted with a sort 

of social boycott. Ibn Ghazi says that he once invited 

Zarruq and others to a banquet, but none came except he.(1 ) 

Ibn Ghazi himself was a close friend of Zarruq who managed, 

despite all difficulties, to gain some friends and 

disciples who later composed the core of his Order in 

Morocco.( 2 ) 

1. Daw~at al-nashir, pp.92-93· 

2. See Chapter III. 
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After spending about four years in Fez 9 life became 

so depressing there that he decided to emigrate from his 

own country and seek another place in which to settleo 

It was a very difficult decision to take 9 but he took it. 

He left his beloved city which had denied him once and 

for all. Here begins his period of exile which is going 

to last till his death. 

The natural place to which Zarruq set off was Bougie 9 

v~1ere he had friends and followers. He was there during 

the year 884 and a part of the year 885/1479-80o There 

a letter came to him from his master in Cairo 9 containing 

an exceedingly stinging address.<1 ) Al-Hadrami must have 
0 0 

heard the news of what had happened to his discipleo He 

was not completely pleased with him 9 so he wrote to him 

rebuking and consoling at the same time. The letter 

speaks for itself: 

II 
0 0 0 to our brother in God 9 who seeks to join His 

Presence 9 Ahmad b. Ahmad Zarruq 9 may God protect him from 
0 0 

self-conciet 9 preserve him from the evils of his self and 

~ - ---guard--him against his misbehaviour. May He -a:lso lead him 

to every good and preserve him from every evilo You know 9 

0 brother in God 9 that you have been careless in your 

deeds and heedless in your conduct. VVe have written to 

you a letter concerning a certain purpose in which we 

explained everything 9 tempting and fearful for him who 

has experience and understandingo But you neglected all 

that and did not pay attention in word or deed. 
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"I was informed that you faced some disturbance from 

certain people. If that is true you have none to blame 

save your self, which is the cause of your affliction and_ 

the hurt which you have suffered, if you would but consider. 

Be patient at what befell you, as Luqman said to his son ••. 

If you consider with insight you will find that whatever 

you encounter originates from your own self. Everything 

is inside you and upon you it rebounds. So, do not assign 

blame to anybody elsee Endure time when it becomes bad. 

Understand the deeds rather than the words and you will 

be led aright. 

"Know, brother, that you have misused a very useful 

time .•• Beware of yourself before you beware of other 

people. 0 brother~ Be careful not to listen to evil 

suggestions. Your soul may be obsessed with a sort of 

self-suggestion which you think is light, while it is 

mere darlmess. l.\Jay God save you from evil inwardly and 

outljvardly ••• 

"I am writing to you because it is my duty to advise 

an undutiful son. You have missed the way, the fruit and 

the sweetness of that drink. You have been too neglect

ful to find any argument to support you. Keep busy with 

your soul and remember God every hour in the heart or on 

the tongue. Obey Him in everything, for this is the time 

of affliction and trial. Go into seclusion and practise 

continuous invocation and beware of observing other than 

Almighty God. Then you will be guided aright. 
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"You were exceedingly remiss. Such things ai'e to be 

expected from others, but not from you. But whenever God 

decrees an order it is carried out." 

Weary of life and oppressed ZarrUq might have 

received this letter with great anxiety. It vould be a 

very strong motive for him to go to Cairo in order to 

allay his master's anger and revive his former good rela-

tions with him. He left Bougie in the last months of the 

ye<:J.l• 884/1480. ( 1 ) During this year and the next he was 

in Cairo for the third time. He renewed his previous 

relations with al-Sakhawi and got an ijazah (certificate 

of qualification) from him and ad-Dimi.( 2 ) The most 

important thing is that he was reunited with al-ijaQ.rami 

and became on the best of terms withhim.(3) Ibn 'Ajibah 

says that Zarruq accompanied his master this time for 

seven monthso( 4 ) He probably performed the Pilgrimage 

too and became a very frunous Shaikh surrounded by followers 

and admirers, as al-Sakhawi says.(5) The next year (886/ 

1481) was another turning-point in our Shaikh's life which 

led him to a place he had never thought of before. 

1. Sakhawi; al-~aw' al-lami', p.222. 

2. Gannun; Dhikrayat, p.8. 

3. In a fragment from one of al-ijaqrami's undated letters 
to Zarruq there are two lines of apology which suggest 
that al-ijaqramr was keen to maintain his good relations 
with his disciple. See: Nianaqib, p.40. 

4. Ibn 'AjTbah; Sharg al-ntiniyah (cited by Gannun; 
Dhikraya~, p.l8.) 

5. al-:Qaw' al-lami', p.222. 
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In Misurata. 

Misurata is considered to be the third biggest town 

of what is known now as Libya 9 after Tripoli~ the capital 9 

in the Western part of the country and Benghazi in the 

Eastern part. Its location is about 200 run. East of 

Tripoli 9 near the Northern coast of Africa. Its name is 

derived from a Berber tribe called Misratah 9 a clan of 

Lewatah.( 1
) No date has been fixed for its foundation 

but ruins discovered recently suggest that some sort of 

urban settlement was there sli~ce the Roman rule in North 

Africa when the inhabitants were pure Berber. The Arabs 

came to the area with Islam during the conquest of 23-24 H. 

(643-44 A.D.) 9 but their numbers were too few to affect 

it ethnically. That had been effected by the tribes of 

Bani Hilal and Bani Sulaim who were expelled from Egypt 

and invaded North Africa in later times. 

There is no mention of IVIisurata 9 in fact 9 in early 

Arab records. It is clear that there was no walled city 

or castle that might force the Arabs to attack it and 

conquer its garrison 9 as was the case with other places. 

But its port 9 Qasr Ahmad 9 is mentioned in several sources 
0 0 

as being an important station for the Pilgrims of North 

Africa.(:£) 

According to local tradition Misurata was a focal 

point for semi-nomadic tribes during their brief sojourn 

1. Ibn Khaldun; al='Ibar 9 Beirut 9 1967 9 Vol.I 9 Po98 9 

Vol.II 9 p.701. 
2. See: Rene Rebuf:t'at; "Routes d'Egypte de la Libye 

Interieure 11
9 in studi lv1agrebini III 9 Institute 

Universitario Orientale 9 Napoli 1970 9 pp.l-19. 
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in the oasis~ and a permanent community of cultivators 

may have existed to supply the tribesmen with food and 

other goods which they were unable to produce for them-

selves. This core of permanent population may have been 

located on or near a through route of growing importance.,( 1
) 

During the 9t~l5th Centuries, which we are con~ 

cerned with, the town became of increasing importance as 

a commercial centre because of its proximity to the coast 

at a natural meeting of caravan routeso Under its 

medieval name of Thubactis, Ivlisurata enjoyed flourishing 

trade relations with Venice and Genoa, as also several 

North African portso Wool~ olive oil and salt were 

exported~ while silk and general merchandise were 

imported from as far away as Ethopia and Numidiao( 2 ) At 

the beginning of the 16th Century Leo Africanus, who 

visited the area not long after Zarruq's death~( 3 ) says 

that 11 this province ooo has many villages both upon the 

plain and the mountainso( 4 ) The inhabitants are rich and 

pay no tribute at allo 11 (
5 ) Security of transit along the 

coast must have brought trade to Misurata which might 

otherwise have by-passed it in favour of shorter desert= 

routes.o ( 6 ) 

1. Go Ho Blake; Misurata: A Market Town in Tripolitania~ 
University of Durham, 1968, pollo 

2 o Ibid. 

3. Leo visited the area about 1518., Zarruq died 1493. 
Cf. History and Description of Africa, p.Y~IVo 

4. Meaning the sand dunes which surround it from the North 
and the East, for IVlisurata is not in a mountainous 
region. Because of these sand dunes Misurata is called 
sometimes That al-Rimal (The sandy place)o 

5o Compare: Abu Salim al-'Ayyashi; al-Ri~lah, Fez 1316/1898-9, 
Pe97o 

6. Blake; Misurata ••• poll. 
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Being in such a position 9 a halting-place for cara-

vans and a last station for Pilgrims before they pass 

through the one thousand miles of the desert of Barqa 

(Cyrenaica) on their way to Mecca, it is almost certain 

that Zarruq knew the town and some of its people during 

his journies to and fro. His knowledge of Tripoli, 

which is not far from M.isu!r.'!ata and which has historical 

and cultural relations with it, is confirmed by what he 

himself has written in his Kunnash about the city and 

some of its eminent men whom he was acquainted with. He 

might have settled in Tripoli for sometime, since there 

are two Tripolitanian Shaikhs considered to be among his 

teachers; .AlJmad b. 'Abd al-Ra.Q.man b. IViusa al-Yazlitni 

al-Qarawi 9 better known as ijlulu,(i) and 'Ali al

Kharrubi al-Tarabulsi.( 2 ) Al-Kharrubi was an intimate 
0 

friend of his whose son became a sincere follower of 

Zarruq. He was so close to the family that he used to 

intervene in its affairs either at Misurata or in 

Tripoli. (3) 

Unfortunately none of his biographers give any 

details about his settlement at Misurata. We have to 

depend on dispersed hints here and there to compose a 

narrative for this important stage of our Shaikh's life. 

1 • A famous Jurist who was a Qadi of Tripoli and wrote 
many works (d. after 875/1470). Cf. Nail al-Ibtihaj 9 

Po83o 

2. Father of the younger Kharrubi 9 the celebrated Jurist 
and follower of Zarruq. 

3. Zarruq made al-Kharrubi get married to a Misurati 
lady and looked after the family after al-Kharrubi's 
death. 
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It is al-~a~rami's influence again which led Zarruq 

to this towno One sentence~ sometimes~ or a single word 

from a dear person may change all our plans and thinkingo 

And that is what happened with Zarruqo For, on the leave= 

taking day~ he says 9 he visited his master to say goodbyeo 

Al-Hadrami took a sheet of paper and wrote these two 
0 0 

verses of poetry as his last advice: 

11 Live unknown among people and be satisfied with it 9 

This is safer for life and religiono 

Who mingles with people 9 his religion will not be saf'e 9 

And he will be living between doubt and suspiciono 11 (1) 

Following his master's advice the idea of' living some= 

where away from the crowded cities dominated his mindo He 

got tired of' Fez~ Cairo and Tripolio A quiet and peacefUl 

place was what he sought~ as many Sufis do when they lack 
0 

tranquility and peace of mindo Ivlisurata was an ideal place 

to chooseo It was far enough from any big city and at the 

same time it was not entirely devoid of cultural amenities 

and activitieso Thus during 886/1481 he came to Misurata 

and lived there for the rest of his lifeo 

In a letter dated 22nd of Rajab in that year( 2 ) 

Zarruq wrote to al-~agrami: 

1. Managib~ pol9. 

2. It seems that Zarruq left Cairo directly to Misurata 9 

because he was at Cairo in the beginning of that year 
(Nail al-Ibtihaj 9 pa209). 
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"You have knovvn~ Sir, that I am at Ivlisurata because 

of what came into my heart that I must obeyo We are 
unable to do anything but turn wherever the wind of our 

destiny turns and accept whatever emanates from it with 

the help of God~ since each destiny has been recorded 
in a book. We do not care where we are as long as we 

are numbered among the beloved oneso 11 (1) 

Ibn Na~ir in his Ri~aah relates that Zarruq was asked 

once about his reason for choosing that town as a residenceo 

He answer~d: "This is a matter beyond thought 9 not accom= 

panied by any determination nor decided for any particular 

reason that we know. It is a mere accident whose being 

has appeared and whose existence has become real 9 obeying 

what God demands. · • 

"I wish not to exchange Sulaima for LaiUi ~ 
But necessity has its obligationso ~~~ (2) 

Despite this denial of any special reason for his 

dwelling in IVIisurata~ the town must have had its own 

attractions for Zarruq. It might have fascinated him by 

that simplicity of the semi-nomadic life and an uncomp-

licated community. The society there, at that time, was 

still relatively pure and innocent. It had not yet been 

polluted by city morals and vices, or as a ~ufi biographer 

put it a Century later: "Is it not enough for Misurata that 

Zarruq chose it for his residence and that God chose it 

for his burial? That is because most of its people were 

moulded to be self-conscious 9 modest 9 leading an 

1. Al=Ta'rif 9 p.280. 

2. IVlu]J.ammad b. Na~ir al-Dar'J:, al-Rihlah 9 MS. Tunis 10030, 
p.6gB. 



The tonb of Sidi Bu Shu'aifah overtops 
Magharat a~ ull~ (th e vave of the 

~ious Ones) , on t h e seashore . 

See picture below. 
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abstemious life 9 to love righteous men and look after 

their followers. Their speach is not foul. They are 

generous and hospitable to the stranger."(i) 

Misurata in fact, had at that time had a strictly 

religious feeling. The town and the area around it did 

not lack ascetics and Sufis whose names are still alive 
0 

in local tradition and legend.( 2 ) They used to travel 

1. 'Abd al-Salam al-Faituri; al-Isharat lima bi Taralulus 
min al-maz~r~t, Tripoli, 1921, p.6. 

0 

2. See for example: al-Isharat 9 p.98 ffo Besides the 
countless pious men whom Abu Salim al-'Ayyashi and 
Aqmad al-Na§iri mention in their two RiQlahs that 
they met or heard of at Misurata,and in addition to 
those Misurati learned men whom Zarrilq himself mentions 
in his Kunnash or who gathered around him, there is the 
interesting story of the cave of Sidi Biishu'aifah which 
might have some significance or some connection with 
Zarriiq 9 s choice of Misurata as a residence. Both 
al-'Ayyashi, who passed through the area during 1076/ 
1665 and al-Na~iri who crossed it forty-five years 
later 9 say that they had been led to visit a cave on 
the sea shore near the tomb of Sidi ~iishu'aifah about 
three miles to the east of Zarruq's tomb. It is a 
small cave facing the sea. Any who sitsthere will be 
overwhelmed by a spiritual presence and contemplation, 
since he sees nothing but the sea and hears nothing 
except the roar of the waves glorifying the Lord of 
the Worlds. After long quotations from ~1-Futiihat al~ 
Makkiyyah of Ibn 'Arabi and Lawagih al-anwar al= 
qudsiyyah of al-Sha'rani supporting the conception 
that everything in the Universe glorifies God and may 
be heard doing so 9 al-Na~iri says that he did visit 
the cave on his previous Pilgrimage journey but failed 
to find it again on this trip, since it had disappeared 
from his sight. He was content to visit Sidi 
Bushu'aifah's tomb and set his face towards the cave 
and pray to God. (al-Ri~lah al-Na~iriyyah, pp.74-76). 
Al-'Ayyashi relates the same story and adds that the 
pious people of the area used to retreat in that cave 
and no one knew it except them. The first man who 
discovered it, and made it known to the others, he says, 
was an Algerian ascetic named Sidi Faraj. It was 
completely unknown to the ordinary people before himo 

[Cont 1 d on p.53] 



They used to travel widely and many of them were able to 

perform the Pilgrimage at Mecca. Some of them happened to 

know Zarruq 9 either in Cairo or the ijijaz 9 and accompanied 

himo They might have invited him to come to their town 9 

during that confusing period, and asked him to live among 

themo 

'Abd al-Salam al-Asmar (born in 880 H.),the eminent 

saint of ZliteA1 ~nd one of Zarruq's disciples 9 says that 

the latter and al-Asrnar's direct rnaster 9 'Abd al~Wahid 
0 

al-Dukali of Misallat~~)were very close friends of the 

same ageo "They were companions at al~Azhar and neigh-

bours, sharing their food at lunch and dinner," he relates, 

"till they arrived in Tripolio Zarruq did not leave our 

Shaikh and he used to visit him at Misallata, corning from 

Misurata, riding a red horse and carrying a lance in his 

hando 11 ( 3) 

[Cont'd from footnote (2), po52] 

Then the cave became a famous place visited by the people 
seeking the blessing of the pious who used to retreat 
there and prayo (Ri~lat al-'Ayyash1 9 PPolOO-lOl)o 

This cave is still there where the two travellers 
specified its site 9 although it has been invaded by 
s an-:.0. and plants. 'l'he inhabitants 9 years ago 9 used to 
visit S1d1 BU.shu 6 aifah's tomb and pay their respect to 
the cave by lighting some candles in it and hanging up 
coloured pieces of materialo Was it possible that our 
Shaikh retreated there once and took his refuge from 
the world in this cave? A question as yet without 
answer. 

1 o An oasis with a long history of Sufis and Sufism, lies 
30 miles west of Misurata. 

2. A t ovm between Tripoli and Misurata 9 further to the 
South at the Eastern end of the Atlas mountain range. 

3. Al~1'ayyib al~l\h§lrat1; Fath al- 'Aliy al-Akbar 9 Beirut 9 

1969, p.l49. This relation between al~Dukal1 and 
Zarruq is possible, for both of them lived in the 
same period and al-Ddkali was originally from Morocco. 



While 'Abd al-Karim al-Baramuni (born 893 H.) asaerts 

that his father was one of Zarruq's followers and that 

"he was the man who brought him from Egypt to rJiisurata."(i) 

Whatever the case may be it is apparent that Zarruq 

gained a very honourable respect from the inhabitants 

of his new home owing to his scholastic and ~ufi reputa-

tion. He became one of them, in fact 9 intervening in 

their affairs and sharing with them in their lives. The 

students gathered around him and he enjoyed respect every-

where. It is not known where he gave his lectures or 

held meetings 9 since his Zaw~had not yet been built 9 

but the large number of students who attended his lectures 

and the readers under his supervision may suggest that the 

mosque that was near his house~ where he used to perform 

prayer 9 was the place in which these lectures were given.C 2 ) 

After his final settlement in Misurata, perhaps in 

order to stabilise his new social relationships 9 Zarruq 

married a Misurati woman named~Amat al-Ja1Il 9 daughter 

--

1. Ibid. 9 p.240. It is- interesting that -the inhabitants 
of the town used to create a link between the name of 
their town and Egypt. The first man who settled there 
and built a house, they say, was an Egyptian. The 
nomads gathered around him and an 'Urban community was 
established. Whenever he was asked who he was he 
answered: "min l.VIi§lr 'at a - from Egypt he came~" So 
the place was named after the only sentence he said 
to them~ 

2. Al~Ayyashi; al-Rihlah, p.96. 
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of Aqmad bo Zakariya al-GhulbaniP(i) who bore for him 

three children 9 (
2 ) in addition to his wife Fa~imah 

al=Zilla'iyabwho followed him from Fezo( 3 ) 

Zarruq travelled twice after his residence at 

Misurata for short periods and limited purposeso He 
") 

went to Alger first in 891 or 892 (1486/1487)( 4 ) possibly 

to look after his interests there and perhaps to collect 

his familyo He seems to have been very upset in those ~ 

days( 5) and he might have returned hurriedly to Misuratao 

In 89~/1489 he performed the Pilgrimage for the third 

timeo( 6 ) He probably stopped at Cairo and lectured in 

al-Azhar Iviosque.( 7 ) The next year he was at al-Minya 9 (
8 ) 

1 o Ri~lat al-'Ayyashi, p.98. Ibn Ghalblin (al-Tddhkjir 9 

pp.224-225) names the tribe to which Zarruq's wife 
belongs as Awlad al-Shaikh al-Ja'afirah. 

2. Ri~lat al-'Ayyashi, Po98. 

3 0 Ibid. 

4. Both of two versions of Zarruq 1 s book al-Maq~ad al
Asma fi rna yata 6 allaq bi al-Asma 9 confirm that it 
was compiled at Alger, but they differ in these two 
dates of compilation. 

5. At the end of the work mentioned above he apologizes 
for not completing the discussion of certain issues 
lfbecause of the time is short and the mind is anxious." 

6. Al-Si32khawi ( al-Daw 9 
, p o 222) says that he met him at 

Mecca in the year 894/1489). 
7o al-Hasan al-Kuhin; Jami' al-Karamat, (cited by Gannlin; 

Dhikrayat 9 po21). Al-Kuhin says that "when Zarruq 
came to Egypt its scholars and learned men heard of 
his arrival and went to himo About six thousand men 
from Cairo and its suburbs used to attend his lectures 
at al-Azhar. He became the Leader of the lVLalikis and, 
the head of their department. They put a high 9 well= 
made chair for him to sit on during his lectures. This 
chair still exists nowadays in the J\ilaghribi department 
at al-Azhar. He was of great power and influence 
before the Egyptian Princes and was always welcomed 
by all of them." 

8o See the end of his commentary on ~izb al=Ba~ of 
al=Shadhili. 
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a town in Upper Egypt~ on his way back to Misurata for 

the last four years of his life. And on the 18th of 

Safar 899 H. (1493 A.D.) in the last year of the Nineth 

Century Al}mad b. AJ.pnad b. Mu.lJ.arrunad b. 'Isa Zarruq died 

in his Kha~ah(i ) when he was 54 years old. He used to 

pray not to live until he witnessed the Tenth Century( 2 ) 

and it seems that God responded to his prayer. 

All that he left when he died were: half of a mare 

shared between him and ijajj 'Abd Allah b. Mu.J;;l.arrunad al-

Dke.rani al-Misrati ~ a white burnus (gown), a woollen 

~ubbah and dress, a rosary given to him by al-~a~rami 

and fourteen volumes on different subjects. He died 

indeed a very poor man as he was born.C3 ) Al-'Ayyashi, 

who copied the bequest-account from the original, 

comments.: "Let us copy it here word for word for it 

contains many interesting features ••• one of them is to 

look at him as an exemplar for the little he possessed 

of this world, although he was a man with children and 

women in a country where the life is so hard. He did 

not lack the means to leave something for them if he 

wished to, since he was very celebrated· i and the world 

and its people were at his service. 11 (
4 ) 

The women and the children to whom al-'Ayyashi refers 

1. al-Ividnali; BulUgh al-Maram, p.33. 

2 o Tarrgl£t Rawdat al-Azhar, p. 2L~4 o 

3· Ri~lat al-'Ayyashi~ p.98. 

4. Zarruq says in his Kunnash (p.58) that he married 
five women. Nothing is known about his other 
three wives. 
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were: Zarruq's wife,Fa~imah,who bore his two elder sons; 

Ahmad al=Akbar and Ahmad al-Asghar, and his other wife 
0 0 0 

'Amat al-Jalil(i) who bore his two sons: Ahmad Abu al~ 
0 

]'at}J. and .AJ:)rnad Abu al=Fagl in addition to his only 

daughter '1tisha. The last three died success·ively and 

their mother got married to one of Zarruq's followers 

named Man~ur b. AlJ.mad al=Bija 9 i 9 (
2 ) while nothing is 

known about his other wife's fate. His two elder sons, 

al=Akbar and al-A~ghar~ left Misurata for the West and 

eventually settled at Constantine in Algeria. Their 

last tie with Misurata was cut when Ahmad al-Asghar 9 
0 0 

called usually al-talib (the student) 9 was sent by his 

brother from Algeria to collect their mother's and their 

share of their father's bequest.(3) It seems that Ahmad 
0 

al=Akbar 9 called al-faqih (the learned man), inherited 

some of his father's prestige and enjoyed a kind of 

influence over his followers in Algeria.C4 ) But nothing 

more is to be heard about Zarruq' s family after that o 

His character and personality. 

What about our Shaikh's appearance and character? 

What was he like and what was his personality? 

From the fragments left to us we can hardly draw a 

picture of him 9 but let us try to collect some fragments. 

1 0 RiQlat al-'Ayyashi9 p.98. 
2o Ibid. 9 PPo98=99o 

3· Ibid. 

4. Nail al-ibtihaj9 P• 13:0. 
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and put them in one frame and sec how he looked and actedo 

"He was a very handsome short man," says 'Abd al= 

Salam al=Asmar in his al~Wasiyyah al-lcubra 9 who saw him 

with his master 9 
4 Abd al-Wahid al-Dukali at lvii sal lata 9 

and might have joined Zarrt1q 9 s lectures in IUsuratao (i) 

As a Berber he was probably white-skinned 9 but he 

certainly did not inherit his grandfather 9 s blue eyesa( 2 ) 

Nothing else is founda His health was poor and he might 

have suffered from a certain disease which used to 

attack him often for a long time a This perhaps \iifas the 

cause of his death at a comparatively early agea(3 ) 

Regarding his character our Shaikh says about him~ 

self that he was a shy persona (L!.) Being very nervous 

and highly~strung 9 his friends used to criticize and 

·blame him for his bad tempera (5) This was perhaps 

before he reached his fortiesa But his sensitivity 

remained with him until his last yearso 

Besides the usual descriptions of modesty 9 piety 9 

fear of God and so _on 9 there ~!'e §lOme anecgotes 9 rel_ated 

accidentally by ZarrTiq's biographers 9 which reveal two 

clear aspects of his personality; that he v1as a jolly 

and sociable persona These two qualities became clear 

after his settlement in I1asurata and marked his relations 

1 o Cited in Fath al-'Aliy al~Akbar 9 pol49o 

2 o 'Abd al=Rahman al- 'Ayyashi; al=.Anwar al=Saniyah 9 IviS o 
0 

Cairo 9 3361 G9 pa2o 
3o See Kunnash 9 po59 9 where he says that he fell sick in 

Cairo four times 9 every time was for four months 9 

eating nothing save black olives onlyo 

L~o Kunnash 9 pa6la 
5o Ibida 9 po68a One of Zarruq9 s friends 9 Shaikh Abu 'Abd 

Allah al-Daqq'iln 9 used to say to him: "Wait until you 
become forty years old and this nervousness will abateo 11 
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with its inhabitants 9 perhaps because he got at last the 

peace or mind he was looking ror and the relaxation rrom 

the tensions or his previous days in other placeso He 

used 9 al-'Ayyashi says, to address his rriends and 

rollowers in a cheerrul way and call them by runny nick-

names, as was the case with his rollower Abu Za'amah 

who had a runny neck and Zarruq named him 4 unug al

:t;tamamah (the neck or the pig:fon) 9 and Abu Za'amah waa; 

quite happy with the nicknamea(1 ) Also when he once met 

his famous disciple Abu 'AbdAllah Mu}J.ammad al~Kharrubi 

at Misurata arter al~Kharrtl.bi's father died in Tripoli 9 

leaving behind his wife and children 9 he said to him~ 

"Tell the 'hen' not to worryo I will never leave you 

alone alive or deado Do not let her say that Zarruq has 

separated her rrom her native countryo 11 (
2 ) 

This 'hen' to which Zarruq rerers was a Misurati 

woman whom he married to one of his friends in Tripoli9 

al=Kharrubi the eldero Zarruq used to visit her rather 9 

Muhammad BU. Dik'i 9 who cooked a cock (dik) every time the 
0 

Shaikh visited himo So b~ ;o.Jglqtam~_Q, h:lrn BU. diki (pog:l{) 

and called his daughter 9 Zahrah 9 Sradikah (hen 9 in the 

Tripolitanian dialect)o 

Zarruq's sociability enabled him to have the best 

relations with the people or the area9 so that it was an 

honour ror everyone to say that his mother or father got 

2o Muhammad al-Kharrubi; Dhikr ba'd al-awliya bi 
0 

~arabulus 9 MSo Tripoli/Awqar 9 346/$1 9 Po7o 
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the blessing of the Shaikh when he intermediated in his 

or her marriage. As it happened with al-Kharrubi 9 so 

it was with 'Abd al-Karim al-Baramlini's ~ather who asked 

for the hand of '~ishah bo 'Abd al=Rahman Ibn Shatwan; 
0 

but her father asked too much for his daughter's bridal 

' doweryo Al-Baramlini went to Zarruq and requested his 

intercessiono The Shaikh did so and the man married 

her for a quarter of a dinar only.(i) 

Zarruq as a saint. 

) 

r> ,, 
The phenomenon of Sainthood has dominated the Muslim ) 

world for a long timeo The role it played in the Islamic 

social structure is of very great importanceo The 

lVIuslim saint is called wali (friend of God) in the Middle 

East and the Eastern Muslim countries~ while he is called 

Marabout(?)in North and West Africa generally o The word is. 

derived either from the root 11 raba\;;a 11 meaning to tie one""' 

self for prayer 9 as often happens 9 or from "rabata" 

meaning to live at a Muslim frontier site "ribal;;" defen= 

ding it against enemy attackso When any of these famous 

Marabouts dies he soon becomes a hero on religious, 

grounds and countless numbers of miracles are ascribed 
' 

to him to show how near he was to God and how influential 

he was in His circleo These miracles are usually called 

karamat (graces) bestowed by God upon the Maraboutp 9 

2. The correct accent of. this word is murabit. It has 
been introduced into English 9 through Prench 9 denoting 
mainly the Muslim Saints of North Africa. 
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enabling them to perform supernatural or impossible deeds 

to display their spiritual ability in this field or thato 

The collective mind creates a long series of fabulous 

tales and events and attributes them to the honourable 

pious men of the community 9 weaving legends around them 

and their performances in this life or the Hereafter 9 

till these legends become part of their biographieso 

This phenomenon is to be found in every book written 

about Sufis from the very beginning of Sufism until our 

dayo The more reputed the Sufi is the more wonderful 

the tales areo Some of these tales are similar~ origi-

nating from the same source and repeated in slightly 

different ways 9 while some of them are of local produc~ 

tion with all the necessary background of this localityo 

But all of them give the impression of supernaturality 

and an extraordinary power which the Marabouts possesso 

The inhabitants of North Africa believe in this, 

mysterious. power of the Marabouts and in its effective

ness o ( 1 ) This power is called al-b,arakah which the 

-Marabouts have alive or deado lt m-ay be used to harm 

people or save them from trouble in accordance with the 

attitude of the Marabouts and his wisheso When anyone 

is in difficulty he usually prays and "calls" for his 

favourite Marabout's help 9 but sometimes it happens 

that the Marabout comes to help without 11 calling 9
11 just 

because he wants to do soo 

1 o For more detailed information see: Edward Westel,marck; 
The Moorish Conception of Holiness (Baraka)o 
Helsingfors Akademi 9 Bokhandeln 9 1916o 

\ 
/ 



~ad Zarruq was no exception. Thus 9 when he died 

many anecdotes and legends arose about him praising his 

spiritual wonders and l\:aramat. He also became the patron 

o:f certain places and was given certain titles. In 

Aujilah 9 the ancient well-known oasis o:f the Libyan desert 9 

the inha-bitants consider him to be tithe protector of: 

Au 0 "lah" - Jl. ,· They claim that when he was near to death he 

le:ft Misurata and went to their oasis where he passed 

away~ A mosque has been built after him ~~d some of 

'his' possessions are kept in a tomb supposed to be 

his. ( 1 ) 1\:i:any visitors go to seek his barakah there. He 

is called tithe Eastern gate of Tripolitl too 9 (
2 ) and many 

Tripolitanians believe that Zarruq shall defend their 

city and protect it against any attack from the East. 

Being buried on the edge of the desert 9 near to the 

coast and on the route to Meccea 9 most of Zarrtl.q 9 s 

lcaramat deal with these three aspects 9 in addition to 

other cases. Al- 'Ayyash'i says that the Pilgrims used. 

to travel from the whole o:f North Africa to the ~ijazo 

When they arrived at the Shai.kh-' s tomb t·hey used to 

commit their money and lives to him. None o:f them was 

to be hurt li~ his property or person until he returned 

safelyG(3 ) Ibn Nasir adds that not only the land 
0 

1 o "Cyrene" 9 the Journal o:f the Faculty of Arts 9 University 
of Libya, Vol.n: 9 po2lo The oasis of !Aujilah was at 
that time an important caravan-stop for Pilgrims and 
merchants coming from North Africa to the East (Cfo Leo 
Africanus; History_and Description of Africa 9 Vol.III 9 

po80l). It is possible that ZarrUq rested there for a 
while during his several travels between West and East. 
( Cf. Qas'idah no. Joc.w.IX in his work's catalogue). 

0 

2. 'Abd al-Salam al-Faitur'i; al-Isharat 9 p.7. 

3· Ri~lat al~'Ayyash'i 9 p.97. 
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travellers did so~ but also the sea travellers who used 

to set their faces towards him, when they passed by his 

tomb, and started beseeching his Aarakah and protectiono(i) 

The following anecdotes are told by his biographers 

showing his karamat taken from various sources: 

1 ) Ibn Ghalblin relates that a certain Ahmad bo Muhammad 
0 0 

al-Yamani said that when he was travelling from Yemen to 

North Africa he was trapped in the desert without water 

to drink. "I was near to dying of thirst," he says, 

"then I remembered S'Idi Zarrug_ and called desparately 

upon him: vo Zarrug_~ Where are you?' Suddenly something 

far away appeared to me coming nearer and nearero When 

it was possible to distinguish it I realised that it was 

a man riding a mule. He greeted me and said: 'The water 

is beside that hill.v I looked at the hill to mark it 

and when I looked back to the man I discovered that he 

had vanished. I went to the hill and found water there. 11 (
2 ) 

2) Muhammad al-'Ayyashi said that once he was travelling 
0 

with a caravan from Fez to the Sudan. The caravan passed 

through the desert and it was very hot. Not a single 

drop of water was there and the people were under great 

strain. As soon as they had asked Almighty God through 

Zarrug_, a mule appeared carrying waterskins and a man 

behind it. When he came nearer to them he said: "Take 

the water. Unfortunately you were not in my vicinity, 

so I was a bit late! 11 (3) 

2. al-Tiill~ar, p.224o 

3 o Ibid. 

al-T'arif 9 po280. 
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3) 'AbdAllah Abu Bakr al-Misrati al-Bilali said: 

"Once I travelled :from Fezzan with some companions. I 

commited myself to the Shaikh. One night I thought it 

would be wise to leave my companions and sleep somewhere 

apart :from them. I did so. At midnight highwaymen came 

and robbed them. I :fled without :food or water or 

experience o:f the road. That land is too barren to be 

known except by an expert guide. All night I heard a 

voice saying: 'Turn right~ go le:ft ••• 1 till morning. 

When I was able to see~ I saw a short man walking before 

me., Whenever I attempted to catch him I :found that he 

went :far o:f:f~ and whenever I missed the right way he 

shouted at me to :follow it again, illLtil I entered 

Waddan on the third day. I neither :felt tired nor 

thirsty, although it was the summer season~ 11 (i) 

4) Sidi :B'atl;.l Allah b. 'iahir once was so infuriated by 

his son. He was so angry that he hit him on his head 

and broke his skull. The doctor said that it was fatal 

and the boy would die next day. SJ.di :B'atl;;l. Allah slept 

anxiously 9_ desperate and very sorry :for what he had_done. 

In his sleep he saw Zarruq saying: "Do not worry, Ibn 

Tahir! Your son will live. Call the doctor tomorrow. 11 
0 

Upon doing so, it was a su&prise for the doctor to :find 

the boy's skull knitted and the wound healed.( 2 ) 

5) 'Abd al-Sami' al-Faituri's daughter was crippled for 

many yea~s.. She left her husband and was brought to her 

1 0 Ibid. 

2. Fat~ al-'Aliy al-Akbar, pp.218-219. 
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father's house to live with him. One night she saw 

Zarruq coming to her. He caught her from the arms and 

lifted her. She jumped up and walked at once.< 1 ) 

6) Ibn Ghaz1 says that he once invited Zarruq and 

others to a banquet and prepared a large quantity of 

food. None of the invited people came except the Shaikh. 

Ibn Ghazi told him that he was worried lest the food be 

wastedo Zarrug asked him to bring the food and get rid 

of the servants" ·~llhen it was brought and the servants 

had gone Zarruq started taking handfuls of food with 

pieces of meat and throwing it behind himo Ibn Ghazi 

heard a great noise and confusiono Looking at ita 

source he saw many people crying: "Give me Sir 9 give 

among them Ibn Ghaz1, who was very astonished, asked ] me Sir!" .Af'ter Zarruq finished distributing the food 

t 

the Shaikh what all this meant.. He answered: "Those 

were the poor of the city of Tunis. They became in need 

and crowded in the Zaytlinah Mosque yard in order to get 

this foodo"' ( 2_) 

7) There was a Tripolitanian tribe whose members were 

highwaymen.. No caravan passing through their territory 

could escape them.. Zarruq and his disciples passed once 

and were completely robbed of their possessions save 

what covered their private parts. One of the disciples 

looked at Zarr'iiq and was astonished at his calnmesso 

He said to one of the robbers: "That man has got gold 

1 .. ~1-Isharat, p.l02. 

2. Daw~at al-nashir, PPo92-93. 
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in his trousers." The Bedouin went to Zarruq and said: 

"Take of'f' your trousers." He replied: "Praise the Lord! 

It is prohibited to uncover the private parts." The 

Beduin said again: "Take them_ off or I will kill you , 11 

while the Shaikh was admonishing himo When the Beduin 

advanced to Zarr'ilq the Shaikh said: "O EarthS' swallow 

theml" And all of the robbers sank in the ground. They 

started beseeching him saying: "We repent to God!" 

Zarruq said to the e;arth: "Set them free~" .A..nd it did~ 

They got out and all of them repentedo They went with 

the Shaikh and became servants of Zarruq's Zawiyaho 

Until now their offspringistill serve the Zawiyah and 

are known as the Servants of Zarruq's Zawiyah.<1 ) 

8) After Zarruq had settled in lviisurata he used to 

spend the early mornings and evenings sitting in a 

jabiyah (a square water store beside a well where the 

farmers keep the water they draw from the well to irri

gate their fields) not far from his houseo This jabiyah 

was owned by an orphan l' a IVlisurati young man. VVnen the 

summer came and it was time to sow the pearl millet~ 

which used to be watered from that jabiyahl' the young 

man went ,to the well carrying his tools to draw the 

water from the well after he had finished sowing the 

milleto He found the Shaikh sitting in the jabiyahas 

usuall' and he found it too hard to ask him to leave. 

So he left his tools and went away looking at the cropo 

To his surprise he saw it lush as if it had been watered 

1 • r_rab_aqat al-Shadhiliyyah al-Kubra ( Tami' al-karamat)9 

p.l25. 



the night beforeo He knew that it was one of the Shaikh's 

karamato Every morning he used to go and look at the crop 

watered and the Shaikh sitting in the jabiyah till the 

crop was ripeo The young man harvested it and separated 

the grains from the huskso Then the Shaikh spoke to him 

and said: "Prepare many vessels for your millet. 11 The 

young man brought as many as four times the number of 

sacks he used to bring and filled them to the brim and 

yet the amount of the crop remained the same, as if 

nothing had been talwn from ito The young man carried 

the full sacks to his house and emptied them and brought 

them back to fill them againo His mother followed him 

to have a looko The Shaikh said: 11 Here comes the she= 

devil from whom barakah (blessing) runs away~ Hurry 

and fill your sacks before she arriveso 11 The young man 

did so until he filled all of his sacks and the heap of 

the millet came to an end at his mother's arrival.(1 ) 

9) In so.me cases Zarruq was elevated to be seen in the 

company of the Prophet 9 as MulJammad al-Shuta.ibi asserts. 

~-"On my way to North Africa 9 !' he say-s 9 "I visited Zarruq'-s 

tom·b and resolved not to leave unless divine permission 

came to meo For three years I stayed there seeing the: 

Shaikh in my sleep ordering me to leave. I did not 

believe the vision until I saw him while I was awake 

during the daylight with the Prophet (Peace and blessing 

be upon him). He said to me: 11 0 IViu_tlarmnad! The Prophet 

bids you gop otherwise you will be deprived.' I said: 
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'Yes Sir~ now I will goo 1 When I was ready to leave he 

said: 'Surely, we will miss you, Mu1J.ammad~ 111 (
1 ) 

10) Abu Zakariya al=Bija 91 claims that he was with 

Zarruq ru!d other Pilgrims at al-Madinaho They were so 

depressed because there was not any means of transport 

to take them back homeo At midday the Shaikh came to 

them and said: "Prepare yourselves to set offo I have 

just come from the Prophet who told me to do so;' ·~hey 

began preparing unbelievinglyo Suddenly a man came to 

them and offered them means of travelo While they were 

bidding their Madani friends farewell another man came 

running to the she-camel of the Shaikho He was weeping 

and saying, through his tears: "My lord Shibab al=Din~ 

Be my intercessor with God! I have just seen the Prophet 

riding his she-camelo When I asked him whether he 

intends to leave us he said: 'No 9 but I am going to say 

goodbye to Zarruq~ ' 11 Everyone burst into tears, and 

that was his last Pilgrimageo( 2 ) 

1 o Cited in al=T'arif, po280o 

2o 'Abd al-Rahman al-'Ayyashi; al-Anwar al-Saniyyah 'ala 
al-Wa~Ifahoal-Zarruqiyyah, IVISo Cairo 1517- Ta~awwuf 9 
Po3 o 



"On the whole his worth is beyond descriptiona 

He who devotes himselr to record his experience 9 

counsels and letters will make a whole volume 

out or them!" 

Ahmad Baba 
0 

Nail al-ibtihaj. 





CHAPTER TWO 

HIS WORKS 

The large number of works that Zarruq has left and 

the variety that is evident in them indicates that he was 

a very active writer during his comparatively short life. 

We can judge from the list of his wo~~s that he was a 

polymath too. None of his biographers failed to notice 

this fact and point it out. One of them was eager enough 

to promise that he would write a composition dealing 

exclusively with Zarruq 9 s works.(i) Unfortunately he did 

not~ otherwise we might have an invaluable source for our 

Shaikh's works with more details~ perhaps~ and more 

accuracy. 

Tracing Zarruq's works is not an easy task. It 

involved hunting in numerous libraries of different 

countries( 2 ) in the world. Since the majority of these 

works have not been printed yet it was thus necessary to 

travel to many parts of the world and make every possible 

effort to collect the required information about the manu= 

scripts either from libraries or from their available cata= 

loques~ and try to obtain copies of them on microfilm or 

1. Ahmad Baba; Nail al-ibtihaj~ p.86. 
0 

2. It is not allowed in al=ID1izanah al-Malakiyah (The Royal 
Library) in Rabat~ for example~ to copy any manuscript~ 
as is the case with al=Awqaf Library in Tripoli. MS .• 
1309 in Tunis is lost 9 and there was no way to examine 
the manuscript of Tubqah oasis in the Libyan desert. 
(See the Catalogue.no. XCVIII). 
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Xerox sheetso Some of the works cited in certain references~ 

as the reader will notice~ do not exist in any accessible 

library while others have been mentioned in the catalogues 

but are not available due to a lack of facilities or 

because they have been lost.C1 ) 

Everyattempt was made to copy or at least to see and 

examine any manuscript or relevant work in order to have 

a full picture of Zarruq as an author and to be as tho

roughly a~ainted with his works as possible, but it must 

be confessed that it was not possible to see all of them 

for the reasons mentioned aboveo 

The following pages contain a brief discussion and 

a short analysis of Zarruq as an authoro The purpose is 

to throw more light upon our Shaikh's writings and to 

look at his contribution in various fieldso There are 

three lists given concerning his works~ 

a) A classification of Zarruq's. works. 

b) An alphabetical catalogue of the works as they 

have been cited or exist~ giving information to 

anyone who might be interested to pursue the 

subject and continue searching in more favourable 

circumstances. A concise description of the 

work's contents is given whenever it is possible 

with description of the works of which it was 

possible to obtain copies~ or examinep omitting 

the countless versions which are not in hand at 

the meantime. 

1. Apart from the North African and Middle Eastern libraries some 
of Zarruq's works have travelled as far as the Indonesian 
islands like al~ 4 Arf fi Ta'r!f al-ijarf whose only manus~ 
cript copy is in~Jakarta. 
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c) A list of some dates of compilation taken from 

the ends of the works themselves or from other 

source so 

d) A list of commentaries written on his workso 

Zarruq started writing, as far as we know, when he was 

24 years oldo In 870/1465 he composed his first commentary 

on al-~ikam of Ibn 'Ata' Allah al-Iskandari (do 709/1309) 

and a collection of Sufic sayings entitled T~fat al-murido 

The last fixed date known to us is the year 896/1490 when 

he compiled his commentary on Risalat al-Qairawanio( 1 ) 

:Ai'tei't.that'Jyearr_:.he certainly wrote al=Kunnash( 2 ) which 

contains a part from his autobiography, and Managib al

IjaQ.rami dealing with his master's life, sayings and 

correspondence, as if he felt that his life was coming 

shortly to end and that it would be wise to record some

thing about himself and his master's life tooo 

Since the old conception of the scholar was that he 

ought to deal with everything, it is no wonder if we 

notice that our Shaikh followed this rule and that his 

interests were divided among many subjects of stu~o 

Beside Sufism he wrote on Theology, Jurisprudence, 

Medicine, Mathematics, Tradition and composed poetry tooo 

But his major works and main contribution were in the two 

fields of Sufism and Jurisprudenceo Comparing his pro= 

ductions in both of these two fields we can easily see 

1 o This may be his second commentary, for some sources 
assert that he has written two commentaries on Risalat 
al-Qairawanio 

2 o That is because Zarruq says in al-Kunnash that .be was 
more than fifty years old and mentions tlie death of 
al-Hadram1 in 895/1489o 

0 0 
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that he was more creative as a Suf'i writer than as a .. 

commentator on Jurisprudenceo 

It is noteworthy that Zarruq,did not compile any 

original work in Jurisprudence as he did in Suf'ismo He 

might be a good commentator on some of the famous texts 

of' the Maliki school~ abridging them and explaining 

their difficult passages and simplif'ying them for the 

common Muslim readel~ ~ but we have to bear in mind that~ 

in fact~ hundreds of' commentaries of' this kind have been 

written in the course of the years by innumerable com-

mentatorso This phenomenon which dominated the Muslim 

world for centuries af'ter the decline of Islamic civi-

lization is a sign of general stagnation of mind that 

led~ of' course 9 to repetition af'ter repetition without 

adding any new contribution to the study involvedo 

Nothing 9 actually~ distinguishes ZarrTiq as a Jurist 

or a commentator on Jurisprudenceo His real originality 

is to be sought in his Sufi works~ either in his own 

compositions or in his commentaries~ where he feels that 

he is in the right placeo 

) 

Most pf' ZarrTiq9 s works are~highly regarded and widely

read not only by his followers but also by all Muslims 

who~ in one way or another 9 came into contact with them~i) 

1 • Depont and Coppolani; Les Confreries Religieuses 
Musulmanes 9 Alger 1897 9 Po458. 
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and some of them were reliable sources for the writers 

whe came after himo( 1 ) There are 9 of course 9 major 

works and minor works too 9 as is the case with every 

authoro Apart from his commenteries on al-Hikam there 

are four important works which have been always highly 

regarded and studied 9 and all of them are on Sufism: 

a) Qawa'id al-t~sawvruf which was carefully written 

and is considered Zarruq's best contribution in Sufismo 

b) 'Uddat al=murid al=*adiq which is usually 

compared with Talbis Iblis of Ibn al=Jawzi and regarded 

as better than it in some aspects. 

c) al-Na9I~ah al-kafiyah which is accepted as the 

basic text for the Zarruqiyah Order. 

d) I'anat al=mutawajjih al~miskin which is regarded 

as the essence of his teachings. 

Zarruq's language is at once clear and eloquent. 

He rarely uses obscure expressions or rare words which 

certain other writers were fond of to show their ability 

in the language by dealing with the subject with the most 

difficult vocabulary. This perhaps is due to his belief 

that the author must use a simple style to make his work 

as intelligible as possible to the reader.( 2 ) He also 

1. Ahmad Baba al~Tumbukti 9 for instance 9 refers frequently 
0 

to al-Kunnash in his celebrated Nail al-ibtihaj as a 
source for his biographies 9 while Ibn 'Ajibah al-~asani 
depends entirely on Zarruq's Commentaries in his 9 Iqa~ 
al-himam (see: Gannlin:;. Bulletin of the Faculty of Arts9 
Libya 9 Volaii 9 p.l36). A quick look to the list given 
of commentaries on Zarruq's works shows how attentively 
they were consultedo 

2. The Shaikh used to quote the famous Tradition: "Address 
the people according to their minds' ability to 
understand. 11 



did not follow the Arahic habit of Sa j' (Rhymed prose) 9 

which was strictly followed in his days 9 exc:ept in the 

first paragraphs of his introductions, then he continues 

simply and naturally without artificiality or verbosity. 

Most of Zarruq's compilations are well~presented 9 

divided into parts, aections and chapters, usually with 

a. p•reface and a conclusion. He.: used also to support his 

ideas by q_uotations and abstracts from other famous texts,, 

t . 1 1 . h" l" •t• (l) par 1.c:u ar y 1.n J.S. ear J.e:r compos1. 1.ons .• 

It is signific·ant that most of his biographers say 

that he always tended to write ;Ln a short c,oncise manner 

and that he used to revis.e his work several times. ( 2 ) 

This is true for the most part. Because of the Shaikh's 

habit of revising his works and re-writing them a s.ort 

of similarity has ris.en between some of these works. If 

we compare, for example, 'Uddat al-murid and al-Nu2Q 

al-anfa' or Qawa'id al-ta;=;;awwuf and Ta'sis al-gwa'id we 

will find that although they bear different titles and 

are organised in different ways the contents of each tw.o 

mentioned works are nearly the same.(3) This may indicate 

either revision undertaken by the author or repetition of 

cornpilat ion which was another habit of the Shailm. 

l. Mostly from Shadhili masters like Abu al-Hasan al
Shiidhili, Ibn 'Ata' Allah, al-Ivlursi, and as well 
as from other Sufis like al-Ghazali and Ibn 'Arabi. 

2. See for example: Nail al~ibtiha,j, p.85; Shajarat al-NtT.r, 
p.268. 

3. '11his was also noticed by al-Manali (Bultlgh al-maram, 
p.30) regarding al-'Uddah and al-Nush. 
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When we consult our re~erences about Zarruq 9 s works 

we ~ind many o~ them saying that he had written certain 

works twice or even three times~( 1 ) or that he has: com

posed a book then summarised it,( 2 ) or that he wrote a 

short work then he enlarged it later on.(3) This also 

was,~or a long time, a common method practiced by Muslim 

authors, but it is an astonishing matter indeed to dis-

cover that our Shaikh was occupied with one book ~or 

about thirty years. {l.J.) Was he looking ~or per~ection 

or was he completely absorbed by the subject? In both 

cases this habit o~ repetition and re~writing gives his 

work a good deal o~ value. 

Beside his original works on Su~ism Zarruq was a 

very energetic commentator too, as is seen in the accom-

panying catalogue. His commentaries were sometimes 

taken as authoritative as the original vvork. Commentary 

seems to be employed by him not only to understand the 

text by simpli~ying it, but also as a means to express 

his own ideas and teachings, expounding his attitude 

towards the notions discussed and related issues, and 

displaying his own conception o~ the text. In short, 

Zarruq was not commenting in the traditional sense, he 

was discussing and adding something new to the work he 

dealt with. 

1 • Like his commentaries on Hizb al=Bahr of' al-=:Shadhili, 
Risalah o~ al-Qairawani. 

2. As he did with al-NaRipah al-ka~iyah. 
Manaqib al=ija~rami. 3-

4. The commentaries on al-Hikam o~ Ibn 'Ata' Allah. See . 
the catalogue~ no. LXXXVII. 



Among the works given in the catalogue there are 

three which may be regarded as not genuine and as having 

been ascribed to the Shaikh. Zarruq was not the only 

author to whom certain works 9 for one reason or another, 

have bee~attributed and this is not the first time it 

has happened. Let us examine these works and put our 

arguments to support this claim: 

(1) al~Kashf, known also as al-§ina'ah al-kubra and as 

'Il:m al-sirr wa al-s>an' ah. Although several copi~s of . 

it exist and all of them are attributed to Zarruq we are 

reluctant to accept it as a Zarruq's:production for the 

following reasons: 

a) None of his biographers, except one commentator 

wrote on the Wa~Ifah at a late date,(i) mentions this 

work. If al-Kashf is genuine it would be odd not to 

be recorded in Zarruq's early bibliographies. 

b) When we read the work we cannot fail to notice 

that both the language and the style are not Zarruq's. 

c) This applies to some expressions which have been 

used in the work, like "O brothers~" which is a sort 

of fraternal address used generally in esoteric 

writings. 

d) From the first phrase we feel that the writer is 

self-exalting because "God has revealed to him the 

secret of the secrets and favoured him among his 

creatures. 11 (
2_) The Shaikh was always too modest and 

humble to utter such words. 

1. See the catalogue, no. XVI. 

2. A literal translation. 
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e:) The context itself' suggests that we can exclude 

al-Kashf' f'rom Zarruq's works since it deals in the 

most ambiguous language with Alchemy or the so-called 

Philosophers' Stone which, it was believed, transforms 

metals into gold. It is a well=known f'act that Zarruq 

always ref'uted this kind of' occultism and that he 

attacked and rebuked people who aspired to this_ pseudo= 

:;:_ : s:c.mence. ( 1 ) 

It is not possrole then to accept al-Kashr as one or 

the Shaikh's works 9 since its aim and subject are alien 

to his teachings and belief'. 

(2) Sharh al-Dimyatiyah, known also as Sharb asma' Allah 

al=}J.usna and al-Mawahib al-saniyah.( 2 ) 

This work also may be excluded on the same basis as 

al-Kashf': 

a) None of' Zarruq's biographers mention it • 

. b) It is an occult work based on the belief' that the 

verses of' Nur al-Din al-Dimya~I contain a magical power 

which might be exploited against enemies and opponents 

by writing one of' its lines f'or every special case and 

used defensively or of'f'ensively by a particular 

method. (3 ) 

1. See: Chapter V. 

2_. See the catalogue, no. LIX. 

3. ~imya~I (the f'irst letter of' the word has been twisted 
from D to z:) denotes.,in the Libyan colloquial,black 
magic and talismans. The man who reads Zimyati appears 
in their eyes to be dealing with jinns ai"ld evti: spirits 
and is feared by most of' the people. 
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c) Zarruq in his authentic works warns always. 

against the belief that there is anything that can 

harm or avail save God, and even when he accepts: 

any sort of invocation(1 ) he does so because they 

bear certain verses of the Qur 9an and prayers in 

conformity with Islamic Law and Tradition which may 

be used as a supplication to God and nothing more.( 2 ) 

(3) al~Qasidah al-ta 9 iyah.(3) 

From reading this ode it is obvious that Zarruq 

has nothing to do with it. He was not the man who said: 

"Everything has been revealed to me. 

I am the exalted leader of the time. 

I am in possess-ion of all the Earth. 
The West and the East are in my grasp. 

I have the power to elevate and to humiliate, 

To harm and benefit. 

I have been given wisdom and mysteries 

And have attained to the most lofty rank. 11' 
(4) 

This kind of ostentatiousness cannot be expected from 

Zarruq the sincere, humble and pious Sufi whose tears were 

shed whenever God was mentioned.(5) In addition to this we 

1. See the introduction in his commentary on Mizb al-baQ£. 

2. In fact that Zarruq has composed a treatise on the 
Beautiful Names of God may suggest that a sort of 
confusion -occured between his own work and another 
anonymous work on the subject. A quick comparison 
between the two compilations shows that they are far 
from being written by the same author. 

3. A poem ending with the letter T. Many Sufi odes, in 
fact, were Ta 9 iyyat. The most famous one is the 
Ta 9 iyyat of Ibn al-Farig (cf. R. A. Nicholson; Studies 
in Muslim Mysticism 9 Cambridge 1921 9 p.l62). See the 
catalogue 9 no. XXXIII. 

4. Literal translation. 
5. al=Tasrif, Po270. 
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see that even the biographer who cited the poem for the 

first time(i) was suspicious of it and cautiously says, 

that he found it "ascribed to him." 

One of the most attractive of Sufi legacies is Poetry 

which was a favourite form for many Sufis to express, 

themselves and convey to others their feelings 9 let it 

be rapture or agony, during their longing to attainment 

and yearning for the Beloved One.(2) The Arabic word 

for Poetry is Shi'r which is derived from SH'R (feel). 

It has its rules which distinguish it from nathr 

(Prose) like~ (measure) and Qafiyah (rhyme) among 

other conditions which are essential if any person is. 

to be called a Poet. According to the Arab poetical 

standards the feeling and the ability to express the 

idea in good eloquent language without grammatical 

errors are the most important qualifications of the 

Poet. Nazm (verse in different metres) requires a 
~ 

linguistic ability and knowledge of the Arabic poetical 

metres but it does not necessarily require that spark 

of the spirit which is the Poet's chief characteristic. 

1 o Abroad Baba; Nail al=ibtihaj 9 po86. 
2. Countless examples are to be found in Sufi literatureo 
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Judging from the poems attributed to Zarruq he -

unfortunately- was not a brilliant poet~ or perhaps he 

did not intend to be(1 ) and found it more natural to 

write in prose. He might be called a Na~im since it 

seems that the only type of verse he mastered was Rajaz( 2 ) 

of which he took advantage to transform one Sufi work 

from prose into verse. His work was highly appreciated 

and considered as one of his best works.(3) 

1. There is no comparison at all~ for example~ between 
Zarruq as a Sufi poet and al-~amr~ the great Persian 
poet~ who lived in the same age (d.898/1492 one year 
before Zarruq died). Nicholson thinks that "the main 
reason lies in racial endowment. The Arab has no such 
passion for an ultimate principle of unity as has 
always distinguished the Persians and Indians," and 
that "the models of Arabic mystical poetry are the 
secular odes and songs of which this passion is the 
theme." (Studies in Islamic JVI,Ysticism~ p.103). 
Zarruq has his own theory about "the scarcity of the 
great Sufis' poetry 9 such as al-Junaid 9 al-Jilani and 
al-Shadhili." He says that poems of "flirtation 9 

elegy 9 gestures and hints are an evidence of being 
remote from contemplation. The majesty [of contem
plation] prevents the Soul from looking to its ovm 
merits 9 and poetry is -one of its good qualities. He 
in whose heart the light of the Truth is manifested 
cannot leave room for anything else except It· ••• 
They followed the good example of the notable compan
ions of the Prophet~ who were the most cognizant of 
poetry and yet they:. did_not utter it." (Qawa'id 
al=Tasawwuf 9 pp.85-86). 

2. Rajaz is a simple Arabic metre. It was the oldest 
metre the Arabs used before the development of the 
established Sixteen metres. It is nicknamed "the ass 
of the Poets" because of its ease and simplicity. See 
the Catalogue No.xcvil. 

3. The transformed work is 'Uyub al-nafs of al=Sulami. 
See: al-Uns fi sharh 'uyub al-nafs of al-Kharrubi 
al-Tarabulsi. 
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ABBREVIATIONS 

Alger = Maktabat al-Jaza 9 ir al-Wataniyah ~ Algiers. 

Azhar = Maktabat al-Azhar, Cairo. 

Bghdad = Maktabat D'ar al~Awgaf 9 Baghdad. 

Berlin = 
.. 

Koniglichen Bibliothek zu Berlin. 

Brit. Mus. = The British Museum, London. 

Cairo = Dar al-Kutub al-Qawmiyah, Cairo. 

Ches. Beatty = The Chester Beatty Libr•ary, Dublin. 

I;;Iusni = 

= 
Lei den = 
Madrid = 

~s~ ~usni 'Abd al-Wahhab Library, 
Bibliotheque Nationale, Tunis. 

India Office Library~ London. 

The Library of the University of Leiden. 

Biblioteca National, Madrid. 

Malakiyah = al=Maktabah al-l.VIfilakiyah.s> Rabat. 

'Ali Mustafa al=Misrati private library, 
• 0 

= 
Tripoli 9 Libya. 

Paris = Bibliotheque Nationale, Paris. 

Princeton = Garrett Collection of Arabic Manuscripts 9 

the Princeton University Library 9 Princeton. 

Rabat 

Tripoli 

Tunis 

Vatican 

= 
= 

= 

= 

Bibliotheque Generale 9 Rabat. 

Maktabat al-Awqaf 9 Tripoli, Libya. 

Bibliotheque Nationale 9 Tunis. 

Biblioteca Vaticana 9 The Vatican. 

Apart from the published catalogues<1 ) which have 
been consulted, in order to locate Zarruq's works 9 

the following libraries have not published their 
catalogues yet. The location of these works was 
a result of a personal contact: ~usni, Malru{iyahg 
Mi~rati, Tripoli, and Tunis. 

K. = Kitab (book). 
R. = Risalah (letter or treatise). 

Sh. = SharQ (commentary). 

1. See the bibliography. 
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A LIST OF WORKS :rn WHICH ZARRUQ'S WORKS 
HAVE BEEN CITED AND WHICH ARE MENTIONED_. 
:rn THE CATALOGUE~ 

Bulletin of the Faculty of Arts~ University of Libya; 

'Abd Allah Gann'iln, "AJ;,llllad Zarruq dafin lVIi~ratah", Vol. II, 

Benghazi, 1968o 

BulUgh al-maram bi al-ri~lah ila bait Allah al-~ararn; 

'Abd al-Maj!d b. 'Ali al-Manali al-Zabad!, MSo Rabat, 1808 D. 

al-Bustan. MulJ.ammad al=Sharif' Ibn IVIaryam, translated 
into French by Fa Provenzali~ Alger~ 1910o 

al-~aw' al=lami' li 'ahl al-qarn al-tasi'; Abu al-Khair 

Muhammad al=Sakhawi, Cairo, 1353/1934. 
0 

Daw~at al-nashir; 'Ali b. 'Umar al-Sharif al-ijasan!, 

translated into French by Ao Graulle~ Paris, 1913. 

al=Fawa'id al-latifah fi shar~ al-fa? al-wa~Ifah; 

Ahmad b. Ahmad al-Sija'I al-Sh~fi'I al-Azharr~ MS. Heidelberg, 
0 0 

Orien.333o 

Geschichte der Arabischen Litteratur; Carl Brockelmann, 

Leiden~ 1949. Supplement, Leiden, 1938o 

'Iqa~ al-maknUn f1 al-dhail 'ala kashf al-~unUn; 

'Isma'Il b. M~ammad al-Baghdadi, Istanbul, 1945. 

Kashf al-zuncrn 'an 'asami al-kutub wa al-fw1Un; ~ajj! 

Khal1fah, Istanbul, 1941. 

al-Manhal al-' adhb f! tar!kh Tarabulus al-Gharb; AlJlllad 

al-Na'ib al-An§ari, Beirut, 1960. 
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Naf~ al-tib min ghu~n al-Andalus al-ratib; Ah.mad b. 

Mu.J;;Lammad al-Maq_q_ari al-Tilimsani 9 Cairo9 1949. 

Nail al-ibtihaj fi tatriz al-Daibaj; Ahmad Baba 
0 

al-Tumbukti9 Cairo 1351/1932. 

al-Nubugh al-Maghribi fi al-fikr al-'Arabi; 'Abd Allah 

Gannlin9 Beirut 9 1961. 

Qatf al~tharnar; ~ali~ al=Fulani al-Madani 9 ijaidar Abad 9 

India9 1328 H. 

Rihlat al-'Ayyashi; Abu Salim b. Muhammad b. Abu Bakr 

al~'Ayyashi.P Fez9 1316/1898. 

Shadharat al-dhahab fi akh1tar man dhahab; Ibn al~ 'Amad 

Shajarat al-nur al-zakiyah fi tabaq_at al-IVialikiyah; 

Mul)ammad b. lVIu{lamrnad Makhlilf 9 Cairo 9 1349/1930. 

Sharl;;l al-naeiha}J. al-kafiyah; Ivlu..Q.ammad b. 'Abd al-Ra~anH 

b. Zakri 9 MS. Rabat 9 991. 

jabag_at al-Shadhiliyah al-kubra (Jarni' al-karamat 

al-'aliyah fi tabaq_at al-sadat al~shadhiliyah); al-~asan b. 

Mu~ammad al-Kuhin al-Fasi 9 Cairo 9 1347/1928. 

al-Ta'rif bi Sayyidi AQffiad Zarruq; Anonymous 9 MS. Rabat 9 

2100 D 9 fol.279=283. 
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al-Tadhkar fi man malaka Tarabulus wa rna kana biha 

min al~akhbax>; Abu 'Abd Allah Mu.J.tarrunad Ibn Ghalbiln 11 

TPipoli 11 1967o 

al-Taryaq al-faruq fi sharh wazifat al-Zarruq; Ahmad 
0 0 0 

bo Qasim al-BUn.I al-Sabti, l.ViSo Brito lVIuso DCCCLXVIIo 

al~Uns fi shar~ 'uyUb al-nafs; Abu 'Abd Allah Mu~ammad 

b o 'Ali al-Kharrubi al-'farabulsi y MS o Tunis 9 7855 o 
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A) CLASSIFICATION OF ZARRUQ'S WORKS: 

The following list is an alphabetical classification 

of the works of Zarru~ with their numbers in the catalogue: 

I ALCHEMY: 

1) al-Kashf; XVI. 

II AUTOBIOGRAPHY AND BIOGRAPHY: 

~:) Fih..rist; V o 

2) al-Kunnash; XVII. 

3) Mana~ib al-Hadram1; XIX and XXX. 

III CORRESPONDENCE: 

1) Rasa~il li al-salikin; XLI. 

2) R. ila 'Abd al-Nabi al-A~far; XLVII. 

3) R. ila 'AbdAllah al-Maghrawi; XLVIII. 

4) Waf?iyah; CV. 

5) 'an al-Wujud; CVIII 

TiiJVOCATION: 

1) Du'a; III. 

2) Fat~ al-ma~am al-asma; IV. 

3) al-ijafiitah; VI. 

4) Minhaj hi~b al-ba£r; XXII. 

5) Sh. Asma~Allah al-~usna; LIX and LX. 

6) Sh. Dala~il al-Khairat; LXI. 

7) Sh. hi~b al-ba~r; LXVII. 

8) Sh. hi~b al-barr; LXVIII. 

9) Sh. mugrunagat ~izbai al-Shadhili; LXXIII. 

10) al-Wa~Ifah; LXXXVI. 
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v JURISPRUDENCE:: 

1) Manasik al~l;).ajj; XXI. 

2) Sho al-G hiH' i g i;z ah; LXIII. 

3) Sh. al-Hakim al~Tirmidhi; LXV. 

4) Sh. al- 9 lrshad; LXIX. 

5) Sh. mawaqi' min Ivlukhtasar Khalil; LXXII. 
0 

6) Sh. nazm al-Riq'I; LXXVII. 
0 

7) Sho gawa' id 'I;zag; LXXIX. 

8) Sh. al-Qur~ubiyah; LXXX. 

9) Sh. Risalat al-g,airawan'i; LXXXI. 

10) Sh. al-Waghl!si;tah; LXXV. 

VI MEDICDTE: 

1) f'i 'Ilaaj adwa 9 al-galb; XI. 

2) al-Kunnash; XVII. 

3) Talkhls al~Durrah al-muntakhabah, XCIII. 

VII POETRY: 

VIII 

IX 

See under the title Qa§Idah; XXX 9 XXXI 9 

XXXI I 9 XXX II I 9 XXX IV 9 x:xJ.Dl 9 Xt'TIN I 9 Xt"CXV I I 9 

XXXVIII 9 XXXDC. 

QUR 9AN: 

1) Sh. al-Fati~ah; LXII. 

2) Tafs'ir al-Qur 9an; XCII. 

SCIENCE OF NU~ffiERS AND LETTERS: 

1) al='Arf f'i ta'rif al-~arf; I. 

2) R. f'i al-'add bi al-a~abi'; XLIX. 

3) Sh. al-Siniyah; LXXXIII. 



X SUFISM: 

1) 

2) 

3) 

4) 

5) 

6) 

7) 

8) 

9) 

10) 

11) 

12) 

13) 

14) 

15) 

16) 

17) 

18) 

19) 

20) 

21) 

22) 

23) 

24) 

25) 

26) 

27) 
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al=Ham' fi sharJ;;t 11 abyat al-jam'"; VII. 

fi I' rab II in lam a j id ilahi II; XII 0 

I'anat al-mutawajjih al=miskin; X. 

al-Jami' ; XIII. 

al-Kalam 'ala anwa' ahl al-Khususiyah; 
xv. 
K. al-lVIa}J.abbah; XVIII. 

Muzil al-labs; XXIII. 

al-Nasa 9 ih; XXIV. -.. 

al-Na~I~ah al-Kafiyah; XXif. 

al-Nasihah wa hathth al~qarihah; XXVII. 

al-Nush al~anfa' wa al-junnah; XXIX • 
• 0 

Qawa'id al-Ta~awvrof; XL. 

Raw~at al-azhar; LXXXIV. 

Risalah; XLVI. 

R. fi al-radd 'ala ahl al-bid'ah; LI. 

K. al-Sama'; LIV. 

Sh. abyat "tatahhar bima ~ al-ghaib". LV. 

Sh. al-Ajurrlimiyah; LVI. 

Sh. al-Haqa~iq wa al-daqa 9 iq; LXVI. 

Sh. al=MabaJ;;tith al-a§liyah; LXX. 

Sh. al-Marasid; LXXI. 

~h. Muqatta'at al-Shushtari; LXXIV 

Sh. al-Nasihah al-kafiyah; LXA~I. 

Sh. Nliniyyat al-Shushtari; LXXVIII. 

Sh. al-Sharishiyah; LXXXII. 

Sh. Sudur al~maratib; LXXXIV. 

Sh. al-Waghlisiyah; LXXXV. 
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28) Shurul;;l al=lj:ikam; LXXXVII. 

29) Suluk al-tarig idha fuqida al=rafi£; 
LXXVIIIo 

30) Ta 9 sis al=qawa'id wa al~u~ul; LXXXIX, XC. 

31) Tuhfat al-murid; XCIV. 

32) 'Uddat al-murid al-~adiq; XCVo 

33) al~Uns; XCVIo 

34) 9Urjuzah fi 'uyub al=nafs; XCVII. 

35) al-U~ul al-badi'ah wa al=jawami' 
al-rafi'ah; XCVIII. 

36) 'U~ul al-tariq; XCIX. 

37) 9Usul al-tariqah wa>usus al-~qiqah; C. 

38) Wast[ah; CI, CII, CIV 9 CV, CVI. 

THEOLOGY: 

1) Sh. 4 Aqidat al-Ghaz~li; LVIIo 

2) Sh. al-Murshidah; LXxv. 

XII TRADITION: 

j~) 

2) 

3) 

4) 

5) 

6) 

XIII TRAVEL: 

Ijashiyah 'ala Iviuslim; VIII. 

Juz/ fi 'ilm al-.:Q.adith; XIV. 

Sh. al-arba'In hadithan; LVIII. 
-· - 0 -· ···- .• 

Sh. hadith "al=ma'idatu baitu al=da 911
; 

0 

Ta'lig'alr-1-Bukhari; XCI. 

1) al=Kunnash; XVI. 

2) al-Ri~lah; XLV. 
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B) A CATALOGUE OF ZARRUQ'S WORKS 

I 

al-'Arf fi ta~rif al-harf 

(The Be_rfume in the Definition of the Letter) 

Mss: 

II 

K. al-Bida' 

(Boolc of Innovations.) 

See~ 4 Uddat al-murid 

III 

Du ''11 

(Prayer) 

Mss: Tunis 341. Fol. 17 

LETTERS 

SUFISM 

Note: A litany which ZarrTIQ and his followers freQuently 
recited. 

ll'NOCATION 

Fath al-magam al-'asma f~ sharh al-asma~ al-husn~ 
0 

(The Revelation of the Su:g.reme Rank in the Explanation of 
the Beautiful Names) 

See;: Sharh asma' Allah al-.Q.usn~ A 

ll'JVOCA'l' ION 
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v 

Fihrist 

(Catalogue) 

Cited in: Bulletin of the Faculty of Arts 9 Libya 9 

Vol.II 9 p.l46. 

Untraceable. 

Nota: Fihrist usually denotes. a compilation containing a 

list of authors and their works (Cf. the Fihrist of Ibn 

al-Nadim for example). It usually deals mainly with the 

books the compiler read and the masters he was acquainted 

with. Zarriiq devoted a few pages in his Kunnash for this' 

purpose. He might have enlarged them in a separate work 

afterwards. 

VI 

al-Ijafi:?fah 

(The Guard) 

Cited in: Shar~ al-na~i~ah 9 pol. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY 
and 

BIOGRAPHY 

Mss: Berlin 3708. Mo 240 9 lOo Folo 132b-133b; 
Brit. Muso DCXLV 9 XXVI 

Nota: An amulet against enemies: and their evil. 

INVOCATION 

VII 

al~Ham' fi sharJ;;!.uabyat al-jam' 1
' 

(the Flow in commenting on "the verses of Union") 

Untraceable. 
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Note: "Abyat al-jam'" are verses ascribed to Abu al-'Abbas 

~ad bo 'Alwan al-TTI.nusi al-Mi~ri (do 787/1385)o He was 

a jurist Su~i who wrote more than ~orty works on Juris-

prudence and Su~ism (C~o Nail al-ibtihaj~ pa74 and Shajarat 

al-nur~ pa226). Fa~imah al-YaslLru~iyyah in her Rihlah ila 

al-~aqq (p.375) mentions Shaikh 'Alwan~ 'Ali ba 'A~iyyah 

bo al-Hasan b. Muhammad bo al-Haddad al-Hamawi al-Shadhili 
0 0 0 0 

(da936/1513)~ and she attributes some Su~i works to him. 

Among these works is al-Nafhe.t al-qudsiyyah fi sharh al

abyat al-shushturiyyah "which Sayyidi .klJlnad Zarr'ilq recorded 

in his Sharl;;l, al-ijikam al-ata 9 iyyah11
9 she says. 

SUFISM 

VIII 

Hashiyat 'ala Muslim 

(A Commentary on Muslim) 

Cited in: al-Uns~ Po4 

Untraceable a 

Note: Presy_mably a commentary on al-Jami' al-sa:t;.ti.Q. o~ 

Muslim b. al-Hajjaj al-Qushairi. 

TRADITION 

IX 

al-Hawadith wa al-bida' 
0 

(Novelties and Innovations) 

S~: 'Uddat al murid. 

SUFISM 
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X 

I'anat al=mutawajjih al=miskin ila '.!,'arig_ al-f'atzywa al=tamkin. 

(Helping the Poor Seeker into the Way o:r the Revelation and 
Firmness,) o 

Cited in: ,I~a~ al-maknTin, 1:97; al-~ns, Po4; Shaj~at 

al-Nur, 1:268; Nail al-ibtihaj, po87; 
Nubugh, po2l8o 

Mss:~ Rabat, ]]), 1054 ( lOLj.l) 26 :rols o 

Begins: 

SUFISM 

XI 

Fi 'Ila ;i adwa, al-qalb 

(In the Treatment o:r the Diseases of' the Heart)o 

Cited in: Ri}J.lat al- 5 ayyashi.S' po99; Bulletin of' 

Faculty of' Arts, Libya, Voloii, pol46o 

Note: Gann'iln says that he has seen this work, but he doe~ 

not specif'y where it existsa 

Untraceable a ) 
MEDICll'TE 

XII 

FI I' rab 91 in lam a j id ilahi 11 ' 

(In Analysing "If' I do not :rind my God") 

Mss: Tunis, 1309o 

Note: It was not possible to see this manuscript or to 

obtain a copy of' ito 
SUFISM 
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XIII 

al-.Jami' li jumal min al=fawa 9 id wa al-manafi' 

(The Comprehensive Collection of a Group of Benefits and 
Advantages.) 

Mss: Brito Mus. 126/15; Tunis 8128; Rabat D 2207. Fol.85=101; 

Tunis 5246~-7398; Husni 18036; Ches. Beatty 4130(4). 
0 

Fol. 12~b-144a; Malakiyah 6803g 7139~ 9605B - Fiqh. 

Note: A collection of instructions concerning the behaviour 

of the individual in his everyday life~ in a concise manner 9 

to be held as a guide to conduct in accordance with the 

Sunnah. 

This work is knovm also as al-Nas~{,lah al-~ughra. It 

was written in 878/1473-4. There is a noticeable similarity 

between it and al-Nasi~ah al-kafiyah which was compiled in 

the previous year. 

XIV 

Juz~ fi 'ilm al=hadith 

(A Section on the Science of Tradition). 

Cited in: Sh~j~rat al-nur, 1:268; al-IVIanhal al-'adhb~p.l83. 

See: 1: o. _ . ·_· ,, R. fi Ta!)did mufi?"talal} al=:Q.adith. 

TRADrriON 
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al-Kalam 'ala anwa' ahl al-khususiyah 

(on the Types of the Peoples of the Elite). 

Cited in: Bulugh al-maram 9 p.30; al-Tdryaq al-faruq 9 Po5o 

Untraceable. 

Note: Both of the two references say that Zarruq composed a 

Sufic treatise about the stages of Sufism based on the 

Qur 9 anic verse: 

(Qurllan 9:112). 

SUFISM 

XVI 

al-Kashf' 

(The Disclosure). 

Mss: Leiden oro 8418o Fol. 41-47; Paris 2568. Fol. 209vo= 

213vo; Azhar 23073(8). Folo 1~23; Malakiya 1012/Iksir; 

Cairo Vo387. 

Begins: 

Note: Other titles: al-Sina'atu al-kubra;'ilm al-sirr wa 

al-san'aho A collection of treatises abstracted from several 

compilations on Alchemy and the properties of matter in 

addition to symbolic Astrology. 

In al-Kashf (MS. Paris 9 2568 9 fols. 209B-214A) the 
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manuscript begins: 

Note: A compilation dealing with the prope·rties of' the 

matter in a symbolic mannero The author says that he had 

abridged some of' the indispensable works of' the old 

scholars, making cleai''their symbols and omitting what 

is obscure and enigmatico He says also that he has 

given his book the title of' al-Kashf (The disclosure) 

because he has 111 disclosed 11 the vague ideas of' the old 

savants and did not follow their modes of' expi'ession. 

The manuscript contains five f'ols. in a Moroccan hand 

and is incomplete at the end. Contents: 

1) The advantages of' the science (Alchemy) 

2) Discussion of' its origin suppoi'ted by some 

Prophetic traditions and sayings of' 'Ali b. 

'Abu Talib. 
0 

3) A treatise on the Stone of' the Philosophers. 

4) A ti'eatise on the Soul and the Sulfurs: (Kabarit) o 

(Cf'o The Works of' Geber 9 ti'. Richai'd Russel, 1678. A new 

edition by E. J. Holmyard, Dent Ee Sons, Ltd. 9 London 9 1928. 

There are some extracts in this work, ascribed to Jabir b. 

Hayyan, which bear a certain similarity to the contents of 

al-Kashf) o 

ALCHEMY 

XVII 

al-Kunnash f'I 'ilm 9ash 

(The Miscellany in the science of' anything). 

Cited in: Nail al-ibtiha;i, po85; Shajarat ~nur, 1:268; 
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al-Uns~ p.5; al=Tadhkar~ p.223; Shar~ 

al=Na~I~ah~ p.l; G.A.L.~ II 9 p.329. 

Brit. Mus. 888/3; Alger 581/10; 

Rabat Q 1385, fols.60-103. 

Tunis 1911; 

al~Kunnash or al-Kunnashah is a term used mostly 

in North Africa to envisage a collection of writings on 

different subjects in various periods. It is almost a 

record-book of the compiler where he usually includes 

his own ideas mixed with abstracts from his readings in 

addition to his comments and remarks. Rinn says that 
"' ~ '/ 0 .. the word is a corruption of the sentence " ~\j, J? ~ 

~ ~ 

(min kulli nashin =de tout receill =from everything). 

(Cf. Marabouts et Khouan, p.421). Zarrilq's Kunnash was 

written during the last three years of his life 9 since 

he states in it that he was over fifty years old. Its 

main contents are as follows: his autobiography (which 

composes the largest connected section of the work) -

method of initiation - the precepts of the Shaikhs -

amulets and medical prescriptions - Shadhili prayers = 

on Tradition - blessings on the Prophet - on the Names 

of God - on Sufism - on purity - on manners - the obscure 

openings of the Qur'anic Surahs- principles of Sufism 

on counting by fingers - an abstract on medicine from 

al-Tais1r of 'Abd al-Malik b. Ab1 al~Ula. 

AUTOBIOGRAPHY + MISCELLANIOUS 

ESSAYS + BIOGRAPHIES 
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K. al-Ma}J.abbah 

(The Book of Love) 
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Cited in: Shar~ al-na~I~ah9 p.l. 

Untraceable 

XIX 

Mananib al~Hadrami A ':1. • • 

(The Virtues of al-ijagrami A) 

SUFISM 

Msa: A private manuscript owned by Shaikh ~ad Zaki 

'A~iyah. 44 fols. 

~: A Biography of Zarruq_'s master ~ad b. 'Uq_bah 

al-Hadrami al=Yamani (d.895/1490) containing his advice 9 0 • 

sayings and correspondence to him and others. 

BIOGRAPHY 

XX 

Managib al-ija§rami B 

(The Virtues of al-ijaQ.rami B) 

Cited in: Shar:Q. al-Na)?I:t,lah 9 p.1. 

Mss: Rabat Q 1385. Fo1. 105-109. 
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Note~ The similarity between this work (vvritten 889/1LJ.84) 

and Zarruq's biography of al-~agrami (written after 895/1490) 

suggests that he first recorded some remarks about his master 

then he enlarged these remarks in a separate composition. 

BIOGRAPHY 

XXI 

Manasik al-:f;Iajj 

(The Rites of Pilgrimage) 

Mss: Rabat 381/5. Fols. 129~136. 

Note: A guide to the ritual regulations of Pilgrimage 

performance in accordance with Maliki doctrine. 

Other title: Ahkam al-Hajj. 

JURISPRUDENCE 

XXII 

Minhaj hizb al-~ahr 
0 0 

(The Method of the Amulet of the Sea). 

Cited in: Nubugh, p.218. 

Untraceable. 

Note: It may be another title of Zarruq's Commentary on 

~izb al-ba~r of Abu al-ijasan al~Shadhili 9 (See: Sh. ~izb 

al-ba.t;l.r). 

INVOCATION 
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XXIII 

Muzil al-labs 4 an asrar al-gawa'id al-khams 

(The Remover o:f ambiguity regarding the Five Principles,) 

Cited in: Nubugh~ po2l8o 

Untraceable. 

XXIV 

Al-Nasa 9 ih 
(The Advice) 

SUFISM 

Cited in: GoAoLo9 II9 Po3299 ~o Po362; 

Tabaqat al-Shadhiliyah9 p.l23 
0 

Mss.. Cairo 1/II 9171 

Note: A collection o:f ZarrUq's instructions and directions 

to his :followers concerning the Suf'i Way and the appropriate 

manner o:f conduct. 

SUFISM 

al-Nasihah al-ka:fiyah liman khassahu Allah bi al- 4 a:fiyah 

(The Su:ff'icient Advice :for he whom God has Especially 
Protected :from Evil). 

Cited in: Kash:f al-ZunUn 9 2:1958; 

1:268; G.A.L., II~ 329p 
~t:f al-Thamar, po32; 

Shajarat al-nUr~ 

al-Uns, Po5; 
Nubugh, p.218; 

Mss: Tunis 824; ~usn! 17990; Baghdad 3973 9 4894; Berlin 

4008o PM o243o5 Folo50a-75a~ 4009o Lbgo 509; Rabat 

l:).07/2oD Folo 1=30~ 529 Folo 21-39, D299~ Dl602p Dl82; 
Brit. Mus. 126/8; Leiden 2169; Malakiyah 867 9 981 

Wa'~ 9 B 5844/Ta9aWWU:f 11 3903/'Ullim Diniyah; Brito Mus. 

126/8 9 461/5; Alger 11 885; Alexandria 1\tiawa' iz 41/2 9 49; 
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Cairo l/II 9 181 9 2/I 9 371. 

Edition: Cairo 9 1281/1864. 

prudence 9 Theology 9 Qur~an and Sunnah in connection with 

Sufism. 

XXVI 

al-Na~I~ah al-~uglu~a 

(The smaller work of counsel). 

XXVII 

al-Na~I,Pah wa ,Pathth al-qari,Pah 

(Counsel and Encouragement). 

Cited in: 9Idah al-malD1Un9 5:343 
0 0 

SUFISM 

SUFISM 

al=Baghdadi says that there is a copy of it in Dar 

al-Kutub al-~ahil:'iyah of Damascus. 

SUFISM 

XXVIII 

al-Nubdhah fi 'ilm al~hadith 

(A piece on the Science of Tradition). 

TRADITION 
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XXIX 

al-Nush al~anfa' wa al-junnah li al-mu'tasim min al-bida' 
o a o 

b i al-Sunnah. 

(The most Useful Instruction and Protection for him who 
takes refuge in the Norm from Innovation) 

Cited in: Shajarat al-nur 9 1:268; 9 1~~ al-muknlin 9 

1:137; Nubugh 9 p.218. 

Mss. Rabat 710 Q9 fols. 160-283. 

Note: Al-Nush al~anfa' is considered one of Zarruq's major 

works on the refutation of innovation in Sufism. The manus-

cript mentioned above is the only one obtainable at the 

moment. Despite its title there is a great resemblance 

between it and 'Uddat al=murid al=?adig (q.v.). This was 

noticed by 'Abd al-Maj"id al-Ivianali (Bulugh al-maram 9 p.32). 

See also: Bulletin of the Faculty of Arts 9 Libya 9 Vol.II 9 

XXX 

Qa:;?"idah 

(Poem) 

SUFISM 

lVISS.: Cairo 35866. Fol. 38b~39a; Paris 5362/adab al-Shi'r 

Begins: 

Note: 28 lines of verse describing and praising the Prophet 

M~ammad. In Paris manuscript it is called Qa9idah fi rna~ 

,sifat khaliqihi. 

POETRY 
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Qa9idah 

(Poem) 
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lViss: Brit. Mus. MDCXVII/II Fol. 8. 

Begins: 

XXXII 

Qa!}idah 

(Poem) 

Tunis 2246 

Begins: 

Note: Sixteen lines of poetry urging the neglectful to 

realize that life is too short to be spent in leisure and 

laziness. The poem says: 0 9 heedless one, who has been 

deceived by hope! Wake up for work, since God is watching 

you. Rise for prayer like the obedient, fearing the 

punishment of your sins. You will sleep for a very long 

time when you die. So, be active and pray by day and 

night now. 

POETRY 



XXXIII 

Q~s'Idah 

(Poem) 
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Cited in~ Nail al-ibtihaj 9 p.86; al-Ta'r'If 9 p.291; 

Shar)J. al-nas;Tg.ah 9 p.l; al-lVIanhiU al-'adhb 9 

p.l83. 

Mss~ Berlin 7921. 4). PM.557. Fol. 278a 9 8264. We. 1547.4. 

Fol. 49a; Brit. Mus. DCXLV. XXXVI. Fol. 14 7. 

Note: A Ta'iy~ah ascribed to Zarruq where he seems to boast 

of his achievements in the spiritual realm and his ability 

to perform miracles and help his followers. The tone of 

this poem does not match with what is known about ZarrUq's 

manners and modesty. 

XXXIV 

Qas;:tdah 

(Poem) 

Ends.: 

Rabat 864 F. Fol 1. 

POE'l'RY 

lj, ... 

. . ~/ "' / . 
/ ~ "" 9 "' / 0/ ../ 

fl.;;~ w' "'...YW' ... ~ ••• , 

Note: Seven lines of poetry on fearing God and following 

His ordinance. 

POETRY 



Qasidah 

(Poem) 

Mss~ Tunis 19llo Folo 91 

Begins: 

Ends: 

= 1 Olj. -

Note: Five lines of poetry complaining to God of his soul 

and begging Him to accept his repentanceo 

XX.I'CVI 

Qaf?'idah 

(Poem) 

Begins: 

Tunis 19llo Folo 91 

. . . 

POETRY 

Note: Fourteen lines of poetry expressing his feelings 

towards a friend and seeking his forgiveness for a certain 

' offence he confessed that he had comittedo 

POETRY 
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XXXVII 

Qasidah . 
(Poem) 

Tunis 5644o Fololo 

Begins: 

Six lines of poetry concerning his Eleventh commentary 

on al-ijikam of Ibn 'Ata'Allah. 

POETRY 

XXXVIII 

Qas'Idah 
0 

(Poem) 

Note: Five lines of poetry supplicating to God to help him 

against his opponents and to ease his distresso 

XXXIX 

Qafj?!dah 

(Poem) 

POETRY 

Mss: al-II'Iili?rat'I' s private library. 1 fol. 

Begins: 
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Note: 13 lines of poetry describing the inhabitants of 

~ujibah, the well-lcnown oasis in the Libyan desert, and 

their way of life~ praising their hospitality to the poor 

and their respect for the learned. The qa~dah includes 

some Berber words and expressions which the people of the 

oasis spoke. 

POETRY 

XL 

Qawa'id al-tasawwuf 
·~ 

(Principles of Sufism) 

Cited in: Shajart al-nur, 1:268; 'Idah al-maknlin, 2:242; 

al~Tar'If, pa279; Ri~lat al-Ayyash1 9 Po99; 

al~Tadhkar 9 p.223; Shadharat al-dhahab, 7:362; 

Kashf al-zunlin, pal358; Qatf al-thamar 9 p.32; 

Tabaqat al-shadhiliyah, p.123. 

Mss: Berlin 3031, Folo 1-329; Escurial 2741/4; Rabat Q555; 

Tunis 824o Folo 1~65 9 8240; ~usni 1/18. 

Editions: Cairo, al-'Alamiyah 1318/1900; Cairo, al-Ma'apid, 
without date; Cairo, al=Kullyat al~Azhariyah~ 
1388/1968o 

Not¢: Known also under the following titles: 

Qawa'id al-Ta~awwuf 'ala wajhin yajma' baina al~shari'ah wa 

Sufiyah· . ' Qawa' id al-Tasawwuf fi al- jam~~: baina al-shari' ah 
0 

wa al-~aqiqah; Qawa'id al-Ta[awwuf wa'u~uluh; Fusul Jaliyah 

wa'u~ul gawa'id al-tarfqah al~~ufiyah; Ta'liq 'ala tariqat 

al-TaRavwrof; al-Fu~ul fi al2 u9ul; al-Qawa'id al-Zarruqiyah. 
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One of Zarrug_'s major works in the domain of Sufism where he 

presents its main concepts in more than 200 brief rules. 

The style indicates that the book was intended to be an 

essential guide for the novices and seekers. Most of 

Zarrug_'s ideas that have been expressed elsewhere are 

condensed here. There is a noticeable difference in the 

expression and arrangement of the rules among the copies, 

especially between the Cairo edition of 1388/1968 and 

Ms. of Rabat Q 555? despite the fact that the beginning 

is the same. 

XLI 

Ra~ai 9 l li al-salikin 

(Letters to the Travellers) 

Ivlss: Rabat 2795 D. Fols. 104~113. 

XLII 

al-Rasa 9 il al-m~~~tiyah 

(The Misurati Letters or Papers) 

Cit e_d in: SharJ;t _§~l-n~9I]J.ah, p. 1. 

Untraceable. 

SUFISM 

CORRESPONDENCE 

Note: It is not known whether these Rasa 9 il are a.book in 

the form of "Treatises" or a collection of Zarrug_'s letters. 

The only kno·wn letter written by Zarrug_ from IViisurata 

which it was possible to o·btain was sent by him in 886/1Ll.81 to 
his: 
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See: Rawgat al-azhar 

CORRESPONDENCE 

XLIII 

Rawgat al-azhar 

(The Garden of Flowers). 

Note: A collection of extracts on the effect of the Divine 

Names and their invocation attributed to Zarruq and his 

disciple Abu al-'Abbas ~ad b. YUsuf al-Rashidi in poor 

language and a confused style. It also makes some allusion 

to the meaning of the esoteric knowledge (al-ma'rifah al~ 

b8\jiniyah) and its continuity from one Sufi master to 

another until it reached ~ad b. 'Uqbah al-~agrami the 

the patron of Zarruq. Incomplete at ·end. 

SUFISM 
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Al--RawQ.ah 

(The Garden) 
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Cited in: Shar~ al~nasihah 9 p.l; Nubugh 9 p.218. 

Untraceable. 

Nota: Ibn Zakri says that this Rawgah is a collection of 

Zarruqvs and al-Shushtarivs poems. 

XLV 

al-Ri~lah 

(The Journey) 

POETRY 

Cited in: al~Tidhl{ar~ p.223; al-Manhal al-'adhb 9 p.196. 

Untraceable. 

Note,: Ibn Ghalbtin may mean by this Ri]J.lah Zarrilqv s forty-

day tour from Fez to Tlemcen and other parts of lVIorocco 

which took place in 870/1465. (See: al-Kunnash). al=Na 9 ib 

mentions both al=Rihlah and al-Kunnash as if they are two 

separate works. 

TRAVEL 

XLVI 

Risalah 

(A Letter or a Treatise) 

Mss: India Office 103 7 III :F'ol o 98. 

Note: A whole letter of Zarruq on the Five Principles of 

Sufismo 
SUFISM 
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XLVII 

Risalah 

(A letter) 

Ms: al-Misrati private library. 1 fol. • 

_,. ,..,. 10, , .... ) .} ;..... <J / , 

Ends: .(~~~~~~~OA~\Ai; (~a&f;Coe; -~,~~;;;~;;~ 

Note: A letter written by ZarrUq to a certain Abu al=Khair 

'Abd al-Nabi al~A~far who seems to be of importance among 

his people. The letter contains some general advice and 

directions to the Sufi Way. It is without date. 

XLVIII 

RisiUah 

(A Letter) 

CORRESPONDENCE 

A private possession of al-Maghraw'i family in Misurata, 

Libya. A copy of it exists in Tunis, Ms.895. 

to his Order. It contains some advice and instructions 

regarding the principles of the Order. There is some 

differences between the two mentioned copies, and that of 

Tunis is incomplete at the end. There is a third copy of 

b a 
this letter in Berlin, 3354 P.M., fol.75 -77. 

CORRESPONDENCE 

~\/ 
' ' ' 



A letter from Zarruq to some of his disciples, 
thought to be his own autograph, in possession 
of al-Maghrawi family in Misurata. 
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XLIX 

R. fi al-'add bi al-a~abi' 

(On Counting by Fingers) 

Rabat 1755 D. Fol. l2lb-l22a? 1385 Q. Fol. 96-97. 

Begins: 

Note: A verse tract on the method of using the fingers in 

particular shapes to indicate the numbers from 1-100 9 

followed by an explanation which begins: 

and ends: 

L 

R. f1 ~1-Radd 'ala ahl al-bida~ 

(Refutation of Innovators) 

Tunis 8631. Fol. 1-120. 

'Uddat al-mur1d 

LI 

R. f1 al-radd 'ala ah1 a1-bid'ah 

(Re~utation of the Innovators) 

Mss: Tunis 8178. Fo1. 94-104. 

ARITHivlET IC 
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NOTE: A treatise on innovation in both Sufism and conunon 

lif'e 9 and a defence of' Islamic Law taken f'rom other scholars' 

works. It was written in response to a request f'rom some 

of' ZarrUq's friends to record what the Prophet and the 

authoritative Muslim scholars had said about innovation 

and innovators. The treatise is divided into small chapters. 

Each chapter deals with an aspect of' the subject by means 

of' question-and-answer. The main points of' this work are 

discussed more widely in 'Uddat al=murid. 

SUFISM 

LII 

R. f'I Tal;;tdid mulfltalah al-:Q.adith 

(On the Definition of the terminology of' Tradition). 

Cited in: 

Mss: Tunis R. 97, Fol. 33b-39a. 

TRADITION 

LIII 

Safinat al-naja liman ila Allah iltaja 
(The Ship of' Safety f'or him who takes refuge in God). 

LIV 

K. al=Sama' 
(On Audition) 

Cited in: Sharh al-nas!hah, p.l. 
0 0 0 

Untraceable. 

INVOCATION 
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al=Sama' (Audition) was a subject on which Zarrug 

wrote several times in his various works. There is an 

abstract on Audition from Zarrug in Ri~lat al-na§ir1g 

:E'ol. 66b-68b. 

SUFISM 

LV 

Sh. Abyat "tatahhar bi-ma ~ i l' ghaib" li al-.::[unaid 

(A Commentary on the lines "Purif;y yourself 'vVi th the 
water of the Unse.en" of al-JunaidJ. 

Note~ A Sufic interpretation of some verses of Abu al-Qasim 

al-Junaid (d.277/890)which begin: 

See: Sharh al-Hikarn (Cairo edition, 1969, Po37) where 

Zarrug comments on the first two lines and explains 

their meaning symbolicallyo 

SUFISM 

LVI 

Sh. al-~jurrlirniyah 

(A Commentary on al-'Ajurrumiyah) 

Cited in: Sharh al=nas1hah~ polo 

Untraceable. 

Note: Ibn Zakri says that Zarrug compiled a Sufi inter~ 

pretation on the famous grammatical Arabic work of Ibn 

'Ajurrlim (d. 732/l323)o 

SUFISM 
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LVII 

Sho 'Agidat al-Ghazali 

(A Commentary on the 'Agidah of al~Ghazali) 

Mss: Brito Iviuso CXXVI/IX: Berlin 3707o S:pro 562o2 15 folso 

Madrid CDLXII 5ol4 folso; Cairo 20112o B 22 folso; 

Cairo 25B. ~al!m collection; Rabat 3738o 2o D; 

Malakiyah 4670 9 429lo 

Edition: on the margin of Bidayat al-h~dayah of 'Abd 

'Abd al~Qadir al-Fakihi 9 Cairo, Bulaq 9 1877o 

Note: al'Aqidah ~ al-'Aqidah al-qudsiyah- Bida~at al-hidayah

Qawa'id al-'aqa 9 ido It is an abstract from al-I~ya 9 of Abu 

Jjamid al-Ghazali which deals with the Islamic dogmas in 

accordance with Sunni principles. Zarrug's commentary on 

al-'Agidah in its various versions bears the following titles: 

Ta'lig (or Ta'liqah) 'ala 'agidat al-Ghazali; Shar~ bidayat 

al-hidayah; Shar~ al-'aqidah al-gudsiyah; Ightinam al~fawa'id 

fi Shar~ gawa'id al-'aga'ido 

THEOLOGY 

LVIII 

Sho al-Arba'In £adithan 

(A commentary on the Forty Traditions) 

Cited in: Sharh al-nasihah, polo 

Untraceable a 

TRADITION 
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LIX 

Sho Asma 9 Allah al-husna A 
0 

(A Commentary on the Beautiful Names of God AO: 

Mss: Paris 13l7o Folo l~la;136g; Berlin 3755o Spro 852o 

2) Folo 42b-54a; Cairo 20534o B; Vatican Vo Barbo 
78/4; Rabat 391 G, 1385 K, 1388 D9 11489 D; 

Azhar 28831, 288759 28877; Malakiya 3046/awfaq wa 
Jadawil; Brito Muso CLXX-v II Folo22o 

Begins: 

Ends: 

Note: A work based on the magical power of the verses of 

Nur al-Din al-Dimyati which begins: 

dealing with the Ninety Nine Names of Godo 

It was composed for a friend who had been unjustly treated 

to use it against his enemieso It gives the meaning of 

each line, and how it is to be used on specific occasionso 

There are a great deal of Talismans and magical emblems 

supposed to be written in different kinds of amulets 

according to the circumstanceso It is known also under 

the following titles: al-Mawab.::i..b al-saniyah f'i SharJ;,l -

al-Dimyatiyah; Khawa99 Na~m al-Dimyatiyaho 

Al-Dimyatiyah is highly regarded in many Muslim countries. 

as a successful means of invocation and it occupies an 

important place in the daily prayer of the Hansaliyah Order 
• 0 

in Algeriao (Cfo Rinn; Marabouts et Khouan 9 Alger9 1884 9 

PPo395-396)o 

INVOCATION 
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LX 

Sh. Asma~ Allah al-husna B 
0 -

(A Commentary on the Beautiful Names of' God B) 

Cited in: 9Tdah al-maknlin 9 2:246; al-Uns~ p.4; 

ShaQharat al-dhahab 9 7:362; al-Ta'r1f'$ p.291; 

f'abaqat al-Shadhiliyah, J>-. 123; Nubilgh $) p. 218. 

Mss: Rabat 1838 Do Folo 91-132; Berlin 2240o We. 1677o 

4). Fol. 70-91; Malakiya 6339l1 9372/Adhkar; Berlin 

2239l1 PMol05o 17). Folo 72-107; Tunis 151L!5; 

Rabat 952D. Fol. 105-122, 1385Q. Folo 1-51; Brit. Muso 

872:3l1 99:3; Alexandria Faw. 23; Cairo 11:2019 Vii. 

532. Edition: Cairo~ Bulaq~ 1294./1877. 

Note: This work deals with the Ninety Nine Names of God and 

their particularities. Zarruq explains the meaning of the 

Name linguistically 9 how it should be mentioned and its 

advantages in use, with an introduction discussing whether 

the Names are istilahiyah (idiomatic) or tawq1fiyah (inspired)~ ._.,_ _ _.._~~ 
where he discusses also the four types of the Names.: Asma 9 

al-Dhat (Names of' Essence), Asma 9 al-Sif'at (Names of' Quality)$ 

Asma 9 al-Af''al (Names of' Action) and Asma~ al-Tanz1h (Names 

of' Incomparability). There are many quotations from Ibn 

'Arabi, al-Suhrawardi and others. 

Other titles: Fat~ al-magam al-asma'f'I rna yata'alaq bi 

al~asma 9 ; al=maq~ad al-asma f'1 dhikr shai 9 mimma yata'allaq 

INVOCATION 
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LKI 

Sh. Dalagil al-khairat 

(A commentary of the Indications of the good things). 

Cited in: Tabaqat al-shadhiliyyahg p.l23 . 
• 

Untraceable. 

NOTE: Dala~il al-khairat is a famous collection of prayers 

compiled by Abu M~ammad Sulaiman.al-Jazuli (d. 870/1464-5) 9 

the founder of the Jazuliyyah Order and one of Zarrilq 1 s 

Sufi masters. 

INVOCATION 

LXII 

Sh. al=Fati]Jah 

(A Commentary on the Opening $ilrah of the Qur. 9 an) 

Cited In; Sharh al-nasihah 9 p.l. 

Untraceable. 

QURgAN 

LXIII 

Sh. al-GhafigiYah 
(A Commentary on al-Ghafiqiyah) 

Cited in: Shajarat al-nilr 9 1:268; Qatf al-thamar 9 p.32; 

Nubugh 9 p.218. 

Untraceable. 

JURISPRUDENCE 
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Sh. Had'Ith 11 al-ma'idatu baitu al-da''' 
0 

(A Commentary on the Tradition "The stomach is the 
abode of Illness") 

Untraceable. 

Note: In many of his works and counsels Zarruq concentrates 

on not allowing oneself to have much food. Hunger and 

fasting are important principles in Sufism generally, and 

Zarruq considers a greedy person as incapable-of reaching 

high stages of the Way. (See: al-Nasihah al=kafiyah, Ms. 
o a 

Rabat 9 D529 9 pp. 29-33 and al-.Jami' , Ivis o Rabat D 2207, 

ppol5-17)o 

TRADITION 

Sh. al-~akim al-tirmidhi 

(A Commentary on al-ijakim al-Tirmidhi) 

Untraceable. 

Note: Presumably a commentary on a work of Abu 'Abd Allah 

Mu~arnmad b. (Ali al-~akim al-Tirmidhi (d.2S5/898) whom Zarruq 

mentions in his Shar~ al-ijikam (Cairo edition 9 1969, p.221) 

while he talks about the symbols of the ritual prayer. 

al=Tirmidhi has written a book entitled: al=§alah wa ~ --- .-. . 

maga~iduha (Prayer and its Aims). Ibn Zakri in Sharh al-

na~{I.Q.ah does not specify the work of al-Tir•midhi which 

Zarruq has commented on. For more details about al-Tirmidhi 

" see: Othman Yahya; "Les oevres de Tirmi£I 11
, Ivlelangesj) 

JURISPRUDENCE 
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LXVI 

Sh. "al-J;;Iag_allig_ wa al-dag_a'ig_" of al-rnag_g_ari 

(A Commentary on "The Subtil.es and the Realities" 
of al-iVIaqqari) 

Cited in~ Shajarat al-Nur, 1:268; al-Ta'rif, p.290; 

Nafh al-tib, 7:2329 

Note: al~ijaqa'iq wa al-daga 9 i~ (or al=raqa~ls) is a Sufi 

masterpiece of M~rumnad b. M~awnad b. ~ad al-Tilims8ni 

al~Maqg_ari (d. 759/1357). A part of this work was 

published in Naf~ al-Tib, Vo1.7, pp.232=249, Cairo, 1949. 

SUFISM 

LXVII 

Sh. "Hizb al-ba.l:).r" of al-Shadhili 

(A Commentary on "The Amulet of the Sea." of al-Shadhili). 

Cited in: Kashf al-?;unlin, 2:661; 9 'Idah al=maknUn., 2::521; 

Shadharat al-dh~hab 9 7:362; Shajarat ~l~nur, 

1::268; al-Ta'rif 9 p.290; al-Uns, p.4; 

Nubugh, p.218; G.A.L. II 9 p.329. 

Mss:: Baghdad 9770/l; Berlin 8793. 4). PM. 188. l. Fol.l-56; 

Brit. IVIus. 244 II Or. 3200. E'ol. 43-70, 12050. II. 

Or. 4371. Fol. 29-60; Cairo 19492. B, 25866. B; 
Rabat 1270 D. Fol. 1a-26b. Malakiya 5240, L!-257, 

7685/Adhkar; Madrid CCXCV. 4°; Tunis 15139. 

Note:: A Commentary on the famous ijizb (Arnulet) of Abu 

al-Hasan 'Ali b. 'Ab.d al-Jabbar al-Shadhili, the founder 
0 ' 

of the Shadhiliyah Order (d. 656/1258), with an introduction 
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and a conclusion. The introduction discusses: the defini-

tion of hizb - why it was composed - how it may be accepted -
~ 

or refused = conditions of writing a gizb = how it should 

be used - comparisons between ~izbs of al-Shadhili 

and other gizbs - justifying ~izb recitation - its types -

why ijizb al-ba~ was so called - how and when it should be 

recited. Then Zarruq starts commenting on this liizb. The 

conclusion discusses: the meaning of Belief 9 criticism 

and imitation regarding the Sufi masters, their d~ess 7 

manners and behaviour - principles of Sufism - invocation 

and its timing - sources of good and evil-dealing with 

people - on the time and retreat. 

Other titles:: Sh. · al-ijizb al-~aghir; Mafatil). al-' izz· 

wa al-na~r fi ba'g ma yata'allaqu bi ~izb al=ba~r. 

llJVOCATION 

LXVIII 

Sh. "Hizb al-barr 11 of al-Shadhili 

(A Commentary on "The Amulet of the Land" of al-Shadhili) 

Cited in: Shajarat al-nur, 1:268; Nubugh, p.218. 

Mss: Tunis 3417; Malakiya 7158B. Adhkar. 

Ro_te: JV-zb al-barr or al-tiizb al-l<:ab'Ir is another amulet 

composed by Abu al-Hasan al-Shadhili to guard its reciter 
0 

from the risks he faces on the land as Mizb al-ba~r does 

for the sea. 

INVOCATION 
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LXIX 

Sh. "Irshad" Ibn 'Askar 

(A Commentary on "The Guidance" of' Ibn 'Askar) 

Cited in: Bulligh al-maram~ p.29; Nail al-ibtiha]~ p.86; 

al-Bustan~ p.377; Shajarat al-niir 9 1:268; 
al-Tidhkar9 p.223; Ri~lat al-'Ayyash19 P999; 

Qatf' al-thamar9 p.32~ Nubugh 9 p.218. 

Untraceable. 

Note: al-Irshad is a treatise on lv!'aliki J·urispi'udence 

composed by Shihab al-DYn 'Abd al-Ra..:Q.nlan Ibn 'Askar 

al-Baghdad1 (d. 732/1331) who was the Great Shaikh of' the 

Malikis and a prof'essor at al-Mustanl:}ariyah School in Baghdad. 

JURISPRUDEl\fCE 

LXX 

Sh. al-Maba~ith al-a~liyah li Ibn al~Banna. 

(A Commentary on the "Original Essays" of' Ibn al-Banna) 

Cited in: al-Tidhkar~ p.223; al-Uns 9 p.L~; Nubiigh9 

p.218. 

Mss: Tunis 9890; Rabat 2284 D. Fol.l34-237; Malakiya 72099 

9332/Ta§awwuf'; Azhar 23122. Fol. 137-181. 

Note: A Commentary on the verses of' Abu al-'Abbas Ibn 

al-Banna 

and ends: • 0 • 

Its main subject is the principles of' Suf'ism and the manners 
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of Sufis. ZarrUq displays his ovrn conceptions throughout 

his commentary and introduces many quotations, particularly 

from Shadhili masters, to support his ideas and interpre-

tation of the verses. 

Other titles: al-Lawa 9 ih al-fasiyah fi sharh al-mabahith 

al-asliyah 'ala jumlat al-tariqah al-Sufiyah. 

SUFISM 

LXXI 

Sh. IVIara~"lid Ibn 'Uqbah 

(A Commentary on "The Observations" of Ibn 'Uqbah) 

Cited in: Shajarat al-nur, 1:268; NubUgh 9 p.218. 

Untraceable. 

SUFISM 

LXXII 

Sh. l'liawag.i' min "1Viukhta~?ar 11 Khalil 

(A Commentary on some parts of "The Synopsis"of Khalil) 

Cited in: Shajarat al-nUr, 1:268; al-Manhal al-'adhb 9 

p.l83; Qa-t;f al-thamar, p.32. 

Mss: Madrid CDIX. 2. 56 Fols. 

Begins: 

Note: A Corrunentary on al-Mukhta~ar of Khalil b. Isl:Jaq 

b. MU:sa b. Shu'aib al-Jundi Abu al-i\IIawaddah (d. 776/1374-5) 

on Jurisprudence according to the Iv1alik'i school. 

JURISPRUDENCE 
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LXXIII 

Sh. Mughmadat hi~bai al~Shadhili 

(A Commentary on the obscure expressions of the two 
amulets of al-ShadhilY). 

Cited in~ Sha~arat al-nur~ 1:268; Nubugh~ p.218. 

Mss.: Azhar 1032/al=Jawhari Collection. Rabat 1385. 

Fols. 111-119. 

of the hidden meaning in the Qur 9 anic openings of certain 

surahs which Abu al-ijasan al-ShadhilY included in his 1Lizbs 

such as etc. ZarrliQ also tries 

to remove any misinterpretation or suspicion of any kind of 

comparability regarding God by explaining the obscure phrases 

of al-Shadhili in his two gizbs in accordance with the SunnY 

creed. 

JNVOCATION 

LXXN 

Sh. MuQa1fta'at al-ShushtarY 

(A Commentary on the Poems of al-Shushtari) 

Cited in~ Shajarat al-nur~ 1:268; Shar~ al-na~~an 9 
p.l; al-Manhal al-'adhb~ p.l83; 

Nubugh~ p.218. 

Untraceableo 

Sill' ISM 
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Sho al-Murshidah 
(A Commentary on "The Guide") 

Untraceable a 

Note: At the end of 'Uddat al~murid (Ms. Rabat 864 G) there 

are five pages of commentary on some parts of a certain 

"Iv1urshidah" not naming the author. 
, (. ,!. ... 

"'"='==s ~= ~ } ; UJl \ 

and ends~ 

, I <ID,~ 
It beg_ ins: ,. '"' 0 1 ~ An \ 

v ~.:? 1 f'-e> ~ 

These pages were written by the same copyist at the same dateo 

al-Murshidah is a famous text on the dogmas of Islamp written 

by M~ammad b. Tumart (d. 525/113l)o There is another well-

known Murshidah written by Abu 'Ali Mu:Q.ammad bo 'Umar 

al-Sanus19 one of Zarruq's teachers9 (do 892/1487) (Cf. 

G.AoLo 9 II 9 po325). It is more concievab1e that Zarruq 

commented on the second oneo 

THEOLOGY 

LXXVI 

Sho al-Na~Ihah a1-kafiyah'.!: 
(A Commentary on "al-Nasihah al-kafiyal).") 

Cited in: Shajarat al-nti.r 9 1:268; Nail al-ibtihaj~ 

·po86; Sharh_al=n~pah 9 Pol; al-Fawa 9 id 

al-la~Ifah 9 p.5; Qa~f al=tharnar, Po32. 

Ms. Rabat 747 Q, 141 fols. missing at the beginning 

and the endo 

Note: A commentary by ZarrUq on his own al-Na9I~ al

kafiyah lirnan Khassahu Allah bi al-'afiyaho 
• 0 

SUFISM 
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LXXVII 

Sh. Na~m al-Ri~'I 

(A Commentary on the Verses of al-Ri~'I) 

Untraceable. 

Note: 'Abd al-RaJ;,unan al-Ri~'I al-Tvialik:i (d. after 853/1449) 

was a jurist who wrote Man~limah fi al Fi~h (a metrical work 

on Jurisprudence) Cf. G.AoLo Coii; 176. 

JURISPRUDENCE 

LXXVIII 

Sh. Nliniyat al-Shushtari 
(A Commentary on the 11Nliniyah11 of al-Shushtari) 

Cited in: al-IVlanhal al~' adhb ~ p. 183; 

p.l; Naf~ al-tib, 2~386. 

Sharh al-nasihah, 
---'"'=- "'""'-===-

1\fiss: Madrid 4956. 8 Fols.; Malakiyah 5693. 

• ~ "" ) o"' jt' , .()/, .) 0/ / "(J~ ""'"""' (.,. , .... .1. 
Beging: ... e...,J"'\ ~ ~ ~~ ~ fP~ ~~ &R ~ ~ \ /"' 0. ..... ~ _, / ,..., "./ ~ :1 / / "' 

l / •' • / ~, ;:, ~ 
T.1 d \C..- / (.., / ~ ., -"' J "' 'y,~ / .., .J / ' / t?' IP 

lf.!L.§. ~ ~ \,. .; E!" ~ L \.. ,.. ., / <> ~ ~ ':,. g "'\ ~ \ / P ·.~ \ ~ ~ ~ ~ \£, ~ &8" • • • 
~ :.;"/"'~~~ 4'df' ~ /~. d ' 

.~~\ 
,../ 

Note: A commentary on al-Qa~"idah al-N'ilni)!ah (verses whose 

lines end with the letter N) of Abu al-~asan 'Ali b. 'Abd 

Allah al-Numairi al-Shushtari (d. 708/1308~9) where Zarru~ 

discusses the subtle Sufic terms like: Contemplation~ Being, 

non-Being~ Subsistence and Extinction~ Symbolism of Lett.ers, 

Spiritual Ascent, Unity, Incarnation etc. 

SUFISM 
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LXXIX 

Sh. Qawa'id 'Iya~ 

(A Commentary on the "Principles" of 'Iya~) 

Untraceable. 

al-Qadi 'Iyad; Abu al~Fadl rvrusa b. 'Iyad al-Yahsubi 
0 0 0 0 0 

(d. 54~/1149-50) was a very famous jurist in al-Andalus 

(Spain). Among his works is a book entitled al-PI'lam 

bi~ijudud Qawa'id al-Islam known commonly as Qawa'id 'Iya~. 

JURISPRUDENCE 

LXXX 

Sh. al=Qurtubiyah 

(A Commentary on "al-Qurtubiyah11 ) 

Cited in: Shadharat al-dhahab, 7:362; Shajarat al-nur, 

1:268; al-Ta'r'If~ p.290; al-Uns 1 p.4; 
al-Daw 9 al-lami' 1 p.222; Qptf al-thamar 9 

p.32; Iabaqat al-Shadhiliyah, p.l23, 

Nubugh, p.218; G.A.L. 9 II 9 p.330. 

Mss: Brit. Mus. CXXVI. III 9 DCCCLXII: Berlin 1871 Lbg.665; 

Tunis 97809 2390; Malakiyah 653 9 6625 1 883, 9590/Fiqh. 

Begins: 

Note: 

Islam 9 written by Sabig_ al-D'In Abu Bakr Ya},;l.ya b. 'Umar al-Azdi 

al-Qurtubi (d. 567/1171) known as 'Urjuzat al-Wildan. 
0 

Other titles: Sharh al-Qurtubiyah f'I Fig_h al-l)/falilcyah; Sha!Q 

Urjiizat al-wildan; Shar:Q. al-Man~funah al-Qurifubiyah; Shar:Q. 

al-Muqaddimah al-Qur]ubiyah; Shar~~l-tadhkirah al-Qurtubiyah. 

JURISPRUDE.L\JCE 
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LXXXI 

Sh. Risalat al-Qairawani 

(A Commentary on the "Risalah" of al-Qairawani) 

Cited in: Bulugh al-maram, p.31; Shajarat al~nur, 1:268; 

al-Tidhl{ar, p.223; al-Ta'rif, p.290. 

al-Uns, p.4; ~abaqat al~Shadhiliyah, p.l23; 
Nubugh, p.218. 

Mss: Tunis 1845; IVialakiyah 3480/Fiq_h. 

Edition: Cairo, 1332/1914. 

Note: A commentary on 11 al-Risalah fi Umur al-Diyanah" of' 'Abd 

Allah Ibn Abi Zaid al-Qairawani (d. 389/999). Most of 

Zarruq_'s biograp~ers say that he wrote two commentaries on 

the Risalah of al-Qairawani; a big one and a smaller one. 

JURISPRUDENCE 

LXXXII 

Sh. al=Sharishiyah 

(A Commentary on ''al=Sharishiyah) 

Cited in~ Shar:Q. al-nal;?I}J.ah, p.l. 

Untraceable. 

Note: al~Sharishiyah is a Sufi poem ending with the letter R, 

written by a certain Taj al-Din al-Bakri al-Sharishi (d. 641/ 

12l.!-3) 0 It is known also as Anwar al-Sara'ir. (Nubugh, p.l59). 

SUFISM 
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LXXXIII 

Sh. al-SJ:niy·ah 

(A Commentary on "al-S'iniyah") 

Cited in: Sharh al-nas1hah 9 p.l. 

Untraceable. 

Note: Zarruq mentions in his Kunnash a certain Shaikh ~ad 

al-Tujaib1 al-Bijaw1 (who lived in Tripoli for a long time 

and died at ~amah, in Syria, in 638/1240) as a man to whom 

the Science of the Letters was revealed within twelve dayso 

Among his works 9 he says, is Kitab Sin (The Book of the 

Lett~r S) which 9 perhaps, was knovv.n as al-S1n1yah. 

LETTERS 

LXXXN 

Sh. ~udur al-Maratib 

(A Commentary on ":;?udur al-Maratib") 

CJ.t.eJLJ,n: Shadharat al-dhahab9 7:362; 
2:175; al-Ta'r1f 9 po290; 

9 I§.aJ;,l al-makn~9 

Sharh al-mabahith 
n ~ 

al-aGliyah (Ms. Rabat 2284 D9 pa232). 

IVIss: al=Mif?rati's private library 9 59 fols. 

Note: On the second page of this manuscript it is mentioned 

that it was copied from the author's own handwritingo Two 

different IVIaghribi pens. Very clear and readable. On the 

first page the copyist apologises that there was no time to 

compare it with the original copy. The full title of this 
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work is: FatQ al-mawahib wa k~z al-matalib fi al-tanbih 

'ala ba'~ rna yata'allaq bi sudur al-mar~tib wa nail al

maraghib of the Shaikh Al:).mad b. 'Uqbah al-Ij:aQ..rami. It is. 

divided into ten chapters, each chapter dealing with an 

aspect of the Sufi concepts, from the beginning of holding 

maqam al-ih~an to the stage of Revelation. It was composed 

as first draft in 23, Safar, 887 (1482) and made in a new 
0 

copy in 30, Jumada II of the same year. 

LXXXV 

Sh. al-Waghlisiyah 

(A Commentary on "al-Wagb.lisiyah") 

Cited in: Shajarat al~nur, 1:268; al-Tidhkar, p.223; 

al-Uns, po5; Qatf al-thamar, p.32; 

GoAoLo9 II, p.329. 

Mss.: Tunis 8749. Fols. 1=114 9 7398; Rabat 1424 D. 
Fols. 13la-205b; Malakiyah 5011, 6319 9 8789/Fiqh. 

Note: . A commentary on al-Mugaddimah of Abu Zaid 'Abd 

al=Ra~an b. Aqmad al=Waghlisi (d. 786/1384). It is divided 

into two parts: the first deals with fiqh and 'Ibadat 

(Practices) such as the pr•ohibited as well as the recommended 

deeds, prayer 9 purity and fasting etc. The second part is 

concerned with Sufism, its manners and practice. 

JURISPRUDENCE 
and 

SUFISM 
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Sh. al_;Wat:Ifah 

(A Commentary on "al-Wa!itifah") 

Cited in: al-Tidhkar, p.223; 

Note: Both Ibn Ghalbun and al-'Ayyashi say that Zarruq 

(See~ al-Anwar al-Saniyah, pp.6-8). 

INVOCNI' ION 

IJOOCVII 

Shur'ii.},;l. al-:ijikam 

(The Commentaries on "al-ijikam") 

Cited in: Bulugh al-maram, p.29; Shajarat al-nur, 1:268; 

Shadharat al-Dhahab, 7:362; Nail al-ibtihaj9 
p.86; Shar.l) al-naRIQah, p.l; al-Manhal 

al-'adhb 9 p.l83; al=Dawj) al=lami', p.222; 

'Igal;,l al=maknUn., 2:626; 1:1~:-Ta'rif, p.290; 

al-Uns9 p.4; tabagat al-Shadhiliyah 9 p.l23; 

Nubugh 9 p.218; G.A.L., II 9 143, 329. 

Note: Al-Hikam is a famous Sufi masterpiece written by the -

Shaill1ili master Taj al-Din Ibn 'Ata' Allah al-Iskandari 

(d. 709/1309). Many scholars were interested in this work 

and a large number of commentaries have been written on it. 

For Zarruq it was a book which he was acquainted with since 

the very begiru1ing of his contact with Sufism. It is notice-

able that everywhere Zarruq travelled he carried al-Hikam 
0 

with him and composed a commentary on it. The number of his 
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commentaries differ from one reference to another. Some 

of his biographers claim that they are more than thirty 

commentaries. But none of them say that he has seen any 

commentary after the Seventeenth. 

ZarruQ himself gives two lists of his commentaries 

on al-Hikam. The first is found in the last page of his 

Eleventh Commentary written in 881/1476 (Cairo 9 2665-

Tasawwuf) where he says: 
0 

"The number of our commentaries on al-Ijikam is 

seventeen of which eleven are complete. The Firs~ was 

composed in Fez in the year 870. It was stolen before 

I was able to revise it. The Second I finished in Tunis 

during the year 874. Our master al-Zawaw'I named it 

Tanhih dhaw'I al-himam 'ala ma'ani : alfaz al-~ikarn. The 

Third in Tunis entitled al-Turar wa al-hawashi. The 

Fourth in Tunis of which I carried my copy to Tripoli. 

The Fifth in al-Mad!nah entitled al-Lami'ah al-rasmiyah 

'ala al-kalimat al-ijikrniyah. The Sixth in Cairo. It was 

a short one. The Seventh in Cairo which I called al-Nuktat 

al-fahmiyah 'ala al-kalimat al-J,;Iikmiyah. 'l'he Eighth I 

wrote in Bougie during the year 878. The Nineth in Fez 

during the year 880. The Tenth in Fez. during the year 881. 

The Eleventh is this which you read 9 written in the same 

year. The six commentaries which have not been completed 

yet are: The First in Cairo. The Second in Misurata. 

The Third in Tripoli. The Fourth in Bougie. The Fifth 

in Fez and The Sixth in Fez also. I considered as cornrnen= 

taries those which may be of use and benefit 9 since those 

with beginnings only are countless." 
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The Second list is found in the introduction of his 

Seventeenth Commentary on al-Hikam where he says: 

"We have written several times on al-Jjikamo Seventeen 

of them are completeo The First in Fez in the year 870o 

It was stoleno The Second I commenced in Fez and finished 

in Tunis. The Third in Tuniso The Fourth in Cairo. The 

Fifth in al-Madinah. The Sixth in Cairoo The Seventh -

in Tripoli. The Eighth in Tunis 9 The Nineth in Bougie 9 

The Tenth in Fez. So are the Eleventh 9 the Twelveth 9 the 

~hirteenth and the Fourteentho The Fifteenth in Bougie. 

The Sixteenth in Cairo 9 and the Seventeenth is this which 

you reado 11 (See the introduction of the Seventeenth Corrunen

tary in its various manuscript versions and editions). 

From these two lists we can conclude that ZarrU~ ~Tote 

not more than seventeen complete cownentaries on al-ijikam. 

The rest are merely commencements. In order to fill the 

gap between the two lists it is possible to assume that he 

finished writing eleven commentaries by the year 881/1476 9 

then he completed the other six commentaries he mentions 

in the first list after thato 

With slight re-arranging of the two lists and comparing 

them with each other it is easy to find out that they 

correspond in the names of places and the number of times 

he composed his commentaries 9 assuming that he wrote his 

last (the Seventeenth) commentary in Misurata where he 

spent his last years. Thus we see from both of the two 

lists that he wrote six commentaries in Fez 9 three in 

Cairo 9 two in Bougie 9 two in Tunis 9 ~between Fez and 

Tunis 9 one in al-Mad1nah 9 one in Tripoli and one in 

Misuratao 
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The following list is of the various known commentaries 

in their versions: 

1) 

Tanbih dhawi al-himam 'ala ma'ani alfaz al-Hikam 
0 • 

(Rousing the high-aspirants with the meanings of the 
words of al-Hikam) 

M.§.§.: Tunis 9 56LJ.Lj. fols. 1-95; Malakiya 9 2116 'I'asawwuf; 

Cairo 9 2665 'I'asawwuf; Escurial 9 758. 

Begins: J?3\ <r: ~~j ~\ tr .;0j ~·)~ (; ~';j.U:j/1 ,.~1)' t;--:-- /.-'Jt<t4 .,....,_ -'/ // / ./ /./ // .// -":· 
••• ~ \....:.-,Jl _, t, _ _,c:;/ /0 

, ~.,. .... I , / / _, r Or '/ / ) :-~ '"" , r ; ,.,. / 
Ends:. v'J.'M .;,.a..~'f~f~' "'e)">~~~ U!l\ ~ ~;~\ D-""'L? P_,W . .. 

, "l:r- • ._ " _; I ~ / ~ ,;# / / / ,, -_, ,- ,. .- Jl'b ' 

Note: This is the Eleventh Commentary written in Fez 

during 881/14. 

2) 

al-Sharh al-khamis 'ashar. 

(The Fifteenth Commentary) 

Cited in: Ibn 'Abbad de Ronda (Paul Nwyia 9 Imprimerie 
Catholique 9 Beirut9 195b9 p.23) 

Mss: Escurial 738; Qarawiyyin 46lo 

Note: 'Al"i b. I;,Iusam al-D"in al-M:uttaqi al~Hindi (d.975/ 

1157) had commented on this work (Cf. MS. Berlin 869. ·we. 

1757 2) Fol. 37a-50b. 

3) 

al-Futuhat al-rahmaniyah fi hall alfaz al-'Ata 9 iyah. 
0 • 0 

(r.ll:e~Rev,elations of the Merciful in explaining the words 
of al-Hikarn) 

Ms. Escurial 9 DCCXXXIV. 

Begins: ~ v ~ \.:>\ .. . 

Ends: 

, ..... 
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4) 

MiftalJ. al-fa<;;J.a 9 il wa al-ni'am 'ala ba'<;;J. rna yata'allaq bi 

al-Hikam. 
0 

(The Key of Virtues and Graces on some of what is related 

to al-Hikam) 
0 

Begins: 

Escurial 9 DCCLXXII: Brit. Ivius. DCCLV 9 VII; 
Brit. Mus. DCCLV 9 III. 

The Escurial catalogue says that this Commentary 

was written in Tripoli. It might be the Seventh Conunentary 

according to Zarruq's ovm list. 

5) 

Siraj al~Hikam 

(The Lamp of al-~ikam) 

Cambridge 9 P.2. 

Note: The word Siraj might be a corruption of the 

word Shar:q.. 

6) 

Sharl;;l al=Hikam 

(A Commentary on al-ijikarn) 

Cited in: 

Mss: 

Note: 

Ibn 'Abbad de Ronda 9 (Paul Nwyia 9 Imprimerie 

Catholique 9 Beirut, 1956, p.25). 

Escurial, 776 and 74l_p 3°; Munich, 139. 

Undated and unserialized Commentary. 
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7) 

al-Shar~ al-sabi' 'ashar 

(The Seventeenth Commentary) 

Ms: Berlin 9 8692 9 8693, 4) We. 1690, We. 1687 fols. 3-216; 

Azhar 9 6150(106); Tripoli, Awqaf, 161 vol. 1 9 53. 
Cairo, 

Editions: 4 Abd al-J;;Ialim Maqmild, Cairo 1969; AJ;;unad Zak'I 

'A~iyah, Cairo 1971. 

was regarded as an indispensible companion to the text of 

al=ijikam. ~Jlost of Zarrilq 1 s biographers say that they have 

read it. (See: al-Mana11, Bulilgh al=marrun, p.33; Ibn 

Ghalbu.n, al-Tidhkar, p.223; al-Na'ib, al-Manhal al-'adhb 9 

p.l83). It is the only published commentary in two editions. 

LXXXVIII 

SulUk al-tar'Iq idha fuqida al-rafiq 

(Following the way when the companion is lost) 

Cited in: 9 'I~a9 al-m~Un 9 (without naming the author) 

Untraceable. 

Note: al-Azhar Catalogue 5LJ-46 (Collections 216) says that 

there is a commentary by 'Ali 'Ala 9 al-D'In al-lViuttaqi al-

Hindi (d.975/1567-8) on ~j'>\c.>~'j;qj';_),\..;;;;J('-'.J::;iJ'~ 
' , ~) , ... _ ... , ... ~ \.: --- _.,. / ;, / _,, 

(the treatis~f Sayyidi ~ad Zarruq known as Suluk al-tari~ 

(Hida,yatu j{J:I.bb'I 'Inda faqd al-Iviurahbi). 

SUE' ISM 
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LXXXIX 

Ta~srs al~Qawa'id A 

(Establishing the Principles [or Sufism] A) 

Cited in: Kashf al-Zunlin 1:333 

Mss: Rabat 2750KJ> 555Q; Paris 1380.112 9329.3 9 361.11 

Begins: 

Note: The full title is: 

Tas 9Is al-Qawa'id wa al~U~ul wa tahsil al-fawa 9 id li dhawi 

al-wusul (Establishing the Principles and the Rules and 

Obtaining Benefits for the People of Attainment). 

A treatise on Repentance 9 Piety and Righteousness. 

Each one of these three notions is preceded and rollowed by 

a full discussion of other Sufi terms like: Heart 9 Trust 

and Dependence (on God)~ Contemplation 9 Invocation 9 Seeking 

forgiveness, Prayer and Poverty. Zarruq also explains at 

length the meaning of injustice towards oneself and the 

others. He suggests the way to straightness and its 

benefits and discusses the meaning or lmowledge in addition 

to a comparison between fiqh and Sufism and dealings with 

people. This work is the same I'anat al-mutawajjih al

miskin (q.v.) bearing a different title. 

SUFISIVI 
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XC 

Ta'sis al-Qawa'id B 
(Establishing the Principles [of Sufism] B) 

Ms: Paris, Arabe 5479 9 folso 258-262o 

Begins: 

Ends: 

The contents of this work are the same as ~awa'id 

al~Ta9a\~f (qoVo) bearing a different title. 

SUFISM 

XCI 

Ta'lig 'ala al-Bukhari 

(A Commentary on al-Bukhari) 

Cited in: ~jarat al-nur, 1:268; al~Manhal al-'adhb, 

pol83; Qatf al-thamar 9 Po32; al-Uns, Po4• 

IVIss ~ Rabat 1888Ko 7/J,. foll o 

Begins: 

Note: An explanation of the meaning of difficult words in 

the famous al-Tami' al-sahih of Abu Muhammad Isma' il 
0 

al-Bukhari (do 256/870)o Zarruq also traces the Isnad 

(warrant), paying a great deal of attention to historical 

events and persons related to each Aadith (tradition) 

TRADITION 
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XCII 

Tafsir al-Qur~an 

(A Commentary on the Qur~an) 

XCIII 

Cited in: Ri)Jla~ al-' Ayyash~, po99; l_abaq"iit 

al-Shadhiliyah, pol23o 

Untraceableo 

QUR'Jm 

Talkhis al-durrah al-muntakhabah fi al-adwiyah al-mujarrabah 
(A Summary of the "Selected Pearls in the tested Iviedicines") 

Azhar 43114 (477)o Folso 50-87; Alger 1322o2; 
Cairo VIol4~ VIIo33; Alexandria 17o ribbo 

Note~ al-Durrah (al-Dura~) al-Muntakhabah was written by 

Na§r bo Na§r for Daw'iid bo al-Malik al-Man~'iir on medicine 

based on spiritual and physical treatmento It is divided 

into twelve sections dealing with the diseases of the body 

from the top of the head to the bottom of the foot and 
w ,J tJ , / 0 .,,.... ,., d , / ~ / u t, ... / 0 

begins: ... ~~\~ ~Wf\l~ ~.s!JI\~~' 
9 IgalJ. al-Makn'Un ascribes the worlc wrongly to Zarr'iiq and so 

does Princeton University Catalogue, while Kashf al-~un'Un 

ascribes al-Durrah to its real authoro Zarruq's genuine 

suwnary (Talkhis al-Durrah) exists in the above-mentioned 

librarieso 

M:li:DIC INE 
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XCIV 

IJ:'ulJ.f'at al-murid 

(The Gem of the Seeker) 

Cited in: Bulugh al-maram 9 p.29; al-Bustan 9 p.51; 

Nubugh 9 p.218. 

Mss: Rabat 2587.3 D; Madrid 5317. 16 Foll. 

Sufi masters such as al-Ghazali 9 Ibn al-'Irrif 9 Ibn 'Arabi 9 

al-Suhrawardi 9 al-Shadhili and Ibn 'Ata 9 Allah al-Iskandari 9 0 

in respect of subjects like~ Science 9 Knowledge 9 Truth 9 

Reason 9 God's Names and Attributes 9 Faith 9 Vision 9 Prophet= 

hood 9 Presence at Prayer 9 Symbolism in Prayer 9 Pasting 9 

Pilgrimage and Almsgiving etc. These subjects and their 

details are arranged in short sections under the sub-title 

Mas 9 alah. The treatise was written in response to a request 

from one of Zarruq's friends to write down what he had 

admired in his readings. The full title is: Tu~fat al-murid 

wa rawdat al-farid wa fawa 9 id li ahl al-fahm al-sadid wa 

al-nazar al-madid. 
0 

SUFISM 

XCV 

4 Uddat al-murid al-~adiq 

Cited in~ 9 Idah al-makniln 9 1:370; Shajarat al-nur9 1:268; 

al-Uns 9 p.l..j.; al-Tidkhar9 p.223; Nubugh 9 p.218; 

G .A.L. 9 §EJ2:Qo II 9 p.362. 



Begins: 
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Escurial Codol566, MDLXI: Rabat 1157 D 9 864 G; 

Malakiyah 5999 9 5416 9 992 9 925. Ta~aVVI.IIfUf'; Tunis 8631 9 

Qar. Fez, 1534. 

Note: One of' Zarruq's most important works. Its main theme 

is al-Bid'ah (Innovation) where he displays in 100 short 

chapters his attitude towards it 9 explaining its meaning 

and types and what the novice must follow or avoid. Iviany 

of' Zarruq's teachings which have been presented in other 

works are to be found hereo Some sources (like 9Iq~ 

al-maknUn and Shajarat al-nur f'or example) write 'Umdat 

instead of' 'Uddat. The f'ull title of' the work is: 'Uddat 

al-murid al-~adiq min asbab al-ma~t f'I bayan al~{ariq wa 

dhikr :Q.awadith al-waqt. 'l'his work is known also under the 

titles: IUtab al-bida'; al-Bida' wa al-.Q.awaditho 

al-Nu~:O. al~anf'a' wa al-junnah li al-mu'ta~im min al-bida' 

li al-sunnah (Rabat 710 Q) is another composition of' Zarruq's 

which is very similar to al-'Uddah. This was noticed by 

al=Manali who almost considers them one work (Cf'. Bulugh 

al-maram, Po32) 

SUFISM 

XCVI 

al-Uns f'I sha£4 'Uyub al-nafs 

(Intimacy in commenting on "the Vices of' the Soul") 

Cited in: Nubugh, po218. 

Ivlss: al-Ivii~rati' s private library 9 42 f'olso 



Begins: 

Note: A commentary on 'Uyilb al-nafs of AbU 'Abd al-RaJ;;unan 

al-Sulami which ZarrUq put into verse. (See: Ur j_ilzah_ fJ: 

'Uyub al-Nafs). 

SUFISM 

XCVII 

1Urjtizah f'I 'Uytib al-Nafs 

(Rajaz verses on the Vices of the Soul) 

Cited in: al-~aw~ al-lami' ~ po222; Shadharat al-dhaha~; 
9 Iq_al} al-malmi1n 9 2:274; al-_lJns~ Po4o 

lViss: Tunis 785 9 6725o Ta§lawwuf; 

Tasawwuf. 
0 

Begi~~: 

lvialakiya 5136B 9 664 7. 

Note: The verses of Abu 'Ahd al-Ralfman al-Sulami (do LJ.i2/917) 

on the vices of the soul in Rajaz metrea Each vice is put 
~-

in one or two lines followed by its cause and how to get 

rid of it. Other title: Na?m fuli?ill al-~ulam'Io 

SUFISM 

XCVIII 

al~U§Yl al-badi'~h wa al~wami' al-rafJ:'ah 

(The Splendid Principles illLd the Sublime Syntheses) 

Cited in: Bulletin of the ~a~ultx o%_Arts 9 Libya 9 

V o 1 a I I 9 p o lL~2 o 
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l\!Iss:: Rabat 9 3612 D 9 fols o LJ-24-436; Library of the 
Sanusiyah Zawiyah in 'f'ubqah oasis in Libya o The 

writer was informed of the existence of this 

manuscript in Tubqah by Dr o 'Amr al-Narni ~ University 
0 

of Libya, who visited the library there and saw the 

manuscripto He says that it contains 11 folso 

Begins: 

Ends: 

Note: 

talcen from some of his famous works such as 'Uddat al-murid 

al~§adis and Qawa'id al~Tasawwuf 9 in addition to some of 

his advice to his disciples abstracted from his letters 

to themo 
SUFISM 

XCIX 

>u~tll al-tariq 

(The Principles of the Way) 

Cited in: al-Nubugh~ Vola II, po634o 

Begins: 

Gannlin has published this treatise of Zarruq in his 

Nubugh 9 without referring to its source 9 where Zarruq gives 

Ten principles of his Order 9 five of them are external and 

the other five are internalo 

SUFISM 
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c 

)Ur;;;Ul a.}-t;ariq_ah wa 'usus al-J;;t.aq_'Iq_ah 

(The Principles of the Way and the Foundations of the Truth) 

al-Uns 9 p.4. 

Baghdad 4894.3; Paris 3971.1 Fols. 1-39; 

Malakiyah 5035, 8832. Ta§iawwuf. 

Begins: 

Ends: 

A treatise on the Five Principles of Zarruq_iyah-

Shadhilyah Order where Zarruq_ presents why and how these 

principles must be held in addition to their subordinate 

notions. 

CI 

Wasiyyah 

(Advice) 

SUFISM 

Mss: Berlin 3354. Pm. 2L!-3. 6). li'ols. 75b-77a. 

CII 

Wa§iiYYah 
(Advice) 

SUFISM 

Rabat 1280 D. Fols. 164a-166a; Tm1is 895. 

Begins: 

SUFISM 



CIII 

Wa~iyyah 

(Advice) 
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Ivlss: Tunis 4388Ivi; Cairo 550/Ta~avvwuf'. 

Begins: 

crv 

Wa~iyyah 

(Advice) 

Mss: Tunis 2327; Tlemcen 80. 

cv 

Waf?iyyah 

(Advice) 

IVIss:: Cairo 550/Ta~awwuf' 

Begins:: 

CVI 

Wa~iyyah 

(Advice) 
Mss:: Rabat 2750.1 

On Travelling and Initiation. 

SUFISM 

SUFISM 

SUFISM 
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al-Wazifah 
0 

(The Office) 

Cited in~ Sharh al-na~I~ah 9 pol; 9Tdah al-maknUn 

2:18; Qatf al-thamar, Po32; GoAoLo II, p.329. 

IVIss: Berlin 3708o Weol667o 2). Fols. 219a-222a, 3886. Mo. 240. 

9). Fols. 13la-132a, 3886o Spro299o Folso 8b; 

Malakiyah 30~.8, 7579, 9480/ Adhkar; Tlem<Jen 91; 
Rabat 1060 Do Fols. 122-125; Azhar 28939/al=Saqqa 

Collection (607)o Fols. 2-4; Brit. Muso 867o 

Edition: on the margin of Tanwir· al-af 9 idah al-zakiyah f'I 

adillat adhkar al-~a~Ifah al ZarrUqiyah 7of ~ad b. 

'Abd al-Ra~an al-Sa'ati 9 Cairo, BUlaq, 1294/1877o 

Begins: 

al-Wa~Ifah is a composition of prayers and Qur'anic 

verses to be recited by ZarrUq's followers as a daily 

invocationo It is highly esteemed and a large number of 

commentaries have been written on it. al-Wa&Ifah is known 

also as: Safinat al-Naja liman ila Allah ntaja and as 

al-FariQ.aho 

CVIII 

'.An al-·WujUd 

(On Existence) 

INVOCATION 

l.Vlss: India Office 1037 TV Bo396 Fol"' 155ao 
/ 

Begins:: 
o,.., ;'" / ' ,.. ' """' '-' ... ... .)~~\ .. ~ 0(~\; ~\ ~ 

/. /'"' / -,., 
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A fragment of a letter written by Zarruq to a 

certain friend regarding the meaning of the tradition "I 

sit with him who mentions r.lle". 

CORRESPONDEl'WE 
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C) DATES OF COiviPILAT ION OF SOME OF ZARRUQ' S WORKS 

Title of' 1Nork 

Tuhf'at al-Murid 

The f'irst commentary on al-ijikam 

The second commentary on al~ij~ 

Al-Nasihah al-Kaf'iyah 

The f'if'th commentary on al-ijikam 

Al-Jami' 

The eighth commentary on al-~ikam 

The nineth commentary on al-ijikam 

The tenth co~nentary on al-~ikam 

The eleventh commentary on al-~ikam 

Shar.l;;l. al-Iv1aba.l;;l.i th al-A§Jliyah 

Juz. ~ f'I 'Ilm al-~adith 

Qawa'id al-Tasawwuf' 
0 

TaS'sis al-Qawa'id 

'Uddat al-Murid al-$adiq 

Shar~ §udUr al-Maratib 

Shar.l;;l. 'Aqidat al-Ghazali 

>urjUzah f'I 'Uyub al-naf's 

An unspecified commentary on al-~ikam 

Shar.l;;l. Asma? Allah al-J;;Iusna 

Shar.l;;l. ~izb al-Ba.l;;l.r 

Shar.l;;l. Risalat al-Qairawani 

Al-Kunnash 

Manaqib al-~aqrruni 

Year of' C ol!ill_ilat ion 

870/ll-J.65 

870/1465 

874/1469~70 

877/1472-73 

877/1472-73 

8 78/14 73-74 

878/1473-74 

880/14 75-76 

881/lLJ-76=77 

881/lLJ-76-77 

881/1476-77 

881/1476-77 

882/1477-78 

883/11.08 

886/1481-82 

887/1482-83 

887/1482=83 

888/1483-84 

889/1L~84 

891 or 892/ 
1486 or 87 

895/1491 

896/1490-91 

af'ter 896/1L~90-91, 

af'ter 8 96/1490-911 



D) COMMENTARIES ON ZARRUQ v S WORKS 

I 

al-Anwar al-gudsiyah fi sh~r~ al=Wa~Ifah al~Zarrugiyah 

(The Divine ~ights in explaining the Wa~Ifah of Zarrug) 

Commentator: Mustafa bo Kamal al-Dln al-Bakri (d.ll62/1749). 
_.I 

II 

al=Anwar al-saniyah 'ala al-Wa~Ifah al-ZarrUgiyah 

(The Illuminating Lights on the Wa~Ifah of Zarrug). 

Commentator: Abu Zaid 'Abd al-Ra}J.man b. Mul,tammad bo 'Abd 

Allah al-'Ayyashl. 

Mss: Rabat 952 D9 1638D 9 1680D; Cairo 3361 G. 

Editions: Cairo 9 1324 Ho; Cairo 1388 H. attached to 
Tang!~ Rawd al=azhar of Mu~ammad Makhluf. 

III 

al-Durrah al-sharifah fi al-kalam 'ala'u~ul al-tar~~ah. 

(The Honourable Pearl on the Principles of Sufism). 

Commentator: Abu 'AbdAllah Mu~arnmad b. 'Ali al=KharrUbi 

al=~arabulsi (do 963/1555). 

Mss: Tunis Z.III 9 172/1884; Rabat D 2201/3 folso 33-59; 
Cairo 22724 B; Madrid CCCXCIV. 

Other title: al-Nubdhah al-sharlfah fl shar~'u~Til al-tarigah. 
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IV 

Fa§l fi dhikri shai ?in qalilin jiddan min al-VVa~Ifah. 

(A chapter on mentioning very little about al-Wa~Ifah). 

Commentator: Ahmad b. Abi Ghalib al-Qusantini. 
0 0 

Mss.: Brit. Mus. Add. 9484. 

v 

Fath dhi al=sifa:t al-saniyah bi sharh al-Wa~Ifah 
al~Zarruqiyah. 

(The Revelation of the Sublime [God] by explaining the 
Wa~Ifah of Zarruq). 

Commentator: Nasir al-Din Ahmad al-Nasharti al-M.'aliki 
0 0 

al-Burhani (d. 1120/1708). 

Ms. Mingana 723 (229A). 

VI 

Fath dhi al-§ifat al-saniyah bi sharJ;,l al-Wa~"ifah 
al-Zarruqiyah 

(The Revelation of the Sublime [God] by explaining the 
Wazifah of Zarruq). 

Commentator: 'Ali b. Sa'd al=Baisusi al-SutUhi al-Shafi'I • • 

(the 12th Century). 

Cited in: 

Mss: Azhar 42057· al-Jawhari collection 1038; 
12 Jahrh.ef.Fun.91/2. 
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VII 

al-Fawa 9 id al-lat'Ifah fi sharh alfaz al-Yvazifah 
0 0 __.,____ 

(The Subtle Benefits of explaining the words of the ~a~Ifah). 

Commentator: A.J;,llnad b. Al;,unad b. lviul}ammad al-Si ja' I al=Shafi 'I 

al-Azhari (d. 1197/1783). 

Mss: Azhar 8485 140 19 folo; cod. Heidelberg orient 333. 

Edition: al-Najah press~ Damanhur 9 Egypt 9 l330/l912o 
0 

VIII 

Hidayatu rabbi 'inda faqd al~murabbi 

(My Lord's Guidance when a preceptor is lacking). 

Conunentator: 'Ali b o IJusam al~Din al=Muttaqi al=Hindi 

(do 977/1569) o 

Mss: Azhar 5446[216]. 

Note: Supposed to be a commentary on an untraceable 

treatise of Zarruq's entitled (Suluk al-~~q idha fu~ida 

al-~adiq) o 

IX 

Ikhti~ar shar:Q. al-Na~:rgah al-Zarruqiyah 

(Abridged commentary on ZarrUq's Advice). 

Abridger: AbU Madyan b o AlJmad b. Iviu:Q.ammad al-Fasi 

(do ll8l/l767-8)o 

Cited in: al-NubUgh 9 Po303o 
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X 

Kashif al-duja fi shar~ Saf'Inat al-Naja 

(The Darkness' Remover in explaining the Ship o~ Safety 
"al~Wa~Ifah"). 

Commentator: Muhammad Nilri b. 'Umar al-Nawawi • . 

XI 

Lawami' al-Burilq 'ala Wa~Ifat al-Shaikh al-ZarrTiq 

('Jlhe Flashes of lightnings on the Wa?Ifah of Shaikh Zarrilq). 

Commentator: MuJ;,lammad al-Wa~nasi. 

Mss: Brit. Mus. Add. 9484. 

XII 

al-Lawaqi~ al-qudsiyah fi sharh al-Waz'Ifah al-Zarrilg_iyah 

(The Divine Lights in explaining the Wa~Ifah of ZarrUq). 

Commentator: A.lJmad b. Mul;,lammad b. Aj'Ibah al-Ij:asani 

(do 1196/1782) o 

Mss: Alexandriag Faw.l9; Bibliotheque Generale~ Tetouan~ 

260 pages 9 written in 1195/1782o 

XIII 

al-Mawarid al-Safiyah fi sharh al-Nas'Ihah al-Kafiyah. 

(The Pure watering-places in eKplaining the Sufficient Advice). 

Commentator: .AbU Madyan b • .A.lJmad b. MuJ;,lammad al-Fasi. 

Mss.: Tunis~ Zaitilnah III 9 158~517a. 
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XIV 

al-Minal;;l. al-d.hawq_iyah f'i J;,lall alfa~ al-Wa~'ifah al-Zarruqiyah 

(The Bestowed Taste in explaining the words of the Waz'ifah 
of' ZarrUq_) o 

Commentator: Badr al-Din al-I;,Iarrun'CI.rni (d. 1266/1850) o 

Mss: Rabat 2865D. 

Nazm kayfiyyat ma'rifat al-sanat al-mujdibah 
~---~ 

(Versifyli~g how to ~~ow the barren year). 

Composer: Abu 'AbdAllah Muhammad Sa'adah. 
0 

Msso Tunis 507o (See: a1=Kunnash 9 Mso Tunis 1911~ fol. 98b.) 

XVI 

Nazm'usul al-Tasawwuf'. 
0 0 0 

(Versifying the Principles of Sufism). 

Composer: Abu Salim al-'Ayyashi (do 1090/1679). 

Cited in: al-NubUgh 9 Po302. 

XVII 

Sharp al~Na!}"!Q_ah al=kafiyah. 

(A Commentary on the Sufficient Advice)o 

Commentator: Mu.Q.ammad b o 'Abd al-RalJ.rnan Ibn Zakr! 

(d. 1144/1731). 
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XVIII 

Sh.)U~Ul al-tarigah 

(A Commentary on "The Principles of the Way"). 

Commentator: Agmad b. 'Abd al-Gadiq al-~arabulsi (doll90/1776). 

Ms: Tunis 785. 

XIX 

Shar~ qawa'id al-~ariqah 

(A Commentary on "the Principles of the Way') o 

Commentator: 'Ali b. ~Iusam al-Din al-Muttaqi al-Hindi o 

Mss: Berlin9 303l.Pmo547.1~ fols. l-32a; Escurial~ 2741~4· 

XX 

Ta'liq 'ala sharh al-Hikam al-khamis 'ashar 
0 • 

(A Commentary on the Fifteenth con®entary on al~Hikam) 

Commentator: 'Ali b. Ijusam al-Din al-Muttaqi al~Hindi. 

Mss: Berlin 869. 6. We. 1757 2) fols. 37a-50bo 

XXI 

al~Taryaq al-farTiq fi shar~ Wa~Ifah al-ZarrTiq 

(The Reliable Antidote in explaining the Wazifah of ZarrTiq) 

Commentator: .Al)mad b. Qasim b. M~ammad Sasl. al-BUni 

al-Tamimi al-Sabti. 

Mss. Brit. Mus. DCCCLXVII 
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XXII 

al.!Uns f''i shar:Q. 'uyub al-naf's, 

(The Intimacy in explaining the Vices of' the Soul). 

Commentator: Abu 'AbdAllah Muhammad b. 'Ali al-Kharrub'i 
0 

al-Tarabuls'i. 
0 

Mss. Brit. Mus. DCXXIV: Tunis 7855o 

XXIII 

Tanw1r al-af'~idah al-zakiyah f1 adillat adhkar al-Waz'ifah 

al-Zarrugiyah. 

(Illumination of' the good hearts in the proofs of' the 
Wa~1fah of ZarrUq). 

Commentator: ~ad b. 'Abd al-RaQffian al-Sa'at'i. 

Editions: Cairo 9 Bulaq~ 1294/1877; 

1968. 

'l'ripoli 9 al-N'Clr Library~ 



"Anyone in whose heart there is no 

love for Shaikh Zarruq is not a 

sincere believer!" 

'Abd al-Salam al-Faituri 

al-Isharat 



CH.APrER THREE 

THE .ZARRUQIYAH 

Since the very beginning of Sufism we find that the 

great Sufi masters were centres of large or small circles 

where their followers and disciples gathered around them~ 

composing distinguished groups in Muslim Society~ living 

in accordance with the teachings of the masters and their 

ideas of the pure spiritual life. 

These groups developed in the course of the time into 

various fraternities known as 1uruq §U!iyah (Sufi Orders) 

and were~ with their ideas and practices~ a characteristic: 

phenomenon in the history of Islam and an important facet 

of its society. After being limited in number in the 

Thir~Ninth century~ these groups became of so great an 

importance that they extended over the whole of the Muslim 

world during the following centuries with countless followers 

in every part of this world. 

Looking at the noticeable variety of these Orders we. 

can trace the reason to the fact that they were established 

as a result of the differences which occured among the Sufi 

masters themselves in their interpretation of spiritual 

experience and their approach to the ultimate goal which 

they all seek to attain and agree to be their aim. Thus 

came the very famous expression: "The ways to God are as 

numerous as the souls of the creatures.~" ( 1 ) as an apology 

1. Muhammad b. 'Ali al-SanTisi; al~Salsabil al~mu'in fi 
al~~ara 9 iq al=arba'In~ Beirut~ 1968, p.6. 
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offered by the Sufis whenever they were aware of this dis

unity amongst themo And as it is said "all roads lead to 

Rome" 9 thus all the Sufi ~uruq lead to the Trutho if\.'hat 

differs 9 actually 9 is not the object but the means to 

approach this objecto 

When a Sufi master 'discovers' the Truth and reaches 

the last stage of his spiritual development he thinks that 

the path he has followed assures attainment for others alsoo 

He star·ts to pl'each it and gulli.e his followers thr'ough it 9 

as he starts to express his own spiritual experience 9 and 

here also differences emergeo How to convey to others 

what is in itself incommunicable and how to explain that 

unique feeling of spiritual sublimity is the problemo 

That is why we can see from the beginning of Sufism that 

it was divided into many \~:ays 9 or Orders 9 according to 

the mode of expression their founders gave in explaining 

their experienceso 

It is not our intention to discuss here the origin of 

Sufism in Islam 9 since there are many opinions suggesting 

many reasons for it and enumerating the foreign factors: 

which - they say - influenced the Muslims during their 

contact with other civilisations to adopt the mystical 

way of life and allow its teachings to penetrate their 

religious practice and beliefo But despite the fact that 

it is obvious that Sufism is not alien to the Qur 9an and 

that the seeds of spiritual aspiration and behaviour are 
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to be found in many of its verses,<1 ) it is difficult to 

deny those strange influences which formed certain Sufi 

ideas and teachings and oriented some Sufi masters into 

certain directions, and it is not easy to defend them 

without either interpreting their utterances, or distor

ting the Islamic dogmas themselves.( 2 ) These ideas,(3) 

in fact, were not able to survive the overflowing tide 

of the dogmatic Sunnah which encompassed them vigourously 

si..'1.ce Abu J}amid al=Ghazali was 1 converted' to Sufism and 

made it an acceptable and inseparable part of Islam. 

Most of the long-lasting and successful Sufi Orders were 

Su..nni. 

However, besides the ideological importance of the 

Sufi Orders and the social rBle they played through the 

ages, there is also their political aspect which tremen-

dously influenced Islam and its spread and was the kernel 

of many states established on Sufi basis.<4 ) It might 

1. See the Qur'an; 50:16, 6:103, 8:24, 28:13, 29:45 9 

39~23, 33:35, 24:35, 2:165, 5:54. These verses, and 
many others, were continually quoted by the Sufis as 
a source of their doctrine's terminology. (Cf. Martin 
Ling; "Sufism", Encyclopaedie Britannica, 1970 edition, 
p.373, and Lewis Massingnon; Essay sur les Origines du 
Lexique Technique de la Mystique Musulmane, Paris, 
1954. There are two good articles on "The Qur'an and 
the Sufi Dictionary" by Shaikh 'Abd al-'Aziz BinG
abdallah in al~Lisan al-'Arabi, Vol.IV, Rabat, 1966, 
pp.5-7 and pp.209~214). 

2. Like Abu Man~ur al-ijallaj and Abu Yazid al-Bistani for 
example. 

3. See al-Sanusi; al-Salsabil al-mu'In, pp.6-7. 

4. Such as Almoravids in Morocco, the San'CI.siyah in Libya, 
the IViQhdiyah in the Sudan and the TI janiyah in West 
Africa. 
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seem surprising that this should happen despite the fact 

that Sufism is supposed to be a retreat from wordly 

affairs 9 the leading of a life full of spiritual aspira-

tion 9 essentially opposed to this temporary life 9 seeking 

its fulfillment in the lasting and sublime goalo But it 

seems that historical circumstances were responsible for. 

certain Sufi Or-ders being concerned with political issues 

and social problemso Neither should we forget that the 

Sufi notion of "following the best"(i) was another motive 

which drew some Sufi masters out of their retreat and 

impelled them to work for society as a whole 9 since this 

"following the best" is not a private or an individual 

aim confined to the Sufis alone 9 but also a general aim 

which they sought to attain for the benefit of society 

by means of preaching or by selzlng power and implementing 

their concept of the besto( 2 ) 

Regarding the origin and development of the Sufi 

Orders 9 there are two matters which must be taken into 

considerationo The first is that not all of the orders 

1 o 9 Ittiba' al-a~sano Zarruq always emphasised this tenet, 
in accordance wlth the Qur 9anic verse: "Who hear advice 
and follow the best thereofo Such are those whom God 
guides and such are men of understandingo 11 (Qur 9an; 
39:18)o See: Qawa'id al-'l'asawwuf, PPo34-35o 

2o A modern exam~le may be given here: Ahmad bo Idris 
(do 1253/1837) 9 the famous Sufi leaderoin the ijijazo 

'Ris concern was not confined to teaching awrad and 
adWtar 9 to urging people to go into retreat and 
insulate themselves from mankindo Such practices 
might be of advantage for the personal development 
of the individual disciple, but they were not suitable 
for the higher purpose at which he was aiming 9 that is, 
the unity of the endeavour of Muslims united in the 
bond of Islamo 11 The Sufi Orders in Islam 9 poll5o 
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had political ambitions 9 and the second is that not all 

which had these ambitions succeeded in fulfilling them. 

Thus we may divide them into two sections: the spiritual 

Orders and the spiritual-political Orders. The former 

are known to be completely concerned with the individual's 

spiritual evolution guided by certain regulations to be 

followed by the aspirant 9 while the latter mix this; 

spiritual aspiration with secular concerns. 

In addition to this division it is noteworthy that as: 

the Muslim world was usually separated into two parts: 

al=Mashrig (the East) and al-Maghrib (the West) 9 the Su~i 

Orders were distinguished also in accordance with this 

division.(1
) So we see that there are Eastern Orders as 

well as Western Orders 9 Although we might find the 

followers of a certain Order spread throughout the world 

it is noticeable that there has always been a greater 

degree of concentration in particular areas. This is 

due to the nature of the Order itself and the measure 

of the acceptance of its teachings by the people concerned 9 

since some ideas are widely accepted in certain regions 9 

because they find a suitable soil in which to growp while 

they are rejected in other regions because they lack the 

necessary background which supports their existence and 

survival. (2 ) 

1. See: J. s. Trimingham; The Sufi Orders in Islamll Ox~ord 9 
19719 pp.4-16. 

2. Regarding this point we quote here what J. S. Trimingham 
says in his book The Sufi Orders in Islam". "The response 
of regional groups to Sufism in its different manifesta
tion varied considerably ••• It would be easy to contrast 

(Cont 1 d on p.l60) 
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The beginnings of all the Sufi Orders are similar; a 

master emerges and becomes famous for his virtueso A 

group of admirers gathersaround him~ receiving his 

teachings 9 obeying his precepts and considering him as 

the leader who shows them the way to their spiritual 

salvationo In the course of time the master and his 

teaching become sacred and venerated by his followers~ 

either during his life=time or after his death 9 and an 

Order is createdo This Order usually bears its founder 9 s 

name and agrees in its main principles with a major 

earlier Order from which it sprang 9 but it keeps its own 

identity by adapting some of these principles or adding 

new rules to ito(i) 

(Footnote (1) cont 9 d from pol59)o 

an Iranian world as primarily manifesting an intel= 
le.ctual and poetical response to Sufism with an Arab 
world whose reaction has been anti=intellectual and 
conformisto But the reaction of the peoples of the 
Indian subcontinent could offer no one the opportunity 
for precise definition 9 since their heterogeneous 
range covers every variety of Sufi expression in a way 
inconceivable elsewhereooo Furthermore 9 these cultural 
differences in response and adaptation exist within 
the Arabic-speaking worldo o o These differ·ences condi= 
tion the response of the various peoples and 
occupational groups to Sufismo 11 ppo219=220o 

This was noticed by Zarru~ five centuries a~oo In 
his ~uddat al=mur!d al=~adiq (Mso Rabat 9 D 1157) he 

. classifies six types ol:' response to ·su:rism; al;;,.~iaghrib 
(North Af'rica) 9 al-Mashriq (Egypt 9 Iraq. and Iran) 
al=Shamal (the North; Syria) al=Janub (the South; 
India) 9 Yemen and the ~ijaz~ and al=Andalus (the Muslim 
Spain)~ PPo70=7lo In a general classification he 
divides the types of Sufism unto three regions: the 
Maghrabi 9 the Persian and the Yemenio Ibido 9 ppo60=62o 

1o See Martin Ling 9 s introduction to Titus Burckhardt 9 s 
translation of the letters of the Shaikh al'Arabi 
al=Darqawio Letters of a Sufi Master 9 London 9 1969 9 

PoViio 
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In all cases, almost 9 there is a thread connecting 

the founder of the new Order with an eminent Sufi master, 

or masters, who lived before him and linking him with 

the source of the spiritual life in Islam, the Prophet 

MuJ;ammad 9 through one or more of his companionso This 

thread is called al-silsilah (the chain) and it is so 

important that every four1der of an Order must have his 

mm chain as a sort of authorisation which enables him 

to exert his influence over his disciples a..Tld gives him 

the right to their full obedience and respecto 

Havli1g this chain and establishing himself as a 

distinguished personality, by displaying his virtues. 

and ability in a certain manner, the founder of the 

Order becomes a recognised master deserving to be 

followedo He is going to be regarded as a milestone 

on the way along which he has passedo His Order will 

be considered as a branch of the mother-Order, and other 

branches will grow f'rom his owno 

The Zarrilq_iyah Order, which our Shaikh founded, is 

regarded as one of the Western Sunni Orders mentioned 

above o 

In the foregoing pages we have traced his life and 

seen him as a seeker and a traveller in the Sufi Wayo 

In the following pages we will see him as a master and 

the founder of an Order which bears his nameo 
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The Chain: 

All historians or the Suri Orders are agreed that 

the Zarruqiyah is a branch or the Shadhiliyah and that 

~ad Zarruq was a true Shadhilr.<1 ) This may be true 

to some extent 9 ror he was known as a great derender of 

this Order and a celebrated commentator on its important 

texts-.. ( 2 ) He himselr used to praise the Shadhiliyah and 

regard it as the most errective way to God.(3) At the 

same time we would suggest that he was not as true a 

Shadhill. as he was thought to be until now. This is 

because to be a devoted adherent or a certain Order one. 

has to adhere strictly to its principles and keep to its 

regulations and formulas. .And this Zarruq did not do. 

It is well-knovm that the Shaill1ill.yah - in its 

simplest rorm - is based on Five ramous principles which 

are:: 

1. Fear of God in secret and openly. 

2. Aill1erence to the Sunnah in word and deed. 

3. Contempt of mankind in prosperity and adversity. 

~-· Resignation to the Will of God in all things 9 

great and small. 

5. Having recourse to God in joy and sorrow. (4 ) 

1. Seeror example: Louis Rinn; Marabouts et Khoqan 9 Alger, 
1884 9 p.270 and Depont R·Cappolani; Les Confreries 
Religieuses Musulmanes, Alger 9 1897, p.457. 

2. Like al-Hikam of Ibn 'Ata' Allah al-Iskandarl. and the 
hizbs or al-Shadhill.. See the Catalogue. 

3. Sharlt_J)izb al-ba)J.,E_, Ms. Cairo 25866 9 fol.l3. 

4. AQmad al-Kmnushanawl.; Jami' 9u~ul al-awliya~ Cairo, 
1298/18819 p.l4. 
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These principles are certainly included in Zarruq's 

teachings. But there are also another five principles 

which~ together with the Shadhili principles~ compose 

the Zarruqiyah and are originally Qadiri.<1
) They are: 

l. Having a high aspiration of the Soul. 

2. The preservation of reverence of God. 

3. The goodly service of God. 

4. Strong resolution. 
fr;) 

5. Glorification of the favour of God. '~ 

This Qadiri influence becomes quite clear when we 

consider that the Shaikh has written two accountSof his 

principles both of them called ~u~ul al-~ariqah (The 

Principles of the Way);( 3 ) the first is composed of five 

principles which are Shadhili 9 while the second is com-

d f t . . l h . h Sh-dh . l- Q-d . - ( Lj.) pose o en pr1nc1p es w 1c are a 1 1- a 1r1. 

In addition to this we find that Zarrilq in his Sufi 

Chain has two sanads (warrants or ascriptions) 9 one links 

him with Abu al ~asan al-Shadhili and the other connects hLn 

with 'Abd al-Qadir al-Jilani. Astonishingly we find his 

master Ahmad b. 'Uqbah al-Ijag.rami at the head of each of 

them. This may be explained by the fact that the sanad 

comes through two channels; the silsilah (chain) and the 

khirqah (mantle).(5) We must not forget that al-J.;Iagrami 

1. al-Kumushanawi; Jami' ~u~ul al-awliya', op. cit. p.l4. 

2. lbid. 

3. See the Catalo_gue, No. XCIX. 

4. See the Catalogue 9 No.C. 

5. Sanusi; al-Manhal al-rawi al-ra'l:gi fl. asanid al-'ulilm 
wa 9 u~ul al-tara 9 iq, Beirut 9 1968, pp. 7L1.-75. 
See also: al-Ta'ri.f, op.cit., p.283 
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was not only a Shaill1ili. He was 9 perhaps9 a Qadiri 

mugaddam( 1 ) initiated by Abu Zakaria 9 Ya~ya al-Qadiri 

(do 561/1165-6)o His only link with the Shadhiliyah 

was his connection with 'Ali b. IvluJ:;;tammad b. \:ifafa al= 

Qurashi (do 709~10/1310) the founder of the Wafa 9 iyah. ( 2 ) 

And yet this link was through Abu Zakariya 9 al-Qadiri. 

When Zarruq asked al-~a~rami what Order he belonged to 

he did not receive an accurate reply from him.(3) The 

hints which were recoPded by Zarrug_ about al~IJaQ.rami 

regarding this point suggest that our Shaikh was not 

entirely satisfied with his master's attitude and that 

he was trying to make a Shadhili of him and discover 

the relationship between him and the Shadhiliyah.( 4 ) 

\IVhen ~ve look at the names of the direct Sufi 

masters of Zarruq usually mentioned in the sanads we 

find two other Qadir Is; Abu Mul;tammad 'Abd Allah al

Zaitlini9(5) Zarruq's patron in Fez 9 and Ahmad Ibn Zimam.( 6 ) 
0 

1. Lo Rinn; lviarabouts et Khouan 9 p.268. 

2. A branch of the Shadhiliyah. See: Marabouts et Khouan 9 

p.267. 

3. Manaqib al-~adrami, p.l4. "I asked him to which 1,'ariqah 
he belonged 911 says Zarruq 9 "and he answered me:" 1We 
know nothing of these things. However 9 my mother is 
descended from Shaikh Abu iv'iadyano The Prophet named 
me Rifa'I when a man saw him in his sleep saying: Say 
to ~mad·b: 'Ug_bah al-Rifa'I.'" It is notewortJiY that 
Shu'aib Abu Madyan was the link between the Qadiriyah 
and the Shadhiliyah (see the Table). Zarruq comments 
on al-ijaqrami being named al-Rifa'I by saying that that 
was either because he was upgraded in his State (Rafi' 
al-qadr fi ~alihl) 9 or because his tariqah was in con
formity with the Rifa'iyaho Zarruq himself does not 
know! 

4. Ibid. 9 p.22, where Zarruq tries to compare some of al
Hadrami's utterances with those of Ibn 'Ata 9 Allah al
Iskandari and traces their meaning to al-Hikrun of Ibn 
'A~iP Allah. 

5. al-Ta'rif 9 op.cit. 9 p.283o Of. al-I.Lahdi al-Fasi. ~fat 
ahl al-§i_~ fi asanid. ~\iifari:J:h al-Jazti.liyah wa 
al=Zarrilg_iyah 9 lVis o Ra.Dar-;-K 22 2 9 p. UF. -

6. Ibid. 9 See also: al-Kunnash 9 op.cit., ppo6~--65. 
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How did it then come about that our Shaikh was 

regarded as a Shadhili and that the Zarruqiyah was 

counted among the branches or the Shadhiliyah? 

To answer this question we have to note that~ des-

pite the fact that the Qadiriyah and the Shadhiliyah 

are considered independent Orders o 'I'hey are not 

completely separated from each other either in their 

teachings or their historical development. ( 1 ) If we 

look at the Shadhiliyah chain we find that it has a 

connection with the Qadiriyah through Shu'aib Abu 

Madyan (do 59L~/ll96) ~ who was initiated by 'Abd al

Qadir al-Jilani (do 561/1165-6) himself~( 2 ) and with 

whom Abu al-~asan al-Shadhil-(d. 656/1258) was related 

through 'Abd al-Salam Ibn lVIashish (do 625/1228) and 

'Abd al-Rahman al-'Attar al-Zayyat al-Madani (d. 
0 

on the one hand and Muhammad Ibn Harazhum (do 634/1236) 
• 0 

and Abu Muhammad Salih Baisar (d. 631/1234) on the other. 
0 0 0 

The Shadhiliyah~ in fact~ are very careful to main-

tain their relationship with the Qadiriyah in their 

chain to the Prophet. Thus it crune about that the 

Shadhiliyah has two sanads in its chain both leading to 

the Prophet through 'Ali b. AbU Talib and his two sons; 
0 

al-ijasan and al-~usain. One is called Tariq al-'iradah 

(the channel of aspiration) which links al-Shadhili, 

through Ibn !Viashish_, with al-~asan b o 'Ali b o Abu ~alib, 

without 'Abd al-Qadir al-Jilani~ and the other is called 

1. al-Sanusi; al-Manhal al-rawi~ p.77. 

2o Ibid. 
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tariq al-tabarru:k( the channel of blessing) which links 

al-Shadhili with al-~Iusain b. 'Ali b. Abu '.J;'alib through 

Ibn iviash'Ish, al-Zayyat, Abu Madyan and 'Abd al~Qadir 

1 J -1- - ( 1 ) a - 1 an1. 

Nevertheless, just as al-Shadhili was initiated 

through two channels (al-'iradah and al-tabarruk) so 

Zarruq was initiated through two channels: tariq al-

agtab (the channel of the Poles) which is equivalent to 

1ar~ al-iradah, and tariq al-Illiirqah (the cha1mel of 

the mantle) which is equivalent to tarig al-tabarruk.( 2 ) 

The ~ariq al-aqta~, linking him with al-Shadhili, goes 

as follows: ~ad Zarruq, ~ad b. 'Uqbah al-~aqrami, 

Abu Zakariya' Yal}ya al-Qadiri, ':Ali Ibn Wafa al-

Qurashi', __ _ IVIU!}ammad Ibn Wafa al-Qurashi 9 Dawud al-Bakhili 9 

Ibn 'A~ a' Allah al-Iskandari, Abu al- 'Abbas al-Iviursi, Abu 

al-Ij:asan al-Shadhili, 'Abd al-Salam Ibn J:vlashish, 'Abd 

al-Ra~an al-Zayyat al-Madani, Taqi al-Din al-Fuqayyir, 

Fakhr al-Din 'Ali, Abu al-Hasan Nur al-Din, Shams al-Din 
0 

al-Siwasi, Abu al-Hasan al-Qurashi, Zain al-Din al-Qazwini, 
0 

Ibrahim al=Ba~ri, AlJ.mad al-lviarwani, Abu Mul:}ammad Sa'Id, 

AbU Muhammad Sa'd, Fath al-Su'ud, Sa'Id al Ghazawani, Abu 
0 0 

Mu~ammad Jabir, al-Ij:asal1 al-Sibt, 'Ali b. Abu ~alib, the 

Prophet. (3 ) 

The tariq al-khirqah, linking him with 'Abd al-Qadir 

al-Jilami, goes as follows: 

1. al-Mahdi al-Fasi; Tugfat ahl_al-$iddigiyah, Ms. Rabat, 
K 22Ll-2, p.99. 

2. Ibid., pp.98=99 and pp. 104-105. 

3· Ibid., pp.98-99. Cf. al-Sanusi; al-Salsabil al=mu'In, 
ppol08-109. 
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~ad Zarruq, ~ad b. 'Uqbah al-~a~rrun1, Abu 

Zakariya, Yal).ya al':.~adir1, Abu Mas'ud .AQ.mad, Abu :?alilJ. 

Na~r, 'Abd al-Razzaq al-Jilani, 'Abd al-Qadir al-Jilani, 

Sa'Id b. al-Mubarak al-Mukharrami, 'Ali al-Hakkari, Abu 

al-Faraj al-Tarsusi, 'Abd al-Wahid al-Tamimi, 'Abd al-. . 
'Az1z al-Tamimi, Abu Bakr al-Shibli 9 Abu al-Qasim 

al-Junaid, al-Sar'l al-Saqati, Ma'ruf' al-Karkhi 9 'Ali 

al-Ric?-a 9 Musa al-Ka~im 9 Ja'f'ar al-~adiq, Mu:t;:.ammad al-

R- . 'A1- Z . 1 '"lfb"d-- 8_1-_H_,J_SR_l_.l_'l_ 1 R"bt 'AJ- b _aqlr, _l .a1n a_- .H. l_ln, _ ."- a_-,_l_i>', __ ... l _. 

Abu ~alib, The Prophet.<1
) 

Is it possible now, according to the foregoing 

account, to say that our Shaikh was not a Shadhili? The 

answer must be in the negative, simply because of' his 

own Sufi heritage in which he was mainly influenced by 

the teachings of this Order 9 as represented in the works 

of Ibn 'Ata' Allah al-Iskandari and Abu al-ljasan al-. 
Shadhili himself. But it is possible to assert that 

he was also influenced, laterally at least, by other 

Sufi Orders as well, and the result was a mixture of 

many Orders in which the Shadhiliyah was the dominant 

influence.( 2 ) 

Bearing in mind that the Shadhil1s.generally were 

not fanatics for their own Order and that they were on 

the contrary more tolerant than many other Orders, it 

is not difficult to see how Zarruq managed to adapt 

the principles of other Orders, and even practices, 

1. al-Fasi; TUQfat ahl al-§iddiqiyah, pp.l04-l05. 

2. See: al-Kunnash, pp.62-65 and PPo74-76. 
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and still be considered a Shadhili.(1 ) 

Apart from the Shaill~iliyru1 and the Qadiriyah~ Zarruq 

was attached to five other famous Orders of which two 

are branches of the Shadhili Order9 while three of them 

have no connection with the Shadhiliyah at all. The first 

two are: al-Wafa.~~iyah through .Al}ma·d b. 'Uqbah al-Ijagrami 

and Abu Zakaryia~ al-Qadiri 9 and al-Jazuliyah through 

its :rounder Abu Muhammad Sulaiman al-Jazuli. The other 
0 

three are: al-Suhravvardiyah through NiuJ:.ammad al-Zawawi 

al-Madani 9 al-Jushathiyah through Ahmad Ibn 'Arus~ and 
0 

al-'Arusiyah through its founder Ibn 'Arus and Abu Is~aq 

Ibrahim al-Zawawi.( 2 ) 

As we have seen in the case of Zarruq's master 9 

Ahmad al-Hadrami, and his refusal to declare which Order 
0 • 0 

he followed, it is significant that our Shaikh does not 

declare it either. The only chain of an order he records 

is found in his Kunnash~ that of' the Suhrawardiyah of 

which.~~ surprisingly enough, he adopts the procedure of 

initiation and method of invocation.( 3 ) The conclusion 

might be drawn from this fact is that he perhaps aimed 

to do so as an indication of' his "independence" of any 

other specified Order. This gives him the chance to 

establish his own Order and spread his own teachings.~~ 

supported by different sources of blessing and connected 

to various spiritual guides.( ) 

1. See: G. Colin; "Sayyidi Ahmad Zarruq" 9 Revista di 
Tripolitania.~~ year II 9 vol.I 9 p.32. 

2. See in all these: al-Fasi; TU4fat ahl al-$iddi~iyah 9 
pp.98-99 ru~d pp.l04-105 9 al-Sanus1; ~~ a[=rawi, 
P·79.~~ Zarruq; al-Kunnas~, pp.74-76. 
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This conclusion might be acceptable when we read in 

one of' Zarrug_'s wa\,=)aya his warm defence of' a variety of' 

ways to God and how it is allowed to any who finds it 

difficult to bear the reg_uirements of' certain Order, to 

turn to another which he thin.l{s less difficult and 

leading to his goal, according to his aptitude ru1d 

capacity. (i) 

Such an attitude is not unusual in the case of' any 

Sufi master who plans to found an Order bearing his name 

and carrying out his teachings ru1d precepts, and many 

examples can be given of' this idea.( 2 ) 

At any rate, and in spite of' all that has been said 

above, ~ad Zarrug_ was considered always a link in the 

Shadhili chain, and it is perhaps on this basis that his 

Order was established and gained its prestige. 

The establishment and development of'_ the Zarruqi;z.ah: 

Did Zarrug_ intend to found an Order? And if' so, what steps 

did he take in this direction? 

His refusal to build a Zawiyah when he was reg_uested 

to do so may indicate that he was not willing to follow 

the example of' other Sufi masters and that conseg_u-ently 

he did not intend to found an Order. But from his very 

reply it is clear that he regarded himself as an important 

figure who was denied his right place of recognition and 

who preferred to leave it to coming generations to 

1. Wa~Iyah, Ms. Cairo, 550/Ta~awwuf', p.3. 

2. r~Iu}}ammad b. 'Ali al-Sanusi, or the Grand Sanusi as he 
was called, the founder of' the Sanusiyah Order, relates 
his panads (ascriptions) to almost all of' the known 
orders in the history of' Sufism. See his al-Salsabil 
al-m1;1-' In f''I al-1_ara' iq al-ar9i!.._'_In and his al-Ivia~l-
al~~~wi al~ra'ig fi a~anid al-'ullim wa ~~ul al-l~ra~, 
both of them published in Beirut, 1968, in one volume. 
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appreciate him 9 as it is apparent that he enjoyed 9 in 

~act 9 prestige and ~arne among the pepple who knew him 9 

otherwise he would not have been asked to build a 

Zawiya:q.. ( 1 ) 

Also 9 we can conlude ~rom the ~ragments of his 

wa~aya and the ~ew remaining letters which he wrote to 

his disciples and ~riends that he did not rule out the 

idea o~ founding his ovm Order, although he approached 

this goal in a very hesitant manner. Unfortunately the 

lack of information and the loss of the majority o~ his 

letters to his followers ~orce us to rely on conjecture 

rather than making any precise judgement regarding the 

establishing of the Zarruqiyah and its development. 

if'fe have to add that the real task o~ founding the Order 

was carried out,in factJby Zarruq's aill1erents more than 

himself 9 because of his early death 9 perhaps 9 or because 

of the difficulties he encountered during his li~e. It 

has still to be said 9 however 9 that the seeds of the 

Zarruqiyah are to be found scattered in his numerous 

compilations 9 especially his Kunnash and Wa~Ifah 9 and 

the elements of the Order are in his letters and wa~aya. 

Before we start tracing the history of the Zarru~iyah 

Order it is necessary to recall how it began and the 

activities of its founder. 

In his early twenties .Al}rnad Zarruq came into contact 

with Sufism and the Sufi Orders in Morocco. He served 

1. Rihlat al-'Ayyashi 9 op.cit. 9 p.97. 
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the "poor" at the Zawiyah of Buqattut in Fez under al-

Zaitlini's patronage and met other Sufi masters too. At 

the age of twenty-eight he performed the Pilgrimage and 

stayed in Cairo for a while. In Mecca, as well as in 

Cairo, he accompanied Sufi masters from different Orders 

as he did in Bougie, Tunis and Tripoli on his way to the 

Holy Land. The man with the most influence upon him was 

~ad b. 'Uqbah al-~a~rami who used Zarruq as a missionary 

in North Africa until his death in 895/1489, while Zarruq 

was living at Misurata in his last settlement. 

From this brief account we can omit a large propor-

tion of our Shaikh's life, sj_nce he was, throughout all 

this period, under the influence of al-Hadrami~and concern 
0 0 

ourselves only with the last ten years or so, when he was 

functioning independently of him,< 1 ) and when he became a 

famous figure and a well-lmown Sufi master. In this 

period, probably, it has been said that he initiated 

disciples in the vast area extending from Mecca in the 

East to Bougie in the West, spreading his Order by means 

of personal contact or correspondence. Let us now start 

to trace our Shaikh's movements and try to ascertain his 

impact in the places he visited and on the people he met. 

1 • The only known letter Zarruq wrote to al~ija~rami was 
in 886/1L~81 after his settlement at Misui'ata, where 
it is obvious that he was still considered himself a 
disciple of al-ija~rami (Cf. al-Ta'rif pp.280-28l). 
He presumably lost contact with his-master afterwards 
since there is no mention at all of their meeting 
again. It is significant that Zarruq passed through 
Cairo during 894/1~.89 and did not see al-J]a~rami who 
was still alive at that time. 
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In Cairo: 

Al-Azhar mosg_ue was the place on which all Muslim 

students and scholars used to converge whenever they 

visited Cairo. Here they learned or taught. To mal(e 

it easier for the people who came from every part of 

the Muslim world to live in comfort 9 a sort of group-

accoirunodation was arranged for them which were called 

ri~ags (living g_uarters) and these were divided into 

and named after different territories.C1 ) Riwag al~ 
M_agharibah (the Westerners' g_uarter) was always one of 

the busiest riwa_g,~ in the mosg_ue. There it seems Zarrug_ 

lived since the first day he arrived in Cairo and during 

his freg_uent visits afterwards 9 since there is no mention 

at all of his living anywhere except at al-Azhar mosque.C 2 ) 

During his first and second visits to Cairo our 

Shaikh was occupied with study and learning and he had 

not yet become an eminent figure. But it seems that he 

was highly regarded as a scholar and a Sufi master during 

his third visit which took place in 884/1479 and his fourth 

visit which was in 894/1489 9 while performing his last 

1. Such as riwag al-Atrak~ riwaq al-Yamani~a~ 9 etc. 

2. See the last page of his al-Na9I~~ al-kafiyah liman 
lillassahu Allah bi al-'afiyah 9 r.Ts. Rabat 9 507/2 DJI 
where Zarrtl.q states that he has written this work 
in Riwaq al-Maghari"t?_ah in al-Azhar 9 during 877/1~-72. 
It seems that al-Azhar in those days was a vivid 
centre of Sufism. Al-Iviaqrizi (d. 846/l4.L~2) says in 
his Khiifa"\l that al-Azhar was open to Sufis and dhikr~ 
were performed there. He also refers to Tiwag as 
eg_ui valent to rib at. See: 'I' he Sufi Orders in Islam 9 

p.21. 
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Pilgrimage. The author of Tabagat al-Shadhiliyat al-

kubra describes how Zarruq was received in Cairo on one 

of these two visits~ saying: 

"When the scholars and learned men of Egypt heard 

of his arrival they came to him and attended his 

lectures. He stai'ted teaching at al-Azhai' mosque. 

About six thousru1d men used to attend his lectures from 

Caii'o and its suburbs ••• A high well-made chair was 

specially placed for him on which he used to sit and 

dictate his lessons. This chair still exists at the 

Western quarter until now. 11 (
1 ) 

This account of Zai'rliq8s prestige in Cairo is 

supported by what his jui'ist mastei'~ Abu 'AbdAllah 

al-Sakhaw'i~ says about him that he "he had followers 

and admirei's 11 , (
2 ) and what Zari'liq mentions about himself 

as having commented on al-Hikam of Ibn 'Ata' Allah al= 

Iskandar! in Caii'o and how his commentary was studied 

under his supervision.(3) 

1. ':j;'abaqat al-Shadhiliyah, p.l23. When the writer 
visited riwaq al-Iviagharibah looking for this chair he 
found no trace of it. In the summer of 1965 a big 
dispute occured in al-Azhar circles when some of 
Zarruq's relics were discovered in this riwaq; a big 
99 bead rosary andacopy of the Qur'an written in old 
Kuf'i 9 said to be one of the original six copies which 
the Caliph 'Uthman sent to the various Muslim regions 
in the first quarter of the first Hijr'i century as 
the formal co~ies. (See: al-Akhbar newspaper, Cairo, 
16 July, 1965). The head of the riwag at that timep 
Shaikh MUQammad al-Kumaishi showed the writer both 
the rosary and the copy of the Qur'an. This copy was 
given by Shaikh al-Kumaishi to ex-King Idr'is of Libya 
who gave it back to the late President Gami:il 'Abd 
al-Naqir of Egypt as a gesture of good will after 
criticism and complaint of the "robbery" arose in the 
Eg~ptian circles. 

2. al-~aw' al-lfuni' 9 op.cit., p.222. 

3. The Eleventh Co~~entary on al-Uikam 9 Ms. Cairo 2665/ 
Ta~awwuf 9 p.200. 
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At any rate, it is quite possible that the Shaikh, 

while lecturing at al-Azhar, mainly on Jurisprudence, was 

in touch with many Sufi adherents whom he initiated in 

Cairo. Among f'amous Egyptians said to have studied under 

his supervision or been initiated by him we know of': 

'Abd al-Wahhab al-Sha'rani,<1
) Shihab al-Din Abu al-'Abbas 

al-Qastalani,( 2 ) Shams al-Din al-Laqqani (d. 935/1529) 

and his brother Nasir al~Din (d. 958/1551).(3) Zarruq's 
0 

influence upon the Laqqani brothers was so great that 

they lef't their native country and followed him to 

Misurata where they stayed until his death. 

In lviecca: 

Nothing is known about Zarruq's activity in Mecca 

except that he met Abu al-Hasan al-Bakri there and initiated 
0 

him, probably in the year 894/1489 during his last 

Pilgrimage. Al-Bakri was an Egyptian and in Egypt he 

founded the Bakriyah-Zarruqiyah Order.(4) 

In Algeria _and Morocco: 

As it has been pointed out before, Bougie, in Algeria, 

was the headquarters of Zarruq's activities when he was a 

1 • Mill)ammad lVIakhluf; Shajarat al-nur al-Zakiyah 9 .opo cit. 
Pe267o 

2. al-Fasi; T~fat ahl al-~iddiqiyah, p.46. 

3. ~ad Baba; Nail al-ibtihaj, p.335 and p.337. 

4. See: Tawfiq al=1'awil; al~Ta~mv-wuf f'I Mi~r 9 Cairo 9 19LJ.6 9 

PPo90~97o 
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missionary of al-~a~ram'I in his thirties and forties. 

It was to Bougie again he went back as a Sufi master 

establishing his ovm Order. In that town, presumably 

during the year 891/1486 or 892/1487,( 1 ) he managed to 

gather his adherents and initiate them either in Bougie 

itself or in the proximity. He certainly visited Algiers. 

and a place called Tammugar( 2 ) also. There he initiated, 

among others 9 Abd al 'Az'Iz al-Qusan~Ini 9 
1iahir b. Zayyan 

al-Qusar!~In'I and the eminent Sufi 9 Abu al- 'Abbas ~1mad 

b. Yusuf al-Rashidi.(3) The last one was a close 

disciple of Zarruq and through hiJ!l the Zarruqiyah found 

its way to many other Sufis and influenced many Sufi 

Orders. 

In Morocco, and despite the fact that Zarriiq was 

forced to leave his native city 9 Fez, and seek to live 

elsewhere 9 he was able to attract Moroccan follov.rers 

who spread the Zarruql)yah and preserved its teachings 

within their own orders. 

1. Zarruq; a~-MaqRad al-asma fi shar~ asma 9 Alla~ al~ 

~sna~ Ms.~R~bat 952D 9 p.l22 and Ms. Rabat 1385 Q9 p.51. 

2. A place in the region of Bani 'Abdel within Bougie 
province, where Zarruq wrote his al-Jruni' lijumal min 
al-fawa 9 id wa al-manafi' at the mosque of Sayyidi 
Yahya b. .Muhammad al- 'Abdali. See the end of al-Jarni' , 
Ms: ~usni, Tunis, 18036. 

3. al-Fasi; Tuqfat ahl al~~iddiqiyah, pp.45-46. ~ad Baba~ 
Nail al-ibtihaj, p.130. 

4. G. Colin; "~yidi Ahmad Zarr'iig_11
9 op.cit., p.33. He 

cites that '1rwhilst al-Rashidi was with his master at 
Bougie, a mysterious person brought to Zarruq from 
his wife, who was still at Fez with his son, four 
loaves which were still smoking as though straight 
from the oven. The master gave three and a quarter 
of these loaves to his favourite disciple in order 
to pass on to him his barakah. 11 
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Al-Mahdi al-Fasi in his Tu~fat ahl al-Siddiqiyah 

mentions among them: Abu al-Qasim al-Zarh'ilni 9 Ibrah!m 

al-Zarh'ilni 9 'Abd al-Malik b. Sa'Id 9 'AbdAllah al-

Maghrawi 9 Mu~ammad NlTisa b. Ayyiib, Mul}ammad al=Sarsuri 9 

IVI~ammad al-Salawi 9 Abu Mul}ammad 'Abd al-'Aziz 9 'Abd 

Allah al-Midghari and Ibrahim al-Fa.J;,lltam (or al-:traj jam). ( 1 ) 

In Tripoli: 

Before Zarrtiq came to M:isurata and during his stay 

there he was acquainted with some Tripolitanians whose 

respect and trust he had gained, like Abu M~ammad 'Ali 

al-Kharriibi al-~arabulsi whose son 9 Abu 'AbdAllah 

Ivlul}ammad al-Kharriibi was a loyal adherent of Zarriiq. 

There is also iVIWJ.ammad b. 'Abd al-Ra:tlman al-Haiftah 

al-Ru'aini and his son Abii al-Barakat. Both of them 

were initiated by the Shaikh and considered among his 

immediate disciples.C 2 ) 

In lVIisurata: 

It was to Misurata that Zarriiq resorted at last 9 

as vvas pointed out in the previous pages. Since 886/lU..Bl 

the Shaikh lived there on a well-chosen spot which not 

only helped in spreading his Order through the poten-

tialities of its people, but also enabled him to be on 

the Pilgrimage caravan-route as the last populous 

halting-place before the vast dangerous desert of 

Cyrenaicao There pious men used to come to hirn 9 seeking 

1. Al-Mahdi al-F'asi; Tuhfat ahl al-siddiqiyah, po45 ff. 

2. Ibid. 

3. Colin; "Sayyidi A},;l.mad Zarruq"; Revista di Tripoli_tani~ 9 

year II, vol.I, pa30. 
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his barakah vvhenever they v1ere on their way to Lecca and 

they 9 perhaps 9 were initiated by him as well. (t) 

During the Shaikh's life the Zarruqiyah flourished 

at IV!isurata and the circle around him was continuously 

growing. That atmosphere of respect and admiration 

Zarruq found suitable for him to preach his teachings 

and practice his Way. But here also we stand helpless 

because of the sc~city of information, since the Shaikh's 

biographers do not supply us with any details apart from 

some names of his followers. Among these names there are 

his intimate friend Abu Za'amah, his servant ~ad b. 

'Abd al-Ra.Q.Im 9 IviulJ.ammad al-Baramlini and Abu al- 'Abbas 

Ahmad b. Ghalbu.n.( 2 ) 
0 

Our Shaikh's contact with his more distant adherents 

did not cease after his settlement at Misurata. He kept 

in touch with them during his visits to their areas and 

also by correspondence. Thus we read in a letter he sent 

op;o Morocco in reply to two of his deputies who had con~ 

sulted him about a certain novice's admittance into the 

Order~ 

"From the fag'Ir(3) AlJ.mad b • .Al}mad b. Mu.Q.ammad b. 

'Isa al-Burnus'I, known as Zarruq, God make him more 

1 • Ibid. See also: Ri.l;;llat al- 'Ayyashi, p. 98. 

2. Ri.l;;llat al-'Ayyash'I, p.97. Cf. ~u.l;;lfa~ahl al-9jddiqiyah, 
p.45 ff. 

3. The poor one (in need of God). Plural:fugara~. A term 
used in Islam in the sense of spiritual poverty to 
denote the members of a Sufi order. (Cf. Martin Lings; 
A~~oslem Saint of the Twentieth Cen~rx 9 London 9 1961 9 
p .. l6j 0 ~ 
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correct 9 to the esteemed masters~ Abu ~AbdAllah al~ 

lviaghrawi 9 God be with him in this world and Hereafter 9 

and his friend in Almighty God ~Abd al-Malik b. Sa'Id 9 

God make him happy with His satisfaction 9 illuminate 

his heart and preserve him from the evils of his soulo 

Then to all the brothers who wish to join the circle of 

the friends and the beloved ones ••• We have received a 

letter from you~ containing all amity and good faith 9 

in which you have expressed your longing for us and 

your leaning towards us ••• You have asked me for per-

mission for so-and-so to join the circle 1 while this 

is not my right or at the discretion of my disobedient 

soul to do. But tell them that I say to them: 'Take 

refuge always with God ••• (i) 

"What I have mentioned is my way which was the way 

that the Messenger of God (the peace and blessing of 

God be upon him) practiced till he met God. I do not 

wish or approve any excess or any deficiency [in the 

practices of the Order] .•• I have written for you the 

wazifah which I use. Read it at your Zawi~ahs, if 

possible 9 since it is taken :from the Prophet's sayings. 11 (
2 ) 

1 • The omitted paragraph of the letter contains some 
advice and instructions. 

2. Mss. Tunis 2327 fols. 4-6 9 895; ~usni 1 1/18. 
Al~Maghrawi :family at Misurata still keeps a copy of 
this letter 9 written about :five centuries ago 1 as a 
source o:f blessing handed down within the family :from 
one generation to another. They claim that it is the 
original letter written by Zarruq himself. (See a 
photocopy o:f this letter in the Catalogue). 
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In another letter our Shaikh wrote in reply to a 

certain Abu al-Khair 'Abd al-Nab-il) who apparently was 

of social importance among his people, saying: 

"We have received your letter ru1.d understand what 

is in ito lViay God reward you for us o Know 9 brother 9 

that this world is God's world. The creatures in it 

are destined for whatsoever the Divine decree wills 

and the Lord's decision requireso•• God, praise be to 

Him, has put yoUI' veneratio:n in the peoples' heal.,ts and 

has compelled them to respect you. Thank Him for this 

and beg Him to make it perfect and always seek help in 

your affairs from God. 11 (
2 ) 

As a result of Zarruq's contact with his more remote 

followers some of them preferred to leave their own 

countries and come to Misurata to live near him. From 

Bougie came Abu 'All. Man~ur bo AQ.mad al-Bija 9l. who 

accompanied the Shaikh and married one of his two wives 

after his death.(3) When he died he was buried beside 

the Shaikh's grave and he is the only one buried at his 

tomb. 

Maghrawi who was mentioned above and whose descendents 

are still living in Misurata, constituting one of its 

tribes; al-Magharwaho From Egypt came the Laqqanl. 

1. The 'Abd al-Nabi Abu al-Khair family was, and still is, 
one of the leading families in Warfallah, about fifty 
miles South-West of Misuratao It played a decisive 
role during the Italian-Libyan war in the early part 
of this Centuryo It is not known whether Zarruq¥s 
correspondent was the ancestor of this family. 

2 o A private possession in Mr. 'All. al-IVlif?rati' s library, 
Tripoli. 

3. Ri~lat al-'Ayyashi, p.98. 
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brothers, Nasir al-D!n and Shams al-D!no It was Shams .. 

al~D!n al-Laqqan! who took the Shaikh's place after his 

death and became his Khal!fah (successor) in leading 

the Order and directing its affairso(i) After a while 

Shams al-D!n left Misurata for good and went back to 

his native village, Laqqanah, in Egypt where he was 

contacted sometimes by Misurati disciples(.2 ) Hut nothing 

more is known about the Zarruqiyah as an organized Order 

in Misurata save the reading of the Wa;;;!fah by some pious" 

men in his Zawiyah, which was built two decades after his 

death because of his prestige and wide reputation.. It 

might be that ~ad 'Abd al-Ra~!m, who built the Zawiyah, 

conducted the Order as a Khal!fah after al-Laqqani's 

departureo But this is not supported by any confirming 

evidence a 

All the same, a group of the fuqara' gathered around 

Zarruq's tomb and Zawiyah afterwards, maintaining it and 

recieving pilgrims either on their way to Mecca or 

visiting the tomb itself.. They were called Khuddam 

al=Zarrug (the Servants of Zarriiq)(3 ) and their descen-

dants composed a large tribe at the Eastern part of 

Misuratao Some of them went to Banghazi, the capital of 

the Eastern provinces of Libyag where they settled as a 

group famed for blessing and sanctity. (LJ.) 

1 • Mul_lammad b .. Makhluf; Tanq!h rawd al-azhar wa munyat al-
sadat al-abrar, Cairo, 1966, po24L~o 

2a Al;mad Baba; Nail al-ibtih'aj, po226 .. 

3· Al-~asan al-K~in; Tabaqat al-Shadhiliyah, op .. cito pel24o 

4o Mu.:Q.ammad Mu§tafa Bazamah; Benghazi 'abr al-tar!kh, 
Beirut, 1968, po255. 
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The question which might be asked now is why did 

the Zarruqiyah fail to attract as many people as the 

other Orders? Why was it confined, as an independent 

Order, to such small areas and restricted to such small 

numbers? 

It is a fact that the Zarruqiyah, as an established 

organised Order, was not known in large-scale groups 

of fraternity, and it was often considered a link either 

in the chains of other Orders or as merely a Mother-

Order for the Orders which sprang from it. That is why 

it is rather difficult to trace the development of the 

Zarruqiyah and examine its impact on Islamic society in 

the various parts of the Muslim world. 

Apart from vvhat has been mentioned above we completely 

loose the thread in our search of the Zarruqiyah history 

until we reach the middle of the Nineteenth Century when 

MulJ.ammad b. 'Ali al-Saniisi mentions it as an independent 

Order.< 1 ) But he does not give any details concerning 

its development except some of Zarruq's sanads and that 

it was considered one of the Western Orders.( 2 ) By the 

end of the same Century remains of the Zarriiqiyah existed 

in Algeria, around Algiers and Constantine at the sites 

of Berruaghia 9 Tablat 9 Aumale and Meskiane.(3 ) At the 

1 • al-Saniisi; al-Manhal al-rawi al-ra 9 ig fi asarfhg. al-uliim 
wa 'u~iil al-tara 9 iq 9 Beirut 9 1968, p.78. 

3. Depont ~ Cappolani; Les Confreries ••• op.cit. 9 p.213 
and p.459. The number of the Zarruqi Khouans in 1897 
was 2 9 734 in total. 
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same period 9 and thirty years later 9 the tribes of Zakkarah 

and Hawwarah were regarded as Khuddam Zarruq in Morocco.< 1
) 

In order to answer our question it is appropriate 

to quote the relevant remark of Depont and Cappolani 

about our Shaikh. They say: 

"Despite his renown for saintliness and great 

knowledge~ the followers who put themselves under 

Zarruq's patronage were only the beginning of other 

organisations. His teachings have remained in the 

domain of literature and they could never influence the 

common people who have only retained a vague memory of 

their author .... ( 2 ) 

The same thing was noticed by G. Colin in his 

article on Zarrtlq when he says that "The Sufi teachings. 

of Ahmad Zarruq_ were too lofty and perhaps also too pure 
0 

to meet with great success amongst the masses. His Sufi 

teachings hardly passed beyond the narrow circle of his 

immediate desciples during his lifetime." (3) 

This remark is certainly true 9 since our Shaikh 

was not of the type of the Marabouts who usually attract 

the common people by their karamat and miracles. On the 

contrary he was mostly against those pseudo-Sufis whom 

he always considered as corrupted men and the cause of 

Sufism's deterioration and decay. Because of his high 

education and thorough understanding of the Sufi teaching 

1 • Ibid. 9 p • 4 59 • 

2. Ibid. 9 pp.LJ-58-459. 

3. G. Colin; 11 Sayyid1 Ahmad Zarruq11 
9 Revista della 

0 

Tripolitania 9 year II, vol.I, p.33. 
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and message~ his compilations were far from beliLg properly 

understood by lay-men, in spite of his attempts to simp-

lify his teachings, as well as Sufi concepts in generalo 

In that dark age of ignorance which wrapped the Muslim 

world in the early days of the collapse of Islamic 

civilisation, it was too difficult for any enlightened 

Order to survive in its pure state, and the Zarruqiyah 

was an Order which might be followed by the elite rather 

than the common mene 

Regarding this point, there are two examples, very 

close to our Shaikh, which may be cited hereo The first 

is 'Abd al-Salam al-Asmar al-Faituri and the second is 

AQmad bo YUsuf al-Rashidio 

'Abd al-Salam al-Asmar was originally from al-Fawatir, 

a tribe at an oasis in Tripolitania called Zliten and with 

a long history of maraboutismo Bo~n in 880/1475 he joined 

ZarrUq for a while and then turned to other Sufi masters 

and was initiated as an 'Arusio Under the cover of the 

'Arusiyah he established his own Order called al-Bulamiyah 

which flourished during his life and enjoyed absolute 

supremacy over other Orders in the area and a considerable 

power in certain other territorieso Al-Asmar became the 

new "Jupiter Ammon" of Libya, as Depont and Cappolani put 

it, and his tremendous influence over his followers was 

beyond imaginationo(i) All this was because al-Asmar 

~ 

1 o Depont ~ Cappolani; Les Confreries o o o p o340 o 
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practiced Sufism as the vulgar people understood it. He 

turned its sublime spiritual aspirations into a sort of 

spiritual acrobatics by "performing" miracles and stimu-

lating his followers' feelings with music and dancing. 

In short, he was a charlatan more than a real Sufi.(i) 

And yet he overshadowed all other Sufi masters during 

his lifetime and after his death, including Zarruq 

himself. It is probable that the appearance of 'Abd 

al-Salam al-Asmar on the stage at the time of the estab-

lishing of the Zarruqiyah affected its development and 

was a decisive factor in hindering its growth. 

Abu al-'Abbas Ahmad b. Yusuf al-Rashidi was 9 as it 
0 

has been stated before, an adherent of Zarruq. After 

their meeting at Bougie 9 Zarruq departed for Misurata 

while al-Rashidi moved into the West of Algeria and 

delivered his popular teachings, introducing 9 whilst; 

there, various ecstatic and thaumaturgic practices which 

would meet with favour amongst the common folko( 2 ) The 

success which al-Rashidi achieved among the masses in 

Algeria and Morocco was equal to that which al-Asmar 

had met with in Libya and Tunisiao It is significant 

1 o For more detailed information about 'Abd al-Salam al
Asmar see: Depont & Cappolani; Les Confrerie so . o PPo 
339-349; M~ammad bo MakhlUf; Tanqih rawgat al-azhar, 
Cairo, 1969; al-'.j,'ayyib al-lVII§>rati; Fat]J. al-' aliy al
akbar, Beirut, 1969; 'Ab.d al~Sa_lam b.. 'Ut.bntan. al 
Fai turi; E'atl;;t al- 'Alim fi manaqib Ibn Salim, Ms. Tunis 
550, and al-Asmar's compilations found mainly in the 
National Library of Tunis and in al-AwQaf Library of 
Tripoli. 

2. Go Colin; 11 Sayyidi AQ.mad ZarrUg~ opocitq p.33o 



here to notice that al-Rashidi, although initiated by 

Zarrug, did not follow his master's example or keep to 

his teachings and instructions. He had apparently 

deviated from them during his endeavourfor the popular 

support and acceptance. 'l1hus we see that al-Rashid'I 

was working in two directions; one was for the elite 

and the learned, spreading ~arrug's principles, and 

the other was for the common laymen, preaching his ovm 

concepts ~~d practicing his own method of mass communi-

cation. This may explain why he was considered as the 

head of two Orders; the Zarrugiyah-Rashidiyah and the 

Rashidiyah or the Yusufiyah.(1 ) 

Branches of Zarruqiyah: 

Taking into constderation the foregoing remark to 

the effect that the Zarrugiyah, as an independent Order, 

did not survive, because of the social and historical 

circwnstances 11 except on a small scale in limited areas, 

and that the burden of spreading its principles lay 

mainly on the immediate disciples of Zarrug, it is time 

now to trace the branch orders of the Zarrugiya and see 

how its influence infiltrated into the Orders founded 

after it. By 'branches' we mean not only those orders 

v~ich emerged directly from the Mother-Order, but also 

those orders related to it through their sanads. The 

'infiltration' does not indicate the complete dominance 

of ZarrUgiyah principles, since if this were so, those 

1. Al-Sanusi; al-IVianhal al rawi al-ra'i_g, pp.77-78. 
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orders would be a mere continuation of the Zarrilqiyah~ 

which they were not. ThiEL: af'f'iliat ion, in fact~ more 

often took the shape of adhering to some ZarrUqiyah 

principles, or following its procedure of invocation 9 

or considering the Wazif'ah of' ZarrUq to be a part of' ..., 

the daily portion of' prayer.-: It is noteworthy also 

to mention that all these branches of the Zarrilqiyah, 

without exception, are regarded also as Shadhili 

Order~, related to AbU al-IJasan al-Shadhili, the founder 

of' the original Order, through ~ad Zarr'ilq. 

The following is a list of the various branches of 

the Zarriiqiyah with brief' details about their founders, 

their connection with Zarr'ilq and the location of the 

Order:(i) 

l. Bakriyah-Zary'ilqiyah: 

Founded by AbU al-~asan al-Bakri (d. 909/l503-4)who 

was initiated by Zarr'ilq at Mecca. This Order was estab-

lished in Egypt and continued to flourish and play an 

important role there, especially during the French 

invasion of' Egypt. After Napoleon Bonaparte's conquest 

the French administration adapted a policy of refor-

mation among the Sufi orders of Egypt and al-Bakriyah 

was considered chief of them all. 

Chai~ AbU al-~asan al-Bakri, Apnad Zarruq. 

Location: Egypt. 

1 • 'rhe references for these branches ai'e: al-Iviahdi al
Pasi; Tuhf~t ahl al-~iddig_J-_ya~, al-Sanilsi; al=Salsabil 
al-mu' in and ,?1-l\ilanhal al-raw1 al-r~' ig 9 Depont and 
and Csppolani; Les Conf'reries Religieuses~ Trimingham; 
The Sufi Orders in I~lam~ Fa~imah al-Yashru~iyah; 

RilJ.lah ila al~g.q; Martin Lings; A Moslem Sain:!!._Q! 
tbe Twenti~i~ Century, Rinn; Mar~bout et Khouan. 
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2. 'Isaw~: 

Founded by MulJ.ammad b. 'Isa of Il1ek.nes (d. 930/1525). 

Chain~ 1>luh.ammad ·b. 'Isa, Ahmad al-Harithi. Ahmad 
0 0 , 0 

ZarrUq_. 

Location~ Algeria, Morocco, Tunis, Libya. 

3. Rashidiyah-Zarrilqiyah: 

Founded by .Al).mad b. Yusuf al-IViilyani al-Rashid'I 
!> 

(d. 931/1524-5)~ who was initiated by ZarrUq at Bougie. 

This Order is the sister-order of the Rashidiyah-

Yusufiyah founded by the same Sufi master. 

Chain: .AlJ.mad al-Rashid'I, Al;pnad ZarrUq_. 

Location: Algeria, Morocco. 

4. Ghaziyah: 

Founded by AbU al-~asan Qasim (or AbU al-Qasim) 

al-Ghazi (d. 932-3/1526). 

Chain: Qasim al-Ghazi, AbU Salim al-'l'az'I and 

'Al'I al-Filal'I, ~ad al-Rashid'I, 

Ah.J!lad ZarrUq_. 

Location: Algeria, Morocco. 

5. Suhailiyah: 

Founded by Mul).arnmad b. 'Abd al-Ra:QJnan al-Suhail'I 

(d. 936-7/1530) who was, according to some traditions, 

originally from Yanbu' on the Red Sea and came to Morocco 

where he met al-Rashid'I and then retreated to a mountain 

called Jabal Suhail and was thus named al-Suhail'I. 

Chain: l\!Iu{lammad al-Suhail'I, A{lmad al=Rashidi, 

Al;,llnad ZarrUq. 

Location: Algeria, Morocco. 
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Founded by Al(mad bo MUsa (do 1018/1610) who was born 

at Karzaz in morocco and was called Karzaz tooo This. 

Order is named Ahmadiyah sometimeso 
0 

Chain: AQmad bo Musa~ M~ammad al-Suhaili~ ~ad al
Rashidi~ ~ad ZarrUqo 

Location: Algeria, Moroccoo 

7o Shaikhiyah: 

Founded by Shaikh 'Abd al-Qadir b o r::ul;,lammad (do 1022/1615) o 

Chain: Shaikh 'Abd al-Qadir bo IviWJ.ammad~ iVIul;.lammad al
Suhaili, ~ad al-Rashidi, ~ad Zarruqo 

Location: Algeria, lViorocco o 

8. Nasiriyah: 

Founded by lVi~ammad bo Na~ir al-Dar'I (do l079/l669)o 

Centred at TamghUt in Wadi Dar'ah. 

Chain: Iviuhammad b. Nasir~ 'Abd Allah b. Hasan~ 'Ali 
0 0 0 

b. 'AbdAllah~ Ahmad al-Dar'I~ Qasim al-Ghazi~ 
0 

Abu Salim al-Tazi, ~ad al-Rashidi, ~ad 

ZarrUq. 

Location: Algeria, Morocco. 

Founded by IVIWJ.ammad b. 'Abd al-Rai)rnan b. Abu Zayyan 

(do ll45-6/l733)o 

Chain: lVIulJ.ammad b. Abu Zayyan, lViu.J::arnmad b. Iviubarak, 
'Abd al-'Aziz al-Sijilmasi, Mul;,lammad b. Na~ir 
al-Dar 'I, 'Abd Allah b o Ijasan ~ 'Ali b o <Abd 
Allah, Ahmad al-Dar'I, Qasim al-Ghazi~ AbU 
Salim al:Tazi~ Allinad al-Rashidi, Ahmad Zarruno 

0 0 'eL 

Location: Algeria, Morocco. 
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10. Dergawiyah: 

Founded by al- 6 Arabi AJ:.l.mad al-Derqawi (d. 1239/1823). 

Chain: al-'Arabi al-Derqawi 9 'Ali al-Jamal 9 al-'Arabi 

b. 'Abd Allah 9 AQ.mad b. 'Abd Allah 9 Qasim al

Khasasi, 'Abd al-Rahman al-Fasi 9 AbU al-
• 0 0 

Mahasin al-Fasi 9 'Abd al-Rahman al-MajdhUb 9 0 0 

'Ali al-Sanhaji al-Davvwar, Ibrahim al-Fahham 
• 0 0 

(or al-~ajjam) iahir al-Qusan~Ini, ~ad ZarrUq. 

Centred at BU BeriJ;;l 9 north of Fez... This Order enjoyed 

a great influence in North Africa. Its rounder was a 

contemporary of ~~ad al-Tijani 9 the founder of the 

Tijaniyah, but he differed from him in many aspects. Many 

branches emerged f'rom the Darqawiyah in Morocco and 

Algeria. ( 1 ) 

Location: Morocco, Algeria. 

11. Madaniyah: 

Founded by ¥~ammad ~asan ~afir al=Madani (d. 1363/ 

1846) 0 

Chain: Zafir al-Madani 9 al- 'Arabi al-Derqawi ••• to 

Zarruq. 

Al-Iviadani was born in al-Madinah and became a disciple 

of al-Darqawi in Bu BeriJ;;l. He returned to al-Madinah 

where he initiated many Khalifahs. After al-Darqawi's 

death he settled in Tripolitania and died in Misurata. 

Under al-Iviadani' s son and successor 9 Mu.l:J.ammad ~afir 9 this 

branch becameAnew and distinctive Order and_,mugudd.Eq!L. were 

1. The Sufi Orders in Islam, p.ll0-113. See: M. Lings: 
A Saint of the Twentieth Century 9 pas~. 
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widely dispersed in North Africa~ the ~ijaz and Turkey, 

where it played a Pan-Islamic role during the days of' 

Sultan 'Abd al-ijamido(i) 

Location: Morocco? Algeria~ Tunis? Libya? Egypt 9 

the ijijazo 

12o Yashru"tiyah: 

Founded by 'Ali NUr al-Din al-Yashruti (d. 1309/189l)o 

Chain~ Nur al~Din al-Yashruti 9 Zaf'ir al-Madani 9 0 0 

al-'Arabi al-Derqawi ooo to Zarruq. 

Al-Yashruti was born in Bezerta in Tunisia:. and joined 

al~Madani at his Zawiyah in Misurata. He settled in Acre 

and spread his teachings throughout Lebanon and the 

surrounding area.( 2 ) 

Location: Lebanon 9 Rhodes. 

13. Sanusiyah: · / 

Founded by Mul;,lainmad b. 'Ali al-Sanusi al-Khattabi 

al~~asani (do 1276/1859)o 

Chain: MulJammad bo MulJammad al-Na~iri? MUQ.ammad al= 

Na~iri~ Jassus 9 Yusuf' al-Na~iri~ MUQammad 

al-Bannani~ Abu al-Barakat al-Fasi? ~ad 

b. 'Abd al-~adiq 9 Abu al-~asan al-Ktl.ni~ 'Abd 

al-'Aziz bo 'Abd al-Halim~ Abu al-Tayyib 
0 0 

al-Ya~yawi 9 al~Khayyat al-ZarhUni 9 Ibrahim 

al-F~am (or al-?ajjam) and ~ad al-Rashidip 

~ad Zarrtl.qo 

Al-Sanusi was a disciple of' Agmad bo Idris. Born in 

Mustghanem in 1203/1787. He went to the ijijaz where he 

1 o Ibido p Poll3o 
2. See his daughter's book on his lif'e and teaching; 

Ri~lah ila al-~aqq 9 Beirut 9 1954o 
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was engaged in scholastic and political disputeso After 

several travels to and fro North Africa he settled in 

Cyrenaica and built a ~awiyah in al-Bai~ao Later on he 

moved to Jaghbub in the Libyan desert and spread his 

teachings from thereo The leadership of the Sanusiyah 

Order remained within the family after al-Sanusi's deatho 

Its last leader 9 Ivi~ammad al-Mahdi 9 became King of Libya. 

until he was overthrovm by the Revolution in the 1st of 

( 1 ) September, 1969 .. 

Location: Libya 9 North Africa 9 Chad 9 Niger 9 Egypt 9 

the ~ijaz 9 Yemeno 

The Zawiyah. 

Having reached this stage of our historical survey 

of the history of the Zarruqiah Order it would be incomp-

lete without saying something about the Zarruqiyah 

Zawiyah. 

'Zawiyah' literally means 'corner' in Arabico When 

this word was adapted as a Sufi term it was first used to 

mean the 'retreat' to which the Sufis usually withdrew 

and kept themselves in isolation for prayer and contem-

plationo In the course of time the term developed to 

mean a sacred institution devoted completely to learning 

the Qur 9an and religious studieso It also became a 

temporary home for the poor and Sufi travellerso A 

Zawiya4 is often built by a Sufi leader 9 during his 

1 o See: Evans Breachard; Sanilsi of Cyrenai9a, and Nicola_; Ziadeh; 
~9 Leiden 9 l958o 
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lifetime, or by his followers 9 after he has died, to be 

the centre of the Order he foundedo In some cases more 

than one Zawiyah is built, in more than one place 9 

according to the number of followers and the extent of 

the Ordero 

In the case of our Shaikh we find that he did not 

try to erect a Zawiya~ himselfo Instead he left it to 

his f'ollowers, or Khuddam, to build after his deatho 

In this way his Zawiyru! in Misurata and the two other 

Zawiyahs of Taliouine in Morocco and of Awlad Trif in 

Algeria were foundedo 

The Zawiyah of Misurata: 

"The creation of Zawiyahs and similar buildings," 

notes Margoliouth 9 "does not seem to have been contem-

plated by Abu al-Hasan al=Shadhili or his successor Abu 
0 

al-'Abbas al-Mursi who is praised by his biographer for 

never placing a stone on a stoneo 11 (
1 ) This perhaps was 

the idea of ZarrTiq when he was asked by his Servant 9 

.AlJ.mad 6 Abd al-Ral:J.Im at Misurata: "Why do not we build 

a Zawiya~ and obtain some endowments (awgaf) for it?" 

The Shaikh replied negatively: "0 .AlJmad ~ The fragrance 

of our musk will not diffuse till we have decayed in the 

earth~ 11 ( 2 ) The loyal servant kept silent and the 

Zawilah was never built during the master's lifetimeo 

Let us go back to the day when ZarrTiq arrived at 

Misuratao Choosing that area to live in he founded a 

1 o Margoliouth; "Shadhiliyah", Encyclopaedia of Islam. 

2o Ri~lat al-'Ayyashi, p.97o 
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Khalwah (retreat-place) 9 not far from the mosque in which 

he used to perform the prayer with the inhabitantso Here: 

he kept his books and contemplated. He also built a 

house for his family on top of a small hill, near the 

village of al-ijuwairah 9 about one thousand cubits(i) 

to the South-East of the above-mentioned mosque. In 

recognition of one of his Karamat, a young man presented 

him with a piece of land containing a well and a j?bix.ah 

(a water-resevoir). When the Shaikh died a dispute 

occured among the people of the area concerning his 

burial placeo The inhabitants of al-Huwairah claimed 
0 

that he ought to be buried in his house on their land, 

while his khudda~ insisted on his burial in the jabiyaho 

The khuddam won the case at last and he was buried where 

his Rawdah (tomb) was erectedo( 2 ) 

On the site of his house a mosque was built for al= 

Huwairah village 9 apparently after his son 9 s departure 
0 

to Constantine, and it became an essential point of 

interest for those who came to visit the Shaikh's tomb, 

probably as a compensation for the inhabitants of al~ 

Huwairah for not having him buried in their territoryo(3 ) 
0 

The ruins of his Khalwah remained there until recentlyo( 4 ) 

The Libyan Government built a small mosque on its side 

during l970o 

1 o About 500 metres. 

2o Muhammad Garriw: Ifadat al-'ulama' bi anba' abna' 
0 

Mi')?ratah al-gudama 9
9 Cairo, 1970, po8lo 

3 o Ibido 

4o Ibido 
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Twenty years after Zarruq's death 9 says al-'Ayyashi 9 

when a large number of visitors came to his tomb 9 owing 

to his wide reputation for barakah 9 AQmad 'Abd al-Ra~Im 

built a mosque beside the tomb and lived in ito(i) This 

mosque 9 in the course of time, became what is known as 

the Zawiyah of Sidi Zarrugo It was 9 and still is 9 one 

of the most important features in the area and a famous 

religious institute in Libyao It was a tradition 9 until 

recently 9 that any student who had finished learning the 

Qur 9 an by heart in one of the countless surrounding 

kuttabs had to join the Zawiyah for a certain period in 

order to study Arabic grammar and receive religious. 

instructiono Some of these students might carry on 

their studies and become teachers at the same placeo The 

students used to come not only from Misurata but also 

from other parts of Libya 9 especially from Tripolitania 

provinceo 

Being built more than four and a half centurfues ago 9 

this most ancient religious institute in the whole of 

Libya 9 the Zawiyah suffered the ravages of timeo 

Ra~!m 9 its founder 9 was originally from Sirt 9 about two 

hundred miles South-East of Misurata 9 on the coast of 

Gulf of Sidrah (Syrtes)o He had followed the Shaikh 

and became his faithful servanto( 2 ) When he died his 

family inherited the post of custodian for about 150 

yearso During this pe.riod the Zawiya:Q. flourished and 

enjoyed a high reputation as an educational institute 

1 o Ri~lat al-'Ayyashi 9 Po98o 

2o Ibn GhalbUn; al-Tadhkar 9 po225. 
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and a re~uge ~or the pooro The inhabitants who lived 

around it were exempted ~rom paying any tribute to the 

State who honoured them because they were living in the 

vicinity o~ ZarrUqo(i) 

Therea~ter 9 however 9 a quarrel over the awqaf 

co~ined to the Zawiyah broke out among themo( 2 ) This 

struggle a~~ected the Zawiyah very mucho It lost its 

prestige and was close to declineo When Abu Salim al= 

'Ayyash1 visited it during 1035/1626 he was shocked by 

its conditiono "We per~ormed the Friday-prayer in the 

mosque 11
9 he says, "and the leader o~ the prayer gave 

the sermon by reading it ~rom a sheet o~ papero He was 

not able to read it well either, since he was comitting 

mistakes even in reciting verses o~ the Holy Qur 9 ano 

I ~elt sorry ~or that place 9 honourable as it is, in 

the vicinity o~ the Shaikh in the midst o~ the country 9 

and yet its a~~airs are directed by the undeserving and 

handled by the unsuitable peopleo 11 (3) The custody at 

that time was still held by 'Abd al-Ra~1m's ~amilyo(4) 

During 1121/1709 ~ad bo Na~ir passed through the 

area, on his way to Mecca, and paid a visit to the 

Zawiyaho There is no mention at all o~ 'Abd al-Rah1m's 
0 

~amily in his Rihlaho He talks instead about other 

l(huddam o~ Zarruq who received him there and praises, 

in particular, the sons o~ Ibn GhalbUn who were looking 

1 o RiQlat al-'Ayyashi, Po97. 

2o Ibn GhalbUn; al-Tadhkar, po225o 

3o Rihlat al-'Ayyash1, Po96o 
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after the poor at the Za:yyi;y:ah and feeding the Pilgrims. ( 1 
) 

4 Abd al-Ra~Im's family was formally dismissed from the 

custody by the ruler of Tripolitania at that time 9 

Ahmad Pasha b. Yusuf al-Qaramanli (d. 1158/1745) who 
0 

intervened personally in the matter and replaced them 

with Ibn Ghalblin 1 s brothers; Ahmad and Dakhi1.( 2 ) 
0 

Thus the Zawiyah returned to its former state and 

revived again. In addition to its own scholars it 

became a goal for many famous learned men who used 

to visit it from other parts of the Muslim world and 

enjoy its hospitality. (3) rr'he Ibn GhalbUn.' s family 

held the post until 1923. The Italian administration, 

after their successful operation in December of the 

same year and after restoring ~Hsurata to the pacified 

zone, formed a collective custody-board composed of 

the eminent men of the region to look after the awgaf 

and run the Zawiyah and its dependents.( 4 ) This sytem 

has been followed until the present day. 

The Zawiyah lies in a central position between 

the town-centre of' hlisurata and its port, Qa§lr AlJmad, 

in a populous area called Dkeran,(5) surrounded by a 

considerable number of villages and tribes. It is now 

1. Rihlat al-Nasiri, p.13. 

2. Ibn GhalbiTn; al-Tadhkar, p.225. 

3. See what al-'Ayyashi and al-Na§liri say in their 
Ri~lahs. Cf. L. Rinn; Marabouts et Khouan 9 p.486. 

4. Colin; "Sayyidi .Atunad Zarrug."9 p.31. 

5. As it is pronounced today. It is sometimes v~itten 
Tikeran, Takrin or Atakran. The letter T at the 
beginning of the word suggests its Berber origin. 
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composed of a mosque~ the tomb of the Shaikh~ a school 

and a libraryo It is comparatively rich from the 

revenue of the awgaf 9 but it is clear that the curators 

are rather carelesso Itp present situation does not 

indicate its glorious past in any wayo The Libyan 

Government has attached its educational role recently 

to the Islamic University of Muhammad b. Ali al=Sanusl(i) 
0 

as an attempt at modernisation to satisfy the people 

of the area on the one handy and try to solve its 

accumulating problems on the other. But nothing really 

has been done to improve its conditiono 

When the writer visited the Zawiyah he found its 

building in a very bad state 9 its decrepit furniture 

hardly worth the nameo Most amazing of all was to 

discover that none of its Shaikh's numerous works 9 

scattered in every part of the world 9 is available in 

the library there!( 2 ) 

The Zawiyah of Taliouin~: 

"The Zawiyah of .Alj.mad Zai•ruq among the tribe of 

Baranis to the west of Taza 11 
9 says G. Colin 9 

11 is. 

situated among the Ta 9 ifah in the part of Ahl Tiliwan 9 

three-miles to South-West of the post of Bab al-MurU.jo 

The people of the country actually pretend that it was 

raised upon the tomb of the Shaikh and they have not 

1 o That was a few years before the Libyan Revolution in 
September~ 1969o In January 1971 9 the Islamic Uni
versity was abolished as an independent University 
and incorporated with the University of Libya as the 
Department of the Arabic Language and Islamic Studies. 

2o The excuse given by the custodians for this sad fact 
is that when the Italians were near to occupying 
l\1isurata all the manuscripts of the Zawi;yah were 
smuggled out by the refugees and carried to Egypt 
and Tunisia. They never came back again. 



~he Zawi¥ah of Misurata as it looks from the North . 
On the right is the entrance of the J.aw~,. while 
the left entrance leads to the mosquc*be:ind it . 

The Zawiyah from inside , where some of its teaqhers and students 
are gathering . The door of the library is in the centre of the 
riJht picture, behind the man in national dress . 
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the slightest knowledge of the Zawi~ah of Ta~Iran (Misurata) 

with which contacts had been broken since the Pilgrimage 

to Mecca had come to be made more often by sea than by 

lando 11 He continues: "The question remains 9 however 9 

as to who founded it and f'or what reason? Was it founded 

by ~ad Zarruq himself 9 or by one of his disciples 9 

perhaps to commemorate the Shaikh's birth-place or the 

site at which he had taught? For it certainly seems 

that ~ad Zarruq spent some time amongst his native 

tribe and local tradition still points to the ruins of 

the Qur 9 anic school (Jami') where the Shaikh taught not 

far from SU.q al~Sabt of War bah o 11 ( 
1 ) 

Colin 9 unfortunately 9 does not give the source of 

his statement that Zarrug"spent some time amongst his 

native tribe 11
9 and the materials to hand do not help 

in clarifying this pointo Even if our Shaikh did settle 

at Taliouine( 2 ) for a while 9 it is unlikely that he 

founded a Zawiyah there 9 simply because he did not 

intend to build any at allo One must assume that either 

one of his unknown disciples built it or that his own 

tribe 9 proud of him as it should be and in an attempt 

to take advantage of his prestige and reputation 9 

founded that Zawiyah in his nameo(3) 

i o Go Colin; 11 Sayyidi .A.plrlad Zarruq11 
9 Revista di 'l'rip9li

tania, Opocito PPo3l~j2o 

2o According to the French accent and spelling (See~ Rom 
Landau; The Kasbas of Southern Morocco 9 London 9 1969 9 

Po6l)o According to G,annlin it is: Tiliwano 

3o It might be of some interest to recall here what 'Abd 
al-MajJ:d al-ManhalJ:, who visited Zarruq 9 s tomb at ~IIisurata 
during 1158/1745 relates in his Ril;.tlah 9 

11 o o o I entered the~ 
Khalwah in which the Shaikh diedo I found a grey-haired 
man from Morocco 9 from the Baraniso He was living in Fez 9 
he abandoned the world and he had recently come to the 
Khalwaho His name was Ahmad Zarrug after the Shaikh 9 s 
name~'"~~( Cf o 'Abd al-lVIajid. al-ManalJ. al-Zabadi; Bulugp 
al-maram~ bi alWfiiP~ll~ila b~::d t Al:j-ah ~al-baram 9 ivls o Raba~ 9 

1808D..&. p ?'"2"9 o o . ow~ Pernaps J. t was Ti1li'"S'"man who buJ.l t 
1 p-
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From Colin also we learn that "the political and 

economic importance which the Zawiyah o~ the Baranis 

enjoyed 9 as a halting-place on one o~ the commercial 

routes joining Melilla with Fez 9 has largely diminished 

since 1914~ at which time the French conquered the area. 

Howevea~" 9 its importance as the main religious and 

intellectual centre o~ the region has remained undi-

minished. Its Shaikh is considered as the guardian 

o~ the country and the chie~ o~ its Seven Saints. It 

is upon his tomb that judicial oaths are talren 9 written 

attestations are provided by the !!!_UQ§ddam. It is to 

him that ~srmers and cattle-breeders make wishes that 

they may obtain an abundant harvest and ~ine produce. 

Again 9 it is to his intercession that parents turn in 

the hope that they will have male children. Several 

teachers 9 who are attached to the Zawiyah give instruc

tion to about twenty students.C1 ) They all live on the 

produce o~ the o~f'erings brought by the pilgrims 9 which 

is added to the income derived ~~om bequests o~ lands 

and olive trees which have been made over to the 

Se.ndt.ua;r-y •1 ~ 2 ) 

The Zawiyah o~ Taliouine 9 as is the case o~ the 

Zawixah o~ Misu~ata 9 is not in the hands o~ the Shaikh's 

descendants. It is controlled and exploited by the 

descendants o~ Sayyidi ~ad al-~ajj~ who is buried in 

the territory o~ Bani Bu Ya'la and who would have been 

a ~ellow-student o~ ~ad Zarruq.(3) 

1. That was during 1925 9 when Colin wrote his article. 
2. G. Colin; 11Sayyidi ~ad Zarrtiq11

9 op.cit 09 p.32. 

3 0 Ibid. 
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The Zawiyah of Awlad Trif: 

This third and last Zawiyah known to be connected 

to Zarruq was founded in Algeria at Berroughia 9 in the 

territory of Algiers 9 ru1d called the Zawiy~ of Awlad 

~rif' 9 where a group of Shadhilis seems to have perpetuated 

the Shaikh's memory and preserved his traditions.C1 ) 

Nothing 9 in fact 9 is known about the establishment of 

this Zawiyah 9 although it is probable that it might 

have some connection with Zarruq's two adherents in 

Algeria; Tahir b. Zayyan al-Qusantmr and Abu :Paris 
0 0 

'Abd al- 'Az.Is al-Qusan~Ini 9 for whom no later sanad 

can be traced. Or 9 perhaps 9 it has something to do 

with Zarruq's son 9 Ahmad al-Akbar 9 who departed from 
0 

Misurata after his father's death and lived in Algeria 

where he inherited the Shaikh's prestige and was 

celebrated as a Sufi mastero( 2 ) 

1. Depont ~ Cappolani: Les Confreries • o o opocit. 9 Po459. 
The writers give a total of 112 Khouan (brethre·n) 
composing this Zawiyah by the end of the last century. 

2. ~ad Baba; Nail al-ibtihaj9 p.130. 
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The Principles of the ZarrUqiyah 

in Theory and Practice. 

To complete the picture of the ZarrUqiyah Order and 

examine the framework in which it existed 9 we must look 

at its principles as its founder preached them and the 

theoritical basis on which it was established. Then we 

will examine its practical aspects 9 i.e. 9 the steps taken 

by any novice wishing to join the Order, how he was 

initiated and the obligations he had to fulfill in order 

to become one of its community. 

In his al~Manhal al-rawi Shaikh al-SanUsi is cautious, 

as one would expect, not to differentiate between the 

Sufi Orders "as although they are various 51 they are one 

in fact, since their goal is one. 11 (
1 ) But at the same 

time he distinguishes some Orders from others on the 

ground that this order or that holds such and such 

principles more than another does. Thus, we see that, 

while the Shadhiliyah 9 the lf1other-Order 9 is founded - as. 

he says - on the notion that the servant has to entirely 

eradicate his will and volition and submit completely to 

God's destiny and become absolutely free from worldly 

aspirations 51 the Bakriyah is based on sincerity, piety 

and communication of the heart (al-itti~al · al-qalbi). 

The Waf 51 aiyah seek complete extinction in God's will, he 

says, and the Jazuliyah hold whatsoever makes the servant 

1. Al-SanUsi; al-Manhal al-rawi al-ra 51 iq ••• op.cit. 51 

p.l04. 
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nearer to God and the longing of the spirit to contem~ 

plate His Beauty and Majestyo "The Zarruqiyah is 

founded on: piety~ following the Sunnah~ ignoring the 

creatures~ satisfaction with God and recourse to Him."(i) 

These tenets~ one might say~ are very common and 

held generally by all Sufis 9 regardless of what Order 

they belong too This is true to a certain extento But 

al=Sanusi's distinction between the above-mentioned and 

other Orders 9 (
2 ) and his specification of each Order's 

main principle indicates the fact that these Orders 9 

though united in their main theme~ are varied in the 

aspects of the way they emphasise. And this is what is 

meant by the principles of the Ordero 

Regarding the principles of the Zarruqiyah we find 

that al-Sanusi has summarized all that AQmad Zarruq taught 

and preached during his life and through his workso These 

Five Principles are 9 actually 9 the core of his Order 9 or 

one may say the nucleus around which the rest of his 

teachings revolveo It is not difficult to trace in all 

that he has written his constant reference to these 

principleso The important thing to point out is that 

these principles are Shadhili in origin. The role 

Zarruq played in this work is that he was able 9 perhaps 

more than many others~ to ql~rify them(3) and introduce 

them to the ordinary reader in a categorised form as a 

1 o Ibido 

2. See: al-Kumshakhanawi; Jami' ~ul al-awliya 9
9 p.14. 

3. Cf. lVIargoliouth; 11 Shadhiliya 11
9 Encyclopaedia of Islamo 
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formula of his Order's principles to be held by his followerso 

Not only this~ but he also included the principles of other 

orders, eogo the Qadiriyah~ in his formula~ besides hi-s 

own principleso Thus he included all the necessary elements 

which connect him with preceeding Sufi masters and left 

himself free - at the same time - to compose his own 

principles 9 upon which his Order is founded, without being 

detached from the natural sources of his belief in the 

Sufi Wayo 

In order to avoid repetition there follows a full 

translation of Zarruq's authorized 'U§ul al-iarigah (the 

Principles of the Way) despite its comparative length, as 

taken from one of·his disciple's commentaries on ito(i) 

It reads: 

11The principles of our wa]l_ are five: Fear of God in 

secret and in public, adherence to the SuruLah in word and 

deed, contempt for mankind in prosperity and adversity, 

satisfaction with God in all things great or small, and 

having recourse to God in joy and sorrowo( 2 ) Fear of God 

is realised by piety and righteousness, the Sunnaq by 

caution and good manners, contempt of mankind by patience 

and trust~ satisfaction with God by contentment and 

submission, and having recourse to Almighty God by gra-

titude and thankfulnesso 

1 o MulJ.ammad b o 'Ali al-Kharrubi; al-Durrah al-shar'Ifah fl 
al-kalam 'ala'~~ul al=tariqah, Mso Cairo, 22724 Bo 

2o Shadhili principleso Compare: ~ami' 'uyul al=awliya', 
Pol4o 
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The origins of all thes~_are five: He wo preserves 

reverence for God 9 his honour will be preserved by Godo 

He who serves Him sincerely will be rewarded by Godo He 

who has strong resolution will have a lasting rela-

tionship with Godo He who glorifies His grace must 

thank Himo And he who thanks Him deserves that more 

grace should be bestowed upon him according to His 

truthful promiseo(i) 

The rules of conduct are fivP.: Seeking knowledge 

to fulfill God's commando Accompanying the brethren and 

the masters for the sake of reflection (taba§§U~)o 

Renouncing the dispensations and interpretationso 

Observing strictly (the times of) litanies to practice 

the presence of Godo Accusing the soul in everything to 

escape from capricious desire and to become safe from 

wrong doing and defectso 

Deficiency in knowledge is brought about by associa-

tion with the immature in age, mind, or religion 9 without 

having a good reason to do soo Deficiency in companion-

ship is from self-deception and idle curiosityo Deficiency 

in renouncing dispensations and interpretations is from 

self-pityo Deficiency in observing the times is from 

thinking that there is still enough time for good deedso 

Deficiency in self-accusation is from believing that the 

Soul is good and righto 

The methods of the Soul's treatment are five: Easing 

the stomach by eating little foodo Recourse to God in 
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whatever a~~licts one 9 and whenever it happenso Shunning 

what is potentially harm~ulo Asking ~orgiveness continously 

and blessing the Prophet (the peace and blessing o~ God be 

upon him)~ either alone or together with otherso Keeping 

company with him who directs you to God or His Commanru~entso 

Do not choose as a companion save him by whom your 

certainty becomes the ~irmer~ since he who directs you 

towards this world is deceiving you 9 he who directs you 

to toil outwardly is exhausting you 9 while he who leads 

you to God is a sincere advisero 

I have seen the "Poor" (~uc;Lara) o~ this time a~f'licted 

by f'ive things: Pre~erring ignorance to knowledge 9 being 

deceived by every ranter~ negligence in important issues 9 

being over zealous ~or the Orders they f'ollow 9 over

eagerness to receive Revelation 9 without ~ulf'illing its. 

conditions o 

'l1h~ have been tempted by ~ive things: To pref'er 

innovation more than the Sw1.naho To adhere to vain people 

rather than truthf'ul meno To act according to desire in 

every issue 9 or at least most of' themo To believe in lies 

more than the truth 9 and to make claims without sincerityo 

They have acquired ~ive things: Over-scrupulousness 

in warship o Indulgence in harmf'ul habits o Congregation >-~ 

at any timeo Trying to win over noteables as much as is 

possibleo And they have been misled by what is related 

of' the Folk's perf'ormances and their stateso 
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If they would give the matter thorough consideration? 

they will realise that causes (asbab) are excuses for the 

weak, and not to be indulged; that audition is for one 

who is overwhelmed or for the perfect only; that scru

pulousness is an innovation? deriving either from 

ignorance of the Sunnah or from mental confusion 9 and 

it is a decline with regard to the Truth; that hoping 

for the acceptance of one's fellows is a drawing back 

from Almighty God,and that association with the immature 

is a cause of shame in this world and the Hereafter, and 

admitting them to one's company is an even greater shame. 

Shaikh Abu J\iladyan has said: 'The immature person is he 

who does not agree with you in your way, even if he be 

seventy year old.' You find this mostly in the Folk of 

the Way, I mean the followers of the orders and the 

students. Therefore, do your best to avoid them. 

Anyone who claims that he has attained to_a cert~in 

stage with Alm~gpt~God_while~ne_of the following ~~ve 

things is practiced by him 2 is either a lier or ~~madman: 

To allow his members freedom in the disobedience of Gode 

To pretend that he obeys God. To expect anything from 

mankind. To backbite against the Folk of God, and to 

show disrespect for Muslims. 

Pure states and the exalted stations do not apply 

except to a sincere aspirant, an aware faithful traveller? 

guided by a sure gnostic master who possesses all the 

qualifications of a mastero 
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The __g_ualifications of the master to v1hom the novice 

entrusts himself are: true knowledge~ obvious spiritual 

experience~ a high aspiration 9 a satisfactory state and 

acute perspicacity. 

Whoever has the followi~g gualities 2 must not be 

accepted as a mas~er: ignorance in religion 2 disrespect 

f'or Muslims 2 interference in what does not concern him 9 

following desire in everything and being unashamedly 

bad-manneredo 

The etiquette of the novice and his brethr.~n towards 

the master consists of five thing_s: obedience to the 

master's orders 9 avoiding what he forbids 2 respecting him 

in his presence and absence 9 alive or dead 2 being dutiful 

to him as far as possible and directing his knowledge 2 

mind and practice to what pleases his master. If the 

novice does not find a guiding master he must take advice 

from one of the brethre·n. If he finds him lacking in some 

of these five qualifications he relies on what the master 

has of them and deals with him as a brother for the rest." 

In practice: 

Now, when an aspirant considers these principles as 

the right rules by which he ought to travel on the Way 2 

he may join the other brothers in the Order and be 

affiliated to it. This affiliation is effected according 

to a certain procedure known as talqin (initiation) which 

includes §l~'ahd (covenant) 2 dhikr (invocation)and khal~ah 

(retreat).(1
) Then the aspirant becomes a fully admitted 

1. Cf. Trimingham; The Sufi Orders in Islam 2 ppa29-30. 
The method of initiation 1n the Zarruqiyah is quite 
different from that of both the Shadhiliyah and the 
Qadiriyah o (Ibid o , pp. 186-18 7). 
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member of the Order and continues to undertake its obli-

gations 9 as a traveller in the Way 9 and to fulfill its 

dutieso 

The C ov~nant (.,~~~: 

The procedure of the covenant is as follows: the 

Master mentions the meaning of repentance and how to 

repento Then he puts his right hand on the repenter's 

right hand and tells him that both of them are partners 

in the Covenant of repentanceo Then the master closes 

his eyes and keeps silent 9 absorbed in the thought that 

God it is Who causes people to repent and that he himself 

is a mere instrument in guiding themo He then raises his 

voice saying: "I take refuge in God from Satan 9 the 

accursedo In the name of God 9 the most ~llerciful 9 the 

most Compassionateo I seek forgiveness from God 9 the 

Great (three times) and repent to Him and beseech Him to 

lead me to what He desires and what pleases Himo 11 Then 

he blesses the Prophet and says: "Praise be to God~"· 'rhe 

novice must follow the master in all he utterso After 

that the master relates the names of his previous masters 9 

if he wishes 9 and his sanad (ascription) to the Propheto(i) 

The same procedure is followed in giving the mantle 

(khirgah) and instructions for the invocation (dhikr) 

alSOo( 2 ) 

The Invocation (dhikr): 

In instructing the novice how to invoke the master 

has to explain the meaning and conditions of Invocation 

1 o Kunnash9 PPo75-76o 
2o Ibido 9 Po75o It is noteworthy that Zarruq adopts the 

procedure of the Suhrawardi Order in the Covenant 9 as, 
he stateso Cfo 'Uddat al-muri~d al-§ad:L<l 9 Mso Rabat 
864 G9 Po46o 
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in the initiationo 'l'hen he says to him: 11 Say 9 for me to 

hear 9 'There is no :god but God' three times," after saying 

this himself three times 9 while the novice listenso 

After taking the oath and completing the Covenant the 

novice is given particular formula of istighfar (seeking 

forgiveness from God) 9 which is the first stage in 

Invocationo These are introduced to him graduallyo First 

he is required to repeat all the time: "I seek forgiveness 

from God 9 with Whom there is no other god 9 the Living~ 

the Eternal 9 and ask Him to accept my repentanceo 11 When 

this formula is well-established in his heart he should be 

required to bless the Propheto He must not neglect to say 

"our master Muhammad" until the blessing is deeply rooted 
0 

in himselfo Then he may say: "Your beloved one" insteado 

In any case the novice should not be transferred from one 

step to another unless the fruits of the first step are 

evident in him whether asleep or awake 9 or even in both 

of them togethero The complete formula of blessing on 

the Prophet is better for the common laymeno The learned 

man should repeat it eleven times after performing each 

prayero ( 1 ) 

During Invocation the novice sits in a special way 9 

putting his head between his knees~ ignoring all sensory 

things, absorbed in the thought that he is in the 

Presence of Goda Then he continues 9 saying: "I seek 

refuge in God from the accursed Devilo In the name of 

God. 0 God 9 bless our master Mu.'Q.ammado 11 Then he names 

1. Kunnash9 p.76. 
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the number of blessings he intends to uttero VVhen he has 

finished them he repeats the sentence mentioned aboveo 

If the Invocation takes place before sunrise the novice 

has to add: "God bears witness that there is no god but 

He - and the angels, and men possessed of knowledge -

upholding equity; there is no god but He 9 the All-mighty 9 

the All-wiseo 11 (i) Then he says: "I confess that God has 

testified of Himself what His angels and His learned 

creatures have testified of Himo I entrust this 

testimony to God until my death, my entry into the grave 9 

my rising forth from it and the meeting with my Lord 9 

for God is He Who does not betray His trust o 11 He says. 

this three or seven timeso If the result of his blessing 

on the Prophet is evident in him the novice passes on to 

invoke the Two Testimonieso If he is in a good state he 

may increase the number of his invocations; but if he is 

not he must certainly not do soo The weak novice has to 

invoke the Two Testimonies consistently as they are; the 

first (There is no god save God) then the second (Muhammad 
0 

is the messenger of God), lest his state worsen and he 

cease to advanceo( 2 ) 

When the result of the first stages of Invocation 

appears, by contemplating all beings as non-being because 

of the Sole Being of the Truth 9 the traveller can change 

the previous formula to: "Glory be to God and praise! 

Glory be to God, the Great~ 0 God, bless our master 

Muhammad and his family, 11 until he f'inds the fruit of the 
0 

2o Kunnash, Po77 and 'Uddat al-murl.d al-f,?adiq, Po46o 
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Invocation evident in himo At this stage he occupies 

himself with uttering "Allah~" aloneo At the same time, 

however, he must not neglect to bless the Prophet from 

time to timeo 

The traveller has to adapt a litany after the morning-

prayer and another after the sunset-prayer. However, he 

must not be quick to change the formula of the Invocation 

before its result is perfectly evident in himselfo(i) 

The retreat (Khalwah): 

As soon as the novice has been initiated a short 

period of retreat is desirableo He can go to any place 

he chooses, to remain in complete solitude, occupying 

himself with the invocation and contemplationo( 2 ) This 

retreat is, in fact, a sort of quarantine where the 

novice purifies himself from wordly pre-occupations and 

devotedly aspires to the spiritual lifeo 

Although Zarr'ilq holds that "the more the novice 

abandons the world, the more he attains to the 'l'ruth 11 , (
3 ) 

he does not give details of the tasks required of the 

novice in his retreat. Instead he advices his followers 

to adapt the Shadhili method in this respecto He realises 

that the novice must not live in absolute isolation for 

too long a time, lest he loose contact with the outside 

world which is a necessary element in this lifeo A period 

1 o Ibido 

2o Kunnash, Po77• 

3 o Ibid. 
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of ten days 9 or one month at the most 9 is deemed sufficient ~~J.) 
Then he returns to carry on his duties in society, and as 

a member of the Order's community life. 

The Waz!fah 

None of ZarrTiq's works has met with such success as 

his Wazifah enjoyed through the ages.( 2 ) It has been the 

subject for more than twenty commentaries, in the East 

and the West 9 recited every day at dawn by thousands of 

the followers of the Zarruqiyah and other Orders,(3 ) and 

hung around the necks of queens to protect them from evil.(4 ) 

Its effective mysterious power is able to guard whoever 

recites it in the morning, with sincere intention and a 

devoted and pure heart, for the rest of the day.(5) It 

therefore deserves our interest and is worthy to be 

mentioned here. 

The WazJ:fah is a term used for a daily office 9 or a 

portion from the Qur'an 9 which is read by devout Muslims.( 6 ) 

The Wa~J:fah of Shaikh Zarrtlq contains, in addition to 

verses from the Qur'an, many prayers attributed to the 

Prophet and said to have been recited by him.(7) It is 

1. Qawa'id al-ia~awwuf 9 Cairo 1969, p.67. 

2. Colin; 11 SayyidJ: .Al:Jrnad Zarruq", op.cit., p.33. 

3. 'l'he Wa4'Ifah is a part of the invocation in the Bakriyah 9 

Zayyaniyah, Sulamiyah, '.Arusiyah 9 Jazuliya, 'Isawiyan 
and ivladaniyah orders. Of. al-Sanus!; al-Manhal al-raw!, 
and Rinn; Maraboutl? et Khouan, for example. 

4. L. Provin~al; Les Manuscri~~ Arabes de Rabat, Paris, 1921 9 

p. 225. Of. Ms. Rabat 50b7X:X:rv. 
5. Rinn; Marabouts et Khouan, op.cit., p.412. 

6. 'l'. Hughes; A Dictio~_;y of Islam, Lahore, 1964, p.666s>i. 

7. ~ad al-s•at!; T~~r al-af 9 idah al-za~iyah fi adillat 
aehkar al-Wa?Ifah al-Zarruqiyah 9 printed in Cairo 
without date for al-Najat-Library 9 Tripoli. 
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simple and clear and does not contain any vague expressions. 

While Zarrug_ was establishing his Order he needed to 

offer his disciples a formula of litany in accordance with 

his teaching~ to be recited by them as a sort of invoca-

tion. He therefore composed this Wa~Ifah, which is named 

Safinat al-naja liman ila Allah iltaja (The Ship of Safety 

for him who takes refuge with God), and recommended its 

recitation to his adherents. It became a part of the 

Zarriiq_iyah Order and a widely spread prayer. 

There are many legends about the Wazif'ah which is 
0 

considered to be a direct dictation from the Prophet 

himself to Ahmad Zarrug_, exactly as was the case with the 
0 

.~izb al-ba~r of al-Shadhili and Dala'il al-Khairat of 

al-Jazuli.<1 ) Abu Zakariya' Yapya al-Bija'I relates 

that the Shaikh told him that while he was sitting beside 

the Prophet's tomb 9 the Prophet appeared to him and said: 

"Read your Wazifah to me." So he did and the Prophet said: 

"That is it. Neither add or omit anything. 11 (
2 ) This 

narrative is contradicted by another in which the Prophet 

said to Zarrug_: "This Wa-&iifah which you have composed is 

too long. Time is short and resolution (himmah) is weak. 

Alter this and change that", until he was satisfied with 

it. (3 ) IviuJ;,lammad al-tiaif 1fab and his son Abu al-Barakat say 

that they had heard Zarrug_ talking to the Prophet in his 

1 o al~Sanusi; al-Salsabil al-mu'In fi al-~ra'iq al-arba'In, 
Beirut 9 1968, p.57. Depont ~ Cappolani; Les Confrerieso •• 
Po455o 

2. Al- 'AyyashT.; al-Anwar al-saniyah 'ala al-Wa~~fah al= 
Zarriigiyah, op.cit., p.4. 

3 o Ibid o 9 p. 6 o 
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~aw<,;J.ah ('l'omb).. Unfortunately they were not able to hear 

the conversation clearly since they, and their companians, 

respectfully retreated from the window to leave them in 

privacy. It was, perhaps, at that time that the Prophet 

asked Zarrtlq: "What have you called your Waitifah?" The 

Shaikh replied: "I have not named it yet, 0 :tviessenger of' 

God~" The Prophet said: "Call it Safinat al-naja lim&l 

ila Allah iltaj],. 11 (
1 ) 

Our Shaikh himself, however, although he rec01mnends 

the Wazifah as the most adequate litany derived f'rom the 

Prophetic tradition in conformity with the Sunnah, he never 

claims that it was dictated by the Prophet,nor asserts that 

it has anything to do with him except that it does not 

contradict any of the prayers ascribed to him. This is 

obvious from his incomplete commentary on it, which he 

started and did not finish, where he explains the benefit 

of composing the Wazifah and its merits of being concise, 

clear and in conformity with the Prophetic tradition and 

the true Sunnah.( 2 ) ---
The time of the Wat:Ifah recitation, as he saysll might 

be any time during the period between sunrise and al-'isha' 

(about one hour after sunset) to make it easier for the 

travellers to read whenever it is convenient for them. It 

is most desirable to read it in a group with the brothers 

of the Order, "to help the weak travellers be encouraged 

by their brothers, to exhibit the grandeur of Islam and 

let the angels surround the reciters, to let tranquility 

1 0 I"bid. 

2. al-'Ayyashi; al-Amvar al-saniyah .... p.6-8. 
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overwhelm them and the mercy of God descend from the heaven 

upon them. "(i) 

Having reached this stage, we conclude this chapter 

with the text of the Wazifah of ZarrUq in full:( 2 ) 

I seelc refuge in God from Satan, the accursed. 

In the name of God, the most Merciful, the most 

Compassionate. 

"Your God is one God; there is no god save Him, the 

most Merciful, the most Compassionate. 11 (]) 

"God~ There is no god save Him, the Living, the 

Self-Existent. 11 (4) 

In the name of God, the most Merciful 9 the most 

Compassionate. 

"God~ There is no god save Him, the Living, the 

Self-Existent."(5) 

".And faces abase themselves before the Living, the 

Self-Existento 11 (
6 ) 

11God~ There is no god save Him, the Living, the 

Self-Existent. Neither slumber nor sleep overtake Him. 

Unto Him belongs whatsoever is in the heavens end whatso-

ever is in the earth. Who is he that interceeds with Him 

save by His permission? He knows that which is in front 

of them and that which is behind them, while they encompose 

1 o Ibid., p. 7 o 

2. Cf. the French translation of the Waz"Ifah in: ]:ssai_s_p.r 
la Confrerie Reli_gj.euse des 'A1es~aofi7_ au Ivioroc, by 
Rene Brunel, Paris, 1926, pp.82-84. 

3o Qur'an; 2:163 0 

4. Qur'an; 2:255· 
s. Qur'an; 2:255· 
6. Qur'an; 20:1110 
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nothing of His knowledge save what He willso His throne 

includes the heavens and the earth 9 and He is never weary 

of preserving themo He is the Almighty and the Greatou(i) 

In the name of God~ the most Iv1ercif'ul 9 the most 

Compassionate a 

11ljao lV!Imo The revelation of the Book is from God 9 

the A~nighty 9 the Knower 9 the Forgiver of sin 9 the Accepter 

of repentence 9 the stern in punishment 9 the Bow1.tifulo 

There is no god save Himo Unto Him is the last journeyo 11 (
2 ) 

"Unto God belongs whatsoever is in the heavens and 

whatsoever is in the earth; and whether you make kno~vn 

what is in your mind or hide it 9 God will bring you to 

account for ito He will forgive whom He wills 9 and He will 

punish whom He willso The messenger believes in what has 

been revealed unto him from his Lord and (do so) the 

believerso Each one believes in God and His angels and 

His books and His messengers ~ we make no distinction 

between any of His messengers = and they say: w·e hear 

and we obeyo (Grant us) Your forgiveness 9 our Lordo Unto 

You is the final comingo God tasks not a soul beyond its 

capacity 9 for it (only) what it has earned and against it 

(only) that which it has deservedo Our Lord! Condemn us 

not if we forget or miss the marko Our Lord~ Lay not on 

us such a burden as You did lay on those before uso Our 

Lord~ Impose not on us that which we have not the strength 

to bearo Pardon uso Forgive us and have mercy on us 9 You 9 

our Patron 9 and give us victory over the disbelieving 

folko 11 (3) 

1 o Qur 9 an; 2:255o 
2o Qur 9an; 4:1 
3o Qur 9an; 2:184=186o 
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In the name of God 9 the most Merci:ful 9 the most 

Compassionate. 

"Say: 0 disbelievers~ I worship not that which you 

worship. Nor worship you that which I worship. And I 

shall not worship that which you worship. Nor will you 

worship that which I worship. Unto you your religion 9 

and unto me my religion."(i) 

In the name of God 9 the most Merciful 9 the most 

Compassionate= 

"When God's succour and the triumph come 9 and you see 

mankind entering the religion of God in troops 9 then 

hymn the praise of your Lord 9 and seek forgiveness of 

Him. Verily 9 He is ever ready to accept repent#nce. 11 (
2 ) 

In the name of God 9 the most Merciful 9 the most 

Compassionate. 

"Say: He is God 9 the One. God 9 the eternally Besought 

of all. He begets not and is not begotten. And there is 

mom.e comparable unto Him."(3) 

In the name of God 9 the most Merciful 9 the most 

Compassionate. 

"Say: I seek refuge in the Lord of Daybreak f'rom the 

evil of that which He created. ]•rom the evil of the dark-

ness when it is intense. And from the evil of the malignant 

witchcrafts. And from the evil of the envier when he 

envies."( 4) 

In the name of God 9 the most Merciful 9 the most 

Compassionate. 

"Say: I seek refuge in the Lord of mankind. The King 

of mankind. The God of mankind. From the evil of the 

1 • Qur~an~ 109 

2. Qur'an; 110 

3 • Qut-an; 112 
u g- • 11 
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sneaking whisperero Who whispers into the heart's of mankind 9 

from the jinn and mankindo 11 (i) 

0 God~ I seek refuge in You 9 lest I attribute 

associates 9 awarely 9 with you and seek forgiveness from 

You for what I am not aware ofo (Three times)o 

0 God~ I seek refuge in You from anxiety 9 and sadness 9 

from impotence and laziness 9 from cowardice and avarice 9 

and from being overcome ·by debt and men a (Three times) o 

0 God~ Make my body healthy.. Make my hearing helthyo 

Make my sight healthyo There is no god save Youo (Three 

times) o 

0 God~ You are my Lordo You created me and I am 

Your slaveo I am keeping Your covenant and promise as far 

as I cano I seek refuge in You from the evil I have doneo 

I turn to You by Your grace 9 and with my sin I turn to Youo 

Forgive me 9 for there is no one who forgives sin save Youo 

(Three times)o 

0 God~ I have begun this morning in grace 9 health 

and protection bestowed on me by Youo Make perfect Your 

grace 9 health and protection in this world and the 

Hereaftero (Three times)o 

0 God~ What I 9 or any of Your creation 9 begin the 

morning with is from You aloneo There is no associate 

with youo Praise and gratitude be to youo (Three times) 

0 Lord~ Praise be to you as it must be to the glory 

of Your face and the grandeur of Your powero (Three times)o 

I am content with God as Lord 9 with Islam as religion 9 

and with our master Ivlu_tlammad - peace and blessing be upon 

him- as a prophet and a messengero (Three times)o 
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Glory and praise be to God eQual to the nmnber of His 

creations 9 to the satisfaction of Himself 9 the weight of 

His throne and the ink of His words. (Three times). 

I seek refuge in the perfect words of God from the 

evil of that which He created. (Three times). 

In the name of God 9 with Whose name nothing can do 

harm neither in the earth nor in the heaven. He is the 

All-hearing and the All-knower. (Three times) 

I seek refuge with God 9 the All-hearing, the All~ 

knower 9 from Satan 9 the accursed. (Three times). 

"He is God with whom there is no other !Jod 9 the Knower 

of the unseen and the seen. He is the most Merciful 9 the 

most Compassionate. He is God 9 with whom there is no other 

god 9 the Sovereign Lord 9 the Holy One 9 Peace 9 the Keeper 

of Faith 9 the Guardian 9 the Majestic 9 the Compeller 9 the 

Superb. Glorified be God from all that they ascribe as 

partner (with Him). He is God 9 the Creator 9 the Shaper 

out of naught 9 the li'ashioner. His are the most beautiful 

names. All that is in the heaven and the earth glortilreHim 9 

and He is the Mighty 9 the Wise." ( 1 ) ('l'hree times) o 

I seek protection in the Lord of Ivlight and Domination 9 

and take shelter in the Lord of Dominion 9 and trust in the 

Living who will never die o Keep harm away f'rom us. You 

are All-powerful over everything. (Three times). 

In the name of God 9 the most IVIerciful 9 the most 

Compassionate. 

"For the provisioning of Quraish 9 their composing for 

the winter and summer journies. So 9 let them worsliip the 
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Lord of this House 9 who has fed them against hunger and 

secured them against f'ear o 11 ( 
1 ) (Once) o 

0 God~ Feed us as You f'ed them, and secure us as 

You secured them 9 and make us gratef'ul to Youo (Once). 

0 God~ Glorif'ied are You and praisedo I testif'y 

that there is no other god save Youo I seek your f'orgive

ness and repent to Youo (Three times) o 

I seek f'orgiveness f'rom God 9 the Great 9 with whom 

there is no other god 9 and repent to Himo (Three times) 

0 God~ Bless and grant peace upon our master 

lviu..l)ammado Your servant 9 Prophet and Messenger 9 the 

illiterate prophet 9 and his family and companionso (three 

times) o 

Grant peace upon him equal to the number of' all that 

You know and that Your Pen has written and Your Books have 

recordedo Be satisfied with Abu Bakr, 'Umar 9 'Uthrnan and 

'Ali and with all the companions 9 the successors of' the 

companions and the successors of' the successors until the 

Day of' Judgmento (Once)o 

"Glorified be your Lord 9 the Lord of' Majesty 9 f'rom 

that which they attribute (unto Him)o And peace be unto 

those who were sento And praise be to God 9 Lord of the 

Worlds o " ( 2 ) 

There is no god save Godo (From one hundred times 

to one thousand times)o 

Muhammad is the messenger of' Godo (One hundred times)o 
0 

1 o Qur 'an; 106 o 

2o Qur 9an; 37:180-l82o 
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I testify that there is no god save Godo (Three times). 

I testify that Muhammad • is the messenger of Godo (Once)o 

0 Lord~ Make us steady by the uttering of ito (Three 

times) o 

0 Lord! Avail us by its graceo (Three times). 

And make us to be of the best of its peopleo (Three 

times) o 

Amen, Amen 9 Amen, Amen 9 Lord of the Worlds~ 

We have begun our morning under Your protection, our 

Lord~ Let the night find us in Your satisfaction, our Lord~ 

Amen, Amen, Amen, Amen, Lord of the Worlds! (Three times)o 

There is no god save Youo One is our Lord, vvho gathers 

USo Forgive our sino (Three times)o 

Amen, Amen, knen, Amen, Lord of the Worlds~ (Three times). 

Forgive what has passed, and make good what will come, 

by the right of the righteous ones, 0 Knower of the secretso 

(Three times) o 

Amen, Amen, ~nen, Amen, Lobd of the Worlds~ (Three times)o 

0 Knower of our secrets! Do not disclose our secretso 

Amen, Amen, Amen, Amen, Lord of the Worlds~ 

[Our Lord ~i,-ho responds~ Whoever crys to you will not 

be disappointedo Fulfill soon our wish, 0 You who are 

always present~ (Three times)](i) 

Amen, Amen, Amen, Amen, Lord of the Worlds~ (Three times). 

1 o This passage, says al-'Ayyashi (Riblah2 po2]) was not 
originally in the Wa?;i'Ifaho It was added by Zarruq 9 s 
disciple, al-Kherrfib'I, to whom the inhabitants of the 
area complained of the aggressive Beduins, when he 
passed by the Zawiyah on his way to perform Pilgrimageo 
He adds that al-Kharrub'I himself did not record this 
passage in the text of the Wa~ah in his book Kif~at 
al-murid, as it was not recorded in any other reliable 
sourceo 
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0 God~ Bless and grant peace upon our master Iviu.J;;l.ammad 

and the family of' MU~fammad. (Ten times) o 

.Amen, .Amen, Amen, Amen, Lord of' the Worlds~ (Three times). 

Peace be upon the messengers and praise be to God 9 

Lord of' the Worlds. (Once). 

In the name of' God, the most ~ercif'ul, the most 

Compassionate. 

"Praise be to God, Lord of' the Worlds, the most Merciful, 

the most Compassionate. Owner of' the Day of' Judgment. You 

(alone) we worship and You (alone) we ask f'or helpo Show 

us the straight path, the path of' those whom You have 

favoured, not (the path) of' those who earn Your anger, nor 

of' those who go astray. 11 ( 
1 ) (Once) o 

"Verily! God and His angels shower blessings on the 

Prophet. 0 You who believe~ Call down blessing on him and 

salute him a worthy salutation. 11 (
2 ) (Once) o 

God's blessing, peace, salutations, mercy and benedictions 

be upon our master Muhammad, Your slave, Prophet and 
0 

Messenger the illiterate prophet, and upon his family and 

companions, many times equal to the even and the uneven 

numbers and our Lord's blessed and perfect words. (Three times). 

There is no strength, no power, save by God, the 

Almighty, the Great. (Three times)o 

"He is sufficient f'or us. Most Excellent is He in Whom 

we trust o 11 (
3 ) He is "the best Patron and the best Helper. 11 ( 

4 ) 

"Glorified be your Lord, the Lord of' Majesty, f'rom that 

which they attribute (unto Him), and pece be unto those who 

were sent, and praise be to God, Lord of' the Worlds. 11 (5). 

1 0 Qur'an; l. 
2. Qur'an; 33:56. 
3- '-1ur 'an; 3:173 0 

l.j_ 0 Qur'an; 8:40. 
s. Qur'an; 33:180=182. 



"The reality of Unity is a throneo The purified 

Law is the :footstool of' that throneo The rights 

(and obligations) set forth in it are its heavens» 

and portions of' the souls are its eartho Any 

"truth'' unaccompanied by the Law may lay no 

claim to consideration» as any "law11 not suppor

ted by the Truth lacks any per:fectiono Thusp they 

may both become manifest only when considered 

together 9 when every obligation is realised 9 and 

when the portions are fulfilled 9 which are the 

very sustenance of existenceo 11 

ZarrU.q 

Tanbih dhawi al=himam 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

THE SUFI WAY ACCORDlliG TO ZARRUQ 

In the previous chapters we have become acquainted 

with Shaikh Ahmad Zarriiqo We have passed through his 
0 

life and the historical and social circumstance in 

which he livedo We have taken note of' his contribu= 

tion in various fields of' knowledge through his works 9 

and have identified him as a founder of a Sufi Ordero 

What about the doctrinal basis on which he estab= 

lished his teachings and precepts? How did he consider 

the Way of' the Sufis? To what sort of ideas and 

thoughts did he subscribe? And what were his points 

of' view regarding the various Sufi concepts? These 

questions 9 and many others 9 need to be considered and 

answers found for them from his own heritageo Before 

we treat these questions 9 however 9 a foreword is 

necessary to introduce our Shaikh 9 s ideas and concepts 

within the context of the Sufi Wayo 

Generally speaking 9 it is possible 9 in the light 

of' what has been mentioned in the previous chapter 9 to 

state that Sufi Ways 9 as they are usually classified 

according to geographical regions 9 might be classified 

on a theoretical basis alsoo From a purely theoretical 

standpoint 9 we can say that Sufism has always had a 

vivid variety of opinions 9 of expressions~> of approaches 

to the goal 9 and of understanding of the Way itselfo 
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Since the early days of Sufism 9 its masters themselves 

were not always in complete agreement with each othero(i) 

They were not hostile to each other 9 of course 9 but 

they differed as to the branches which they followed 

in travelling the Wayo Thus 9 it is possible to divide 

the Sufis into two main streams 9 or schools of thoughto 

The first we might call the 'conservative' or 'orthodox' 

group 9 whose leader in the Sufi lineage was Abu al=Qasim 

al=Junaid 9 and whose followers were pure swu1i Sufiso 

The second might be called the 'non-orthodox' group 9 

whose head was al=~usain bo Man~ur al=ijallajo 

These two streams of Sufism existed side by side 

throughout Islamic historyo In both of themp as in 

every aspect of human activity 9 there were extremists 

who held fanatically to their own beliefs 9 refuting 

the ideas of others as wrong 9 and the moderates who 

did their best to understand other points of view and 

respect other beliefso The Shadhiliyah 9 of which 

Zarruq is considered an important exponent 9 was a 

sunni Way which 9 although it was founded basically on 

al=Kitab wa alqSunnah (the Qurpan and the sayings and 

actions of the Prophet) adopted a moderate and a 

tolerant line 9 not only towards other sunni Ways 9 but 

1 o See: Titus Burckhardt; An Introduction to Sufi 
Doctrine 9 Lahore 9 1959 9 po32 ffo9 Where he states 
that "not being a philosophy 9 that is 9 a merely 
human mode of thought 9 Sufi doctrine is not presented 
as the homogeneous development of a mental point of 
viewo Of necessity it includes many points of view 
which may on occasion be mutually contradictoryp if 
their logical form is alone taken into account 
without regard to the universal truth to which they 
all relateo Because of this it may be that one 
master rejects some doctrinal assertion of another 
master whose authority he nonetheless recogniseso" 
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also 9 in many cases 9 towards the more extreme Sufis 

themselveso This 9 naturally~ does not:·.mean'·t'hat 

Shadhil1s did not observe their own principleso On 

the contrary 9 they were earnest defenders of the 

Sunnah 9 as represented in their leader Abu al~Hasan 
0 

al~Shadhili and his successors 9 especially those who 

combined together both thorough religious knowledge 

and the following of Sufi Wayo 

It has always been said that the main achievement 

of ZarrUq is his contribution in alieviating the arti= 

ficial hostility between Jurisprudence and Sufism 9 or 

Shari~ah (Law) and ~aq1qah (Truth)o He was always 

admired for his reconciliation between these two 

dimensions of Islam 9 by enabling the ~ariqah (Way) 

to lead to the Truth without neglecting the Lawo 

As we have seen 9 our Shaikh has many things to 

say on Sufismo His Sufi heritage is so immense that 

it is impossible 9 in a short study of this kind 9 to 

cover all that he wrote and left to us in all its 

detailso We shall then try to sum up his points of 

view on the main Sufi concepts and try to discover 

his attitude towards them as an orthodox Sufio 

Jurisprudence and Sufism~ 

The attempt to unite Shari~ah and ~aqiqah stemmed 

from the historical conflict which raged between 

jurists and Sufis throughout the ages as a result of 

the mutual misunderstanding between the twoo The 
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jurists used to accuse the Su~is of corrupting the 

Muslim faith by introducing into it certain ideas and 

practices, while the Sufis de~ended themselves by 

claiming a sort of inner life which the jurists did 

not understando This was natural since Jurisprudence 

deals with the outer practical side o~ a Muslim 9 s life 

(zahir) while Sufism~related to the inner (batin) side 

of ito 

"This struggle is obviously wrong 9 11 he says Sl 

"since there is no contradiction between the two 

aspectso They are£) in ~act 9 complementary to each 

othero They are like body and soul 9 (i) so that neither 

o~ them is dispensableo Religion is founded on three 

pillars: Islam (submission)p Iman (faith) and Ih~an 
==" 

(virtue)o Just as the jurists are concerned with 

islam and its dogmas and the theologians are concerned 

with the principles o~ the faith 9 so the Sufis are con= 

cerned with _!!l~an which is at the same time the culmi= 

nation of religiono This means that no true Sufi is 

exempted from confessing the other two aspects and 

implementing their requirements in fullo 11 (
2 ) 

"Abii al~Qasim al=Junaid said: 90ur science is 

based on the Qurllan and the Sunnah, 911 argues Zarr'Uqp 

"and Malik Ibn Anas said~ 9He who learns Jurisprudence 

and neglects Su~ism becomes a reprobate; while he who 

learns Sufism and neglects Jurisprudence becomes an 

1 o 'Uddat al=murid, po49o 

2 o Ibid o , p <> 9 • 
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apostateo He who combines both of them attains to the 

realization of the Trut~' These two sayings by Shaikh 

al=':j;'ariqah (Master of the Way) 9 al-Junaid 9 and Imam al= 

Madhab (Leader of the Law School) 9 Malik 9 are sufficient 

proof that Shari 4 ah and Tar~ah lead to the same desti~ 

nationo No traveller can set off without a way 9 and to 

be protected from its perils and dangers he must be 

armed with complete knowledge of its marks and signs 9 

which the Shar'i 4 ah provideso 11 (i) 

In comparing Sufis and jurists he says that the 

latter 9 s object is more general while the former's is 

more specialo The Sufi is like the ,Secret-Keeper in 

the court of the King 9 while the jurist is like the 

door=keepero The jurist 9 therefore 9 has the right to 

1 o Q,awa 4 id al=talawwuf 9 pol4o Regarding the relation= 
ship betweenhe Snar'i'ah 9 the ~ariqah 9 and the 
!Jaq'Iqah 9 Sayyed Hossein Nasr says that 11 some of the 
traditional Sufi masters 9 especially those of the 
Shadhiliyah 9 have used the geometric symbol of a 
circle to depict the relation between these funda= 
mental dimensions of' Islamo From any point in the 
space there can be generated a circle and an inde= 
finite number of radii which connect every point 
of the circumference of the circle lfvith the Centre o 
The circumference is the Shari 4 ah whose totality 
comprises the whole of the Muslim communityooo The 
radii symbolize the ±uruqo Each radius is a path 
from the circumference to the Centreooo Finally at 
the Centre there is the ~Yqah or Truth which is 
the source of both the Iari~ and the Shar!'ahooo 
According to the well=known Sufi symbol Islam is 
like a walnut of which the shell is like the 
Shari 4 ah 9 the kernel is like the Iariqah and oilp 
which is invisible yet everywhere present 9 is the 
J!aq!qaho" (Ideals and Realities of Islam~> London 9 

1966 9 PPol23=124)o Cfo Titus Burckhardt; An 
Introduction to Sufi Doctrine 9 Lahore 9 1959:-pol4o 
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interrogate whoever goes in before he does so~ and to 
-· 

rebuke him who betrays the secret or distorts what the 

King has said to hima That is why the juristsv disap= 

proval of the utterances of some Sufis is accepted~ 

while the Sufis are denied any right of protest unless 

they are acquainted with the Shari'ah and are able to 

produce an apology to justify their behaviouro 

Accordingly a Sufi of the jurists is much better than 

a jurist of the Sufiso(i) 

It is impossible to define Sufism 9 there being 

more than two thousand definitions for ito It is~ 

therefore 9 true to say that every man can have his own 

Sufism~ according to his aptitude and aspirationo The 

way is too wide to be confined to a particular section 

of men whom we call Sufiso He says: "The paths dif'fer 

in conformity with the natures of meno There is the 

devotee (nasik) who concentrates on excellent qualities~ 

the worshipper ('~) who holds firmly to correct 

actions~ the ascetic (zahid) who flees from the 

creatures 9 the gnostic ('arif) who devotes himself to 

the realities (~aqa~iq)~ the pious(~~) who realises 

the station by being cautious 9 the adherent (mutamassik) 

who is attached to the Folk in every wayp and the 

aspirant (murid)~ who is concerned with the stateso 

All of them are in the circle of the Truth by carrying 

out the right of the Law and shunning what is shameful and 
wro:ng!1(2) 

1 o Qawa'id al=ta~awwuf 9 Po49o 

2 o lli,go p po34o 
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Because the ways to God are as many as the souls 

o~ creaturesp and because every single soul has its 

own tendency to a particular aspect o~· conduct and 

knowledge 9 we ~ind that each man can ~ollow a branch 

or the way that leads in the end to the main Wayo 

This ~act was established by the previous masters 

through their workso "There is a type o~ Su~ism ~or 

the layman included in the works of al=Ivi'U];fasibl: ~)for 
the jurist in al=Madkha+ of: Ibn al=ijaj 9 (

2 ) f'or the 

traditionist (muhaddith) in Ibn al 4Arabi 9 s Sirajp(3) 

for the worshipper ( 4 abid) in the Minhaj of al=Ghazal! 9 (
4 ) 

f:or the devotee (mutarayyid) in the Risalah of al= 

Qushairi P (
5) ~or the ascetic {hasik) in Qiit al=.gulilb 

of al=Makk~ 9 ( 6 ) for the philosopher (£akim) in the 

works o~ al=~atimip( 7 ) f:or the logician {man~q!) in 

1. Abti GAbd Allah al=~arith bo PAsad al=MuJ;,lasib'i {do243/ 
858) whose most celebrated works are: al=Ri 4 ayah 
ligu~ Allah and A4 mal al=qulub wa al=jawari~. 

2o Probably 4 Abd Allah b. Mul).ammad al=Qur~ub"i al=Maliki 9 

known as Ibn al=Hajjp author of Kitab al=zuhd al= 
kabir 9 {do419/10~8). 

3. Mugyi al=Din Ibn 'Arabi {or al= 4 Arabi)p the eminent 
Su~i master (do 638/1240)o Ibn 'Arabi has written 
two Sirajs; Siraj al=muhtad'In and Siraj al=murldino 
Zarruq might mean the second one. 

4. Minhaj al- 4 abidin o~ Abu ~amid M~ammad al=Ghazalip 
the well=known Su~i theologian (do 505/1111). 

5. Ab'il al=Qasim 'Abd al-Karim b. Hawazin al=Qushair"i 
(do 465/1082)o 

6. Abu ':{,'alib rdulJ.amrnad b. 'Ali al=Makki 9 a well=known 
Su~i (do 386/996). 

7. That is Ibn 'Arabi. 
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Ibn Sab«In 9 s(1 ) works 9 for the physicist (~aba 9 i 4 Y) in 

al-Buni 9 s Asrar( 2 ) and for the theologian (~uli) there 

is the type of Sufism which al-Shadhi1I(3) represented~(4) 
All these sections of people are able to be Sufis of a 

certain degree on one condition: that they have recourse 

at all times to the Shari 4 ah and the Qur 9an as the main 

source of learning and not to deviate from the prin-

ciples of Islanlo 

This classification of Sufism is due to the fact 

that Sufism is founded on following the best (ittiba' 

al=a!tsan) of everything 9 as the Qur 9an confirms: 11\llJho 

hear advice and follow the best thereofo Such are those 

whom God guideth and such are men of understandingo 11 (
5) 

And the variety among the ways is due to the variety 

in discretion (istihsan) among meno( 6 ) 

To be a Sufi means to look for the best 9 to have a 

deeper understandingo Hence 9 "the attitude of the Sufi 

is of a more special kind (akha~~) 9 than that of the 

jurist 9 who represents islam and seeks out that which 

removes objections regarding religious practices 9 while 

the Sufi looks for what leads to perfection in performing 

theme His attitude towards faith ( 9~) is more special 

than that of the theologian 9 since the latter considers 

what makes belief correct 9 while the Sufi seeks what 

10 4 Abd al-ijaqq bo SabGin (do 669/1270)o 
2 o Abu al- «Abbas AQ.mad al-BUn.I (do 622/1225) o Asrar a_l-!J.up=q:r wa al= 

kaltmato 3 o AbU al=J;,Iasan «Ali al=Shadhili 11 the founder of the ·--~~-
Shadhili Order (do 656/1258)o 

4o QawaGid al=ta~awwuf 9 Po35o 

5o Qur 9 an; 18:39 

6o Qawa«id; po35o 
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makes it more certain ru1d firmo His attitude is more 

special than the mufassir (commentator of the Qur 9 an) 

and the muhaddith (traditionist) also 9 since these 

deal with the external structure of the text 9 while 

the Sufi looks at the inner meaning and the implications 

it bears o 11 ( 
1 ) 

This does not mean that the Sufi is allowed to 

lead a special type of life free from any limits in 

belief and conducto On the contraryp he is required 

to adhere even more strictly to the formal part of the 

Muslim creed than any other person 9 in order to prevent 

any misunderstanding or misconduct and to protect from 

slipping into erroro It is completely wrong to say 

that the Sufi has no allegiance to a madhhab 9 since 

al=Junaid was a follower of al=Thawrip al=Shibli was a 

Malikite and al=Muhasibi was a Shaf'i'iteo If these 

great masters 9 and many othersp were followers of 

jurists 9 he argues 9 how dare anyone break this unbreak= 

able bond between Sufism and Jurisprudence without 

being exposed to grave errors 9 either in his contact 

with people or his relation with God?( 2 ) 

The true Muslim 9 thenp is he who actualises both 

the faith ('iman) and practices its dogmas or islamo 

But the ideal Muslim is he who completes the circle 

by adapting ihsano In short 9 to become a Sufi in one 

or both of the previous wayso(3) 

1 o Qawa 0 id; po33· 
2o Ibidop Po26o 
3. For more detaile.d discussion of these notions see: 

Frithj Shuon; Dimensions of Islam 9 London 9 1969P 
Po70 ff:o 
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When the Prophet was asked about the meaning of 

ihsan he said: "It is to worship God as if' you see Himo 

Even if' you do not see Him 9 He sees youo 11 (i) .And f'rom 

this tradition Zarruq concludes that maqam al~ihsan is 

divided into two sections~ a) To set the face towards 

God with the certainty that He 'is 9 in all Existence 9 

to 'witness 9 Him and thus to implement all the impli= 

cations of' rear· and love 9 since what is seen is His 

glory and beautyo b) To be unable to witness (shuhud) 

but to become sure that He sees youo In this case you 

have to adhere to all practices and beliefs required 

by religion because He watches you and knows whatever 

you do or thinko The f.'irst is the stage of' the gnostic 

('arif) which is f.'ollowed by the Shadhilisp he comments 9 

and the second is the rank of' others below this stage 

whose example is al~Ghazali and those who follow himo( 2 ) 

Sufism is not a mere theoretical teaching to occupy 

man 9 s mind and become a sort of acrobatic experience in 

words and argumentso The practical part of it is the 

vital care without which the Sufi does not deserve his 

title at allo 

This is not meant to deprive Sufism of' its concepts 

and ideas and make of it mere practice 9 since it is 

concerned also with every issue related to the spiritual 

as well as to the material lifeo It has something to 

say on all issues relevant to man and his life 9 as to 

1 0 
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what must be done and how it should be doneo But to 

express an opinion one has to obtain both a knowledge 

of the subject and the evidence to introduce as proof 

for one 9 s argumento 

Theory and practicev or knowledge and action 

(al~'ilm wa al-'amal) are of equal importance in 

Zarruq 9 s view 9 and he holds that they are inseparableo 

"There is no perfection without knowledge~" he saysl> 

"and there is no use for knowledge without actiono 11 (i) 

Since it is impossible for the ignorant man to 

rec.lize himself and what surrounds him and to see 

through this realization the glory of God and His 

majestyv it is necessary for every Muslim to seek 

knowledge "from the cradle to the grave 9
11 as the 

Prophet saidp and to acquire it from any directiono( 2) 

That is why learned men ('ulamaP) are favoured in life 

and after death and that is why they are called "the 

heirs of the prophetso 11 (3) 

This does not apply only to the pure .. religious 

sciences but it is applicable to all branches of human 

knowledge 9 be it intellectual or practicalo At the 

same timev however 9 there must be a distinction made 

between the 9beneficial 9 sciences and the 'harmful' 

onesl> or 9 as he puts it; between the luminous (nilraniyah) 

3o al~Na~i~atu al=kafiyah liman kha~~ahu Allahu bi 
al.Jafiyahv Po43 o 
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sciences and the dark (zulmaniyah) scienceso This dis= 

tinction does not arise from within the sciences them= 

selves 9 but from the aim and the method of their useo 

Any science is 9 in itself 9 good and luminous 9 since it 

broadens the sphere of human knowledge and enriches it 9 

but it might also become evil and dark by means of the 

purpose for which it is usedo As Abu al=ijasan al= 

Shadhili said: "The sciences in the hearts are like 

money in the handso They might be used for either good 

or for evilo 11 (i) 

Because the aim of the study of the science 9 not 

the science itself 9 defines its benefit or harmfulness 9 

so the Gulama are judged by the results or the effects 

of their knowledge upon themselves and those who are in 

contact with themo A doctor 9 for example 9 who knows 

the secrets of elements and herbs can use them in curing 

sick people 9 and here his science:·is a nurani science~ as 

well as for killing others and here the science becomes 

automatically a zulmani scienceo Once Astronomy is used 

for purposes refuted by the Qur 9an and the Sunnah it 

changes into Astrology 9 which is not to be sought; and 

once Chemistry is turned from its original object 9 which 

is the observation of the peculiarities of matter 9 it 

becomes Alchemy 9 which seeks an illusive mirage and must 

be shunned by every Muslim who believes in the Qur 9an 
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and has a modicmn of reasono(i) 

The main condition in learning and acquiring 

knowledge is that it must be within the framework of 

the Qux- 11 an and the Sunnah 51 for if they do not sanction 

it 9 it is clearly a pseudo=scienceo The Qur 51an always 

urges the believers to seek knowledge and to use the 

gift of reason to see in themselves and the natural 

phenomena the meaning of their existence and to dis= 

cover also its origin and goalo( 2 ) 

As every science is sought for its benefits and 

because it serves a special aim 51 as Medicine for 

health and Jurisprudence for knowing the religious 

ordinances and permitted things 9 so is Sufism for 

the remedy of the hearts and purification of soulso 

And because the veneration of any science stems from 

the veneration of its object there is no science more 

to be venerated than Sufism 11 for its object is the 

fear of God as a result of knowing Him and a promise 

of following His ordinancep as al=Junaid said: "If I 

knew that there were under the sky a more honourable 

science than this science of which we talk with our 

companions 9 I would seek it outo 11 (
3 ) 

Having briefly reviewed Zarrtlq9 s position with 

respect to Sufism and his conception of its role and 

importance in the Muslim 9 s life 9 it is now time to 

1 o 'Uddat al~murid 51 Po57=59o 

2o See the Qur 11an; 3~751 35:289 2:2599 30:509 6:9911 
29:20p 88:179 etco 
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throw some light on the major Sufi teachings upon 

which he expounded in his many works 9 in order to 

have a clearer picture of our Shaikh as a Sufi 

master and the leader of an Ordero 
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A) IN THEORY 

God~ Man and the Universe 

It has been stated above that Sufism's object is 

the endeavour to realize man's relationship with God 

and to gain a firm knowledge of Him by passing through 

spiritual experienceo This~ of course~ requires first 

the confession that there is a God who created this 

Universe~ including Man~ and then to look at His rela= 

tion to the Universe and Liano Without this confession 

there is no point in discussing the notion at all o 

The core of religious teaching~ in any religion~ 

is the Absolute and whatever the differences may be 

among the religious groups~ it is clear that without 

accepting a first cause~(i) or a creator~ or a source 

of our existence there can be no spiritual foundation 

for this existence and we must give up any attempt to 

think of ito 

1 o In Islam~ as in Christianityp theologians were much 
concerned to 'demonstrate' the existence of ·God on 
logical groundso (See: Do Bo Macdonald; Aspects of' 
Islam~ Londonp 1911, ppoll5=145 9 and John Hick; 
~hilosophy of Religion~ Cambridge~ 1963, ppol5~30)o 
From the Sufi standpointp there is no need to prove 
God's existence~ since He is self=evidento Ibn 4 A~a~ 
Allah al=Iskandari says: "How could one imagine that 
anything veils Him 11 when He it is Who manifests every= 
thing? How could one imagine that anything veils Him 9 

when He is manifest through everything? How could 
one imagine that anything veils Him 9 when He is 
manifest in everything? How could one imagine that 
anything veils Him~ when He is manifest to every= 
thing? How could one imagine that anything veils 
Him 9 since He was manifest before anything was? How 
could one imagine that anything veils Himl) when He 
is more manifest than everything?" (See: Sho al= 
Hikarn 9 ppo66=67)o 
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Islam 9 as a religion 9 is based essentially on the 

meaning or its name (submission) which means complete 

surrender to God by following His commandments which 

have come to us through His messengers 9 seeking His 

satisfaction and avoiding whatever provokes His wrath. 

Now 9 surism is the more spiritual aspect of Islam 9 

and the most subtle part of Surism is that which deals 

with God and the relationship between Him and His 

creation 9 simply because Sufism assumes a direct 

association (mu'amalah) between God and mano(i) 

The conception of God 9 His attributes and what is 

related to Him occupies an important place in the 

history of Islamic thought 9 and we do not think that 

we are far rrom the truth in assuming that the whole 

history or Islamic thought emerged rrom the arguments 

exchanged between learned men regarding God and His 

relation to His creationo This is applicable to 

Theology 9 Philosophy and 9 naturally 9 Sufismo 

What has our Shaikh to say on this subject? 

Berore we proceed to set rorth his conception of 

God and creation 9 it is necessary to deal with an 

important point raised by one of his masters which 

may bear some significance in this mattero 

Talking about his pupil 9 
6 Abd al=Ra~an al=Sakhawi 

says in his al=Daw 9 al=lami~ that 11 it was said that he 

inclined to Ibn 'Arabio 11 (
2 ) Such a judgement may be 

1 o Qawa~id 9 p.l5o 

2. al=~aw 9 al=lamid 9 po222o 
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interpreted as anallusion to the well=known doctrine of 

Muhyi al=Din Ibn sArabi on the Unity of Being (wahdat 
0 

al=wujud)o 

This was 9 and still isp considered a dangerous 

position especially in Sunni circles 9 since Unity of 

Being is regarded 9 as it is understood 9 as a sort of 

shirk by claiming that God manifests Himself in His 

creation and that every particle in the whole of 

existence bears a certain element of Divinity in ito 

This leads to a kind of association (musharakah) with 

God in His most essential quality: Divinity (ulUhiyah) 

in which none of His creatures 9 however near to Him 9 

can participateo 

It seems that al=Sakhawi cmifused 9 in his remark 

about his pupil 9 w~dat al=wujud (Unity of Being) and 

watdat al=shuhud (unity of vision) which the Shadhilis 

heldo The difference between the two is that whereas 

the first means that all the beings are one in fact 

and the multiplicity which we thitikexists is merely a 

manifestation of Divinity in the variety of His crea= 

tiono The latter is a conscious process whereby the 

consciousness unites all the phenomenal existence and 

demolishes the external differences in ito 

The distinction between these two kinds of wa9dah 

is confused sometimes 9 especially since the Shadhills 

were not serious opponents of Ibn 'Arabio(i) Their 

1 o See: 'Abd al~Qadir MaQffiud; al=Falsafah al=gufiyah 
fi al=Islam 9 Cairo 9 1966 9 po 
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great exponent Ibn 4 A~a 9 Allah al=Iskandari 9 was not far 

from Ibn Arabi's teachingso Zarruq himself used to defend 

him in many of his works on the grounds that he did not mean 

to say what his opponents had concluded from his writings 

and that his expressions on the problem or Divinity were for 
() 

the elite whose understanding is capable of grasping the real 

meaning of his sayings 9 not for the common people who are 

unable to read between the lineso(i) 

1 o See Sh, Nfuliyyat al-Shushtari 9 Mso Madrid 9 pol7o It is 
noteworthy to find that while ZarrUq does not approve of some 
of' Ibn 'Arabi's utterances such as his saying:: "I am the 
Qur 9an and th? Seven Repetitions (al=saba al=mathani 9 the 
first surah)o I am the Spirit of the Spirit 9 not the spirit 
of the vessels (awani 9 bodies) 9

11 and regards them as an un= 
acceptable saying 9 he defends him at the same time on the 
grounds that Ibn 'Arabi did not find the proper language in 
which to express his stateo In his Sho al=mab~it al=a§liyah 
(Mso Rabat 9 2284 D9 Po236) he connects Ibn 'Arabi and other 
Sufi masters 9 in quoting Abu ijayyan(?) in his book al-Nahr 
al=mudi (al=mu~addi) min al=ba~ accusing him of being a 
QUluli (incarnationist)o Zarruq rejects this accusation and 
denies that either Ibn ~Arab! 9 or the other masters 9 intended 
to say what has been falsely understood from his utteranceso 
In his Qawa'id al=tasawwuf (ppo51=52) he records the following 
rule as one of the Sufi principles:: 11To suspend judgement 
(tawaqquf) in case of doubt is required 9 just as unequivoca= 
lity in what is obvious 9 be it good or bad 9 is required alsoo 11 

He further points out that some dispute arose among 1\Iuslims 
concerning Ibn 'Arabi and other Sufiso He deduces from the 
statements of li!alik bo Anas and Abu Bakr bo Fa'IJvrak that it 
is far better to recognise one thousand w1believers 9 at 
even the slightest indication of Islam~ as believers 9 than 
to consider one believer as an unbeliever for one suspicion 
(shubhah)o Zarruq relates that his master 9 AbU 'AbdAllah 
al=Qawri 9 was asked while he was present: "What is your 
opinion of Ibn 'Arabi al-ijatimi?' al=Qawri replied: 9 He 
knew every art as well as its own adherents~ They said: 
0'We did not ask you about this o 

9 He said: 9 There is a 
great difference of opinion abo~t himo While some consider 
him as an unbeliever others regard him as a Pole (qu"ftb)o 9 

They said: 9What do you prefer?' He answeredg 'Submission~ 9 

Here Zarruq comments by saying that it is as ri$ky to 
charge a man with tmbelief 9 as it is to exalt him too muchSJ 
since this exaltation may lead the listener to a harmf'ul 
situation 9 by following Ibn 'Arabi's enigmatic sayings and 
imitating them 9 without understanding their hidden double
edged meaningo (Qawg'id 9 ppo51=52)o 
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Lordship and Servanthood: 

There are two aspects of God which are somehow 

difrerent: Divinity or Godhead ( 9 u1Uhiyah) and Lordship 

(rububiyah). The first is applied to God as such. He wasp 

is 9 and will be God with all the requirements or Godhead 9 

whether He created the worlds or not •. The second implies 

creating something 9 to actualise the meaning of Lordship. 

Because we know that He brought us forth rrom nothingness 9 

we know that we are different from Him since we lack one 

of His qualities which is al=khalg min al=~adam (creatio 

ex nihilo) 9 and thus we are dependent on Him. So it is 

necessary to realize our position with regard to Him 9 

our Servanthood ( 'ubudiyah) vis. a vis His Lordship. (i) 

"The essence of the Way and its benefits are in 

seeking the realization of the human reality (al=~aqiqah 

al=insaniyah) by gnostic realities (al=l;,laqai__g_ al= 

'irfaniyah). There is no afrinity between a slave and 

his lord except by the Divine Providence 9 due to the 

fact that the Lord created him from naught, provided 

him with graces and allotted to him with beneficence."( 2 ) 

From the very beginning 9 says the Shaikh 9 we have to 

realize that God is completely dirrerent rrom anything we 

see or think or. His existence is distinguished rrom 

any other existence and His Being does not resemble any 

other being. The rirst thing which proved this distinc= 

tion is the fact that Man was created rrom nothing by the 

1. Sh. al=maba~ith al=a~liyah 9 p.139. 

2o Ibido 
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VJill of God and His wisdom 9 as the Qur 9an says~ "Is He 

who creates like him who does not create'?"(i) The 

ability to create is confined to God alone~ so that we 

find ourselves in a position that compells us to submit 

to him and be satisfied with whatever He willso( 2) 

Realizing this fundamental fact and understanding 

our position 9 we have to act accordinglyo This requires 

a profound look at Nature and ourselves in response to 

the Quranic verse~ "We shall show them Our signs on the 

horizons and within themselves 9 until it will be.mani= 

fest unto them that it is the Truth;(3) A deeper look 

1 o Qur 9an; 16~17o 

2o Sho al=Hikam 9 po279o The idea of creation 9 which is 
common to the three monotheistic religions (Islam 9 

Christianity 9 and Judaism) 9 in Burc~1adt 9 s opinion 9 

contradicts in appearance the idea of the essential 
Unity of all beingsp since creatio ex nihilo seems 
to deny the pre=existence of the possibilities of the 
Divine Essence and in consequence to deny also their 
subsistence in It 9 whereas the idea of manifestation 9 
as taught in Hinduism 9 relates relative beings to 
Absolute Essence as reflections are related to their 
luminous sourceo (Introduction to Sufi Doctrine 9 po65)o 
This problem of Creationp in fact 9 faced all sedions 
in Islamic thoughto Vfuile the d~gmatic IaQiris under= 
stood the Name (or Quality) of Creator (al=khaliq) as 
the Bringer=out=from=nothingness 9 without the pre= 
existence of relative beings 9 the Mu'tazilah were 
divided regarding their approach to this problemo 
Some of themp however 9 held that there was a sort of 
being before creation (which means here 9 ijad or pro= 
duction to existence) in forms (~uw~)o These were 
rGefd~ted ont the ~ro1unQds1~htat th

1
is_dimpl1(·es aEdtenial

1
_tof) ) 

o s mos spec1a ua 1 y; a -~1 am pre= erna 1 y o , 
Others thought that some. of Gods Qualities 9 attributed 
to Him were 9 or arep mere "possibilities" of the Divine 
Essencep such as al=M sin {the Bestower) al=Razig (the 
Provider) 9 al~ 4 Al!m the All=knower);etco9-sihce:these 
Qualities require a subject through which to be mani= 
fested; the Quality "Creator" is one of themo Accor~ 
dingly 9 God was able to create pre=eternally 9 but He 
created in specific time (or in time) according to His 
willo This might be what Ibn 'Arabi called ta'ayyun 
(determination or individuation) in relation to God and 
His creationo (Cf o Ibido 9 po66) o 

3o QUr 9 an; 41~53o 
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inside ourselves and at phenomenal existence will make 

clear our entire dependence upon God 9 not only in exis= 

tence but also in the continuation of this existenceo 

God created us and He preserves our existence 9 and it 

is up to His absolute will to do whatever He wishes for 

us and all creationo 

When we look at the qualities of Lordship we find 

them set out in four categories: Independence (ghina) 9 

Might (~zzah) 9 Potency (gudrah) and Power (guwwah)o These 

are opposite to the qualities of servanthood which are~ 

dependence (faqr) 9 humility (dhull) 9 impotence ('~) and 

weakness (9a'f)o The servant·'s attitude towards these 

qualities is fulfilled by two means: a) al=Ta'allug 

(attachment or devotion) to the Lordshipo b) al=~a~agg~ 

(actualization) of servanthoodo That is 9 to be completely 

devoted to recognising the Lord 9 s qualities 9 paying no 

attention to other than Him 9 being entirely dependent on 

Him 9 and considering the servant 9 s qualities as inseparable 

from himself and that they are his real essenceo(i) 

This position of servanthood before the Lord means 

an emancipation towards otherso Once Man realizes that 

the real Lordship is for God only and sets his face 

towards Him 9 he becomes free from regarding others as 

masters of his destiny or controllers of his lifeo He 

does not fear them any moreo And this is the real 

liberationo( 2 ) 

1 o Shar~ al=ijikam 9 po255o 

2o Ibido9 poll4o 
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Servanthood is in fact an exalted degree of existence 

and human beings must be content with ito When the Prophet 

was given the choice of being an angel=prophet or a human= 

prophet 9 i o eo p servant 9 he said~ "0 Lord~ (I want to be 

a human=prophet)o I become hungry one day and sated on 

another o When I am hungry I implore You P and when I am 

sated I thank Youo 11 Zarruq comments that the Prophet did 

not favour one state to the other 9 but that he favoured 

servanthood in both of themo Also when the Prophet said: 

"I am the master of the sons of Adam 9 and I say this 

without boasting 9
11 Abu al=~Abbas al=Mursl: commented by 

saying~ "He has no pride in mastership since his real 

pride is in servanthoodo 11 (i) 

To be a true servant is to accomplish your duties 

towards the Lord 9 and the sign of truthfulness is to 

trust Him 9 become dependent on Him and be content with 

whatever comes from Him 9 since He alone has the right 

to decide whether to give or withholdo( 2 ) 

The Divine 1~: 

There are several references in the QurPan to God 9 s 

Names by which Muslims can call on Him or by which they 

pray to Himo(3 ) These exalted Names occupy an important 

place in the history of Sufism and were a subject of 

innumerable discussions and compilations either about 

their nature and meaning or about their usage o (LJ.) Our 

1 o Sho al=ijikam 9 Po49o Cfo the ~ of al=Tirmidhi/managib. 

2 o Ibido 9 Po279 o 
3o See~ Qur 9an; 18:7 9 17~llp 8:209 24:59· 
4. Sho al=Hikamp p. 
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Shaikh dedicated a whole work of his to discuss this 

issue from different points of view and to explain their 

usage o (i ) 

The common belief among lvluslirns is that the exalted 

Names number 99 according to the Prophetic traditiono 

That is because God has named Himself with these Names 

in the Qur 9an and has urged Muslims to call Him by themo( 2 ) 

Zarruq confirms this limited number and says that they 

are the only accepted Names in accordance with scripture 

(~ including Qur 9an and Tradition) and consensus 

(ijma 4 )o Thus they are inspired (tawqlfiyah) and no 

other names should be used in prayer or invocationo At 

the same time any other name appropriate to God is 

acceptable 9 if it is in conformity with Arabic etymo

logy9 because the religion is Arabic and the Qur 9an is 

Arabico(3 ) That is why some Sufi masters 9 like Abu al~ 
~Abbas al=Blini 9 were able to increase the number of God 9 s 

Names up to 153 nameso (L~) 

The exalted Names are divided into four categories 9 

each of which deals with a particular aspect of Divinity 9 

as follows: 

1) Names of Essence (Asmaj) al=Dhat) which are 

confined to the Ipseity (huwwiyah) Itself 9 and not associa= 

ted with anything save God Himself 9 being absolutely 

1 o See the Catalogue Noo LXo 

2o al~Maq§ad al=asma 9 Pol7lo 

3o ~o 9 po250o 

4 0 Ibid 0 9 p 0 172 0 
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incomparable and incapable of being imitated by any 

creatureo They are peculiar to Him aloneo Allah is the 

supreme and most characteristic Name 9 including all the 

concepts of Divinity and Lordship 9 and nothing in the 

whole Universe can share with Him in any way in this 

Nameo 

2) Names of Qualities (Asma 9 al-§ifat) which are 

neither He nor other than Him 9 nor are they among them

selves distinctive (separative) (la hiya huwa wa la hiya 

ghayruhu wa la hiya fi rna bainaha agh,yar) 0 

3) Names of action (Asma 9 al=Af 6 al) which indicate 

any kind of action such as al=khalig (O~~ator) and al= 

raziq (Provider)o 

4) Names of Transcendence (Asma 9 al=Tanzih) which 

indicate the absolute sanctity of God 9 such as al=QuddUs 

(the Holy One ) o 

The other classification of the Names is that they 

are divided into two sections~ 1) the Inclusive Names 

( al~Asn1a P al=Jami' ah) which include other Names or their 

meaningso When we say al<=iVIalik (the King) 9 for example 51 

we understand the meaning of al=Qawiy (the Powerful) and 

al=Qadir (the Capable) 9 or when we say al=Ghatir (the 

Forgiver) we associate with it al=RaQim (the Merciful)9 

al=Latif (the Kind) 9 al=Wadud ! (the Loving) and so ono 

2) the Exclusive Names such as al=Vfflhid (the One) 9 

al=~amad (the Eternal) 9 etco(i) 

1 o al=Maqsad al=Asma 9 
9 p o 175 o 
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The third classification is that there are: 

1) Names of Beauty (al~asma 9 al=jamaliyah) like 

al~Muvmin (the Faithful) 9 al=Salam (Peace)~ al=Wadud 

(the Loving) o 

2) Names of Majesty (~mav al=jalaliyah) like 

al=Qahhar (the Irresistable) 9 al=Jabbar (the Dominant) 9 

al=rvluntagim (the Avenger) and al=Mutakabbir (the Proud)o 

·3) Names of Perfection (al-asmav al=kamaliyah) like 

al=Vffl~id (the One)~ al=Ahad (the Unique) al=QuddUs (the 

Holy One) and al=~amad (the Eternal)o(1 ) 

The fourth classification is that there are~ 

1) Absolute Names (al=asma 9 al=mutlaqah) which are 

allusions to God alone~ such as Allah and al=ijagg (the 

Truth) or are restricted to Him like al=Bari (the Maker) 

and al=Khaliq (the Creator)o 

2) Derivative Names (al=asmaD al=mushtaggah) which 

are derived from His actions 9 like al=r:Iusawwir (the 

Designer) al=flliujid (the Creator) al=Kar'im (the Bounti:t'ul)o(2) 

The fifth classification is that there are~ 

1) Complementary Names (al=asma~ al=mutakamilah) 

in which we see that one Nrune complements another 9 like 

al=Rawnan and al=Ral}Im (the Compassionate and the IJierciful) v 

al=~Azim and al=Kabir (the Great and the Grand)~ al='Afuvvw 

and al-Ghafir (the Pardoner and the Forgiver) 9 and so ono 

1 o al=I\iaq§ad al=asma9
9 po238o 

2o Ibido 9 Po238o 
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2) Names of Opposition (al~asma' al=mutagabilah) 

like al=Mubdi and al=Mu 6 Id (the Initiator and the Restorer) 51 

al-filugaddim and al=Mu 51 akhkhir (the Preceding and the 

Succeeding) 9 al=Rafi 4 and al=Khafig (the Exalter and the 

Abaser) 9 al=Basit and al=Qabig (the Causer of expansion 

and the Causer of Contraction) 9 etco(1 ) 

Regarding the usage of the Divine Names Zarruq says 

that they are to be used in five waysg 

1) Knowledge ('ilm) 9 since we must know them to 

know God through themo He who does not know whom he 

worships is not a true believer 9 simply because he is 

ignorant 9 and ignorance is contrary to beliefo( 2 ) 

2) Preservation (~if~) 9 for God's Names are a means 

of protection from enemies and calamities either within 

man 9 like the soul and its desires 9 or outside him in 

his daily lifeo(3) 

1 o al~Maqsad al=asma' , pp o 1 72~1 75 o 

2o Ibido 9 Po250o 

3o It is permitted to invoke God 9 s Names, by other methods 
of invocation 9 for the purpose of asking His protec= 
tion and favouro If God's grace comes through invoking 
His Name 9 this will cause love for them 9 love for him 
who brought them (the Prophet) 9 and love for God 
Himselfo If the benefit did not occur 9 there is His 
kindness (lutf) as a compensation 9 which implies the 

~ 

intimacy of the soul with the remembrance of the 
Trutho But it is surely undesirable and rather 
reprehensible to use invocation for purely wordly 
purposes 9 so that we may exalt God 9 s Names, His words 
in the Qur 9an 9 and the prayers of the Prophetj) and 
to preserve their loftiness in the spiritual realmo 
(Qawa'id al=tasawwuf 9 Po78)o 
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3) Attachment (ta'allug) 9 and that is to comprehend 

the meaning of' the Name and set our faces towards God in 

conformity with its meaningo When we know that He is 

al=Majid (the Glorious) 9 for example9 we have to glorify 

Hirn 9 or al-Ra]].Im (the Merciful) 9 we must seek His mercy 

upon us 9 or al-Muntaqim (the Avenger) we must beware of 

His wrath 9 or al=Jabbar (the Dominant) we must fear Himo 

Lt.) Realization (tal)aqq~) and Assimilation (takhalluq) o 

This applies to our attitude towards ourselves and otherso 

vv11en we fully comprehend that God is al=Ra]J.im (Iviercif'ul) 

we must have mercy towards others and be kind to them 9 

and so on with al=Wadud (the Loving) 9 al=Ghafur (the 

ForgiverL al='dahhab (the Bestower) al=§abllr (the Patient)o 

Al~Hasib (the Reckonner) means that we should examine our 

consciencep while al-Raq!b (the Observor) means to watch 

our thoughts and deeds and control themo ft.l=I·.lu'li (the 

Giver) means to give to the poor 9 and al=Mani~ (the 

Withholder) is to withhold ourselves from falling into 

sino ( 1 ) 

The Ta'allug 9 in f'act 9 is the attitude of' the servant 

towards Godp where nothing is regarded as real save His 

exaltation 9 wh~le the Takhallug is being so impressed by 

the Name that the servant is only conscious of' His per= 

fection in every Name and tries to "assimilate" His 

qualities by behaving in accordance with the meaning of 

1 o al-Maqsad al-asma 9 
9 pol74o 
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the Name in an adequate manner~ in a given situationo(i) 

5) Invocation (dhikr) either in the sense of adora= 

tion (taGabbud) or in the sense of supplication (tawassul) 

or as a means of seelcing the Name 9 s particular effect 

(.:lfalab al=1dlal§31?iYah) o 

The real benefit to be gained from invocation of the 

Names lies in perfect scrutiny (tama''un) and complete 

understanding of its meaningo Without realizing the 

inner meaning of the Name and feeling its effect 9 its 

invocation will be merely a useless habit as usually 

practiced by the common peopleo(i) 

The Universe: 

"The Universe (al=kawn) for the Suf'is is equivalent 

to the World (al='alam) for the Theologianso It is every 

existing thing other than Almighty God and His essential 

qualitiesooo The existence of the Universe is not in 

itself neither for itself nor by itselfo So it is non= 

being ('adam) in all of its states; in the past because 

it was created~ in the present because it is not inde= 

pendent~ and in the future similarlyo 11 (
2 ) 

This quotation may suggest that our Shaikh was a 

nihilist who sees the whole of Being as non-existento 

1 o Ibido ~ Pol75~ This has nothing to do with "assimi= 
lation of the Divine Qualities" (al-itti~af bi al= 
~ifat al=ilahiyah) under which Union with God is con= 
ceived by Ibn aArabi 9 according to Burckhardto (Ofo 
An Introduction to Sufi Doctrine 9 Po96)o It is 9 in 
factp a mere "absorption" of the Divine Qualities 
through awareness of His Names~ and an effort to 
"imitate" them on the part of the servanto 

2 o al-maql§3ad al-asma ~ 9 Po250o 
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This is not true 9 since we know that we exist and that 

there are other things which existo This existencep 

howeverp rrorn the Su~i point o~ view 9 is not realo It 

is a degree o~ existence maintained by the Grace o~ God 

who is its Creator and Preserver a Besides ,God aEf- Za:truq 

puts it p _-: _' _ "there is no Reality save Him" (laisa 

'ala al=~aq!qati illa Allah)o(i) 

There are two degrees of existence then; the Realp 

which is God 9 and the unreal 9 which is other than Himo 

The Real is completely independent and Sel~=sufficientp 

while the unreal is entirely dependent ror its conti= 

nuance on the Real and His willa The relation between 

the two existences is like the relation between the 

body and the shadowo The body is real and the shadow 

is a mere image that indicates its existenceo (i ) 

While Real existence has its own unchangeable 

identity and quality 9 the unreal is divided into two 

-existences; that which lasts eternally (like the Spirit) 

and that which perishes (like the body) 9 and yet both of 

them share in being non=being ('adam) in relation to 

the Realo The first is naught because it depends for 

its existence on His preservation (gi~il and it would 

cease to exist without His support 9 and the second 

becomes naught when it perisheso( 2 ) 
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Because the Universe was naught it was darkness 

(~ulmah)o It became illuminated only be being created 9 

that is by being brought out into relative existence as 

a manifestation of God 9 s attributeso God manifested 

Himself in the Universe through His qualitieso He 

manifests His omniscience ( 4 ilm) by making it perfect 9 

His will (mashi 11 ah) by specifying its creation and His 

omnipotence (gudrah) by bringing it out of non=beingo 

This manifestation (zuhur) is our means of knowing Him 

by the indications of the Universe and not in a purely 

formal or an incarnational wayo Thus we have to under= 

stand the Verse of Lighto(i) 

"God is the Light of the heavens and of the eartho 

The UniversP. is the niche where is the lamp of the 

actions which collects the oil pressed from the olive

tree of the qualities of perfectiono It is neither of 

God's Beauty eastern nor of His majesty westerno Its 

oil is on the point of burning even without being touched 

by the fire of the effect emerging from the lamp of the 

qualitieso Light upon light of actions 9 upon the light 

of Attributes 11 upon the light of Names 11 upon light of 

Qualitiesooo God guides to His light whom He wisheso( 2 ) 

2o l£1go 11 Cfo the Qur 9an; 24:35o The underlined words 
are Qur 9anico 
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Contemplation: 

The Universe is 9 in factg like a mirror whose sur= 

face reflects the images or God 9 s qualitieso To see 

these images on the mirror 9 s suface we need light 9 ioeo 9 

guidanceo When God sheds His light He reveals Himself 

to us through His qualities and we become able to see 

Himg that is contemplate Himo The more the light is 

shed 9 the clearer the image isg and the keener the sight 

is the more clearly we can seeo To contemplate God then 

means to be aware of His influence (ta 9thir) in Exis= 

tence and apprehend His image in the reflecting mirror 

of the Universeo 

The degrees of Contemplation (mushahadah) differ 

from one to another in accordance with the amount of 

light shed by God upon the servant and according to his 

aptitude 9 as Zarruq puts it~ 

"God may be contemplated in the Universe as a ruler 

and an agent (mudabbiran wa ra~ilan)p or as a preserver 

and maintainer (gaPiman biha wa qa 9 iman 'alaiha)o He 

may be contemplated before it as its founder and deter= 

miner or after ito Thus he who contemplates the whole 

Universe as darkness enlightened only by the Truth has 

opened all the doors of manifestation (tajalli) 9 since 

he contemplates Him with a devoted heart full of 

transcendent Unity o 19 ( 
1 ) 
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This means that the Truth penetrates Universal 

phenomena in all its aspects 9 and we have to 11 loolr" at 

it in these aspects which are but appearances of the 

Truth 9 taking into consideration the fact that nothing 

existsp in reality 9 save the Truth Itself in Its various 

forms and shapeso 

Moreover 9 this does not apply only to the natural 

phenomena in which we have to be aware of the Truth in 

order to contemplate It 9 but it is also necessary in our 

actionso In any action we take the Truth is behind ito 

Here also man can contemplate It before the actionll by 

knowing that there is neither will nor ability to carry 

it out save by the will and the power of Godp since 

"His are the keys of the heavens and the earth 9
11 (i) or 

after the action by forgetting this fact until he 

realizes in certain actions that he is unable to achieve 

his purpose without God 9 s helpo In the first case man 

"trusts" God because he knows that everything is from 

Him and by Him 9 and in the second case he "remembers" 

the grace of God and thanks Himo In both cases man 

contemplates God in one of His qualities which is al=gahr 

~, (irresistability) 9 (
2 ) either before the action or after 

ito This 9 in itself 9 is an advantage which the headless 

(al-ghafil) lacksll but the best of all is he who contem= 

plates the Truth in 9 at 9 before and after everything. 

That is he whose light is perfect.,to whom mysteries have 

been revealedo(3) 

1. Qur 9an; 42:12. 

2o Sho al=~ikam 9 po63. 

3 o Ibido 9 Po61 o 
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Knowledge: 

God is manifested in the whole of Existenceo How 

does it happen then that not all men are aware of Him? 

To answer this question Zarruq says that God is 

neither veiled nor the vei1 9 because He is the Light 

as clear as the suno What prevents some of us from 

being aware of Him are the clouds 9 ourselves 9 the 

others (al=aghyar) or terrestial pre~occupationso 

Although all these are relative 9 unreal and naught 

beside the Absolute Real and Existentp and because they 

are so 9 they cover our sight and become barriers between 

us and Himo It is by the light of the sun that we can 

see~ but we ought not to look at the sun directly 9 

other\rlise we shall become blindo By that light of the 

sun we know that it exists and know its qualities alsoo 

God 9 therefor·e P reveals Himself by His signs ( pay'at) to 

indicate His existence and enable us to know Him and 

His qualities 9 but not His essence (mahiyyah) 9 since 

this is a secret area where none is allowed to penetrate 

or knowo (i) 

IU1owledge of God 9 His existence and qualities 9 does 

not require any evidence 9 simply because He is Self= 

evidento Men 9 however, are veiled from Him by His own 

willo If He wishes any of them to know Him He removes 

the veil from their sight and thus they become able to 

recognize Him by the indications of His creationo( 2 ) 

1 o Shar~ al='Aqidat al-Ghazall 9 pol3=14o 

2 o Ibido p Po4o 
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According to this concept all believers 9 then 9 have 

been guided by God 9 s light 9 because all of them have 

confessed Him by having faith in Him 9 and all of them 

have recognized Him which means that they have a portion 

of knowledge which is called ta 4 arruf (recognition)o 

But this is not the real knowledge 9 the profound 

acquaintance with Godo It is a lower degree of knowledge 

which preceeds faith 9 and is shared in common by all 

believerso Real knowledge is confined especially to 

the gnostics ('arifnn) by which they are distinguished 

from the common people and from one anotherp in accor= 

dance with their degrees of attainment (wu~nl) 9 which 

is called gnosis (ma 4 rifah)o(i) 

There are three ways to obtain this particular 

knowledge or gnosis~ a) By investigation (ta~~g~) 9 

which is followed by Theologianso b) By certainty 

(
91gan) which is the way of the common sincere believerso 

c) By contemplation (shuhu~)P which is a gift bestowed 

by God on the perfect Sufis who strive to prepare their 

hearts to obtain knowledge coming through Revelation 

and the direct contact of the Heart with the Supreme 

Qualities of. Godo( 2 ) 

KnowledKe and Reason: 

What then is the rele of reason in this process? 

Reason is of great importanceo It is one of the 

means of knowledge 9 but not the best of themo As the 

1o Sho 4 Agidat al=Ghazal! 9 Po3o 

2 o Ibido p Po4o 
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knowledge of the co~non man is desirable imitation 

(taqlid mat1Ub) 9 rational knowledge is higher than the 

common one and is for the elite (al=kha~~ah); it does 

not,however,reach the degree of the knowledge of the 

·elite of the elite (k.ha@@atu al=kha~@ah) 0 ( 

1 
) 

From the ontological point of view the whole of 

Existence is divided into four spheres 9 or worlds 9 .of 

which three are accessible to knowledge, while the 

fourth is restricted to God Himself~ 

a) The world of the Kingdom ('alam al=mulk) which 

is known by sense (~) and imagination (wahm) o b) The 

world of Kingship ('alam al=malakut) which is known by 

reason ('agl1 and understanding (fahm)o c) The world 

of Domination ('alam al=jabarut) which is know.n 9 either 

by sense or by reasono d) The world of Omnipotence 

('alam al=qudrah) which is not subject to knowledge in 

any way and is the all exclusive region of God 9 s Essenceo( 2 ) 

In respect to the relation between 'agl and ma'rifah 9 

we find that there are three types 9 or degrees 9 of 'uqul~ 

(plural of 4 aql)~ each of them having its sphere of 

knowledge~ 

1 o Sho 'Agidat al=Ghazal! 9 Po4o 
2o ~o 9 ppol3=14o 'Klam al=mulk is called 'alam al= 

nasut (the World of Humanity or the Human Sense) some= 
times.; Al=Ghazali calls it 'alam al=mulk wa al= 
shahadaho 'alam al=gudrah is known also as 'alam al= 
lahut (the World of Godhead) and 'alam al= 4 izzah (the 
World of Sovereign Power)o See for more detailed dis~ 
cussion of these ideas~ Martin Lings~ A Moslem Saint of 
the Twentieth Centurl 9 ppol34=135 9 and~ Spencer 
Trimingham; The Sufi Orders in Islam 9 PPol60=16lo 
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a) 4!gl ]ab 0 (Nature) which is equivalent to the 

common sense (sen~us communis) and is instinctively 

possessed by all mankind by which they distinguish 

between the harmful and the beneficial in this worldo 

b) 4~1 mawhibah (gift) which is equivalent to the 

Light granted by God to the believers~ which shows them 

His commandments and prohibitions in order to discourage 

misconduct and encourage obedience to His ordinanceso 

c) 4 Aql ikhti~a§ (specification) which is equivalent 

to the intellect .with which the prophets and the gnostics 

are favoured~ and by which they comprehend the realities 

of thingso (1 ) 

From this division we see that the second and the 

third e~ are gifts bestowed by God 9 s grace to whomso= 

ever He chooses from among His servants and by which they 

are distinguished in degrees of knowledgeo 

The perfect knowledge of God cannot be achieved by 

the sense, because it deals with material objectsp and 

God is not materialp neither by imagination 9 since this 

deals with forms and God is without form, nor by reason, 

1 o "The tragedy of modern Western philosophy 9
11 says 

Sayyed Hossein Nasrp 11 lies 9 from the Muslim point of 
view 9 in confusing intellect and reasono The intellect 
is which the Sufi doctrine appeals and through which 
it is understood is that instrument of knowledge which 
perceives directlyo It is not reason 9 which isp at 
best, its mental imageo Intellectus is not ratioo 
The latter can understand philosophy in the usual 
meaning of the word: only the former can understand 
metaphysics in its true sense which lies at the heart 
of the doctrineo 11 (Ideals and Realities of Islam, 
pol36) o 
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since this deals with the causes of things 9 and God is 

not causedo The highest achievement of the reason being 

to confirm that God is the first cause and that He is 

incomparable? nothing more o ( 1 ) 

Beyond the reach of reason there is a higher stage 

o~ knowledge inexp~essible by any means of human expression 9 

and so it is incommunicable to others unless they attain 

to it by themselveso That is the experiential knowledge ) 

(al=ma 4 rifah al=wijdaniyah) with regard to which Reason 

can do nothing except surrender and confess that the most 

reasonable thing to do is to submit? believe and wait 

for experience itself 9 just as it is impossible to tell 

others of the meaning of honeyYs delight without tasting 

it 9 or to explain the delight of sexual intercourse to a 

boy who has not yet reached the age of maturityo( 2 ) 

This experiential knowledge is the swnmit of certainty 

and the cream of all knowledgeo Once it has been obtained 

all other sorts of knowledge melt away 9 as Abu al=J;;Iasan 

al~Shadhili said~ "Yife have seen God by the light of faith 

and certainty which spared us the need of any evidence or 

demonstration." It can not· be achieved except by a 

practical discipline where man must become one of the 

travellers in the Way that leads to it? orienting himself 

entirely towards God by attachment and realisation? 

carrying out His ordinance and obeying His commando (3 ) 

1 • Ttigfat al=murid 9 Po7o 

2. Sharh al=mabahith al~ 4 asliyah 9 pol54o 

3. Sho 4Aqidat al=Ghazali 9 Po21. 
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By effort (mujahadah) 9 action (Gamal) and complete 

devotion in endeavour for the Truth the door may be opened 

and the seeker may be allowed to entero Again 9 as al= 

Shadhili said: 

"Stand by one door 9 not waiting for other doors to 

be opened 9 and they will be openedo Submit to one King 9 

not waiting for other necks to submit to you 9 and they 

will submit to youo 11 (i) 

Effort and devotion,however,are not enough to reach 

the goalo They do not guarantee the opening of the dooro 

They are assisting factors onlyo It is the grace of God 

and His choice which decide on whom the Revelation will 

be bestowed and in whose heart the Divine Light will be 

shedo That is why we find that some seelcers have been 

blessed with such revelation 9 while others have noto It 

is according to Almighty God 9 s provision (imdad) and the 

seeker 9 s aptitude (isti'dad) that there is the believing= 

gnostic (al-'arif al-mu'tagid) as well as the enlightened 

gnostic (al=Garif al-mukashaf) who is acquainted with the 

secrets of the Qualities and becomes a wall (friend) of 

Godo ( 2 ) 

Extinction: 

Revelation means the realisation of the Truth 9 that 

there is no reality save the Absolute Reality 9 after the 

veil of ignorance has been removed from the sighto This 

1 o Sho 'Agidat al=Ghazali 9 Po20o 

2 o Ibido 9 p o20o 
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is knowledge in its various degreeso But the culmination 

of knowledge is not only to realise that everything is 

unreal beside the Real 9 but also to see it as darkness 

beside the Light and as non=being beside Him Who iso So 

nothing deserves to be regarded save Him alone 9 and we 

have to reject other than Him 9 simply because it is 

unreal 9 a mere shadow of the Realo(i) 

The dilemma is that "we" are 11 others 11 o How does it 

happen then that the rejected (marfu~) is the rejecter 

(rafi~) and vice versa? 

This is the only solution; to reject ourselves 9 to 

regard ourselves as naught beside the Existant and unreal 

beside the Realo That is to annihilate ourselves and 

pass away in the Truth 9 and this is called extinction 

(fana 9
) which is to consider all others (al=aghyar) 9 

including ourselves as nothing before His Existence and 

absent before His Presence in respect to all our quali= 

ties before His Qualities 9 and to be aware of His 

Existence 9 Presence and Qualities as manifested in us 

and in the Universe 9 as Ibn 'Ata 9 Allah al~Iskandari 

saidg "What a marvel~ How did it happen that the 

Existent appears in the non-existent or how is the 

ephemeral (hadith) confirmed by Him Whose quality is 

primordiality (qidrun)?~" Yfuen a man said before Abu 

al=Qasim al=Junaid: "Praise be to God~" and did not say 

"Lord of the worlds 9
11 al=Junaid said: "Say it 9 brother~ 
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Since 9 when the accident is associated with the Primordial 

the accident perishes and the Primordial abidesou(i) 

Extinction has a psychological connotation which 

leads to self=denial in respect of the servant's atti= 

tude towards the Lordo It does not mean to abolish the 

consciousness of the individual or self=annihilation; it 

means to be aware of God 9 to contemplate Him in every 

aspect of Existence as the Creator and the Preservero 

Thus man sees God as the only Agent (ka''al) and Realityo 

He realises his servanthood by recognizing his limits 9 

and 9 at the same time 9 becomes the master of the whole 

of Existence by being aware of nothing other than Himo( 2 ) 

These limits compe~ us to avoid any expression that may 

be taken as an allusion to a certain relation between 

the Lord and His servant where we do not differentiate 

between the two natureso We must not then use the 

expression wisal (union or communion) since the Prophet 

himself did not use such terms and did not claim such 

stages 9 and it has no meaningo Neither must we use the 

term WUfRtll (reaching or attainment) because this indicates 

that the servant was separated (maql'!! G ) from God 9 and is 

independent of Him 9 and this is not trueo God is always 

with us 9 nearer to us "than the jugular veino 11 (
2 ) 

The word wu~tll is justified only in one case; that 

is to indicate the degrees of knowledge 9 since "your 

attainment to God is your attainment to knowledge of Him" 

as Ibn 'Ata 9 Allah put ito(3 ) The reality of attainment 

1o Sho NU:n.imtal~Shushtar! 9 pollo 

2o ~op Po5o Qur 9an; 50;16o 
3o Sho al=Hikams> Po337o 
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is that the heart reaches the knowledge of Godvs Glory 

and Grandeur so that this knowledge penetrates both the 

heart and the limbs 9 in order to follow His will without 

hesitation or choiceo(i) Here 9 as in all other aspects 9 

we find a strong relation between knowledge and extinctiono 

"Anyone who attains to pure certainty (;?afw al=yaqin) 

through taste (dhawg) and experience (wijdan) is an 

attainer (wasil) 9 but there are different degrees of 

attainmento Some know Him through actions~ and this is a 

stage of revelation where their own and othersv actions 

perish before God 9 s actionso Some are situated in the 

station of awe (haibah) and intimacy (P~) because of 

what has been revealed to them of Majesty (jalal) and 

Beauty (jamal) and this is the manifestation by qualities 

(tajalli bi tariq al-~ifat)o Some ascend to the station 

of Extinction (maqam al=fana 9
) where the inward heart 

becomes so overwhelmed by the lights of certainty and 

contemplation that he becomes blind 9 in his contemplation 

of Him 1 to his own existencea This is the manifestation 

of the Essence (tajalli al=dhat) which the exclusive 

favoured ones (al=muqarrabUn) are endowed witho Above 

this there is the stage of the Reality of Certainty 

(!}aqq al=yaqYn) o 11 ( 
2 ) 

This gradation in attainment is applied also to the 

gradation. in extinction 9 since 9 as we are advised not 

to use the term wuenl in its simple conception 9 because 

1 o Sho al=Hikamp Po337o 

2o ~o 9 Po338o 
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the relation between God and man 9 or the Lord and the 

servant 9 is never severed but is a continuous processp 

we are advised also not to think that extinction has any 

linli t 9 since knowledge is limitless. The more we know 

of God 9 the more we attain to Him 9 and the more we 

extinguish ourselves in Him 9 the more we "see the Truth 

without creatures" (ru 9yat al={;Iag_q bila khalq) 9 ( 
1 ) not 

only in this world but in the Hereafter alsoo 11 (
2 ) 

Love~ 

When the servant contemplates his Lordp knows him 

and extinguishes himself in Him 9 he obtains the great 

beatitude (ghibtah) that results from attainment to Him. 
0 

This beatitude which the gnostic gains does not allow 

save of one thing only~ to love Himo Love is the summit 

of all other stages in which the gnostic is completely 

engrossed by God's Beauty and Majesty and is entirely 

absorbed in contemplation of His Existence through His 

Qualitieso I.ove comes after extinctionp not before ito 

When a disciple claimed Love in front of his masterp the 

master asked him~ "My son~ Has He tried you with other 

than Hirn 9 and you favoured Him then also? 11 The disciple 

replied~ "No~ 11 The master saidg "In that case your claim 

is false. 11 ( 3 ) 

The reality of love is that t.he beauty of the beloved 

overwhelms the whole heart 9 so that nothing occupies it 

1 o Sho NUn~ al=Shushtar! 9 po6o 

2o Sho al-Hikam 9 Po338. 

3 o Ibido 9 379o 
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save him 9 and thus the ultimate aim of the lover is to 

satisfy his beloved and gain his approvalo This requires 

complete obedience to whatever he orders or ~orbidso 

This is applicable not only to our human relationships 

but also to our relationship with God 9 as the Qur 51an 
says~ "Say~ I~ you love God follow me and God will love 

you and forgive you your sinso God is the All-~orgiving 9 

the All~compassionateo Sayg obey God and His messenger. 

But if they turn their backs 9 God loves not the un.= 

believersa 11 (i) And the poet saidl: 

11 You disobey the Lord and pretend that you love Him 

This is strruLge behaviour indeeda 
If your love is true you must obey Him 9 

Since the lover is obedient to his belovedo 91 (2) 

So we see that love and obedience are related closely 

to each othero The true lover is he who keeps strictly to 

God's ordinance as revealed to the Prophet in the Qur 9an 

and he who follows devotedly what the Prophet practiced 

or saido (3 ) 

Obedience (~a'ah) is the sign of love 9 and complete 

obedience is the sign of Per~ect Loveo But disobedience 

(~isyan) does not lead to exclusion ~rom the circle of 
0 

Love 51 since God is All=forgiving 51 All=compassionateo Love 

mixed with disobedience is imperfect love and the true 

lover will not be satis~ied except with Perfect Loveo A 

man was punished by the Prophet for drinking. Another 

1 o Qur 51an; 31~3. 

2o Sha al-ijikam 9 Po379. 

3o Sh. al=Mabahith al-asliyah 9 Po237· 
0 0 
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man cursed the wrong=doero The Prophet said: "Do not 

curse himo He loves God and His Messenger o" 'lilhen a 

beduin came to the Prophe-t and asked him: "When will 

the Day of Judgement be?" The Prophet said~ "What, have 

you prepared. for it?" The beduin replied: 11Nothing 

save that I love God and His Messenger o 11 The Prophet 

said: "A man is with the one he loveso 11 (i) 

Although Love is the highest stage in our approach 

to God 9 we must be cautious and circumspect in our 

expression regarding this relationshipo We have always 

to realise our limits and contemplate our state of' 

servanthood before His Lordshipo It is impolite 9 for 

example 9 to say 'ishq when we talk about Love~ since 

'isha bears a human 9 sensual meaning9 and God is far 

beyond the senseso We must say rather 9ubb or magabbah 

unless we mean by 'ishg absolute or inordinate Loveo( 2 ) 

Also 9 the relation of Love must nat.preclude the 

extolling of what God has magnifiedo We do not have 

the right to say: "We do not worship Him because we 

fear His Hell or because we hope to enter His Paradise 9 11 (?P) 

since God has exalted these two thingso We must not 

belittle His Hell 9 for He told us that it must be feared 9 

or belittle His Paradise for no servant can do without 

his Lord's favouro They are not however the aim of 

1o Qawa'id al=ta~aWWUf 9 pol33o 

2o Sho al~illabahith al=asliyah 9 po236o 

3o Qawa'id al-ta;=?aWVJUf 9 pol36o 'l'his saying is attri= 
buted to the famous woman Sufi 9 Rabi'ah al= 
'Adawiyaho 
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worshipo God Himself is the sole reason for worship and 

loveo vve must consider what He says in the Qur 9an: 
"They give food 9 f'or the love of Him 9 to the needy 9 the 

orphan 9 the captiveo 9We feed you only for the Face of 

God (for God 9 s sake)o We desire no recompense from you 9 

nor thanks 9 for we fear from our Lord a frowningc:.,d?y 

inauspiciouso 911 (i) Here Love does not preclude Fear of 

Him and vice versao( 2 ) 

It is true that God must be worshipped for no other 

reason than that He is God 9 as He said to David: 11Wbo is 

more wrong than he who worships 1J.e because he f'ears LJ:,y 

Hell or hopes f'or Ivly Paradise? Though I had not created 

Hell or Paradise am I not still deserving of worshi:p? 11 (
3 ) 

And 9 as the Prophet said: 11 Do not be like the bad slave 9 

who if he does not f'ear will not work 9 or like the bad 

hireling 9 who if he is not paid will not worko 11 (4) This 

is our attitude towards the Divine Essence (al=dhat al= 

ilahiyah) only 9 where we are completely denied any right 

to like or dislikeo Our attitude9 as servants 9 towards 

the Lordship differs in that we deal with His Qualities 

as manifested in Existence and as revealed to His 

messengerso As servants 9 contemplating His Qualitiesp 

our love f'or Him is mingled with our hope (raja 9
): in 

Him according to His Qualities of Beauty (al~§ifat al= 

jamaliyah) as well as with ~ear (khishyah) of Him 

1 0 Qurj)an; 9:76o 
2o Qawa' id al=ta~awwuf 9 pol36o 

3o ~0 
4o Ibido 
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according to His Majestic Qualities (al=~if'at al= 

jalaliyah) o ( 1 ) 

There is no contradiction 9 in fact 9 between Love 

on the one hand and Fear and Hope on the othero As 

Fear and Hope are motives for work in respect of the 

bad slave 9 so Love is the motive for the good servant 

to please his Beloved and make Him satisfiedo The 

error is to fear or hope without love 9 but the right 

thing is to love 9 fear and hopeo( 2 ) 

The Soul 

Before dealing with such a difficult subject it 

would be preferable to try to establish the meaning of 

the soul and its conception in our Shaikhvs workso 

In Islamic thought nafs t3:> and ~ (4) are often 

confused and it is difficult to distinguish one from 

1 o al=Maq§ad al=asma 9 Po54o 
2o ~awa'id al=ta§aWWUf 9 pol33o 

3o The Soul 9 as opposed to the Spirit or the intellect 
(the nafs) appears in a negative aspect 9 because it 
is made up of the sum of individual or egocentric 
tendencieso (Cfo Burckhadt; Introducti~ 9 pol5l)o 
AbU al=Qasim al-Qushairi (the Risalah 9 Cairo 9 1940p 
po48) defines the ~ as "what is defective of the 
qualities of the servant 9 and what is blameworth of 
his morals and actiono 11 

4o The Spirito In Sufism this word includes the following 
meanings~ a a The Divine and therefore uncreate.d 
Spirit (al~RUij al-ilahl) 9 also called al-RUb al=Qudus 
(the Holy Spirit)o bo The Universal 9 created 9 Spirit 
(al=R~ al=kulll)o Co The individual Spirit 9 or 
rather the Spirit polarised in relation to an indi= 
viduala do The vital Spirit 9 intermediate between 
soul and bodyo (Ibido 9 ppol52-153)o Cfo Massignon: 
"'I'he Idea of the Spirit in Islam" 9 The I\1ystic Vision? 
London 9 1968 9 PPo319=323o 
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the othero In the course of time 9 howeve~ 9 the word~ 

was mostly thought of as the immortal transcendental 

part of Man, We may translate it as 11Spirit 11 o On the 

other hand nafs is usually linlced with the terrestrial 

part of Man and related to the material world~ and this 

we may translate as 11 soul 11 o Zarr'Uq himself does not 

offer any distinction between the Spirit and the soulo 

In all his worlts he alludes to the soul as being the 

opppsite of the :Heart. (al=galb)_,which is the abode of 

purity and the means of salvation 9 while he considers 

the soul as the evil element in l'.1an 9 s make=up a 

From his references to the Spirit we can deduce 

that he regards it as the "Pure Soul" in its pre=natal 

stage in the world of spirits ('alam al-arwaR) where it 

is purely good and iru!ocento(i) Once it comes down to 

the world 'of bodies ('alam al-ajsad) it becomes a 

prisoner of matter and forgets all that is good and 

sublime and plunges into desire and lust 9 fettered by 

corporeal needs and directed by the body in every move= 

mento It becomes "influenced to hate what is good11 (
2 ) 

and becomes an evil factor to divert inan from correct 

deeds and right actionsll co-operating with Satan and 

using all the weapons it has,to persuade man to satisfy 

its ovm desireso(3) 
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In its contact with the body 9 with all its material 

temptations 9 the soul takes many forms 9 and assumes many 

names 9 which indicate to what extent it has been plunged 

into lust and sin and to what degree it has been able to 

free itself from these temptationso Here we find him 

classifying the soul into types or stages in accordance 

with the traditional classification derived from the 

Q,ur van: the tranquil soul ( al-naf's al=mutma :.> innah) 9 the 

blaming soul ( al~nafs al=lavvwamah) and the commanding 

soul (al-nafs al~ammarah)o 

"The tranquil soul" he says 9 "is that which has been 

granted the light by which it may reach its goal and pass 

on.its way without diff'icultyo The blaming soul is that 

which has not been endovted vJ"i th the full light yet and 

is puzzled regarding the way to goo Thus it is some= 

times right and sometimes vurongo The commanding soul is 

that which is wrong all the time by following its desire 

and submitting to the body 9 s lusto This last one moves 

in total darknesso 19 (
1 ) 

The soul then has two natures~ a divine 9 original 

one 9 which is all good and pure 9 and a debased 9 acquired 

nature which overcomes it after its descent into the bodyo 

Here it becomes like a bolting horseo It must be watched 

1 o Sho al-IJikam 9 po3l2o (Cfo the Qur 9an; 2~75 9 12g53 9 and 
89g27)o From these three types of souls the Sufis 
derived and added four other souls; al=nafs al~mulhamah 
(the inspired soul) 9 al-nafs al-ra~ah "Tthe contented 
soul) 9 al=nafs al=mar iyah (the approved soul) 9 and al= 
nafs al=kamilah the perf'ected soul)o They represent 
the Seven Stages through which the seeker passes on the 
Way until he reaches the final Stageo (For more details 
see~ al-Sanusi; al=Salsabil al-mu'In fi al-tara 9 iq 
al-arba«in 9 ppo65=67 9 and: Trimingham; The Sufi Orders 
in Islam 9 ppol51=157)o 
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carefully lest it cut off the reins and run freely here 

and therep avoiding the right course and carrying its 

rider in any direction it likeso If the rider is in 

control of it 9 he will surely reach his destination 

safely in the endo(i) This means that the soul itself is 

helplesso It can do no harm as long as it is controlledo 

Once it is unwatched 9 however, and given a free reinp it 

becomes so fierce and dangerous that it becomes impossi= 
'2) ble to control any moreo~· 

Restraining the soul is not easy since it uses many 

devices and trickso The only way is to suppress its 

mortal nature (bashariyah) by resisting its desire and 
I 

opposing it all the timep whatever it inspires or suggestso 

This induces in it a state of stillness (khumud) with 

respect to the seeker (murid) 9 so that it will not move 

save in truth 9 by truth 9 from 'truth to the Truth 9 

which results in its mortification (imatah) with respect 

to the gnostic (Garif)o The difference is that stillness 

means that the thing is still in a state of latency 

(kumUn) 9 and mortification means that it has died and 

been extinguishedo Many seekers have been deceived and 

thought that their souls had diedo They neglected to be 

cautious and watchful over ito Suddenly it wakes up even 

stronger than before and overcomes them? annulling all 

they have achieved during their journey on the 1f/'ayo (3) 

1 o Sharh al=\f~agh1Isiyah 9 Po95o 

2 o Ibido 
3o Sho al=I.1abahith al-asliyah 9 po208o 
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In dealing with the soul ZarrUq lays stress upon 

two things: firstl~ 9 and this is what the traveller must 

be aware o~ 9 that the soul is full o~ vices ('QyUb) and 

defects and it is necessary for every man 9 leaving aside 

the Sufip to investigate his soul's defects and discover 

the evil of its behaviour in order to be safe from its 

trickso By knowing his soul's vices and liberating it 

from thern 9 and by devoting himself entirely to a pure 

and sinless life 9 man may know his Lord= as the Prophet 

saido(i) It is not surprising then to find our Shaikh 

dedicating countless pages of his works to explain the 

defects of the soul and to describe the means of treat~ 

ment for every defecto In his Rajz 'mynb al=nafs( 2 ) 

alone we find more than two hundred vices relating to 

the soul 9 s conduct and thinkingo The cream of his 

teachings in this field is that beside the Devil (shaitan) 

and this world (dunya) 9 which are the two enemies of the 

traveller 9 there is no more dangerous adversary than the 

soul and its caprice (hawa)o(3) In ~act it is the soul 9 

through desire 9 that persuades man to follow the Devil· 

and to indulge in this world 1 s lust 9 using to this· end 

its most effective weapon; psychic controversy (al=.iadal 

al=nafsi) 9 to justify all the wrong deeds and make all 

the misdeeds appear good and righto( 4 ) 

1 o Sho al=Hikam 9 Po3l2o 

2o See the catalogue Noo XCVIIo 
3o I'anat al=mutawajjih al~miskin 9 Mso Rabat 9 D 1054 9 po5o 

4o Ibido 
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Secondl;}!: 9 and this is what the guide or the master 

(shaikh) has to take into consideration 9 that souls are 

not all alikeo They differ 9 by nature 9 aptitude and 

action 9 from one to anothero And thus we find many types 

of souls 9 each of the needing treatment different from 

what another may requireo Here 9 he says 9 there are three 

mean13 of distinguishing among souls derived from three 

examples given in three regions~ 

1) The Maghribi way which holds that the soulsp 

like metals are divisible into seven classifications in 

a sradual system beginning with the Golden Soul (al=nafs 

al=dhahabiyah) which is absolutely pure and beneficial 

like gold 9 and is the soul of the wali 9 ending with the 

Mercuric Soul ( al=nafs al=zi 9bagJ;tah) which is outwardly 

white and shining while it is inwardly blacko It is 

elusive 9 impossible to hold and is the worst of allo 

Between these two Souls there are: the Silvery Soul {al= 

nafs al-fi~yah) which is pure but light and vulnerable 

to the influence of other metals 9 the Iron Sould {al=nafs 

al=~d!diyah) which is beneficial but blackened 9 the 

Coppery Soul (al-nafs al-nugasiyah) which is like the 

iron in addition to its odour and flexibility 9 the Lead 

Soul (al-nafs al-ra~iyah) which is black 9 flexible and 

malodorous,and the Tin Soul (al=nafs al=qa~diriyah) which 9 

in its qualities 9 is neal .. to the Mercuric Soulo The first 

soul (the golden) 9 although above the others 9 is not 

perfecto It becomes so when it reaches the stage of the 
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Elixir and becomes able to affect other metalso That is 

to become the Pole (qu~b)(i) of the Universea( 2 ) 

2) The Persians liken the souls to potso ~hey say 

that there are pots completely empty of evil and goodg 

and these are prepared to accept whatever is throvv.n into 

them 9 bad or good 9 as well as pots that are full of good 

only and pots full of evil and goodo The best pots 9 or 

souls~ are those which need treatment to get rid of evil 

and replace it with more of the goodo 

3) The Yemenis liken the souls to landso Thus 

there is land of good soil ready for sowing; there is 

another with the same soil but full of weedso However~ 

none of them could be cultivated without the water which 

symbolises God's guidance (al=tawfig al=ilahi)o The 

function of the Shaikh~ co=operating with the traveller 9 

is to prepare the land by uprooting the weeds 9 raking 

the soil and sowing the seeds of goodness 9 in readiness 

for the Divine Raino And then every land will give its 

crop in accordance with its capacityo (3) 

The Heart 

Al-galb (the Heart) is the most important part of 

mana By the Heart the Sufis do not mean that organ whose 

function is to circulate blood in the body 9 but a symbolic 

1 o In Sufism; the Pole of the spiritual hierarchyo The 
"Pole of the epoch" (Qutb al~zaman) is also spoken ofo 
This Pole is mostly unknovm even to most spiritual meno 

2o 'Uddat al=murYd al=~adiq 9 po62o 

3o Ibidop PPo61=63o 
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aspect of the spiritual existence of mano It is of the 

utmost importance 9 because all the benefits from travel-

ling in the Sufi Way are manifested in the Heart; contem= 

plation 9 knowledge and loveo The Heart is the dwelllitg 

place of the Light of Revelation by which the servant 

knows his Lord and loves Himo So there is nothing better 

than it for the functions it performs in the process of 

spiritual developmento(1
) 

Being as important as it is the Heart must be pre= 

pared to receive the Divine Light and be cleansed from 

whatever prevents it from receiving ito 

The perpetual struggle between Man and the Soul 9 as 

was pointed out above 9 is reflected immediately in the 

Hearto If the result is victory for the Soul the Heart 

dies; if the Soul is conquered 9 the Heart flourishes and 

is ready to receive the rewardo As a result of its con= 

tact with the Soul and under its influence the Heart is 

usually helplesso It becomes restless and capricious 9 

and that is why it was called galb because of its 

taqallub (vacillation)o Thus 9 just as a watch must be 

kept on the Soulp so also the Heart must be observed 

attentively 9 since "God does not look at our faces or 

our actions 9 but at our Hearts 11 (
2 ) as the Prophetic 

tr,adi t ion says o (3) 

Just as it is necessary for the traveller to supp= 

ress his soul's desire and keep it quiet 9 in order to 

~ o Sho-- :4 Ag!d.at al=G-hazali 9 po2l o 

2o ~ahi~ Muslim / ~ 

3o Sho al=Wagh1Isiyah 9 po96o 
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be protected from its dangers 9 so he must purify his 

Heart during his preparation to receive the Divine 

Lighto This 9 of course 9 requires the investigation 

of the hearts and 9 in distinguishing them 9 to decide 

what should be done to obtain the best resulto 

In his I 4 anat al=mutawajjih al=misk!n Zarr'Uq says 

that the Heart is the origin of good or evil and the 

place of light or darknesso Its life or death are the 

keys of benefit or harmo According to the state of 

the soul and the degree of domination it has over the 

Heart 9 we find that there are three kinds of Heart~ 

1) the living healthy Heart 9 2) the dead Heart 9 and 

3) the living 9 but sickly Hearto 

The first is that which does not need any treat-

ment 9 since it is healthy and pureo The second is use= 

less and is not expected to reviveo The third is the 

Heart that has to be treated and purified in order to 

eradicate the illness before it becomes fatal and 

destroys the Hearto It is with this last Heart that 

the Sufis are concerned 9 and it is the master 9 s duty 

to examine the traveller's Heart and find out what kind 

of Heart it is and then to decide upon the most suitable 

treatmento This may be done in three stages: to see if 

the Heart is still alive and not yet dead 9 to diagnose 

the disease and then to prescribe a suitable remedyo(i) 

Regarding the first stage 9 the Heart's condition 

may be known through three things which indicate the 
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servantvs situation with respect to his Lord 9 his own 

soul and the creatures~ 1) Actions of the limbs (a'mal 

al=jawarih) 9 2) Movements of Hearts {~arakat al=gu1Ub) 9 

and 3) Inclinations of the souls (rna tajnagu lahu al= 

nufus) o As Abu al=Hasan al=Shadhil'I said~ "Blindness 
Q 

of the spiritual sight is in three things~ allowing 

limbs freedom in disobeying God 9 pretending obedience to 

God~ and being covetous for what is in people 9 s posse= 

ssiono 11 (
1 ) Also the sign of the living Heart is its 

attitude towards Man's actionso If it feels pain 

because of sin and finds pleasure in good deeds 9 if it 

runs away from the first because of the pain that 

afflicts it and seeks the latter for the pleasure it 

finds 9 then it is aliveo And it is alive also if it 

regrets the good deeds it has missed and grieves for 

errors commitedo The dead Heart does not feel any of 

these things at allp as the Prophet said: "He who 

becomes glad because of his good action and sorry for 

his bad action is a believero 11 (
2 ) 

If the Heart is still alive 9 the next step is to 

know its conditione It will be in one of the following 

states: 1) The life is stronger than the disease 9 in 

which case healing is easyo 2) The disease is distri= 

buted throughout the Heart and its life is too weak to 

resist 9 and this is a very dangerous symptom indeedo 

3) They are equal to each other 9 and here we find two 

1 o I'anat al=mutawajjih al=misk1n 9 po 4o 

Cfo Jami' al=tirmidhi / fitano 
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probabilities~ either a state where one o~ them may get 

the better o~ the other 9 where hope is still there of 

de~eating the disease~ or a state where neither of 

them can overcome the other 9 and here despair may 

dominate o ( 1 ) 

Then comes the third step~ the treatment 9 taking 

into consideration that it is much easier to cure the 

simple Heart (al-galb al=sadhaj) that has not been 

treated be~ore 9 than to help that which has relapsed 

a~ter it has been treated 9 since this indicates its 

treachery and breaching o~ faith and shows its weakness 

and passivity before the soulvs desire and the world's 

temptationo The simple Heart~ in capable hands and 

following the right way 9 is potentially able to reach 

the highest degree o~ purityo When it becomes healthy 

and the Light is shed upon it 9 the Truth will dwell 

there ~irmly so long as it is watched carefully lest 

the disease return to ito A watch must be kept on the 

Heart at all times by taking continuous refuge in God 

and renewing repentance and 9 most important 9 by repul= 

sing the Soul in whatever it suggestso ( 2 ) 

To help the sick Heart regain its health there are 

three methods: 1) Eating as little as possible in such 

a way as not to a~~ect the body or the mindo 2) Asso= 

ciation with the people o~ Godo 3) Remembering three 

things: the servantvs origin 9 death and the grave 9 his 

1 o I'anat al=mutawajjih al=miskin~ po2o 

2 o Ibido p p o3 o 
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standing before the Lord of the heavens and the earth~ 

and his exposure before the creatures on the Day of 

Judgement a 

By eating less the Heart will be clean~ by mixing 

with the people of the truth the Heart will yearn to 

imitate them~ and by remembrance his Lord will help 

himo God helps the servant in proportion to his inten= 

tion and reveals to him in proportion to his aspiration 

(himmah) o (i ) 

In all this the most attention and observation 

should be devoted to the soul which does not usually 

respond and tends to forgeto If the soul resists 

remembrance and the Heart is unable to work independently 

of it~ then there are other means by which the soul may 

be compelled to remember and leave the Heart to its worko 

The traveller has to go into retreat (khalwah) with or 

without remembrance 9 to seek forgiveness (istighfar) 

from God with or without a feeling of God's Presence 

(hu~ur) to bless the Prophet (al=salatu 'ala al=nab!) 

and to visit the tombso These are supported by many 

Prophetic traditions which say~ "He who keeps seeking 

forgiveness from God 9 He will give him relief from any 

care~ deliverance from any depression and provide for 

him from where he does not expect ito 11 The Prophet 

also said~ "Blessing me is a light in the heartp a light 
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in the grave and a light on the Sirato(i) It blots out 
J! 9-

sins more than cool water extinguishes f'ireo 11 And he 

said: "Visit the tombs 9 for they remind you of the Here= 

aftero 11 (
2 ) Again 9 when the soul refuses to follow one 

of these methods 9 because it is so occupied with worldly 

affairs and because of its obstinacy 9 it must be compelled 

to do so without paying attention to the benefits or 

perfection of' the actiono This will make it weak and 

cause it to retreat from what it was brought up too 

Otherwise the traveller has to resort to the repetition 

of the simple dogmas of religion in order to impress on 

the Heart their meanings and revive his belief and 

strengthen his f'aitho Then the doubts will vanish and 

he will discover the right wayo(3) 

In fact there is no excuse 9 whatsoever 9 for for= 

getting the fact that this world is not the real one 9 

that our sins and errors require forgiveness and pardon 

from Godo The remembrance of all this must be with us 

alwayso If the servant fails to keep up remembrance 

all the time 9 he should do so every night 9 once a weekp 

or once a year at leasto( 4 ) 

When the Heart is sick and under treatment the 

sincere traveller cannot do without three things 

1 o Lit o "the road" o In Muslim tradition it is more 
commonly used for the bridge across the infernal 
Fire 9 which is described as finer than a hair and 
sharper than a swordo The righteous will pass over 
it with the swiftness of the lightning 9 but the 
wicked will soon miss their footing and will fall 
into the abyss of Hello 

2o I 4 anat 9 po3o Cfo the §_aQ!g of Muslim/ )ana 9 iZo 

3 o Ibido p Po 5o 

4o Sho al=WMhlisiyah 9 pol38o 
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essential to activate the Heart and enable it to function: 

1 ) Asking help from God on the basis or indigence and 

humility at every moment during day or nighto 2) Renewal 

or the resolution to get rid or any obstacle in the way 

towards the goal 9 without hesitation or delayo 3) Being 

firm in hastening towards the goal after realising the 

reality or the soul and the Hearto That is to know 

precisely the vices of the soul striving to escape from 

them 9 and~ in the case or the Heart, to endeavour to 

heal it 9 waiting for the Light vn1ich will illuminate ito(i) 

But this requires the taking of the first step in realising 

the traveller 9 s aspirations and realising his hopes and 

expectations 9 by regretting his past mistakes and retreating 

from the present misconducto This is repentance (tawbah)o 

Repentance 

Repentance 9 in short 9 means returning to the Truth 

and abandoning whatever displeases Godo('2 ) It is entering 

into the pure and saintly life by ceasing once and for all 

wrong actions and thoughts and making a strong resolution 

not to return to sino(3) 

To realise repentance there are three points which 

must be taken into considerationo Each of them concerns 

one aspect of the servant 9 s ternary attitude: first 9 

intention (niyyah) which is an expression of the servant 9 s 

1 o I'anat al=mutawajjih al-misk!n 9 Po5o 

2 o Ibido 

3o Ibido 9 po6o 
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relation with the soulo Second: a proper attitude 

towards ~od 9 s rights (istidrak ~uquq Allah) which is 

concerned with the relation between the servant and the 

Lordo Third: rectification of past wrongs (radd al= 

ma~alirn) which concerns the servant 9 s relation with 

other creatureso 

Intention: 

Since the kernel of Sufism is sincere intention 

(§idg al=tawjjuh) it is necessary that the traveller 

should first intend to repent~ and vn1atever comes after 

that is going to be judged by his intentionp not by its 

resultso It is a sort of criterion by which the servant 

is judged even in what may be considered as wrong and 

mistakeno To realise intention the traveller must 

shun the source of sin in place or timep accuse the soul 

always by inclining to the sinp and occupy it with what 

keeps it far from sino(i) 

During the first period of repentance 9 and in spite 

of all the good intentions of the repenterp it often 

happens that he repeats the sino This is due to many 

things; either because of being too busy with worldly 

affairs to regret errorsp or by permitting the return to 

the same place or the same circumstances in which the 

sin took placep even for a whilep or because of over= 

confidence in the Soul and having trust in ito( 2 ) 

I 
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All these reasons 9 and many others 9 are caused by the 

Soul 1 s suggestions and tricks 9 and the traveller must 

be aware of them lest they spoil his intention 9 and 

consequently his repentanceo He must not respond to 

the Soul 1 s justification of returning to the place or 

the circumstances of the sin 9 because this will increase 

its desire as sprinkled water increases a fireo(i) He 

must not trust it at all 9 since it is worse than 

seventy devils 9 or 9 as AbU al~Qasim al=Junaid said 9 

"Do not rely upon the Soul 9 even if it is always obedient 

to you in your obedience to your Lordo 11 

Although the traveller must be more cautious after 

returning to sin he must not give up and despairo 

~ter every return 9 even a thousand times 9 he must renew 

his intention to repento If the Devil argues: "What is 

the use of a repentance followed by a repetition of the 

sin?u;he should be answered~ "Just as we made sin 1 s repe= 

tition a habit 9 we make the repetition of repentance a 

habit tooo 11 And if he argues that our determination is 

weak 9 we reply that what is required is intention not 

that which is beyond man's power 9 ioeo 9 that the servant 

cannot 9 by any means 9 get rid of his human natureo( 2 ) 

Emendation of the attitude towards God's_£~hts: 

As intention and its requirements deal with the soul 9 

the second point is concerned with Godo When the servant 

1 o I'@.l3.t p Po20o 

2o Ibidop PPo5=7o 
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intends to repent he has to perform all that he owes his 

Lord in order to proove his good intention and discharge 

his debt to Himo If he used not to perform prayer 9 for 

example 9 he must not only start performing it but he has 

to perform additional prayers (~a9a) in lieu of what he 
~·~= 

neglected to perform beforeo The same thing is applicable 

to almsgiving (zakah)~ fasting (]av~) and pilgrimage 

(~ajj)o He does so to complete his duties towards God 

and give back His right which He bade us regard and keepo 

If the servant knows exactly how much he owes the 

Lords eogo 9 how long he has not performed prayer or did 

not give almss then he has to repay the exact "amount" 

of eacho If he is in doubt about that and not sure of 

himself then he has to estimate it and repay the debt.,(1 ) 

However~ his estimation must not be excessivell since the 

soul shall find these duties too heavy to bear and may 

draw back from the whole matter as being an unendurable 

tasko The repenter has to bring his soul gently to the 

right direction~ treating it as if he were taming a wild 

beasto Since religion is easy9 as the Prophet said 9 it 

is not recommended to task the Soul with hard work~ 

especially for the beginner who should start with the 

least number of religious rites and increase it as much 

as he cano The hard taskp in factp comes at a later 

stage where there is no fear of relapse or running awayo( 2 ) 

1 a I ' ana t p p a 8 o 
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This applies to the redemption o~ any rite 9 in bodily 

rites~ like prayer and pilgrimage 9 as well as possession 

like almsgivingo Also he has to bear in mind 9 when he 

is going to restore what he has missed 9 that the obliga= 

tory rites (furud) must be implemented be~ore the super

erogatories (nawa~il) 9 since the obligations are compul= 

sory while the supererogatories are an additional means 

of gaining proximity (taqarrub) to the Lord 9 (i) and He 

does not wish His servant to k~ll himsel~ to satisfy Himo 

All He wants is the servant 9 s return to the right wayo( 2 ) 

At any rate 9 redemption o~ God 9 s rights 9 in addition 

to restoration o~ the correct attitude towards Him 9 has 

three beneficial results! ~irstly 9 making righteousness 

(istiqamah) much easier in the ~ture~ secondly 9 emptying 

the Heart of·.pre~occupation except with the Truth 9 and 

thirdly9 standing (wuqnr) in the place of truthfulness 9 

ioeo 9 the place o~ the Heart 9 s illuminationo(3) Similary 

negligence leads to the Heart falling short of attaining 

its perfection and the regression o~ the Soul to its 

former stateo (4) 

In all his attempts to amend his attitude towards 

God the traveller must avoid adopting concessions (_!:ukha7?) 

in the rites or performing them intensively 9 excessively 

or hastilyo These rites are the continuous relationship 

1 0 I 'B:Elat 9 po9o 
2o .IQ.i9;o P polOo 

3o llll.9:o 9 Po9o 

4o ~0 
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between the Lord and the servant and must be strictly 

kept~ albeit in moderation 9 perseverance and quietness~ 1 ) 

Rectirication or the past injustice~ 

This is the third complementary part of repentance 

ru1d it is concerned with the servant's attitude towards 

other meno It is necessary~ as he controls his soul and 

pays back God 9 s rights 9 to pay back his debts to the 

creatures too 9 as it was said that sins are of three 

types~ a sin which God will never forgive 9 namely poly= 

theism (shirk)~ a sin which He forgives when He is asked 

to forgive or whom He wishes~ that is the venial sin 9 and 

a sin which He does not let pass without punishment and 

that is the act of injustice (zulm) towards His 
~ 

creatureso(2 ) 

To accomplish perfect repentance {tawbah na~~) the 

traveller must confess 9 either to himself or to others~ 

that he committed a certain act of injustice and tryp as 

far as is possible 9 to compensate his victim (mafflUm) in 

a suitable mannero He will find that these acts are 

divided into three categories~ 1) In bodyp like killing 

or injuryo 2) In possession 9 like robbery 9 theft 9 and 

dishonestyo 3) In honour ( 4 ir4) 9 like slanderingp 

calumny and false testimonyo In cases where it is 

possible to show his regret directly he has to do SOp 
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by apology and asking forgivenessp paying money as compen= 

sat ion or accuse himself o But in other cases it would be 

harmful for both the parties to do so 9 as when one has 

committed adultery with a man 9 s wife without his knowledgeo 

Here there are other means to adopt avoiding any ambarrass= 

ment or of'fence 9 like treating him with respect 9 seeking 

forgiveness for him from God and atoning for the sino(i) 

He has to bear in mind that he who commits a sin in 

secret must repent in secret 9 for God 9 in fact 9 does not 

want us to harm ourselves or to hurt others in a scandalous 

mannero (2 ) 

This attitude towards people leads to three results~ 

1) Their delight and happiness by requital which is in 

itself a very good deedo 2) Realization of intention by 

self=humiliation which is the beginning of the sincerity 

leading to the Trutho 3) Having pride in God alone by 

submitting to His ordinance and paying back the others 9 

rightso At the same time 9 being tenaciously unjust leads 

to three results: 1) Darkness becomes deeply rooted in 

the Heart o 2) Being even more bold in the future in 

committing acts of injusticeo 3) Negating repentance 

and destroying its meaningo(3) 

The question which may be raised here is~ why do so 

many people refrain from justice and hold fast to 

injustice? The answer is that there are three main 

reasons for this which spring from selfishness and 

1 o I' anat 9 p o 11 o 

2 o Ibido p Pol2 o 
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suspicion~ 1) Self=pride towards the wrongedo 2) Avarice 

and seeking justification for delayo 3) Thinking that an 

apology may not be accepted by men and that seeking 

forgiveness may not be accepted by Godo To abolish all 

these the traveller needs to abase himself 9 having full 

confidence in the acceptance and strengthening of his 

determination by thinking of the Hereafter and what is 

going to happen to him if the wronged one does not 

receive his right in this worldo This can be achieved 

by paying attention to the Qur 9an and the Prophetic 

traditions concerning injustice and its conseq_uenceso (i) 

Seeking Forgiveness 

!· 
Idan is a wrong=does by natureo His Soul is always 

urging him to satisfy its desire by misleading him into 

sin and crimeo Even if he reaches a very high stage of 

purification through his effort 9 he might still commit 

an errorS) simply because man is not infallible (rn.a ~ ~u.rn) a 

None is infallible 9 in fact~ save the Prophets and the 

Angels who were "chosen" by God to be absolutely pure 

and free of sino In addition to this 9 even Mu)J.ammad 9 in 

spite of God 9 s protection 9 had to be cautious and seek 

forgiveness from God so that He might overlook his 

mistakes and pardon himo ( 2 ) 

ft o I~ anat 9 p o 12 o 

2o The allusion is to the Qurllan (40~55): "Then have 
patience (0 MWJ.ammad)o Lo~ the promise of God is 
trueo And ask forgiveness_of your sin 9 and hymn 
the praise of your Lord at fall of night and in 
the early hourso 11 See also: Qur 9an; 47:19 and 
ll0::3o 
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Seeking forgiveness (istighfar) from God is necessary 

for any believer 9 so it is indispensible for any traveller 

in the Wayo He has to perform it from the very beginning 

of his spiritual journey as an introductory means to show 

his confession and display his sorrow and prove his 

repentanceo It means the appearance of the servant 

before the Lord in his helplessness 9 as dependent on His 

mercy and as being in need of His forgivenesso(i) 

No repentance is considered sincere without istighf'aro 

How could it be so whilst we are so proud of ourselves as 

to find it difficult to confess our faults to our Lord and 

beg His pardon? A heart with a particle of pride in it is 

a hard one and to soften it we need to remove pride from 

ito We need to humiliate ourselves before God in order to 

gain His acceptanceo( 2 ) Seeking forgiveness is our duty 

towards the Lordo We have to perform it and it is up to 

His will to forgive us or noto But we must not give up 

hope in God tv.ho has assured us in His Book that He will 

grant forgiveness to His servants who believe in Him 9 

whatever their misdeeds 9 except to worship other than Himo(3 ) 

Moreover 9 seeking forgiveness may be not only for 

ourselveso It may also be for others whom we have offendedo 

We ask God to forgive us our offence t ov1ards them and beg 

Him to forgive their errors as wello God 9 in His wide 

mercy 9 pardons all His creatures 9 and His forgiveness 

io IGanat al-mutawaijih 9 pol2o 

2o Ibido p Po3o 

3o QurPan; L~~48P "Lot God forgives not that a partner should 
be ascribed unto Himo He forgives (all) save that to 
whom He wills o 11 
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extends to include even those sinners who do not regret 

their sins~ if He so wishes~ and to being satisfied with 

some of His servantso 

Piet;y: 

Now 9 as repentance and its implications are retros= 

pective and deal with the past in general~ the traveller 

proceeds into a more advanced stage which is a prospective 

one concerned with the futureo That is piety (taqwa)~ 

which means to avoid all sorts of prohibited things 

(maharim) and to lead a pious life devoted completely to 
0 

God and dedicated entirely to the search for Him.(i) 

Here~ as in any other aspect of the Way 9 the traveller 

must be aware of what he is doing and be convinced that 

the steps he follows are the right oneso This requires 

knowledge of the motives of piety and its results 9 as 

well as its meaning and situationso Without this aware= 

ness the traveller is like any ordinary ignorant fagir 

whose Sufism is a mere imitation not leading to the 

Truth. ( 2 ) 

The motives of piety are divided into four parts~ 

1) ICnowing its excellence and the good resulting from it. 

It suffices here to know that piety has been mentioned 

in the Qur 9an more than two hundred timeso 2) Knowing 

that its opposite has always been deprecated by God 

and His messenger and that not being pious means to 

2. Ibid. 
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be humiliated in this world and the Hereafter - to be 

classified as a corrupted man 9 to be punished in this 

world and the Hereafter~ to have a bad end at death 9 

to be exposed to God's wrath 9 to be denied by God and 

to be grieved at missing the perfect endo 3) Knowing· 

its details by being acquainted with the source of 

religious b1owledge in its books and by accompanying 

pious men in order to confirm this knowledge in the 

heart and make it preponderant after its probabilityo 

4) Knowing how and when the servant has to be piouso 

In his relation with God by performing the rites without 

excess or innovation and in accordance with the Qur 9an 

and the Sunnah 9 since ignorance in this field is fatalo 

Also in his everyday life by distinguishing between the 

lawful (galal) and the unlawful (baram), to take piously 

and leave piously and avoid all doubtful thingso(i) 

In all this the traveller needs to know well the 

commandments of God and His prohibitions and do what is 

righto He cannot be consciously pious unless he is 

equipped with a certain degree of religious lmowledge 

which enables him to differentiate between the right 

and the wrong and which shows him the different aspects 

of pietyo ( 2 ) 

When this knowledge of the usefulness of piety is 

well established in the Heart 9 then the idea of any sin 

should be repulsed as soon as it occurs 9 since9 as it was 

io I'anat 9 ppol3~14o 

2 o Ibido 9 Pol4o 
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said~ the beginning of sin is a notion (kh~rah) just 

as the start of heavy rain is a dropo It should be 

:fought with loathing (karahah)9 otherwise it becomes 

opposition (mu'aradah'o Here it should be met 

with aversion otherwise it becomes suspicion (waswasah)o 

Here it should be met with great effort (mujahadah) 

otherwise it becomes lust (shahwah) accompanied by 

capricious desire (havfli) 9 when all reason 9 knowledge 

and understanding will be obliterated and he becomes 

too weak to save himself from sinking into the bottom= 

less pit of sin and crimeo(i) 

Three things spoil piety 9 and there are three ways 

to· overcome them: 1) Letting the tongue free in the 

othersv absence 9 which results from interference in 

their affairso This can be conQuered by conQuering 

oneselfo 2) Hastening without hesitation to obtain 

worldly possessions 9 which results from greed and arro~ 

ganceo This can be cured by contentment (gana~at)o 

3) Attachment to creatures and detachment from Godp 

which results from heedlessness of the vicissitudes 

of life and ignorance of the reality of this worldo 

This can be cured by the contemplation of what this 

world really is 9 by reflecting on what is Realo( 2 ) 

The branches of repentance and piety 9 however 9 

are too many to ennmnerateo Every stage has its ovm 

kind of repentance and pietyo Thus it was said that 

1 o I' ana t 9 p o 14 o 

2o Ibido 9 Pol9o 
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the good acts (hasanat) of the righteous (abrar) are the 

bad acts (sayyi 9at) of the favoured ones (mugarrabin) 9 and 

the good acts of the near ones are the bad acts of the 

perfect ones (ahl al=kamal)o(i) But the essence of 

repentance and piety in any stage is summed up in three 

words~ resolution ('~) 9 determination (hazm) and rule 

(h~n)o That is to have a sincere intention 9 to be in 

control of the soul and to follow the religious teachings 

and regulationso( 2 ) 

The traveller must know that the Law of God (sunnat 

Allru1) implies that every beginner will be faced with 

three things drawing his attention to his defects and 

reminding him of the past to prepare him for the future~ 

1 ) People rebuke himo They abandon him in order that he 

might return to his Lord through their reminding him of 

his errorso 2) His soul rebel~s all the timeo It ,, 

vacillates and suggests in order that he might remember 

his Lord and be aware of the source of these errorso 

3) God afflicts him by calamities in order to try himo(3) 

He has to know also that he is a human being 9 subject 

to a strong or weak will 9 and that he is exposed at every 

stage to the danger of sin 9 consciouswor unconsciously 9 

minor or graveo He must not forget that he is human and 

a servant whose Lord is absolutely free to lead him 

aright or a stray 9 and do whatsoever He wishes to do with 

himo Here he has to know that sin is one of three types: 

1 o I 4 anat 9 Po20o 

2 o Ibido I) 

3 o Ibido 
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Mufakkirat which urge him to think over his state and 

reconsider his situation, and these are for him who 

accepts his destiny without dispute or discontento 

Mudhakkirat which remind him of his misconduct and draw 

his attention to his faults~ and these are for the 

slightly heedlesso 'Ugubat or punishments 9 which is 

the worst of them all 9 and these make the afflicted 

even more impatient and discontentedo(i) 

What the servant should do is to submit to his 

Lord and take refuge in Him from His anger by asking 

His pardon and seeking His forgivenesso( 2 ) 

B) IN PRACTICE 

Having expounded some of the theories of Sufism 

as Zarrilq saw tb.em 9 it is time to examine the practical 

side of his teachings and the means by which the 

traveller may secure his journey on the Wayo It is 

necessary to bear in mind 9 as was pointed out in the 

previous pages 9 that as knowledge and action are insepa~ 

rable 9 so also theory and practice are mutually connecting 

and supportingo The most important thing for the traveller 

during his endeavour for the Trmth is his awareness of 

every step he takes from the beginning of his aspiration 
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to the end of his destinationo From the first day he 

becomes associated with the Folk of the Truth till the 

day he becomes extinguished in the Trutho Here he needs 

to know the meaning of real companionship 9 find the true 

guide and take upon himself the fulfilling of the 

requirements of the Wayo 

Companionshi:Q 

The Prophet said~ "To sit with the righteous is 

better than sitting aloneo Sitting alone is better than 

sitting with evil meno The good companion is like a 

druggist 9 even if you do not have some of his perfwne 

you smell it 9 while the bad companion is like a blacl<:= 

smith 9 even if his fire does not touch you 9 some of his 

stinking smell will attach to youo 11 (i) 

According to this tradition 9 and many others 9 our 

Shail<:h holds that companionship (suhbah) is necessary 

for the begilLner in order to take good example from. 

those who preceeded him in the Way 9 and to encourage him 

to pass through it 9 feeling that there is someone who 

shares with him his aspirations and interestso Without 

a companion the traveller is liable to miss the way or 

feel depressed and thus he is likely to be led astrayo( 2 ) 

1 o Sho al=Maba~ith al=a~liyah 9 pol72o Cfo §~~2~ al= 
Bukhar! I dhaba 11 i:Q. 9 buyi1 4 

; Musnad Ibn :tJ:anbal I birr o 
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But he must also select his companions and know where 

they lead him~ just as he has to avoid three types of 

people ~ as Sahl al=Tustari(i) said ~jthe heedless tyrants~ 
favming jurists and ignorant Sufiso The first are so 

proud of themselves that they consider all other men 

below their standardo The second are hypercritical and 

cruel with regard to others 9 mistakes 9 paying no atten-

tion to their owno The third claim what they have not 

got» in their eagerness to elevate themselves in the 

eyes of' others.!) without any right~ being fond of exhi= 

biting themselveso All these are the qualities of bad 

companions who must be shunned at all costs a 
(2) 

To select a companion it is essential to choose one 

of three types of men 9 or all of them if possiblep one 

for the Hereaf'ter 9 and this person must be pious 9 

religious and acquainted with the f'aitho One for this 

world 9 and he must be of good mannerso And one to be 

taken as a friend whose big advantage is to be safe from 

his bad behaviouro(3 ) The gain 9 all the gain 9 is in 

finding the good companion and realising where to go 

with him 9 as Ab'il al~~asan al=Shadhili said: "My beloved 

1 o Ab'il Muhammad Sahl bo 'AbdAllah al=Tustari 9 a famous 
0 

theologian and Sufi of Tustur in Ahwaz$ whose 
"Thousand Sayings 11 were collected by his disciples 
(do 283/896)o On his life and teaching see~ l\1U{,lammad 
Kamal ·Ja'far; The Sufi Doctrine of Sahl bo 'AbdAllah 
al=Tustari (in English) 9 Cairo University Press 9 1969o 

2o al~Jami' li jumal min al=fawa 9 id 9 Po27o 
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bade me and said: 9 do not move your feet except in the 

direction where you expect God's rewardo Do not sit 

except where you are safe from disobediencea Do not 

associate except with him who aids you in obeyi~g Goda 

Do not incline towards any except him who affirms your 

c ert it ude o ' " ( 
1 ) 

In addition to these kinds of men the traveller 

has to avoid any sort of association with the immature 

(ahdath) (2 ) since this is dangerous both to his reputa= 

tion and mannerso This is applicable not only to young 

men but also to every immature person whether in mind 

or spirit 9 even if he is seventy years olda The defi= 

nition of the immature is he who does not agree with 

you in the Way that you have chosen~ as God said to 

Moses~ "Pay attention and select your companionso Any 

who does not agree with you to please Me is your enemy 9 

since he hardens your heart and separates you from Meo 11 

The companion 9 in fact 9 is a part of a man like the patch 

o~ a dresso Just as it is odd if the patch is not of the 

srune colour as the material of the dress9 so is it to 

accompany him who is not of the man 9 s type in mind and 

conduct o (3) 

i o Sho al=Maba~ith al=a~liyah 9 pal72o 

2 o Ibido 

3o Ibido p Pol7lo 
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The Guide 

Travelling the Way is not an easy tasko And to be 

on the safe side the traveller needs a guide who has 

explored the road before him and knows its difficultieso 

That is why a shaikh is indispensable for himo But 

before he yields to him and entrusts himself he must be 

sure that the shaikh is the right one who can be trusted 9 

for it is very risky to have confidence in a guide who 

does not know the road very well and is not acquainted 

with its perils and dangerso(i) 

In many of his works ZarrUq emphasises the important 

role played by the shaikh and warns of being deceived by 

false claimants who seek only worldly prestige and are 

not real Sufi mastersp and he indicates many conditions 

for him to observe strictly to enable him to lead the 

travellers in their Wayo ( 2 ) 

Who is the good guide? He aslcs o The answer is; he 

who must possess three qualities~ 1) That he should 

know the road as he knows himselfo 2) That he know 

the types of the travellers he is guiding~in order to 

help each of them to the most suitable means of travelling 

and be aware of his ability to complete the journey and 

reach his destinationo 3) That he depend on both 

knowledge and experience~ since it is not enough to know 
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the map to guide others 9 since it is necessary to have 

explored the way first and be sure of it before trying 

to lead others on ito(i) The shaikh is here like a 

doctor whose knowledge of the peculiarities of the 

medicines depends on experience 9 just as his experience 

depends on his knowledgeo( 2 ) 

In spite 9 however 9 of the high position that the 

shaikh occupies 9 the traveller is advised not to wait 

until he finds him 9 for perhaps he will not meet him 

at allo The real shaikh is 9 in fact 9 a light from God 

sent to him who shows his sincerity and longing to go 

along the Vvayo If he does not find him in the beginning 

he must consult the two sources of knowledge of the Way; 

the Qur 9an and the Sunnah 9 and try to follow others' 

exampleo If he does not do so he is like the sick man 

who refuses to take the medicine unless the doctor comes 

in person 9 and thus he may not recover even when the 

doctor arrives 9 since the disease has already spread 

because of his refusal to take the medicineo(3 ) 

However 9 just as there are good doctors and bad 

doctors 9 there are many types of shaikh too from whom 

Zarruq distinguishes three: 1) The shaikh of form 

(shaikh al=sUrah) whose concern is only with appearance 9 

in face and dresso This is useless and no benefit will 

come out of himo 2) The shaikh of the way (shaikh al= 

tariaah) who needs knowledge to deal with the soul 9 

1 o Sho al=mababith al=a§liyah 9 pol63o 

2 o Ibido 

3 o Thiele 
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reason to deal with the people and action to deal with 

the Trutho 3) The shaikh of the truth (shaikh al= 

~aqlqah) who does not need anything because his truth= 

fulness implies everything 9 and this is the real shaikho 

He deals with the lover (muhibb) by acceptance 9 with the 
0 

equitable man (muntasib) by care and with the seeker 

(rnurid) by interest9 fulfilling his rights arter ful= 

filling the rights of God and His messengero(i) Of this 

kind of shaikh Ibn sat a Allah said:: "Your shailtll is not 
0 

the one from whom you hear 9 but from whom you take 

exampleo Not he whose expression faces you 9 but he whose 

impression penetrates youo Not he who calls you to the 

door 9 but he who removes the veilo Not he who talks to 

you 9 but he who displays his state to youo Your shaikh 

is he who frees you from the prison of desire and intro= 

duces you to the Lordo He who does not cease polishing 

your Heart 9 s mirror until it becomes able to reflect your 

Lord's lighto He who raises you to God and leads you 

until you reach Himo He who remains with you until he 

puts you before Him 9 pushes you into the light of the 

Presence and says: ~Here you are!'"( 2 ) 

Once the shaikh is found the traveller has to submit 

himself completely to him and follow his instructionso 

He becomes like a corpse between the washer's handso He 

refers to him in everything concerning his development 

in the VV'ay and consults him on any is sues o 

1 0 
4 Uddat al=murid al-~di~9 ppo45-46o 

2 o Ibido 9 Po43 o 

He has to 
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l~espect him and become like a dutiful son to himo But 

despite the fact that the shaikl1 has undisputed authority 

over his disciple he is not infallible 9 so that his obed-

ience is restricted to what does not contradict the Qur 9an 

and the Sunnaho Although he is the example in his conduct~ 

not all of his conduct must be imitated 9 since there are 

special actions conf'ined to a particular stage to which 

the shaikh has attained and the disciple has noto(i) 

Lastly 9 the relationship between the shaildl and the 

disciple is like the relationship between a doctor and 

his patiento It is necessary for the doctor to know his 

patient 9 s condition to find out the disease and the right 

medicine for ito Thus 9 the disciple must reveal all his 

secrets to the shaikho At the same time the patient has 

the right to know how able and ac~uainted with the 

"science" his doctor is and how far his practice is in 

conformity with his knowledgeo The criterion in all this 

is the following of the Qur 9an and the Sunnah without 

whose guidance none is saf'e in the Wayo( 2 ) 

The Covenant 

Now? after the seeker has found the real shaikh and 

gained his acceptance as one of the travellers in the Way 9 

the next step is to establish a strong relationship with 

him by mutual agreement between the two which is called 

al~~ahd (the covenant) and is a sort of contract binding 
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both the guide and the travellero There arep in f'actp 

several methods of covenantp such as mu~afaQah (hand= 

clasp) P akhdh al=subhah ( talcing the rosary) and libs al= 
0 

khirgah (investing with the mantle)p but ZarrUq prefers 

the simple covenantp because the Prophet made it with 

his companions when he said to them: "Take the pledge 

with me that you will not take a partner with Godp nor 

stealp nor commit adulteryp nor kill your childrenp nor 

liep nor disobey in what is right (rna 5 r~f)o He who ful~ 

fills what he has committed himself to will be rewarded 

by Godo He who breaks it and is punished in this worldp 

it will be an expiation (kaffarah) for himo He who sins 

and whose sin God coversp it is for God to punish or 

forgiVep as He willso 11 (
1 ) 

Zarrilq comments by saying that this covena.nt between 

the Prophet and his companions was made after the faith 

had been well=established in them in order to confirm it 

the moreo It alludes also to the fact that none is 

infallible and that repentance is offered and obedience 

is only in the conventional issueso( 2 ) 

At any ratep the covenantp as may be concluded from 

Zarruqvs description of its procedurep which was shown in 

the previous chapterp is founded on three bases which have 

been alluded to above: Repentance and its implicationsp 

seeking forgiveness,and pietyo(3 ) Thus the seeker is 

1 o 
4 Uddat al=murid al~Gadiqp Po46o 

2 o Ibido p Po'-1-7 o 

Cfo al=Darim! / imaraho 

3o See the full procedure of the Covenant in the previous 
chaptero 
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considered a traveller and is initiated by learning the 

method of dhikr (invocation) which denotes a further 

step in the Wayo(i) 

Invocation 

Man has to be conscious of himself and what surrounds 

himo In this he has to be aware of his servanthood 

towards His Lordo That is to realise the meaning of 

existential phenomena either in himself or in the 

Universeo Here we find that tafakkur (meditation) is 

indispensible to anyone who seeks to attain to both 

knowledge and the Trutho( 2 ) 

Meditation is of the conscious part of the soul 

which is prepared to go through the Way of the Truth~ 

when a man investigates himself and discovers his vices 

and tries to get rid of them~ he must not neglect 

meditation lest he lose his contact with existential 

objects and become like an animal deprived of the 

delight of thinking and discovering what is behind the 

appearances of Existenceo(3 ) 

This meditationp performed conscientiouslyp leads 

to another stage in the process of realisation 9 ioeo 

tadhal(kur (remembring)o That is to remember alwaysp not 

1 o See the previous chapter for the method of initiationo 

2o I~anat al=mutawajjih al~miskin 9 Po3o 

3o ~o Zarrliq alludes to the Qur 9an (41::53): "We shall 
show them Our signs on the horizons and within them~ 
selves 9 until it will be manifest unto them that it 
is the Trutho" 
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only the various stages of the man 9 s lifep since he was a 

germ in his mother 9 s womb until his deathS> but also that 

he is in all thisg and after thatg only a servant of the 

Lord who has no willg in the absolute sense 9 to decide 

for himself 9 and that everything is nothing at all beside 

H. (1) 
~mo 

Remembrance 9 from our Shaikh 9 s point of vieWp occupies 

a very important place in the Sufi V/ay, By remembering 

his origin from a tiny drop of sperm and his end as a 

decayed corpse in the dustp ZarrUq says 9 man will realise 

that this short journey in this ephemeral world is just a 

temporary stage of his being and that he must lead a pure 

life in order to obtain the reward in the Hereafter from 

the Lor do ( 2 ) 

How can he possibly accomplish this while he is sur= 

rounded by all these temptations? It is not easy 9 of 

course 9 but by fighting evil and repulsing the Soul 9 s 

desire and oppressing the body 9 s lust he can have help 

from Godo To have help from God one must seek it from 

Him in order that He might bestow His mercy and grant 

His aid upon mano That is to beg Him 9 and no begging 

is lacking in mention of the source of helpo This is 

dhikr Allah 0 ( 3 ) 

1 0 I G anat S> p o3 0 

2o IbicL 

3o This is according to the saying of the Prophetg "This 
world is accursed 9 and all it contains is accursed 9 
save only the invocation (or remembrance) of Godo 11 

Many verses in the QurS>an urge the believers to remember 
God always and invoke His Name 9 or Nameso (See the 
Qurpan; 2~1529 33:3lg 87gl59 20:349 22:34g 3:41SI 7:2059 
18:24 9 3:135P 8:2)o Cfo Burckhardt; An Introduction 
to Sufi Doctrine 9 ppol23=130o 
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To remember God in prayer or to remember Him when= 

ever possible is the simple way of dhikr 9 and it is for 

anyoneo For the traveller in the Sufi Way there is a 

more formal and regulated method of dhikr which we may 

call 11 invocation 11
9 to distinguish it from other forms 

of dhikro This invocation is based on certain rules and 

goes through a kno~1 procedure in a fixed order for a 

special aim; seeking the result of revelation by His 

helpo (1 ) 

This type of dhikr 9 or invocation 9 is of great 

importance to all Sufis 9 and for ZarrTiq it is one of the 

essential means of attainmento Invocation is a direct 

orientation (tawaj~uh) to the Lord when He is fully 

present (hadir) in the Heart 9 the servant is fully aware 

of His Presence 9 and fUlly occupied with Him aloneo Here 

we face the problem of Presence (~gur) 9 that is 9 is it 

necessary to concentrate entirely on the object of invo~ 

cation that is God Himself? 

A certain disciple complained to his Shaikh~ "I 

mention God with my tongue while my heart is heedlesso 11 

The Shaikh said~ "Thanlc Him for making your tongue fit 

for that o VVhat would you do if He put slander on it 

instead?" God is much more generous than that man should 

mention Him with his tongue without granting him presence 

in his hearto At the beginning it does not matter if one 

mentions Him with the tongue only as a means of approaching 
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His Presence until the invoker becomes acquainted \"lith 

the meaning of' His invocationo When the meaning is 

deeply rooted in the Heart 9 the form vanishes and nothing 

remains save His Presence.<1 ) 

]'orms of Invocation~ 

Apart from prayer ( salah) .... -,hich is considered as a 

sort of' invocation 9 (
2 ) there are other means by which 

the travelle1 .. can invokeo It is up to him to choose one 

or all of them according to his aptitude and prepared= 

ness: the Qur~>an 9 the Divine Names 9 the Two Testimonies 

and the litany ( wird) o (3) 

Invocation of the Qur~>an: 

God said: "Those only are believers who 9 vvhen God 

is mentioned 9 tremble in their heart·eh and when His signs 

(verses) are recited to them they increase them in 

faith~(4) And He said: "Those who believe 9 theil• hearts 

are at rest in Godvs remembranceo 11 (
5) 

Interpreting the first verse 9 Zarruq says that it is 

clear that recitation of the Qur 9an increases the faith 

of the believerso That is a very good result in itselfo 

It is obvious from the second verse that tranquility and 

peace emerge from the faith which results from reading 

1 o al=Jami 6 li-jumal min al=fawa 9 id wa al=rnanafi 6 
9 po6o 

2o ~o 

3 o Ibido p po22 o 

4o QurPan; 8:2 o 

5o QUr 9an; 13:28o 
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the QurS>ano Then God says: "God has sent down the fairest 

discourse as a Book 9 consimilar in its oft-repeated$) 

whereat tremble the skins of those who fear their Lord; 

then their skins and their hearts soften to the remem= 

brance of Godo " ( 1 ) This, he says, indicates that the 

Qur 9an's recitation is recommended for its ow.a sakeS> 

since it leads to fear of God = which is equivalent to 

al=qabd (contraction) in Sufi terms = and then to peace 

and hope = which alludes to al=bas~ (expansion) - and 

the Sufi fluctuates between these two states (ahwal) all 
=-:=6' 

the timeo (2 ) 

Invocation of the Divine Names~ 

One of the uses of the Divine Names is in invocationa 

.And the first condition of this form of invocation is to 

be aware of the meaning of the Name~ to scrutinize it 

and then to choose the appropriate Name to be invoked in 

the proper mannero 

"If you want to invoke with the Names P 11 Zarrilq says 9 

"you must examine your nature and state 9 then single out 

of the Names what suits youo If you are overwhelmed by 

His Glory and in a state of contraction 9 take the Names 

of Majesty (al-asma 9 al-jalaliyah) and invoke them 

gravely (bi al=tahzin) and with low voiceo If you are 

overcome by His Beauty and in a state of expansion 9 

invoke the Names of Beauty (al=asma 9 al=jamaliyah) joy= 

fully and in a soft voiceo If you are overwhelmed by 

1 o Qur'an; 39:23o 

2a 'Uddat al=murid al=~adig 9 Po25o al=qabq is the 
spiritual state resulting from the fear of Godp 
opposite to al=bas~ which is a state of confident joyo 
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His Perfection then take from the Names of Perfection 

(al-asma 9 al=kamaliyah) what suits your mood and invoke 

them in a moderate voice and state without expression of 

sadness or joyo u(i) 

Collectedness (injimad) is essential in this sort 

of invocation 9 and it is necessary also to recite the 

Name slowly and without hurry and to empty the Heart 

from any other occupationo The aim is to allow the 

meaning of the Name to penetrate the Heart fully and 

become imprinted (yantabld) on ito( 2 ) 

This is the way of nature (lariq al=tabd) 9 since 

he who travels to Him by his nature is more likely to 

reach Him than that who aspires to Him at odds with 

his natureo (3) 

Invocation of the Two Testimonies~ 

Many people 9 Zarrilq says 9 tend to invoke using the 

Two Testimonies (al=shahadtain) 9 and this is one of the 

best methods of invocationo But there are those who 

incline to invoke the first testimony (la ilaha illa 

Allah) and neglect the second one (IV!u£tammadun rasulu 

Allah)o This is extremely wrong 9 since 9 just as the 

first nullifies all doubt whatsoever with regard to the 

Lordship (Rububiyah) 9 the second nullifies any suspicion 

regarding the Prophet and his Apostleship (Rasuliyah)o 

1 o al=Mag&ad al=asma 9 po250o 

2o Ibido 9 po25lo 

3o ~09 po252o 
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To separate the Two Testimonies is condemned in the 

teachings of Islam 9 so it is condemned in what emerged 

~rom Islam 9 ioeo~ Sufism and invocationo Just as the 

faith would not be true and sincere without both of them 9 

so revelation (fath) will not come without both of themo(1 ) 
==o!!. 

The Prophet also is not only a bringer of tidings 

(mubashshir) and a warner (nadhir) 9 but a witness 

(shahid) against us tooo( 2 ) To mention the Two Testi= 

monies together is the ultimate in servanthoodo It is 

equal to the prostration {sujud) to Adamo He who pros= 

trates 9 ioeo 9 mentions the second testimony 9 is like the 

angels and that who abstains is like Iblis in his dis= 

obedience o (3) 

Invocation of Blessing the Prophet: 

This kind of invocation is most desirable 9 since God 

Himself ordered us to do so when He said: "God and His 

angels bless the Propheto 0 believers do you also bless 

him and grant him peaceo 11 (
4) If God Himself blesses the 

Prophet how dare we neglect His command? fvioreover there 

are many traditions that recommend blessing the Prophet 

as a means to great rewardo The Prophet said~ "God and 

His angels will bless ten times him who blesses me onceo 11 

And what reward is higher than being blessed by the Lord 

through blessing His perfect servant?( 5 ) 

1 0 
4 Uddat al=murid al=~adig, 9 po28o 

2o Ibido p po29o 
3o Ibido p Po28o 
4o Qur 9an; 33::56o 
5o 4 Uddat al=mur'id al=sadiq 9 po27o Of. the sah'ih of 

0 0 0 

Muslim / §laUih. 
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Invocation of Litany~ 

All the previous means of invocation could be 

united in one wird or J;,l.izb (litany) which the traveller 

learns by heart and reciteso Every travellerp in fact~ 

must have a litany composed of prayers and ·supplications 

whose aims Zarrtiq outlines as "to take refuge from evil 

in Godp to seek good and knowledge from Him by the 

Union (jam 4 
) of the Hea1•t wi tll Him 9 to occupy the idle~ 

help the seeker and strengthen the lover (m?Qibb),to 

have a solid resolution and a firm concentrationo "(i) 

It is preferable if the litany is invoked at a 

fixed timeo It will become like a habit for the tra-

veller and teach him disciplineo But because with God 

there is neither day nor nightp all times are suitable 

for the invocation of the litanyo( 2 ) 

However9 the litany must be as simple as possible 9 

avoiding vague expressions or suggestive utterances 9 

depending essentially on the Qur 9an and the Prophet 9 s 

prayers which are genuinely reportedo(3) 

I;J 

1 o Mafat1h al= 4 izz wa al=na~~P po2o 

2o Qawa 4 id al=ta~awwuf 9 pol35o 

3o Sho ~izb al=ba~r 9 ppo6=7o 



"Thus our scholars surnamed him (the 

Oversear of both the Jurists and the 

Sufis)o This is a noteable title 

not gained by any Muslim master 

before or a:t't er him! 11 

G Abd Allah Ganniln 

Dhikrayat mashihir ~ijal al=Maghrib 
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CHAPI'ER FIVE 

ZARRUQ THE CRITIC 

Having passed through the life of our Shaikhp looked 

at his works and Orderp and seen how he regarded the Sufi 

Wayp it is fitting that we should examine his most evident 

aspect as a reformer and a Sufi critico 

In the foregoing chapter on "the Sufi Way according 

to Zarruq" the reader must have noticed some allusion to 

the Shaikhvs critical spirit in respect of certain Sufi 

notionso In this chapter we are going to discuss in a 

more detailed manner these notions and Zarruqvs attitude 

towards themp which made of him one of the most important 

critics in the history of Sufismo 

Before we proceed to discuss the main issues on which 

Zarruq concentrated in his criticismp there is an impor= 

tant point to be made hereo 

As one of the aspects of Islamic lifep and a part of 

its existencep it is natural that Sufism should undergo 

all the joys and pains of this lifeo During its period 

of life and healthp Sufism flourished and was aliveo In 

its decline and deteriorationp it declined also and became 

an obvious focus of deteriorationo This happened through= 

out the ages in which the Muslim society struggled against 

both internal factors of decadence and external powers as 

wello Whenever this society felt dangers surrounding it 

and recognised an imminent threat to its existencep during 
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its struggle against external i~vasionp it usually truned 

in to the internal elements of corruption in order to 

purify itself from within and become prepared to face the 

enemy vigorously and overcome the consequences of its 

defeata Sufism was always an exposed target for attack 

in those days of crisis and strainp owing to its nature 

on the one hand and the attitude of most of the leading 

men in the Muslim society on the othero Ibn Taimiyyah(i) 

and his collegues( 2 ) represent a good example of the 

furious attack on Sufism after the fall of Baghdad(3) 

into the hands of the Mongolsv the Eastern invadersp 

during the 8th/ll..Jth centuryc,. - In modern timesv especially 

in the 13th/19th century and the beginning of the present 

centuryp the Wahhabis(4) in the Arab Peninsula and Kamal 

Ataturk(5) in Turkeyp with differences of motive-of coursep 

were the most virulent foes of the Sufis and Sufismo 

i o do 728/1328o He was a fanatic Hanbalio His opposition 
to Sufismp in belief and practicev goes back to the 
founder of the Madhhab P Ahmad b a Hanbal v to al=Muhasibl: ~ 

0 0 • 

Sari al=Saqati and their followersa He issued many 
fatwas and wrote pamphlets condemning eminent Sufis and 
their practice in seeking ecstacy through music and 
dancing as well as shrine=visiting with offeringsp vows 
and invocationsp as being all contrary to the Lawo 
(See~ Trimingham; The Sufi Orders in Islamp po242o 

2o Like Ibn al=Qayyim al=Jawziyah (do 751/l35)o 

3 o The Mongols under HUlagil took Baghdad in 656/1258 o Fox
details see~ Van Grunebaum; Classical Islamv ppol41=158o 

4o The followers of Muhammad bo 4 Abd al=Wahhab (do 1208/ 
1792) 0 ° 

5o The founder of modern Turkey (do 1343/1938)o 
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These anti=Sufi movements resulted from a specific 

understanding of Islam as a simple exoteric religian 9 

concerned 9 more than anything elsep with the external 

belief and conduct of Muslims 9 wherein there is no room 

for any inner practice of exoteric teachingo Its people 

saw in Sufism not only a deviation from Islamic dogmas 

but also a real danger to the straight 9 pure and clear 

belief of Islamo They saw in the Sufis mere fagirs and 

darwishes who were depending in their lives on the active 

section of the community 9 occupying laymen with nonsen= 

sical occultism and vain practiceo 

In the light of what Sufism has become 9 and according 

to the behaviour of so=called Sufis in many parts of the 

Muslim worldp one has to approve such movements and accept 

many of their attitudes 11 since Sufismp in fact 11 has been 

transformed from that great endeavour for a sublime 

spiritual life to an endeavour for an idle 11 easy life 

full of laziness spent in those Khangahs 11 Tikiyahs and 

ZawiYahso(i) The Way lost all its cannotations of strife 11 /( 

patience and work as well as its contact with the interests 

of the daily life of the ordinary peopleo But to allow 

such criticism and attack on the conduct of the so=called 

Sufis 11 does not justify the attack on the principles 

themselves which are completely differento Here 11 again 9 

we meet the eternal dilemma; the difference between theory 

1 o For more details see~ Trimingham; The Sufi orders in 
Islam and Tawf!q al=Tawil; al=Ta~awwuf fi Mii£o 
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and practicep idea and factp thought and its practical 

application a 

Not only the non=Sufis were furious in their hostility 

to the corruption and mischief perpetrated in the domain 

of Sufism by its own followersp but we see that sincere 

Sufi masters were very anxious about the possible fate 

of Sufism under the influence of non=Islamic ideas and 

certain strange elements which infiltrated into ito Their 

sincerity and comprehension of the real function of the 

Wayp together with assaults launched by anti=Sufi criclesp ,>( 

were their motives to pause now and thenp to examine 

these accusations and apply a sort of self=criticismp in 

order to refute their opponents' claims and get rid of 

whatsoever corruption and misconduct occuredo 

Referring back to the historical circumstances of 

Zarrcrq0 s daysp we see how the Muslim world was in a very 

confused state o While Egypt was under Maml'fik rule and 

the Ottomans were expanding their Empire P not far from 

capturing Cairo itselfp the Spanish were driving the 

Muslims out of Andalusiao Even Morocco was under attack 

by Portuguese troops and some of its ports were under 

their controlo The similarity between these circumstances 

during the 9th/15th century on· one hand and what happened 

in the 8th/14th and the 13th/19th centuries an the otherp 

is so apparent as to justify the appearance of another 

great critic in the realm of Sufismp AQmad Zarruqo The 

only difference being that our Shaikh was himself a Sufio 

He was a critic from withino 
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The conditions of Sufism and the so=called Sufis~ 

consequently p were the same as in the above=mentioned 

periodso To give the reader a proper idea about those 

conditions we quote here what an eye=witness wroteo Here 

is what Leo Africanus~ who lived in the same period and 

toured North Africa and Egypt~ says about the Sufis of 

the agep after surveying the origin and development of 

Suf'ism~ 

u o o o but such as were very learned P and trained vp 

in all the kinde of' liberall sciences; to the end they 

might the better defend their ow.ne opinions~ and can 

fute their aduersaries~ but nowadaies they admit all 

kinde of rude and ignorant persansp affirming all sortes 

of ·learning to be needless; f'or the spirit (they say) 

reuealeth the knoledge of the truth vnto such as are of 

a cleane hart; and they alleage many reasons f'or the 

confirmation of this their opinianp though not very 

f'orcibleo Wherefore despising their ancesters rites~ 

and the strict observations of' the lawv they addict them

selves to naught else but delights and pleasures~ feasting 

often and singing lasciuious sangso Sometimes they will 

rend their garmentsp either alluding to the verses that 

they singp or being mooued thereunto by their corrupt 

and vile disposition; saying falsely that they are 

rauished with diuine lone~ but I rather impute it to 

their abundance of' meate and gluttonieo For each one of' 

them will deuere as much meatep as may well suffice threeo 

Or (which is more likely) they utter those passionate 
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clamours and out~cries ~ bicause they are inflamed by 

vnlawful and filthie lusto For sometimes it happeneth 

that someone of the principall of themp with all his 

scholars and diciples~ is inuited to the mariage of 

some gentlemen~ and at the beginning of the banket 

they will rehearse their deuout orizons and songsp but 

so soone as they are resin from the table 11 the elder 

of companie being about to dauncep teare their garments; 

and if any one in the middest of their daunsing 9 that 

had drunke immoderately 11 chaunceth to fall downe 11 he 

is taken vp foorthwith by one of the scholers and to 

too lasciuiously kissedo Whereupon this proverbe grew 

among the people of Fez: v the he!'mi t e 9 s banketa0 11 ( 
1 ) 

After describing certain Sufi orders and notions 11 

Leo Africanus continues to verbal what was going on in 

those days: 

"Great swarmes of these filthie vagabonds you may 

see in Tunis 11 but many more in Egypt and especially at 

Alcair 9 where as in a market called Bain Elkafrain I saw 

one of these vallains with mine ow.ne eies 9 in the presence 

of much peoplep deflowre a most beautiful woman as she 

was coming foorth of the bath: which being dane~ the 

people came flocking about the said woman 9 striuing to 

touch her garment as a most holie thingo'9 (
2 ) 

In his fascinating description of the overwhelming 

vulgarity in Sufism 11 Leo records his remark on "another 

1 o Leo Africanus; History and Description of Africa 9 
VOlo IIp Po464o 

2o Ibidop Po466o 
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sorte of menp which we may fitly call CaballistJ~)o They 

had one a famous doctor of their sect called Bouni( 2} who 

was author of their canons 9 praises and square tablesooo 

Their arte was diuided into eight parts; whereof the 

first was called Elumha Enormitap(3) that is~ the demon= 

stration of lightooo the second called Semsul Meharif 9 (
4 ) 

that is~ the Sun of the Sciencesooo the third part they 

call Sirru Lesmei Elchusne;(5) this part contained a 

catalogue of those 99 vertues~ which (they say) are can= 

tained in the names of Godo Moreover in the Citie of 

Fez there are certain men called Elcanesinp( 6 ) who 

supposing to finde treasure vnder the foundations of 

old houses 9 doe perpetually search and delueou(7) Leo 

also writes about those 9Alchymists 9 who "have in their 

arte of Alchymie many books written by learned menp 

amongst which one Geber(B) is of principall accountooo 

Likewise they haue another authorp that wrote an huge 

volume of the same arte 9 intituled by the name of 

Attogrehio 19 ( 9 ) 

i o A Jewish sect concerned with the mystical aspects of 
the Toraho 

2o Abu al=aAbbas Ahmad l~ 4Al~ al=BUn~ {do 62~1225)o 
3o al=Luma 4 al-nurixah. 

4o Shams al=maaarif al=Kubrao Cfo aUddat al=murid 9 Po87o 
5o Sirr al-asma~ al=husnao 

6o al=Kanziyy'Ino Cfo GUddat al=muridp Po78o 
7o Leo Africanus; A History and Description of Africa~ 

Volollp Po468o 
8o Jabir bo ijayyan al=~Ufi (do260?/813? )o For more details 

about him and his works and their influence seeg Richard 
Russel; The Works of Geber 11 New edition by EoJoHolmyard 9 

London 11 192Bo 
9a Leo Africanus; History and Description of Africap Voloii 11 

Po469o al=~ughraPIP Abu Isma 4 Il al=~usain al=A~bihani 
(do515 /112l)o Cfo Eo!o arto TughraPI; Russel; The 
Works of Gebe...t!~ poXV P and Zarr'ilq; 4 Uddat al=mur'fd'; 
PPo77=78o 
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Talking about the dryness of Sufism .i.rf:~that __ period So 

Trimingham in his book The Sufi Orders in Islam says that 

uNorth Africa also experienced a new development o .The 

mystical movement~ which passed through its classical 

period in the twelveth and thirteenth centuries 9 had 

flaggedo This movement of the spirit had appealed only 
0 

to a religious elite~ but from the middle of the four= 

teenth century the w,ay had lost even this appeal and a 

mystic such as ron 'Abbad stands out simply because of 

the spiritual aridity of the ageo At the same time a 

popular form of devotion based on the dhikr had spread~ 

though as yet practiced only by urban and Zawi~ groupao"(i) 

He quotes a reference concerning Shaikh Abu Is~aq al= 

Sha~ifi (do 790/1388) who was asked about the position 

(legitimacy) of a tapifah ascribing itself to Sufism 

and self'=discipline ''whose members would get together on 

many a night at the house of one of themo They would 

open the proceedings with some ejaculating in unisono 

Then they go on to engage themselves in singing P hand= 

clappingp and making ecstatic utterances~ carrying.an 

until the night was overo During the course of the 

evening they would partake of food prepared by the owner 

of the houseo 11 (
2 ) In relation to the practice of the 

occult by the Sv.fisp Trimingham states that "along with 

the development of new forms of devotion and their 

acceptance parallel to ritual prayer~ went the proccess 

i o Trimingham; The Sufi Orders in Islam~ ppo83=84o 

2o ~o ~ po84o 
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of accommodating the sciences of astrologyp divinationp 

and magic=technique which professedp not merely to reveal 

the secrets of the unseen worldp but to control themooo 

Popular works brought all this within the range of the 

ordinary practitioner and became part of the equipment 

of the Shaikhs and brethrenou(i) 

Ahmad Zarr~qp armoured with his thourough knowledge 
0 

of Islamic Jurisprudence and acquainted with the real 

essence of Sufismp fUlly realised how wrongly most of 

the Sufis of his day practiced the Way and how far they 

were from both the Shar! 0 ah and the TarigahD not to 

mention the ijaq!qah itselfo He was always disgusted by 

those pseudo=sufis whose hypocricy and vulgarity were 

too excessive to be accepted by any reasonable standardD 

and whose behaviour was extreme to conform to Islamic 

belief and conducto Perhaps he is the most capable one 

to describe some of what he was discontent with in his 

dayD both in the East and the Westo Let us read a 

passage from his 6 Uddat al=murid al=~adiq~( 2 ) 

"When I first arrived at this country 11 meaning the 

Eastp I inquired about the Sufis in order that I might 

encounter God 0 s grace amongst themo I was taken to 

groups of' people living in high=built khangahs with 

spacious yardso I looked and discovered that their 

1 o .Il215!o P po28 o Of' o Mossingnon; 01Nature in Islamic 
Thought"P The Mystic VisionD pol7 11 Londonp 1969o 

2o This quotation is briefed from a long letter which 
Zarruq recorded in his book without ascriptiono 
It might have been written by him to a friend or 
by a friend to himo See 4 Uddat al=muridp ppo98=10lo 
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ambitions were to grade their rugs 9 nay 9 their loud 

adornments 9 and comb their beardso Yet they claim that 

the Westerners are the people of the Truth not the Way 

and that they are the people of the Way not the Trutho 

This is sufficient evidence of their nonsensev since 

there is no attainment to the Truth without the Wayo 

Abu Sulaiman al=Darani (do ? ) said~ 1 They have 

not reached attainment (wu~~l) 9 which is the Truth 9 

because they have lost the principles (~Ul), which are 

the Way'o They have testified of themselves that they 

are devoid of the Trutho This implies that they are 

far from the Wayo 

"These times 9 my friend 9 are calamitouso In them 

Satan is insurgent and the tyrant is obstinateo There 

are evil 9 but learned,men looking for what they might eat 9 

unjust rulers taking decisions in utter ignorance 9 and 

Sufis of wool being dirty with the fortunes of this 

worldo They have become too devoted to this world in 

their hearts to concer.n themselves with anything but ito 

The truth is so abased in their eyes that they have 

shunned ito They keep these meaningless prayer~rugs and 

attach themselves to those mantles 9 showing off rags 9 

sticks and adorned rosaries 9 walking like old women 9 

dreaming like childreno No knowledge may prevent them 

from the unlawful 9 no asceticism may hold them back from 

embracing this world 9 and no piety can turn them away from 

suspicionso They use the practice of external religion 
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as a bait to catch the fortunes of this world and stay in 

the khanqahs and ribats to enjoy whatsoever comes to them 9 

whether it be lawful or unlawfulooo (~ ) 

"By God~ my friendp i:f &lOU could only see them 

pecking (like birds) in their prayerll without standing in 

a proper linell you would see between the two of them 

space enough :for a thousand Satanso If you wanted to fill 

the gap their faces would turn gloomyll and if you are not 

careful and tread on the prayer=rug of one of themll he 

will punch youll whatever is accessiblell at you such a blow 

as to kill youo I have seen in this country one still in 

boys trousers and yet claiming the stages of the gnosticso 

Yet he is not ashamed o:f Godp although he does not know 

either the conditions of the Sunnah nor the compulsary 

dutiesp indeed he is not worthy to serve even in the 

lavatories o o o 

"Those who attend audition (sama 4
) and claim ecstasy 

(wajd) in this country have considered their religion a 

sport and an amusemento You only hear him who says~ 0 I 

have seen the Truth (al=ijaqq)ll He said to mep He didp and 

He made such and sucho 0 When you ask him for truth 

(~~)he may give it 9 or some mystery he gained in 

his ecstasyp you will find only a lusty state of mind 

and a Satanic desireo Satan cries on his tongue and he 

:falls unconscious as long as the singer croaks his poemso 

I cannot but liken them to the shepherd who cries out for 

i o Compare this with Ibn al=Jawz1 9 s Talbis Iblisp Cairo 9 
1368 Hop ppol87=209o 
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his sheepo They come bleating and go bleating~ unaware of 

why they come or why they goo"(i) 

Such was ZarrUq 9 s feeling against the so=called Sufis 

of the ageo His experience with them in the big cities~ 

like Fez~ Cairo and Mecca 9 may justify his strong can= 

damnation and disgusto Thus 9 as we have seenp he was 

so depressedp and perhaps desperate~ that he abandoned~ 

at lastp these large centres of Sufi congregations and 

went to live in a more simple primitive place which had 

not as yet been affected by these manifestations of 

corruption and deterioration in the realm of Sufismo 

It was impossible for our Shaikh 9 as a Jurist and 

a Sufip to accept whatsoever contradicts the Sunnaho 

His profound bel i e:f' in the unity of' the Shari' ah and the 

.Iari~ in the endeavour for the :e:aca.1I:qahp made him 

unready to compromise for any of themo He neither 

accepted the unjust attitude of the Jurists towards 

Sufism~ nor did he justify the misrepresentation of the 

Way in his dayso It was natural then that while he was 

engaged in many of his compilations in defending Sufismp 

he was occupied also with purifying it from the conta

mination and pollution it was stained witho Hence hep 

and only hep was called M~tasib al='ulamap wa al=awliya~}2 ) 

1 o aUddat al=muridp PPo98=10lo 
2o GannUn.; HAbmad Zarrilq ~-afin Misratah91 P Bulletin of the 

Faculty of Artsp Libyap Volo IIP pol36o Cfo Paul Nwyia; 
Ibn Abbad de Ronda 0 Po24o · 

Mugtasib was a title given to certain acknowledgedp 
highly regarded men who had the right to watch the 
conduct of the responsible people~ either in the 
government or in the ordinary lifep regardless of' their 
rank and positianp in order to correct their attitude 
and draw their attention to their mistakesp on the 
basis of the famous Islamic principle~ al=amr bi al= 
ma'rUf wa al=nahy 'an al=munkaro Cf'o Encyclopaedia of 
Islam 9 Art o MUljtasib o 
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that isJhe who observes and asseses the behaviour o~ both 

lear.ned theologians and Sufi mastersp in order to assure 

that it is in conformity with the Shari'aho Such a title 

was not given to ZarrUq in vaino It was surely felt that 

he was a strong critic of what he noticed by way of 

distortion and error in Sufi teachings as well as in the 

attitude of the Jurists of his ageo But it is obvious 

that the Shaikh was more concerned with purifying the 

Way9 since he knew that no cure was possible as long as 

the inner disease was not adequately treated and elimi= 

natedo This disease was called al=bid'ahp and perhaps 

there is no more famous a word used in anti=Sufi circlesp 

as well as by the Sufi critics 9 than this wordo 

Biddah (innovation or novelty) was used in Islam 

to indicate any sort of thought or deed not springing 

from the QurP~ and the example of the Prophet Muhammad 
0 

and his companionso With the development of Islamic Law 

and the growth of the Muslim community and its complica= 

tions 9 the notions of ijma' (consensus) and g!yas 

(deduction or analogy) were accepted by orthodox Jurists 

to deal with the implications of the new lifeo They 

accepted alsop to a limited extent 9 i)tihad (formulating 

independent decisions based on the interpretation of the 

four principles) 9 although this remained confined to 

certain Islamic sectso(i) \v.hatever clashes with these 

principles and cannot be justified 9 in any wayp is con= 

sidered_bid'ah and is immediately condemned as a sort 

io The Mu'tazilah in particular who were the 
9Rationalists 9 of Islamo 
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of heresyp leading s9metimes to an accusation of kufr 

(disbelief); which has dangerous consequenceso(i.) 

In respect to the Sufis P Trimingham rightly remarks 

that 91 the masters of the Way were :fully conscious of the 

dangexo of incurring the charge of bid 4 ah (in.novation) 11 (
2 ) 

and "that there is nothing surprising in the order = 

leaders insisting upon observance of the Shari 4 ah 9 since 

they believed that this was coexistent with the divine 

Unityo They simply claimed there was an outer and inner 

knowledge (al= 4 ilm al=zahir and al= 4 ilm al=hatin)o The 

~~Pi:fas tendedp therefore 9 to be in an ambivalent positiono 

They were rarely attacked on the grounds of beliefp but 

usually on the grounds of deviation in practiceou(3) Then 

he adds~ 91The f'irst concern of the founders and leaders 

of the ta 9 ifas was to assert their orthodoxyo This was 

simply obtained by the truly Islamic expedient of pro= 

ducing an isnado In order to reject a reproach of bid 4 ah 

all a Shaikh needed was to demonstrate that he had 

followed the course of a well=know.n Sufio He could then 

use the authority of his master and all the transmisory 

links right back to one of the first four Caliphs as a 

prop (sanad) for his teaching and practiceo 11 (
4 ) 

i o For a broader study of' these principles see~ Do Ho 
Macdonald; Development of' Muslim Theology~uris= 
prudence and constitutional theoryo New Yorkp 1903o 
The difference between the bid'ah and kufr is shown 
in al=Ghazali 9 s 9 Fai~al al=taf'riqah ba~l=islam 
wa al~zandagaho 

2o The Sufi Orders in Islam 9 pol48o 

3o rug. 
4o .!Qigo p PPol48=149o 
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From this quotation we may pick up two statementsp 

both of them are unacceptable from our point of viewp or 

at least in our Shaikh 8 s caseo The first is to judge that 

a sanad related to one of the four Caliphs was sufficient 

for obtaining orthodoxy 9 and secondly to say that the 

Sufis were criticised on the grounds of deviation in 

practice and not on the grounds of beliefo In both cases 

~ad ZarrUq proves the contraryo He was a founder of an 

order and a profound Sufi with sanads to two 9 not only 

one 9 of the four Caliphs 9 and yet he was one of the 

harshest critics in the history of Sufismo He condemned 

not only the malpractice of certain Sufis 9 but was also 

concerned with their beliefs as well 9 something which 

shall be discussed latero 

Apart from scattered passages of a critical nature 

to be found in most of his works 9 and in addition to his 

advice and precepts to his friends and followers 9 in his 

letters 9 to avoid bid'ah in any way 9 it is significant 

that ZarrUq devoted four of his main compilations to 

refute innovators and expose the dangers of innovation 

when travelling on the Wayo In his 'Uddat al=murid al= 

§ad!qy al=~ami 4 lijumal min al=fawa 9 id wa al=man\afi' 9 

and al=Na~Igah al=Kafiyah liman Kha~ahu Allah bi al= 

4 afiyah 9 (i) in his dealing with the right ideas and con= 

duct of the Sufi Way 9 he includes 9 in almost every para= 

graph 9 an attack on those deviaters from the Way and a 

bitter criticism of their belief and practiceo The 

culmination of his criticism is in his al=Radd 'ala ahl 

1o See the Catalogue 9 Noo 
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As an enthusiastic Sufi 9 aware of the purely Islamic 

nature of Sufism 9 as ZarrUq was 9 he went so far in his 

solicitude for the purity of the Way 9 as to approve the 

attacks of one of its most violent foes 9 ioeo 4 Abd al= 

Rahman Ibn al=Jawzi (do 587/1191) 9 and accept many of his 
0 

points of viewo He borrowed not only Ibn al=Jawzi 9 s 

ideas 9 quoting them frequently 9 but also praised his 

famous book Talbis Iblia (The, .Devils Delusion) 9 and 

defended him against his opponentso(2 ) 

In his al=Radd 4 al~ ahl al=bid 4 ah we see Zarrnq the 

reformer as much aware of the problems of the Sufis of 

his days 9 as he was that those problems faced himo But 

it was his responsibility 9 as a learned man 9 to protect 

the Sunnah and defend it 9 according to the saying of the 

Prophet~ "He who revives my Sunnah 9 when my nation is 

corrupted 9 will be given the reward of one hundred 

martyrso"(3) Then he launches a f'ierce attack on the 

innovators 9 especially of Morocco 9 on the grounds that 

"innovation is an affliction and a great calamity to 

this nationo It is one of the sins which are not redeemed 

except by remaining eternally in Hello That is because 

they have deviated f'rom true belief'ou(4) 

He continues~ ''Our concern is with a particular 

clique which overran and spread throughout this our 

1 o See the Catalogue 9 NooLio 
2o Seeg al=Na[i~ah al=Kafiyah 9 pol8o 
3o al=Radd 'ala ahl al=bid 4 ah 9 polo Cfo Jami' al=Tirmidhi/ 9 Imano 

4o ~o p Po2o 
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Maghrib (Morocco) in both rural and urban areas 9 and much 

more in the rural areaso This was invented by certain 

people to benefit from rulers of this worldo They 

started gathering the ignorant and vulgar, male and 

femalep whose hearts are blank and whose minds are imma= 

tureo They instilled into them from a religious point 

of view the belief that repentence is to be had by 

shaving the head 9 gobbling up food 9 gathering for the 

banq_uets 9 invoking by turn 11 utterances and cries, using 

the mantles and beeds, making a show of themselvesp and 

holding that so=and=so is their master and there is no 

other master save himo They tour the countryp and when~ 

ever they arrive at a populated area they start invoking 

by turnP as sheep and cattle are slaughtered for themo 

They move from one place to anotherp with their servantso 

Some of them on their horseso They assert that by this 

they revive and display religionp while they are per= 

suading the vulgar to believe that the learned men are 

obstructing the way to Godp and warn the ignorant against 

themo So they became enemies of the learned and learningo 

Yet they are disunited because of the plentitude of their 

Shaikhsp and ramified into different groups 9 each group 

drawn up behind its Shaikhp speaking ill of the other 

group and its Shaikho Thus enmity and hatred occured 

amongst the Shaikhs to the degree that each of them wishes 

to drink the blood of the othero That is because of the 

rulers of this worldo They have sold the Hereafter for 

this world and led astray many of God0 s creatures and 

corrupted their faitho God saidg 9 Those who conceal 

what God has revealed of the Book and sell it for a paltry 
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price = they shall eat naught but rire in their bellieso 

God shall not speak to them an the Day of Resurrection 

neither purify them and there awaits them a pain:t'ul 

chastisemento 9 (i )t'v( 2 ): 

As is to be expected 9 Zarrnq continuously has recourse~ 

in his campaign against innovation 9 to the Prophetic 

tradition and the example of the companions 9 like Ibn 

'Abbas 11 
4 Abd Allah bo Mas 4 ud 9 and 4 Abd Allah bo 4Umar 9 

to support his argumentso He also quotes much from early 

Sunni Sufis 9 such as al=Junaid 9 al=Tustari 9 al=MUbasibi 9 

famous Jurists like Malik bo Anas 9 al=Shafi'I and 

al=Awza 4 lo The eminent ~ist=Sufi 9 AbU ~amid al=Ghazali 9 

in his book ]bYa 9 4 UlUm al=din 9 was 9 of course 9 one of 

the Shaikh 9 s main supportso From it he quotes the 

following symbolic story to denounce the innovators of 

his ovm days:: 

"Ibl'is once urged his assistants at the time of the 

companions to tempt themo Coming back defeated he asked 

them:: 'What is the matter with you?' They answered~ 'We 

have never seen men like theseo We cannot influence them 

·and they have exhausted uso 9 He said~ 'They are not 

within your reach 11 because they have accompanied their 

Prophet and witnessed the revelationo After them others 

will come and you will be able to affect themo 0 When 

the followers (tabf'Un) came Iblis sent his troops and 

again they returned to him defeatedo He asked and they 

said:: 0 We have never seen stra•nger men than these; they 

commit sin after sin during the day 9 and when night falls 

io Qur 9an; 2~174o 

2o al=Radd 'ala ahl al=bid'ah 11 ppo2=3o 
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they seek forgiveness and their sins change into good deedsog 

He saidg 9 You cannot hurt them because ~f their right 

doctrine and adherence to the Sunnah of their Propheto 

Wait for the men coming after them with whom you will be 

delighted and amuse yourselveso They wi"ll neither seek 

forgiveness to be forgivenp nor they will repent to have 

their sins changed into good deedso You will lead them 

by their noses to their caprice (desire)o 9 After the 

early centuries elapsed other men came full of desire 

and caprice 9 for whom Iblis conjured up innovation. and 

they were easy to tempto They adapted it and considered 

it their religiono Neither did they seek forgivenessp 

nor repent of ito Thus the enenzy leapt on them and led 

them wherever they wanted to leado u(i) 

All the same 9 and in spite of the fact that Zarraq 

was so disgusted by the conditions of Sufism in those 

dayap and although he justifies some of the hostile 

attitudes of' the Jurists (ahl al=~ahir) 9 nevertheless 

he warmly defends pure Sufism and defies any notion of 

its rejection as a wholep since "the hearts are 'Wlited 

in their love for it 9 because it is so clean and the 

clean thing is easily stainedo Therefore 9 whatever is 

attributed to it is counted against it by those who do 

not know its reality 9 and thus they deny ito They per= 

haps intend to prevent expedients (sadd al=dhara 9 i 4
) 

in its casep since the reality of the sincere has become 

unknown because of the plentitude of the false claimantso (\ 

1o al=Radd 'ala ahl al=bid 4 ah 9 PPo3=4o 
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Thus calamity has become common with the peoples 9 love 

of this art 9 and when you love a thing you become blind 

and deaf [so that you do not notice its defects]o They 

fell = unaware = into the abyss of innovation 9 and the 

people of the exoteric sciences were angry with them 

and denied them altogethero It is wrong to be like that 9 

for what emanated from the extreme Sufis (ghulat al= 

Snfiyyah) emanated also from the disapproved Jurists and 

Theologianso To disagree with the extreme does not imply 

refusal to admit right doctrine because of them 9 since 

the wrong word or deed rebounds on its utterancer or 

doer 9 while the correct good original doctrine remains 

unchangedo 11 ( 
1 ) 

In a chapter in his 4 Uddat al=murid 9 Zarruq wrote 

on what ought to be followed or ignored of Sufi belief 

and conducto He says~ 

"All that the worthy Sufis did 9 like al=Junaid and 

his followers 9 is one of two cases; either it stems from 

the Shari~ah 9 and thus they must be followed like the 

companions and the followers (tabi'in) 9 or it is without 

origin in the _SharY 4 ~ and here it should be ignored 9 

because the Sunnah is an evident proof (bujjah) against 

the whole of the nation and none of the nation is a 

proof against the Sunnaho The Sunnah is infallible and 

he who practiced it [the Prophet] was infallible too 9 

while the nation is not 9 unless they have a whole con= 

sensus (jjma 0
) and yet they must have legitimate (sha~'i) 
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evidence to support ito The Sufis~ like anybody else 9 

are not infallible and are subject to mistakes and 

forgetfulness~ major or minor sin~ as well as innovation; 

reprehensible or prohibitedo o o al=Junaid was once asked: 

9 Is it possible for the gnostic to commit adultry? 9 He 

bowed his head in silence for a while 9 then he raised 

it and said~ t 1.And the commandment of God is certain 

destinyov(i) This is a right thing to sayp since if it 

is probable for others to co~nit sin it is possible for 

the Sufis to fall into innovationo Our duty 9 therefore~ 

is to emulate him who is infallible and not to follow 

him who is noto We must compare what is related from 

the masters with the Book and the Sunnaho What is in 

agreement with them we acceptp and what clashes with 

them we rejecto We shall not be harmed~ when the evi= 

dence indicates that we should follow the Lawbringer 

(shari~: 9 meaning the Prophet)P and refUte what the 

Sufis say or do if not supported by the Sunnaho This 

is the recommendation of their truthful masterso 10 (
2 ) 

In his search for conformity between the Qur 9an 
and the teachings of the Prophet on one hand and Sufism 

on the otherp the Shaikh was concerned at all times with 

assuring the purity of the Way and its being unopposed 

to the Lawo This led him to discuss many of delicate 

issues in respect of the individual 9 s belief and action 

and throw some light on them o 

2o ~Uddat al=muridp po8. 
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One of the most important situatio~s which was largely 

argued among the scholars of Islam is t~~ difference 

between taalid (copying~ or tilind ·unquestioning adaption 

of ideas and action) and igtida~ (emulatian)o The tra= 

ditionists held 9 mostly 9 that we have to follow whatever 

the preceding masters dido We have to trace their steps 

and keep their traditions sacred and untouchedo There 

is no room for any reformation whatsoevero ZarrUq 9 with 

all his respect for the preceding masters and with his 

critical spirit also 9 argues that this is not correcto 

Of course we accept the masters 9 authority~ but at the 

same time we preserve our own right to use our reason in 

investigating everything reported to be said or done by 

them~ follow the right authentic thing and refUse any 

forged ascriptionso This is called igtida 9
p meaning to 

follow the good example after examining the idea or the 

action~ which is the course acceptable to ZarrUqo But 

his attitude towards taglid is completely differento He 9 

in fact 9 went in his rejection of taglid to the degree 

that.he equated it to bid'aho Thus he says in his 

Tuh:f'at al=mur'id~ 

"The knowledge of Sufism is to be denied to one who 

has these four qualities: pride (~) 9 innovation 9 a 

preference for appearances ( 9ithar al=ma~ahir) 9 and 

attachment to taqlido Pride is a seal (taba 5
) [on the 

~ 

heart] 9 innovation is an affliction 9 the appearance is 

a veil 9 and the taqlid is a hobbling ropeo 11 (i) 

i o Tuhfat al=mur1d 9 ppo3=4o 
and Po44o 

Cfo 'Uddat al=mur1d 9 Po33 
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In his distinction between the mugallid (that who 
I 

copies blindly) 9 and the mugtadi (emulator) he quotes 

Abu al=~Abbas bo al='Irrif''s saying:: "The mugallid is 

he whop when he faces a problemp goes to the unautho= 

ritative in the realm of' the religion for advicep 

intentionally and deliberatelyo The mugtadi is that 

whop when faced with the same problem 51 goes to men of 

learningp honour and good judgementou(i) 

Not only this but we also find him reluctant to 

agree with Abu ijEffi1id al=Ghazal! in his acceptance of 

taalid as an approved means of attaining to faithp and 

trying to interpret al=Ghazal~'s statement in this 

matter as meaning that he wished to discourage the 

common people from being occupied with dangerous theo= 

logical debate ('ilm al=kalam)o( 2 ) It is very signif'i= 

cant also that our Shaikh ignored completely a whole 

passage of the ~Aqidah of al=GhazalY 51 in which the 

Proof of Islam defends taql'idp (3) which Zarrilq neglected \;/-

to record in his commentary on the '~Idaho(4) 

io TuQf'at al=murldp po4o 

2o Sho 4 Agidat al=GhazaliP Mso Cairo, 20112 B51 po2lo 
3o In this omitted passage al=Ghazal! says 51 regarding this 

point g "o o o Compare the belief of' the piOI!lS common 
people with the belief of the theologians and the dis= 
putants (al=mutakallimYn wa al=mujadil~) 51 you see that 
the belief of the layman is as firm as the high moun= 
tain 51 unmoveable by calamities and thunderboltsp while 
the belief of the Theologianooo is like a string let 
loose in the airo The wind moves it hither and thithero 
Except him who has heard the proof of the belief and 
snatched it up by means of imitation (taglidan)p as he 
recieved the belief itself by means of imitatiano 
There is no difference in the taglid between learning 
the proof (dalil) and learning (knowing) what is 
proven {madl'ill)o" Cfo IhyiP ~ultlm al=din 9 Cairo 51 

1358/193951 ValoiS' PolOOo ' 

(Footnote (4) an next 
page = 333) o 
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While the Shaikh was drawing a line between taqlYd 

and igtidaPp he had to discuss certain other relevant 

questions in this field» i'tigad (belief)p intigad 

(objection) and tashabbuh (imitatian)p three important 

issues connected to each othero 

As a Sufip he would naturally consider i'tigad 

(belief) in the Sufis and true Sufism as an indispen= 

sible element in the life of any good Muslimo Or as 

he put it "an element in every good" P on condition that 

this belief does not lead to being deceived by pseudo= 

Sufis (ightirar)o It follows that intiaad (objection 

is "an element in every evilo"(i) This may sound 

strangep but the difference between intirul4 (objection) 

and~ (criticism) in Arabic(2 ) makes it easy to 

understand the Shaikh 0 s point of viewo Here he quotes 

the saying of' Shudaib Ab'il Mad.yang "Believe 11 do not 

object and do not trust anybody" P and the saying of 

Abil 6 Abd Allah al=lVIaqqari~ "To believe is goodness and 

to object is a crimeo Follow when you b1ow and submit 

when you do not knowo 11 (
3 ) That is because "the foundation 

(Footnote (4) from Po332)o 

4o ~op ppo20=2lo In his Shar~izb al=bab£ of' al= 
Shadhili Zarruq gives a symbolic fable on the vanity 
of blind copyingo "The wasp saw a bee building her 
hiveo 11 He sayss> "He copied her and built the same 
hiveo Then he claimed the same virtues of herso 
The bee said~ 9This is the hive o Where is the honey?' 11 

SharQ_pizb al=b~ 11 Po4o 

2o Nagd is usually used to point out both the advantages 
and disadvantages of the subjects> while intiqad means 
to disclose its bad aspects onlyo 

3o Sho hizb al~bahrp Po50o 
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of Sufism is submission and beliefp just as the foundation 

of Jurisprudence is inquiry and investigationo The prin= 

ciple in Sufism is the good opinion (p.usn al-~) until 

the contrary is confirmedp while the principle in Juris= 

prudence is the poor opinion (suP al=~ann) until the 

opposite is assured 9 and caution is essential in all 

casesooo Anyone who believes in someone must not emulate 

him until he becomes sure of the correctness of his 

knowledge and religiono 11 (i) Then he continues to con= 

elude that "in these days we see many who pretend to be 

Sufi masters (mutamas~vikhinl_without right and many who 

are attached to them without realityo Thus the followers 

are gambling with their religion and the claimants have 

lost the true sense of their faitho Some were content 

with mere denial (inkar) 9 and some prefered submission 

(taslim)P while others were so fanatic in their belief 

in their ancestors that their ardent zeal led them to 

ruin and total losso 11 (
2 ) 

Regarding the question of tashabbuh (imitation)P 

Zarr\iq holds that uwhoever imitates other people is con= 

sidered among themo(i) But if he does not practice their 

teachings he becomes far from being one of themp since 

to love the Folk without adherence is useless and vaino 

He who inclines to one of God 9 s saints must imitate him 

in the principles of his Wayooo and believe that this man 

i o ~op ppo50=5lo Cfo al=Darimi / libas. 

2o ~o p Po5lo 

3o A well~know.n Prophetic Traditiono 
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is one o~ the doors to Godp wherefrom the breath of mercy 

comes unto him in accordance with his aspirationo He 

must seek God onlyp and when he venerates His saint he 

does so in order to please Himp since God is always 

present whether his protege(i) is absent or presento 

The remembrance of God is the light of the heartsp and 

His contemplation is the key o~ the unseeno 11 (
2) 

This imitation is often recommended among the Sufi 

virtues and benevolent action more than anything elseo 

When the imitation of their dress (~) is allowedp 

in certain casesv this dress should be regarded as an 

honouro Its wearer must avoid any kind of misconduct 

or any behaviour which would give the wrong impression 

about the Sufiso He must elevate himself above meanness 

and vileness and whatever decreases his value in the 

eyes of the peopleo(3 ) 

The imitator {mutashabbih)p at any ratep is one of 

three; either an admirer (mugibb) whose reward is to be 

loved and welcomed in a friendly fashionp or a leaner 

(mustanid) whose reward is to be respectedp or a seeker 

(~alib) whose reward is to be advised and guided in the 

true Wayo(4) It is the responsibility of the master to 

" 1 o The word uprotege" is used here to designate the walio 
It is more precise than "friend"g as usually rendered 
in Englisho See~ Trimingham; The Sufi Orders in 
Islamll pol35o 

2o Sho gizb al~baQ£ll Po5lo 

3o ~o p Po52o 

4o ~o p Po52o 
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display the true virtues and right actions of the SufiBp 

and to be a good example for the seekero It is his dutyp 

in shortp to expound true Sufi teachingsp unperverted and 

unmixed with that most dangerous thing: bid'aho(i) 

Being the focus or his criticismp ZarrUq had to give 

his definition of bid'aho In his most systematic work 

in this field 9 
4Uddat al=murid al=ijadiq 9 he gives this 

definition:: "The reality of bid'ahp according to the 

Shar1 4 ah~ is to invent a matter in religion which seems 

to be religious while it is not soo 11 (
2 ) This looks like 

an obstacle to the development of the Muslim community 

if we take it literally 9 since 9 if any new thing intro= 

duced into the religious life of the Muslims were to be 

rejected on the grounds of being innovation 9 this would 

close the door in the face of any vitality in religious 

life as well as in ordinary everyday lifeo In order to 

permit a certain degree of spontaneous development and 

adjustment to the continuous proccess of change 9 our 

Shaikh confines bid'ah to the matters which clash with 

the Qur 9an and the Sunnah by "believing that what does 

not make one near to God 9 makes one near to God 

(i 'tigadu ma laisa bigurbatin gurbatan) o u(3) He holds 

that the word itself does not necessarily imply a total 

rejection of bid'ah in everythingo That is because there 

1 o For more details see: Sho ]J.izb al=ba\+rp ppo~2=54o 

2o 'Uddat al~murid 9 po3o 

3 0 1l2.!.9: 0 
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are certain inventionsp or let us say additionsp in 

religion 9 whichp although they are innovationsp are 

accepted by the scholars of Islamo(i) 

This is pursued~ according to our Shaikhp by setting 

up three criteria (mawazin) by which it is possible to 

distinguish bid'ah and issue a judgement regarding its 

lawfulness or unlawfulnesso The first criterion is the 

Shari 4 ah itselfp meaning the QurPan and the Sunnaho 

When the matter in consideration is not in contradiction 

with the Shari 4 ah it should not be regarded as a bid'ah~ 

although the two sources of the Shari'ah did not say any= 

thing about itp and whatever clashes with the principles 

of the Shari 4 ah must be refuted as a vainp erroneous 

innovation in respect to the actionp disbelief and 

apostasy ( il:Q.ad) in respect 1t:o the belief o The second 

criterion is to look at the attitude of the earlier 

religious leadersp who knew very well the essence of the 

Sunnahp and trace their principles in this fieldo What= 

ever they have agreed on we acceptp and we use our reason 

in whatever they have not agreed upono The third 

i o ZarrUq gives some examples of approved innovations 
(al=bida 4 al=musta~sanah) such as the prayer of 
tarawiR in Ramadan which was invented by the Caliph 
4 Umar bo al=Khattabp dotting the words of the written 
QurPanp and counting the number of tasb1Qo Cfo al= 
Radd 4 ala ahl al=bid'ahp ppo5=6o Abu al='Abbas al= 
Tilimsani al=Wansharisip a contemporary of Zarr~q9 (do 
914./1508)p distinguishes 129 items as between the 
approved and the rejected bid 4 ahso See~ al=Mustagsan 
min al=bi@fp an extract from al=Mi'yar al=mug~rib of 
al=WansharisiP published by Heneri P~sp Algiersp 
l946o 
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criterion he callsudiscretion according to the evidences 

''( of the rules al=tamyiz bishawahid al=aQkam)~ ioeop the 

examination of the case in the light of the six rules(i) 

of the Shari«ah and then classifying it as bid'ah or 

non=bid«aho (2 ) 

To conclude this classification and discernment of 

innovation~ Zarruq turns to discuss evil innovationo He 

divides it into three types: 

(1) Plain innovation {al=bid4 ah al-~arihah)o This 

includes whatever is held to be against the teachings of 

the QurPan and the Prophetic sayings or actionso This 

is the worst o:r them all "even if it is supported by a 

thousand a script ions {mustanad) ·, .· the PUJ?ul and the 
4-,, 

~10 

(2) The additional innovation (al=bid 4 ah al-i~afiyyah) 9 

and this is whatever is added to anythingp which 9 if 

unmixed with it 9 there is no doubt that it is Sunnah 9 

or at least not innovationo Most of innovations are of 

this kindo 

(3) The debatable innovation (al-bid'ah al=khilafi¥Yah) 9 

and this means whatever is subject to argument and debateo 

Some say that it is an evil innovationp while others con= 

sider it .as Sunnah~ as the case is with the invocation 

and litanies o (3) 

1 o Al=galal (lawful) 9 al=garam {unlawful) 9 al=mandub 
(recommended) 9 al=makrUh (reprehensible) 9 al=muba£ 
{condoned) and al=mustahabb (desirable)o 

2o 4 Uddat al=murid9 ppo4=5o 

3o ~op PPo5=6o 
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In his analysis of the origin of innovation among the 

Folk,Zarruq states that "there are three reasons for the 

appearance of the pseudo~Sufis in this age and their 

leading the people astray towards innovationo 11 He then 

explains: "The first is the decrease of the faith? because 

of ignorance of the true respectful attitude towards the 

Lawbringer [the Prophet] 9 and because of the lack of the 

light of the faith which leads to following the Messenger 

{God bless him and give him peace}o God has said: 9 This 

is My straight path? .so follow ito Follow not other ways 9 

lest you be parted from His way:(i) ooo and Ibn 'Ata? 

Allah said: 9 It is not feared that you will be puzzled by 

the different wayso It is much more to be feared that 

you will be overcome by caprice 9 
p since as he said 9When 

caprice takes possession of the Soul it is a chronic 

disease to treato 9 Or as one said: 9To.carve the mountain 

with your nails is easier than getting rid of caprice if 

it is deeply rooted in the Soulou Lastly God has said~ 

9 Have not you seen him who makes his desire his god 9 and 

God sends him astray purposelyp and seals up his hearing 

and his heartp and sets on his sight a covering? Who 

then will lead him after God? 9
(
2 ) Meaning that it is 

impossible to lead him aright? since vanity is deep=seated 

in his soul and he has lost the light of the faith in his 

heart 9
1 and he for whom God has not appointed a light? for 

him there is no lightoo(3) 

1 0 Quri>an» 6~153o 

2o Quri>an; 45~23o 

3o Quri>an; 24~40o 
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"The second reason is their ignorance of the principles 

of the Way and their thinking that the Shar1 4 ah is contrary 

to the ijaqiqaho This is the major reason and the cause 

of all the heresy and heretic 5roupso Thus the ignorant 

Jurist does not hesitate to curse the Sufis and the 

ignorant Su:fi does not hesitate to shun learning and its 

men and deviate from the Shari'aho Yet he sees this as 

a mark of perfection in his case~ so much so that I 

heard a certain faqir saying~ when he heard a heretic 

anecdote about some heretic people~ 9Following the outer 

way of the Shari 4ah leads to expulsion from the ~aqYqaho 9 

This is complete ignorancep vanity~ and disbelie:fo May 

God protect us~ 

"The third reason is ostentatiousness and love of pompo 

Being so weak in both faith and actionp and incapable of 

reaching the stages by which they might become real Sufi 

mastersp they were obliged to invent things in order to 

attract the peoplep since the hearts are so moulded as to 

be pleased with the curious marvels (ghara~ib)o In 

additionp most simple=hearted people are unaware of the 

right and the wrong and are eager to approve what seems 

to them goodo They follow any who pretends to be sop 

supported by some Satanic miraculous coincidencesp or by 

what his follower imagines by way of psychic pleasures 

(ladhdhat naf'sani,;yyah) P or by what he may achieve -. · 

of supernatural phenomenao He thinks that all this is 

a revelation and a means of attainment and starts to 
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discard for its sake both the principles and the brancheso(i) 

He starts to scorn customary matters and believe· that 

such a marvelous stage is not to be attained except by 

what is amazing and that the rites ( 6 ibadat) 9 as they are~ 

do not lead to the goal except by adding extreme practices 

to themo He may succeed when he first appearso Thus his 

belief becomes a part of his path and he continues 

preaching it~ leading the people into the wrong wayo All 

this is a result of ignorance 9 yielding to imagination 9 

and a lack of ascertainment for understandingo We seek 

safety from God! ua ( 2 ) 

In order to be more specific in what Zarrilq meant by 

bid 4 ah~ he classifies innovations into three groupso The 

first is concerned with beliefo The second is concerned 

with both belief and actiono The third concerns action 

onlyo There is none better than Zarrilq to express himselfo 

Let us read what he saysg 

"The first group is attached to the inner knowledge 

of Sufismo It is divided into three sections~ 

1) Those who are occupied with the subtle issue of uni= 

fication and the ravings of ecstatic utterances (shagashig 

al=sha~hat) and the pursuit of the mere words of this 

science 9 like those of Ibn Sab 4 Yn~ Ibn al=Farid 9 al=ijatimi 

and so on 9 without knowledge of the Way of these masterso 

1 o 9Usill (roots or fundamentals of Islam); the Qur 9an~ the 
~ 

tradition 9 Consensus (ijma~) and Analogy (giyas)o And 
~G (branches): a term used for Islamic law~ civil 9 

ceremonial 9 and religiouso 

2o 4Uddat al=murid 9 PPo6=7o 
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They think that they have attained to what they have 

understood of these utterances and have ceased to examine 

what they imagineo They take what might occur to them of 

intuitive experience (dhawg fahmi) as a proof for their 

correctness 9 and this may affect their behaviourooo that 

is if they were safe from holding wrong belief and being 

shameless towards Divinity and Prophecyooo By this we do 

not defame those masters to whom they connect themselvesp 

but we disapprove the acquisition of these utterances 

without the fulfilment of their requirementso 

2) Those who are attached to the notions of states 

(ahwal) and stages (maqamat) 9 the position of the Soul 

and sources of the realities (~aqa'iq)o They think that 

there is nothing beyond thisp and thus they scorn the 

worshippers and disdain the asceticso They claim that 

theirs is the right wayo Yet they are floundering in a 

matter from which their understanding is very remoteo 

They have heard the words of the masters in this field 

and have claimed that they have attained to the same stateo 

AbU 'Abd al=Ra~an al=Sulami said: 9 He who tells the anec= 

dotes of some worthy ancestors and assumes them to himself 

undeservedly and becomes pleased with men's acceptance of 

himp is one of the most vile and corrupted of men 9 and 

one of the remotest from the ways of the truthfulo How 

strange to be content with the others 9 lot~v The Prophet 

said~ uHe who is proud of what he has not been given is 

like him who wears two dresses of falsehood (zUr)o(i) 

1o Seeg Sahih Muslim/ libaso 
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And God has said~ 9 And We shall turn to the work they did 

and make it like scattered motesov(i) That is because they 

have credited themselves with states they have not 9 and 

their action is far from all sincerityo None can set foot 

on the carpet of the Truth save the truthful oneso 

3) Those who are satisfied with the least they have of 

external knowledge (al=~ilm al=~ahir)p have strayed by 

what they understood of interior b1owledge (al- 4 ilm al= 

batin)o They preach itp repulsing whoever should disagree 

with them and favouring whosoever agrees with and follows 

themo They have made knowledge a means at their servicep 

though they might be ignorant or thinking much of them= 

selvesp until they fall into abysses of errorp such as 

permitting some prohibited things (muqarramat) and comit= 

ting certain forbidden things (munkarat)o This might lead 

them onto being impressed with what they think or do and 

to fancy that they are on the right tracko Yet they do 

not hesitate to attribute to the Prophet certain ideas in 

order to suit their evil aimso 

The second group is attached to states (agwal)o It 

is divided into three sections~ 
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i) Those who claim that they see the men of the Unseen 

(rijal al=ghaib) like al=Kha~ir(i) and his colleagueso 

They tell mere liesp or they are 9 at least 1 enmeshed in a 

Satanic imagination 9 and thus come to a complete losso 

I have heard some of them say that al=Kha~ir is a sent 

Prophet (nab! mursal)ooo and that some of them follow 

him as a Messengero They consider the QurPanic verses 

about al=Khagir and Moses a- proof in favour of al=Kha~iro 

This is vain indeed~ since Moses (Peace be upon him) was 

under obligation to submit (yusallim) to al=Kha~ir 9 s 

doings 9 not to follow him and do the same things he dido 

Moses was asked to be patient and see the causes of the 

deed and its meaningp not to adopt the example of al= 

Kha~iro Yet 9 suppose that al=KhacJ,.ir is a prophet 9 is 

not the Shar!'ah of M~ammad the last onep abrogating 

whatever other shari~ah? 

2) Those who claim extinction (~9 ) in God and free 

disposal (ta§arruf) without any (sense of) obligationa 

With a few psychic touches ( 9athar nafsani~yah) 9 acquired-

1 o Regarding the character of al=Kha~ir~Trimingham writes: 
"Vision of that mysterious of Islamic gnosis 9 al~Kha~ir 
is important 9 especially in respect of saintship and 
the founding of a new taPifao Generally identified with 
Ilyas (Elias) as the servant of God 9 conductor and 
instructor of Moses of SUra 9 the cave 9 (XVII 9 64=81) 9 

al=Khadir possesses ~i~wizdom) and al=ism al=a 6 nam 
(the greatest Name) 9 knowledge of which confers saint= 
ship and ability to do supra=natural thingsooo 
Naturally the opponents of mysticism had no use of this 
concepto Ibn ~A~a 9 Allah quotes Ibn al=JawzY as denying 
the existence of al=KhacJ.iro 11 (The Sufi Orders in Islam 9 

PP o 158=159) a • 

The Qur 9an 9 in fact 9 does not mention al~Kha~ir by 
name 9 and this mythological personality deserves a 
separate full study 9 with all its origin 9 development 
and impact on Islamic thoughto 

ZarrUq 9 however 9 although he does not deny this 
figure explicitly 9 he does so implicitly by refuting the 
stories related to him and deploring those who believe 
in such taleso (Cfo Kunnash 9 PPo9=10)o 
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as they say= ~rom abstraction (tajrid) and union (~am')~ 

the ignorant thinks that he is in possession o~ the real 

signs (marks) of the gnostics ('arifin)o They commit sins 

and do evil 9 and their influence upon their ~ollowers is 

so great that the poor ignorant ~ellow thinks that they 

have attained to the highest stageooo When he is blamed 

and shown the right way in this respect he may say: 9 You 

do not knowo This master is the possessor of a truth and 

you are the possessor of a wayo Thes·e are matters of 

experience not to be known by learningo 0 All this is mere 

ignorance and vanityo 

3) Those who claim ecstasy (jadhb)o(~) They behave like 

mad menp and their ecstasy has become for them a matter 

of habito Thus it has become di~~icult ~or them to accept 

the customary things and right conductp especially when 

they see how the ecstatics (majadhib) are accepted by the 

laymeno That is because the vulgar are much in ~avour of 

this sort o~ meno They love them and look after themo 

Most of the majadhib oppose learning and knowledgep as well 

as work and actionp lll order to be regarded as having 

completely abandoned this worldp which they have notooo 

Some learned men said~ 'I was in doubt concerning these 

people until I became sure that they are mad meno The mad 

man is not even religiously responsible~ how then could he 
v 

be a wal'i?! 

1 o That is to be "possessed" as a result of ecstasy (wajd) 
springing from invocation (dhikr) in the dervish styleo 
"When possessed 9

11 says Trimingham 9 "the majdhUb was not 
responsible ~or his works and actionso He could do and 
say things which would be blasphemous i~ said by otherso 19 

(The Su~i Orders in Islam 9 Pol50o) 
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"The second group is attached to actions (a~mal)o It 

is divided into three sectionsg 

1) Those who are conquered by laziness and idlenessp 

who~ although their souls incline to the Folkp adopt the 

easy dispensations of the Way such as audition (sama~) 

and congregation (ijtima')o They are interested only in 

decorated ragsp embellished rosaries 9 and faked walking= 

stickso They boast about their dress as women doo And 

if they are blamed they say: 9We are content 9 in following 

the Folk 9 with imitating their costumep since he who imi= 

tates certain men is one of themo 0 If it is said to them: 

9This is an unworthy aspiration on your partp 9 they reply: 

'You are in the blessing of the State and we are in the 

blessing of the costume~' This is duep in factp only to 

their idleness and lazinesso 

2) Those who are concerned with the public affairs in 

order to attract the common peopleo To do so they have to 

mingle with the despots (zalamah) and seek leadership 

among the peopleo This has led them to acquire the means 

for itp and thus they have been occupied with the vanities 

of ~ilm al=kunnz(i) (science of treasures) 9 Alchemy 9 (
2 ) 

the secrets of the letters 9 (3) and so ono They became busy 

1 o Searching for hidden treasures 9 said to be buried by 
ancient people 9 not to be discovered except by special 
talismans and charmso 

2o Arabic KI~ 9 o According to Kashf al=zunfin 9 learned 
Muslims are not agreed as to the existence of this 
occult science 9 nor are they of one opinion as to its 
lawfulness 9 even if it should exist.(Hughes; A Dictionar~ 
of Isl~p pol3)o This is true since Alchemy was believed 
to be a method for transforming base metals into goldo 
But from a symbolic standpoint it has its value and own 
interpretationo (See To Burckhardt; Alchem~ science of 
the cosmos 8 science of the soul 9 London 9 19 7)o 

3o By arranging the letters in particular manner in tables 
and squares 9 they produce the hoped results through 
magical power 9 they sayo 
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with magic and occult sciencesooo Mingling with the rulers 

led them to believe in the Fatimig{i) waiting for his 

appearance and expecting his timeooo( 2 ) Many of the 

learned men say that the time of the Fajimi has passed 

and that he was 4 Umar bo ~Abd al= 4 Az'iz(3) and others., This 

is a very ambiguous matter indeed and to think of it is 

wrong 9 since it is very confusing and there is no need for 

ito Suppose = with all the catastrophes emerging from 

1., Meaning al=Mahd'I al=Munta~ar (the awaited rightly 
one) 9 or the Imam (Leader who will appear one day 9 
according to the common belief 9 to rule the world and 
"fill it with justice as it is now full of injusticeo 11 

This idea of the Saviour dominated the Shi 4 i mind for 
centuries and played a very important role in the 
Shi 4 ah's policy and creed., It has 9 howeverp its root 
in the Persian 9 Jewish and Christian backgrounds 9 as 
Bernard Lewis sayso lfThe Jewish and Christian belief 
in the sanctity and ultimate triumph of the royal 
house of Davidp through the anointed Messiah 11 the 
Zoroastrian expectation of a Soashyans 9 came with 
those who were converted to Islam and were embodied 
in the belief in the Mahd1 9 a descendent of the 
Prophet through his daughter 9 Fa"l;imah.," (Cfo Bernard 
Lewis~ The Assassins 9 London 11 1967 9 pp.,22 ffo) 

In the course of time even the Sunnis accepted the 
possibility of the appearance of the Mahd'I and many 
political movements rose in his nameo Even in the 
modern times the idea has not been effaced., The 
famous Muslim thinker 9 Jamal al~DYn al=Afghani 9 says 
that "all the Muslims except Ibn Khaldtln 51 and a few 
others 9 the number of whom is very limited 9 have 
unanimously accepted the authenticity of the Prophet's 
sayings regarding the Mahd'io 11 He adds~ "The expecta= 
tion of a Mahdi is so intense among Muslims every time 
they find themselves in difficulties 51 or their religion 
is threatened or a foreign power is dominating them~ 
that they resemble a man lost on a dark night in a vast 
desert awaiting with impatience a star which might 
guide him.," (Cfo Elie Kedourie; Afghani and 4Abduh 9 

London 9 1966 9 po50)., 

2., ~Uddat al=murid~ pol6., 

3., The famous Umayyad Caliph (d., 720/1320)o He has been 
considered the most just ruler in the history of the 
Caliphate after the Rashidino He was much celebrated 
for his piety and uprightness., 
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this belief = that the Fatimi is at the gate of your cityo 

How can you forget the pledge of allegiance (baiaah) to 

its ruler in your heart? You cannot revolt against him 

because of this pledgeo This is if the Fatimi is trueo 

How is it then when the whole issue is not confirmed and 

might never happen? 

3) Those who endeavour to attain their aim through 

devotion and ascetism and see real sincerity in excessive 

worshipo Satan tempted them by certain innovation which 

spoiled their devotion and made their hopes fallacious;p. 

by taking restriction upon themselves and suppressing 

their natural needso They follow their caprice by opposing 

what _·is customary and contradicting the religion of 

M~ammad with all its easiness and toleranceo They per= 

petrate dreadful and perilous errors of which some are 

prohibited and some are reprehensiblep following in this 

the practice of the People of the Booko(i) Thus they fall 

into what the Prophet predicted when he said: 9 You will 

follow the practice of those before youp span by span and 

cubit by cubit 9 until even if they went into the hole of 

a lizard you would go into it after themo 0 They asked 

him: 9The Jews and the Christiansp 0 Messenger of God? 9 

He saidg 9Who else? 9 The (hole of the lizard) here 

symbolizes the restriction and the difficulty which they 

hold as the right wayo It is nothingp in factp but evil 
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in this world and a torment in the Hereafter~ and a result 

of suspicion (waswas)p pedantry and hypocrisyo They say 

that the Way is founded on severity and hardship not on 

rest and easinessp following some of the late Persian 

masters(1 ) who used to treat their disciples in such a 

mannero This is a special case not to be taken as a 

ruleou( 2 ) 

It has been stated before that ZarrUq criticised the 

extravagant Sufis in both their belief and actiono It is 

impossiblep of course~ to separate them from each otherp 

for no actionp actuallyp is to be cons~dered without 

belief~ and no belief is to be carried out without actiono 

We are going to throw some light on his conception of the 

right belief of the Sufis and then give some examples of 

his criticism in these two domainso 

In one of his Principles of Sufism (Qawa«id al= 

ta§awwuf) concerning the correct belief of the Sufis~ 

Zarr'ilq writes~ 

"Regarding their belief' in Divinity (rubiibiyyah) they 

do not believe except in Godvs absolute transcendence 

(tanz!h) and the negation of comparison (tashbih)ooo 

Regarding Prophecy (nubuwwah)~ they do not believe 

except that it is confirmed and-is above anything which 

does not suit its perfectionooo Regarding the Hereafter 

io Zarr'ilq does not specify these Persian masterso But it 
is known that Persian Sufis were severe in their 
practices~ specially during periods of retreato 

2o 4 Uddat al=murid~ PPol2-l9o 
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(al=~akhirah) they do not believe except in the truth o~ 

what was told [by the Qur 9an and the Prophet] about it~ 

as it was told 9 without any discussion of its detailso"(i) 

This is~ in factp Islamic dogmap pure and simple 9 and 

thus ZarrUq wanted it to beo He wanted no fuss 9 no confu= 

sianp no deviation from this dogmao The simplicity of 

Sufism 9 as he saw itp was in great danger of becoming 

subject to alteration and strange ideaso To be a Muslim 

Sufi one has to adherep first of all~ to the dogmas of 

Islam 9 otherW·ise he might be something else other than a 

Muslimo 

Many alien ideas 9 he says 9 had infiltrated into 

Islam 9 and the extravagant Sufis bear a large measure of 

responsibility for allowing these ideas = consciouly or 

unconsciously= to infiltrate.< 2 ) Thus they had been 

rightly under attack by the Muslims as they were under= 

stood. That is because certain Sufi masters were so bold 

in their expressions that the first impression of their 

utterances {shathat) were necessarily misunderstood 9 and 

accordingly they were considered as heretics or even 

2. See~ ~Abd al=Qadir MaQffiud; al=Falsafah al=§Ufiyah 
fi al=Islamp Cairo 9 1966P ppo440=605 and R. A. 
Nicholson; "Mysticism 11

9 Legacy of Islam 9 London$> 
1968$> ppo2l5=224o 
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disbelievers.(i) The sayings of a certain Sufi; "I am 

the Truth~,) for exarnple 11 might suggest ittil)ad (oneness) 

or ~ulul {incarnation)~)which expression must not be 

accepted at all 11 though it might be interpreted in its 

utterancer 9 s favour 9 if it is possible 9 to avoid branding 

him as a disbeliever or a deviator.( 4 ) Al=~allaj 9 Ibn 

1. In egypt 9 in the mid~fourteenth century the directive 
given by the MamlUk authority to the Shaik al=ShuyUkh 
affirms that the only way to God is through the Qu~Pan 
and the Sunnah as embodied in the SharG. The Shaikh "shall 
censure anyone who inclines towards=belief in ittitad 
or Qulul or claims that it is possible to attain God by 
any way other than that defined by the Prophet. 11 (The 
Sufi Orders in Islam 9 pol62). 

This decree which was issued by the MamlUks indi= 
cates that these subtle ideas of the Sufis 9 concerning 
the relationship between God and His creation (see the 
chapter on the Way according to ZarrUq) 9 were so widely 
spread among the common people that the authority was 
obliged to take a strict position towards them. No 
doubt these ideas continued to exist until the next 
century in Zarruq's lifetime. (See~ QawaGid al=ta§aWWUfp 
pp.51=52o Cf. Ibn al=Jawzi; Talbis Iblisp pol64). 

2. The famous utterance of al~ijallaj. It is very odd that 
ZarrUq ascribes this utterance to "a certain Sufi. 11 

But we have to note that our Shaikh always avoided 
condemnation of al=~allaj by name. 

3o 11The distinction between :Q_ulul and itti:g.ad 9
11 says 

Trimingharn 9 
11 is that between the Hallajian doctrine of: 

al~itti ad al=mu'In 9 the union of.God with the individual 
Qulul must not be confused with the Christian doctrine 

of incarnation) and al=itti:p.ad al=Gamm al~mujlag, 9 the 
absolute union of divinity and the universe 9 professed 
by Hindu pantheists." (The Sufi Orders in Islarnp pol62a 

On this distinction see: Massignon; La Passion 
d 9 al-Hallaj 9 Paris 9 1922 9 and R. A. Nicholson 9 s article 
"Itti.Q.ad" in Encyclopaedia of Islamo 
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doubt great masters and scholarso Perhaps they reached 

stages and were in states where they were unable to find 

adequate words to express themselves in a proper wayo In 

their cases we try to justify their utterances and 

writings 9 but not 9 at any cost 9 to accept and follow them 

as they appear outwardly 9 since this would confuse the 

common men and may lead to catastrophic resultso 11 (i) 

An attitude of awe towards Divinity must be preserved 

at all costs 9 and the position of Servanthood ('ubudi~ah) 9 

must be observed all the timeo Any belief 9 therefore 9 or 

hint which may indicate some sort of comparison or anthro= 

pomorphism (tajsid) in respect of God must be rejected at 

onceo This is applicable to any alteration in the words 

of invocation 9 like saying "Nothing is but God" (laisa 

illa Allah)( 2 ) instead of the authorised form of invoca= 

tion (there is no god save Godo M~ammad is the Messenger 

of God)o(3) To observe the position of Servanthoodp it 

is mere heresy and innovation to call upon Almighty God; 

ya huwa! (0 He!) 9 since this is a call of familiarity, 

discourteous towards the Divinityo 

1 o Sho 'Aqidat al~Ghazali 9 pol0 9 al~Na~ah al=kafiyah 9 

pol6o Cfo Ibn Majah / fitano 

2o A form of invocation adopted by Ibn Sab'In and his 
followerso (Cfo Do So Morgoliouth 9 s article "ShatQ." 
in Encyclopaedia of Islam)o ZarrUqp in fact 9 attacked 
Ibn Sab'In indirectly by criticising his ~izb al= 
salam and others of his ambiguous expressions 9 on many 
occasions in his 'Uddat al=murid and Sho ~izb al=baQro 

3o al=Nasihah al-kafiyah 9 pol6o 
0 
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Whenever Zarruq deals with any of the principal Sufi 

ideas he distinguishes between the real meaning of these 

ideas and the current belief developed by vulgar concep= 

tionso It was very hard ror him as a Sufi to reject all 

peculiarly Sufi ideasll as it was very difficult f'or him 

also as an intellectual Jurist to accept the common 

beliefs and action held and practiced by the majority of 

Sufis in his dayso Thus he was obliged to take a 

moderate conciliatory attitude by which he was trying to 

purify Sufism from vulgarism and show its sublime inner~ 

most teachings unmixed with common beliefo 

The concept of the ~ll for examplell was regarded 

as one of the highest stages to which the Sufi aspires 

in the Wayo He was considered a "friend" of Godp a close 

friend in facto ZarrUq does not reject the wilayah9 of 

" course 11 but he regards the wal'ill more or lessll a 11protegett 

of God more than anything elseo The wali must be respected 9 

well treated9 and venerated according to the holy tradition 

(~ad'ith qudsi)g(i) "He who hurts a~ of Mine is declaring 

war against Meo 11 The problem isll in his opinionll that it 

is very difficult 11 if not impossiblell to know whether this 

or that person is a wal! or notp since the wilayah is 

mostly a secret between God and His chosen servanto( 2 ) 

i o A Prophetic Tradition in which God speaks in the first 
persono 

2o This notion was a matter of disbute in early Sufismo 
See the Risalah of al=Qushairi9 (pol74) 9 where he 
discusses it and expounds the different opinions 
about ito 
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There is no other alternative 9 therefore 9 but to inter= 

pret this tradition as meaning all of the believers 

without distinctiono That is to respect all those who 

believe in God 9 including the wal'is 9 since "every believer 

might be~ of God according to Godis saying~ 9 God is 

the Protecting Friend of those who believe a~ 11 ( 
1 ) 

This leads to another Sufi idea which dominated the 

life of Sufism and was considered as one of the proofs 

of the wilayah, namely, the karamah (a miraculous achieve= 

ment favoured by God by which the~ prooves himselfo)( 2 ) 

Although the Shaikh accepts the possibility of the 

karamat (plural of karamah), he has his reservations 

about themo "The karamah fo~~~ali", he says 9 "is related 

mainly to the miracles of the Prophet whom he followsp 

since the wali, in fact, demonstrates the speciality 

(ikhti~) of the Prophecy and the correctness of following 

the Propheto That is why he can challenge others with his 

karamah" o (3 ) As the Prophets were capable of performing 

miracles (mu 0 jizat), the walls are able to bring about 

graces (karamat)o( 4 ) But in the case of the ~ali we have 

to distinguish between two things: the real karamah and 

the false onep which is called istidraj (literallyp 

bringing about by degreesp step by step)o The first is 

io Qur 9an; 2~25o al=~ami 0 lijumal min al=fawa'id wa 
al=manafi 0

, Po7o 

2o See: Ro Ao Nicholson; The Mystics of' Islam, pol22o 

3o Tuqfat al=muridp pol3o 

4o Cfo Abn al=Qasim al-Qushairi; al~Risalah, Cairop 1940v 
pol74o 
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for those sincere~> true walis who follow the Book and the 

Sunnah~> and the second is for the pseudo=Sufisp the inno= 

vatorso They are aided by Satan~> and permitted by Godp 

to drift recklessly in their vanity and erroro God has 

said~ "We surely bring them dO'Wnp step by step~> from 

whence they do not know o tt ( 1 ) 

According to our Shaikh~> supernatural performances 

do not prove anything or indicate the reality of any 

individualo Indeed 9 its performer should not be followed~> 

for the simple reason of the probability of being caused 

to slip by Satano Nor must he be favoured and regarded 

above other believers because of the privilege of per= 

forming karamatp since "privilege (maziyyah) does not 

necessarily imply preference and emulation (igtida~>) is 

not right save of those who have perfect knowledge and 

perfect religiono 11 (
2 ) The Shaikh continues to argue: 

"It' privileges are causes of preference one might prefer 

Iblis to the common believero Iblis has the privileges 

of perforating the air 9 walking on the water~> penetrating 

the earth in a moment 9 and seeing us from whence we do 

not see himo(3) It becomes necessary also to prefer 

al=llliadir to Moses~> which is a gross erroro 11 (
4 ) Not only 

i 0 Qur~>an;; 7~182 and 68~440 See~ al=Radd 'aUi ahl al= 
bid'ahp ppol4=15 and Sho al=Maba~ith al=a~liyahp pol52o 

2o Qawa'id al-ta~awwufp ppol26=127o 

3o gur~>an; 7<;,27o 

4o Qawa' id al-ta~awwufp Pol27o 
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Iblisp in his opinionp is unparalleled in this fieldp but 

many of the disbelievers had been enabled to achieve such 

praeternatural phenomena 9 as what happened to the Samiri(i) 

when he threw the jewels into fire and got a mooing calf 

out of ito The Numrud 9 (
2 ) who claimed to be godp flew 

high in his ark (tabUt) 9 and the arrows he threw to kill 

the God of Abraham returned blood=stained to himo ZarrUq 

concludes~ "If these extraordinary things appeared to such 

wickedp misled menp how is it possible for a sane man to 

be deceived by them?! Abu Yazid al=Bis~am! said: 0 If you 

see a man flying in the air be not amazed by his action 

until you see him also fulfilling the ordinances and 

avoiding what is forbiddeno 9 u(3) 

In an ironical question regarding one of the most 

wide-spread beliefs among the Sufisp ioeop performing 

Pilgrimage by khutwah(4) (step) P Zarr'Cl.q asks: "Is it 

compulsory then for the men of the khutwahp when the road 

to Mecca is riskyp to perform Pilgrimage? And if they 

have done so do they expect to be rewarded for their 

action or not?~ u(5) 

1 o Mentioned in the Qur 9an {10~85=97) as the person who 
made the golden calf for the Children of Israelo 
According to al=Bai<}.aw'i 9 his name was Musa bo ~afar of 
the tribe of Samaritanso (See: Hughes; A Dictionary of 
Islam 9 Po564)o . 

2o Or Nimrud 9 the persecutor of Abraham 9 in both the 
Islamic and Hebrew religious heritageso See: Dictionar~ 
of Islam 9 PPo~-33=434o 

3o al-Radd 'ala ahl al=bid'ah 9 pol5o' In 'Uddat al=murJ:d 
(po81) ZarrUq states: "When you see such a man f'lying 
in the air 9 say~ 9 You are a magician9 by your admission 
and say: 1 May God avail us by youQ in your hearts o Thus 
you become safe from his evil and gain his benefit o 11 

4o Cfo Ro Ao Nicholson; The ~ystics of Islamp pol24o 

5o Sho al=Waghl'isiyyah 9 Po 
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The real karamat, he ends, are two: that of belief 

in more certitude and contemplation~ and that of action 

in following the right Way without claim or pretentiono 

He who has these two karamat and longs f'or anything else 

is like him who is honoured to meet the King in his court, 

and yet longs rather to serve his horses in the stableo 

The real karamah 9 in short, is 11repentence without 

persistence {on the sin]~ action without abatement 9 

sincerity without consideration [of' the result], certainty 

without hesitation 9 and trust without weakneso No more 

than that o u(i) 

Just as the Shaikh criticises the distortion of the 

meaning of' the wilayah and the karamah, so he also rejects 

the f'amous Sufi hierarchy( 2 ) on much the same grounds of 

its secrecy 9 if not nonsenseo 

"You hear them saying: so~and-so is perfect and so= 

and=so is imperfecto So=and=so is at such a stage and 

so=and=so has attained to such a ranko So-and=so is far 

away from such and sucho So=and=so is a qutb (Pole) 9 

while the other is a ghawth (Succourer), and the third is 

one of the abdals (S-ubstitutes) o All this is only because 

of' shamelessness, lack of' courtesy and occupying oneself 

with nonsenseo Whoever says such things is a liar 0 

untruthful and pretender, particularly when he adds to it 

a denial of certain truthful men or claims what he has 

nothing of all thiso He is the one of whom God says: 

1 o Sho al=ijikam, ppo295=296o 

2o See: Nicholson; The Mystics of Islam, ppol23=124o 
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'And who does greater wrong than he who tells a lie against 

God, and denies the truth when it reaches him?'u(i) (2 ) 

The foregoing pages might have given the reader an 

idea about the criterion of ZarrUq9 s criticismo He is not 

against the principle itself, so long as it stands undis= 

tortedo But he rejects any misunderstanding, any misinter= 

pretation, and any extravaganceo The following two 

examples may clarify this point, regarding Sufi practice, 

as the preceding brief discussion above was concerned 

chiefly with some of their beliefso 

One of the most well known teachings of Sufism is 

tawakkul(3) (trust in God), meaning to be confident in 

His care and attention, and to be sure that He does not 

neglect him who depends on HimQ The idea itself corres= 

ponds with the full confidence in God and the Islamic 

faith in His omnipotence and direct r8le in the indi= 

vidual's destinyo When it is properly held it gives man 

the courage necessary to face the problems or life and 

enables him to meet whatever bef'~?;lls him with a high 

moraleo \VJnat worried Zarruq, and many others, was the 

distortion of' the meaning of' tawakkul into tawakul 

{indif'f'erence)o Most of the Sufis held that to be a 

real mutawakkil (dependent on God) one has to abandon 

all worldly activities and devote oneself' entirely to 

God Who will take care of' one, ensure one 9 s food and 

1 o Qur'an; 39~32o 

2o Sho Qizb al=b~r, po65o 

3o See~ al=Qalabadhi; al=Ta'arruf' limadhhab ahl al= 
ta~awwuf (translated by Ao Jo Arberry as The Doctrine 
of the Sufis), Cambridge, 1935 9 Po73 and 92o 

/) 
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provide him 9 by various means 9 with the requirements of 

his livelihoodo God does not forget His devoted servantsp 

they say 9 why do we bother ourselves with thinking 9 work 

and all the effort 9 while He is looking after us?(i) This 

passive attitude towards life did a great harm to the 

cause of Sufism 9 in particular 9 and Islam in generalo It 

has its roots in those ascetics at the beginning of 

Sufism and is 9 obviously 9 a misunderstanding of the 

tawakkulo 

The word which Zarruq used to designate this tenet 

is tajarrud (literally 9 abstraction or being stripped of 

worldly affairs= unwordliness)o The opposite he calls 

tasabbub (seeking ways and means of living)o He was much 

concerned to clarify both of these expressions: 

"To be sincere with God" he says 9 "the servant must 

stay where his Lord has placed himo He must not pay 

attention to anything except what the Lord has directed 

him to; tajarrud or tasabbub 9 riches or poverty without 

falling in unlawfulness or sin 9 and without being harmedooo 

Many who were mutasabbib and left work on the grounds of 

trust were afflicted with begging from the people and 

1 o See the Risalah of al=Qushairi 9 ppo82=88o Al=Qushairi 
himself holds that "the place of tawakkul is in the 
heart 9 and seeking external means does not contradict 
it in the heart 9 when the servant believes that every= 
thing is destined by Godo When he finds it difficult 9 

that is because of His willo Vfuen he finds it easy 
that is because He made it SOooo A man went to the 
Prophet on his she=camel and asked him: 9 0 Messenger 
of God~ May I leave it and trust in God?' The 
Prophet said: iHobble it and trust in God~ o" 
(po83) o 
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hoping ~or their charityo Many who were mutajarrid and 

sought other means for their livelihood were a~flicted 

with sins and errors o 11 ( 
1 ) 

As satis~action (ri~) with God in all circumstances 

is essential for the Sufi 9 as also contentment (gana 4 ah)g 

the real tajarrud is allowed only when the man has the 

means to support his life 9 far from being in any need of 

others' helpo That is "when he finds rest f'rom the 

people and is sa:t'e from them in his belief~; and has got 

a sufficient provision for his livelihood from lawful 

sourceso He who has not got these sources must seek 

ways (asbab) of living and go to worko"( 2 ) 

We have seen in the previous pages how ZarrUq con

demned those fuqara 9 of the Zawiyahs for their lazinesso 

They usually justified their idleness by following 

tajarrudo But this is not soo "When 'Umar bo al=Khattab( 2 ) 

saw a man worshipping in the mosque he asked him:: .qFrom 

where do you eat?' The man said:: 'My brother brings me 

foodo 9 4 Umar said:: 'Your brother worships better than 

you doo 9 He saw another and asked him the srune questiono 

The man replied: 'The people see me in the mosque and they 

bring me foodo 9 'Umar hit him with his club on the heado 11 

Then the Shaikh asks: "Did not the Prophet say that the 

upper hand is better than the lower handcfO)Did not he say:: 

'It is better for any of you to take his rope and go 

gathering firewood than begging from the people 9 some give 

1o al=Jami' lijumal min al=fawa 9 id wa al=manafi' 9 po2o 

2o al=Jami 4 
P PPo2=3ll Qawa 6 id al-tasawwufll Po59o 

3o ~al}.Il) Muslim/ Zakah~ Muwat'!;a 9 Malik / ~adqaho 



him and some withhold o 
9 ? 11 ( 

1 ) 

This leads to the idea or ghina (independence) and 

fagr (indigence)~( 2 ) and the possession of the worldly 

propertieso Against the common conception.Zarruq holds 

that the possession of these properties does not mean 

the lack of spiritual virtueso The real mistake is to 

consider them important and worthy of concerno As this 

world is like a snake~ it is not a matter of skill to 

kill the snakeo The real skill is in holding it while 

it is aliveo(3) .And let us not forget that a grateful 

rich man is equal to~ if not better than~ a poor mano (4 ) 

The other issue~ which was a wide subject of dispute 

and a point of attack by the opponents of the Sufis~ is 

~4 (audition) o While the dogmatic Jurists held that 

audition (~4 ) is unlawful and connected it with pagan 

practicep(5) the Sufis saw it as a means of arfecting 

the feelingsp by using music and love of poetry and even 

dancing and psychomatic techniques as instruments of 

ecstatic withdrawalo( 6 ) 

1 o Sho al=mababith al=a~liyyah~ pol48o Bukhari / Zakaho 

2o Or wealth and povertyo 

3o Qawa 4 id al=ta~awwuf~ Pol06o 

4o That is because one or God 9 s ~tbributes is ghinap 
while ragr is nota This implies that the former 
is prerered to the lattero (gawa 4 id al-ta§aWWUfp 
Pol05)o 

5o See~ Ibn al=Jawzi; Talbi Iblis~ ppo237=238o 
Trimingham~ The Sufi Orders in Islamp pol95 f~o 

6o Von Grunebaum; Classical Islamp Pol94o 
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Here we ~ind Zarruq in an ambivalent positiono He 

does not reject audition altogether and consider it 

unlawful 9 since listening to music and singing are not 

~orbidden in Islam 9 (i) and there were many o~ the pious 

who used to attend sam~ 5 o( 2 ) At the same time he sets 

many conditions on its per~ormance by the S~is~ such as 

avoiding obscene songs 9 any exhibition o~ a~fection 9 the 

presence o~ women 9 using certain musical instruments 9 

the f'eigning of' ecstasy, and so ono(3 ) But9 as he says 1 

audition is one of the dispensations (rukha~)( 4 ) of 

Sufism 9 which may be permitted in special cases in parti= 

cular circumstanceso Vfuen the fagir is attracted to it 9 

and he cannot help attending it 9 he is allowed to do so 9 

.,provided that he keeps to its conditions in time and 

place 9 and preserves the obligations o~ Islam 9 
9Iman (Faith) 

1 o gawaGid al-ta~awwuf 9 po80o 

2o 5 Uddat al-mur1d 9 po93 9 Qawa 5 id al=ta§awvru£ 9 pa81 

3o 5 Uddat al=muridp PPo93-94o Fo Co Happold states in 
his iviysticism, a~ter giving numerous definitions of 
mysticism in Christianity 9 that "We can put aside 
immediately all those false types of so=called mysti= 
cism such as spiritualism 9 occultism 9 and the likeooo 
We may also dismiss as inadequate and misleading such 
phrases as 9 All religion is mystical 1 o ~cystical 
experience may take more than one formo It is 9 howeverp 
a quite definite and recognizable ~orm of experienceo 
Nor need we concern ourselves with visions and states 
of ecstasyooo they are 9 however 9 usually regarded with 
some suspicion and are in no way an essential element 
in mystical experienceo 11 1Viysticism 9 Po38o 

4o Rukh§ah (dispensation 9 indulgence) is an aspect of the 
Sufi life such as everyday necessities 9 as the holding 
of private assembly (~a~rah) at which they hold concerts 
(sama 5 at) and indulge in jesting (miziq) 9 and dancing 
(~)o It may cover the use o~ rosary 9 neglect of 
mosque attendance 9 and non=observance o~ ritual prayer 
during a period o~ 5 Uzlah (retirement)o The Sufi 
Orders in Islam 9 pol93o 
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and Btsan (Virtue)" o (i) Otherwise~ audition must be 

avoided as ~ar as possibleo( 2) 

Vfuat infuriated the Shaikh and made him incline to 

the prohibition of audition was the exaggeration which 

converted it from a method of e~~ecting the feelings 

into a means o~ leisure and amusemento The innocent 

practice of the old Sufis who sought harmony between the 

Spirit and the body through the abstraction of melody~(3 ) 
became a manifestation o~ lust and an expression of 

hysteria which "the souls of the ignorant yearn forl) 

the hearts of the heedless are ~ond ofp the idle prefer~ 

the inactive get benefit froml) the reality of the insane 

is full ofp the interior of the maniac responds top the 

afflicted men are totally in its favour~ the deceived 

are impressed by 9 the extravagance of the promoted 

(mustadraj) is increased~ the hearts of the pretenders 

incline to~ the whole of the oriented (mutawajjih) is 

cut with 9 and the insight of the seeker is damaged byo 11 (4) 

From the Shaikh 9 s point of viewp there is no harm in 

congregating for invocationo There is no harm even in 

moving with rythm in invoking God 9 s Namesp (5.) in solemn 

1o 'Uddat al=muridp Po93o 

2o Ibido Al~Junaid used to attend audition then he 
ceased to do SOo He was asked:: "You used to attend 
then you le~t audition 11 why?" He answered:: "From 
whom?" They said:: "From Godo 11 He asked:: "With whom?" 
~hey said nothingo (Qawadid al=ta~aWWUfp po84)o 

3o Qawadid al ta~awwu~j) po84o 

4o dUddat al=muridp Po92o 

5o For the movements in invocation see:: Massignon 9 "Tb~ 
Idea o~ the Spirit in Islam"~ The Mystic Visionp 
ppo20~21 9 and al~SanUsi; al=Salsabil al=mu'in 9 passimo 
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manner and in a quiet wayo (1 ) But this should not mean 

the use of poetry and singing~ together with cries and 

shouts~ dancing and whirling 9 swinging and jumping 9 because 

of the manifestation of ecstasy and false attractiono( 2 ) 

In reply to the argument that all this stirs up the 

feelings and moves the emotionsp the Shai~1 says that 

all this was practiced by the idolators(3) and has nothing 

to do with the pious feelingso "Al=RiyaQ. bo Sariyah (one 

of' the Prophet 9 s Companions) said~ 0 •rhe Prophet once 

preached to us an eloquent sermono We burst into tears 

and our hearts were full of fearo 9 He did not say~ 9We 

shouted and screamed9 
9 or 9We hit our heads and our 

chestsv 9 or 9We danced 9 
9 as many of the ignorant of 

these days doo 11 (4) 

As it is his custom 9 to refer to and quote worthy men 

of the past 9 ZarrUq recalls here the saying of the famous 

Companionp 9 Abd Allah bo Mas 9ud 9 who when he passed by a 

group of men invoking together in a loud voice 9 said~ 

"By God~ You have excelled the Companions of IVIUQ.ammad 

in knowledge~ This was not their practice and they knew 

better than youou( 5 ) And when lVialik bo Anas was told 

about how audition was held he wittingly asked~ "Are they 

1 o Sho al=Waghlisiyyah 9 pol21 and Qawa 4 id al=tasawwuf 9 Po76o 

2o Cfo Fo Co Happoldz Mysticism 9 a study and an Antholog~ 9 
London 9 1963 9 Po38o 

3o Cfo QurPan; 8:35 (And their worship at the (holy) House 
is naught but whistling and hand=clapping)o 

4o al=Radd 5 ala ahl al=bid 4 ah 9 po8o 
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mad?" Also~ Ibn s Arabi said: "Audition is not acceptable 

to any Muslim these dajT'Sp and no master who approves o:r 

it and practices it should be f'ollowed., 11 (i) Lastlyp when 

Abu al=Hasan al=Shadhili was asked his opinion about 
0 

auditionp he said:: 11 I asked my master about it and he 

said: 0They indeed f'ound their fathers astray., But they 

make haste to follow in their f'ootstepso 9 11 (2) (3) 

,., .,. 

There is no end to the issues in which Zarruq was a 

bitter critico In every page of' his 4 Uddat al=murid al= 

§adiqp and ~ his other works mentioned above 9 he expresses 

his anger towards the Jurists of his days and the pseudo= 

Sufis alike., In his rejection of' the occult sciences 

which penetrated into Sufism through Gnosticism 9 in his 

attempt to heal the misunderstanding between the Sufis and 

the Jurists!) in his earnest desire to introduce the Way 

pure and in conformity with the Lawll the Shaikh mainly 

blames the Folk for the mischievous conclusions drawn by 

the learned out of their belief and actiono 

11The claimers in this Way are numerous", he says 11 

"because of its strangeness (_gh__arabah) o The minds cannot 

grasp it because of' its subtlety., Its people are often 

rejected because of its delicateness., Good advisors 

have warned against travelling in it because of the many 

1o Qawa 4 id al=ta~awwufll PPo76=83o 

2., Qurvan; 37:70., 

3o Qawa 4 id al-ta~awwufll po83o 



pitfalls in it 9 and the leaders of religion have written 

against its people because of what perverse men have 

invented in ito"(i) 

It is impossible here to discuss all that for which 

ZarrUq reproaches the innovators, or what he considers 

to be wrong attitudes on the part of the so=called Sufiso 

But it might be useful to relate here the main issues 

which were held and practiced by them 9 and which provoked 

his wrath 9 as he categorised themo "Those matters by 

which the calamity has become universal 9
11 as he says 9 

and none of them has anything to do with true Sufism:(
2

) 

1) Sciences of Treasures and Alchemyo 2) Seals 

(khawatim)P Amulets 9 Letters and Talismanso 3) Spiritua= 

lism (~ilm al=rugani)o 4) Astrologyo 5) Seeking the 

greatest Name (al~ism al=sazam) and the propertie_s of the 

Nameso 6) Seeking the educator Shaikh (al=Shaikh al= 

murabbi) by aspiration and state (bi al=himmah wa al=bal)o 

7) Being deceived by any claimru1to 8) Being occupied 

with useless scienceso 9) Suspicion (waswasah) o 

10) Claims made in order to attract followerso 11) Cursing 

those who deny such thingsp even though they are among the 

learned men of the nationo 12) Assumption to oneself of 

the stages of the Wayo 13) Hypocrisy in utteranceso 

14) Delving into problematic issuesp such as the Spirito 

15) Exploiting knowledge as a proof for them not against 



them" 16) Revealing to laymen the subtleties of Sufismo 

17) Paying attention to what is supererogatory and the 

negligence of what is obligatory" 18) Preference of 

their own interests and benefits" 19) Public audition 

and the exhibition of pseudo=ecstasyo 20) Seeking 

blessing among the graves and through the deado 

Two main points remain to end this chapter 9 and they 

may help to sum up ZarrUq the critico The first is his 

attitude towards other critics of the Sufis, and the 

second is the nature of his own criticismo 

Concerning the first point he writes in one of the 

principles in his Qawa 4 id al=tasawwuf'~ "The books which 

have been written to refute the Folk are useful in being 

careful against blundere But they are not beneficial 

except on three conditions~ 

1) Good intention in the authorg by belief in the 

correctness of his ijtihad (independent judgement) and that 

he meant to prevent expedients (gasm al=dhara 9 i 4
) 9 even 

if he was harsh, like Ibn al=Jawz!o 

2) Overlooking his mistakes by interpreting his 

words in his favour, since the critic is not infallible 

as the wali: also commits sometimes slips of tongue and 

lapses 9 because he is not infallible eithero 

3) That the critic must examine himself first and 

must not judge all of the Folk by the same criteriono 

He also must not display their faults to those who are 

not travellers in the Wayp since this shall disturb his 
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belie~o If he must do SOp he ought then to reject the 

saying without specifying its author whose honour must 

be preservedo That is because to conceal the lapses o~ 

the masters is a requisite and to preserve the religion 

is obligatoryo He who advocates God 9 s religion will be 

rewardedp and he who supports it will be granted triumpho 

But ~airness for the sake of the truth is necessary in 

all caseso u(i) 

The second point is that our Shaikh was a construe= 

tive critico His stinging expressions and harsh words 

were motivated by his vigilant concern for the Sufis and 

Sufismo vVhen we read Talbis Iblis of Ibn al=Jawzi 9 or 

one of Ibn Taimiyah 9 s pamphlets against the Sufisp ~or 

instancep we find that they attack ruthlessly for the 

sake of attacko Zarruq9 s criticism wasp on the other 

hand9 :full of sympathy and solicitudeo In his works he 

was as much a guide to the right Way as he was a critic 

of the wrong one o He does not deplore 9 reject and 

neglect those deviatorso Instead 9 he of~ers them the 

means of ridding themselves of their de~ectso Here are 

his suggestions concerning "the means by which innova-

t ions will be eliminated11p as he says 9 "and by which its 

adherents will go back in the right directiono 11 He 

summarises them under three headings:( 2 ) 

"The first is restoring the faith in a way leading 

to the observance of the Lawbringer 0 s (the Prophet's) 

1 o Qawa 4 id al=ta§awwu~ 9 pol31. 

2o See: 'Uddat al=murid 9 PPo7=8. 
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respect in anything he ordered or forbadep by being 

perspicacious in religious issues. God has said~ ~And 

whatsoever the Messenger gives youp take it. And what= 

soever he forbids P abstain therefrom 9 g~)and He said~ 
'And let those who conspire to evade His orders beware 

lest grief or painful punishment befall them 9
1 (

2 ) and 

He said~ 'Say~ This is my Way. I call on God with sure 

knowledge 9 I and whosoever follows me ••• v(3) 

The second is the following of God's commandments 

in everything the traveller encounters in the Way. 

This cannot be done except by watching his movements in 

order that he may do nothing without knowledge or the 

emulation of him who is worthy to be ernulated 9 such as 

a pious learned man or a pre=erninent faq1h. 

The third is knowing the principles of the Way which 

he f'ollows or intends to travel. They have been prevented 

f'rom attainment because they have lost the principles. 

The principles of the Folk are based on the Book and the 

Sunnah. This is the rule of the Wayp its principle and 

the authority accepted by them all. Abu al=Qasim 

al=Junaid says~ 'This our science is founded on the Book 

and the Sunnah. He who does not listen to the ~adith 

and sit with the f'ugaha 9 and receive his instruction 

from the learned 9 will harm whoever follows himp and 

following him is unlawful.g Al=Shibli was asked once 

about Sufismo He answered: 'It is to emulate the 

i. Qur 9an~ 9~7 

2. Qur 9 an; 24~63 

3. QurPan; 12:108 
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Messenger or God (peace and blessing be upon him)o~ May 

God lead us all aright~" 

To sum upg it is evident that Zarruq regard® 

Surism as a personal Wayp confined mostly to the elite 9 

not a co~non idea and practice to be held by anyoneo(1 ) 

There must be the proper aptitude and the necessary 

receptivity in order to travel on this Wayo Besides 

this aptitude there are two important things which are 

indispensible for any traveller 9 and his success in 

passing through it depends on themo Firstly there is 

the sincere orientation (§idq al=tawajjuh) 9 (
2 ) or inten= 

tion 9 which controls his inward being and guides him 

always 9 from his first stepo Without this sincerity 

nothing can be achieved 9 and he will be a mere imitator 

without reality in his belief in the Way and its require= 

mentso Secondly 9 the traveller has to be fully equipped 9 

or at least acquainted 9 with correct knowledge of the 

religious rules which governs his outward beingo 

Being ignorant in religious affairs leads to many mis= 

takes and mischievious resultso 

1 o Cf o Abu J;;ramid al=GhazaTJ:; al=Madn'lln bihi Gala ghairi 
ahlihio Zarrnq naturally does not mean to keep the 
teachings of Sufism secret within a closed circleo He 
means to preserve the value of these teachings -
particularly those delicate and subtle ones = by 
barring them from laymen who have not the capability 
to understand their hidden meanings 9 and who are the 
cause of much misunderstanding of Sufismo As Jesus 
said~ "Verily I say unto you 9 Oh ye apostles! Do not 
hang pearls over the necks of the pigs 9

11 or as the 
Prophet said~ 11Do not give wizdom (.Q.ikmah) to the 
unworthy 9 lest you be unfair to it; neither veil it 
from those who are worthy 9 lest you do them wrongo 11 

('Uddat al=murid 9 po88) o 
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Sufism is not a professiono It is not a badge for 

certain men to distinguish them from other peopleo It 

is not for following superstition, without using our 

reasono It is not mere foolish practice without under= 

standingo Sufism is the climax of man's endeavour to 

reach the Truthp for the loftiest Example 9 (i) the sub~ 
limity of the Spirit, by attaining to the third comple-

mentary sustenance of the servant's existence before 

the Lord 9 maqam al~ihs~n, in the spiritual realm, after .. 

realising in full the other two aspects of this existence; 

maqam al~'Iman 9 concerning the correct faith in his heart~ 

and maqam al=islam, regarding his external practice 

and relationship with his brothers in hwnanityo 

1 .. Qur'an; 30:27.. "He is the most sublime Examplar in 
the heavens and the earth~ He is the All-mighty, 
the All=wise." 
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